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Abstract

Are These Truths Self-Evident?
Language, Culture and Human Rights in the U.S. and China

by

Jason Daniel Patent 

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Eve E. Sweetser, Chair

American advocates of international human rights often assume that the notion of 

human rights is somehow “universal,” or understood in the same way across all linguistic 

and cultural communities. Critics of this view often resort to universalism’s logical 

opposite, radical relativism, which holds that no concepts are stable across cultures. 

Strong universalist and relativist claims tend to be a priori.

What is missing is empirical investigation. Cognitive linguistics offers useful 

tools for such an investigation. In this study, human rights is treated as a complex 

cultural category which can only be understood through underlying cultural models of 

what a human is: cultural expectations of how humans do and should behave, especially 

with respect to societal institutions such as the family and the state. The category human
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rights is compared to its closest Chinese counterpart, renquan, in a similar way: by 

unpacking the underlying Chinese cultural models.

What emerge are two complex systems of cultural models that serve as the basis 

for the differences and similarities between human rights and renquan. Awareness of 

these differences points the way not only toward a deeper understanding of how these 

two cultural categories are related, but also to some deeply important aspects of 

American and Chinese culture. This can facilitate better cross-cultural communication 

about any number of issues.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Say it along with me: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that 

among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” Over 200 years after its 

promulgation, the Declaration of Independence is still held up as one of the clearest 

enunciations of the putative American fascination with, and respect for, rights.

America’s determination to promote its view of rights — in particular, human rights — is 

visible in many aspects of its foreign policy, and often creates tension with governments 

who are viewed by the U.S. as insufficiently respectful of human rights. It therefore 

behooves us to try to understand as thoroughly as possible what is meant by human 

rights, if for no other reason than to ensure that speakers of different languages and 

members of different cultures are talking with, not past, one another.

There are innumerable angles from which to approach the study of human rights. 

In this dissertation are findings from the angle of language and culture: What similarities 

and differences can we find in the way people from two different cultures, speaking two 

different languages, talk and reason about human rights? The cultures investigated here 

are, to speak broadly and in overly general terms, American culture and Chinese culture. 

The methods are those of cognitive linguistics and cognitive anthropology. In this 

chapter, I introduce the theoretical basics; I put them to work on a specific set of

1
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language data; I explore the question of the relationship between language and culture; 

and I describe in detail how the research for this study was carried out.

Theoretical basics

Obvious as it may be, it is easy to forget: as we go about our lives, we humans 

are constantly engaged in a deeply complex, unconscious process of linguistic 

understanding and interpretation. Sound, raw form, hits our eardrums and we are 

somehow able to make meaning out of what we hear. We also regularly do the reverse, 

somehow converting our thoughts and feelings into raw form. This “somehow” has, 

broadly speaking, been the subject of linguistic research for almost half a century, and of 

cognitive linguistics for over two decades.

The question of how culture and language interact is a natural one for cognitive 

linguistics, and is a central question in this dissertation. Cognitive linguistics is founded 

upon the notion of linguistic structure as only one type of conceptual structure — or, 

from the perspective of the researcher, as one window into conceptual structure. 

Conceptual structures are built up over time through bodily and social interactions in the 

world, and these are mediated through culture. Culture, then, as a crucial component of 

the shaping of conceptual structure, is also crucial in the shaping of linguistic structure, 

and becomes a legitimate area of inquiry for the linguist.

2
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Exactly how language and culture relate to each other has been the topic of 

extensive research since at least Whorf. In the world of cognitive linguistics, some early 

insights came from Charles Fillmore in his work on frame semantics (see, e.g., Fillmore 

1975; 1976; 1982; 1985), and have been elaborated upon by many researchers since 

Fillmore (see, esp., Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987; Lakoff and Johnson 1999; 

Sweetser 1990). Cognitive linguists have also recognized the value of interacting with 

scholars whose expertise is culture — namely anthropologists — and this collaboration 

has produced interesting findings (see Holland and Quinn 1987).

Our own experiences provide a form of confirmation of the interrelatedness of 

language and culture, especially when we move beyond the comfortable confines of our 

own language and culture. As a native speaker of American English, for instance, I have 

had the experience of listening to a BBC news broadcast, and understanding more or less 

everything being said, only to be jolted by a transition into sports news and reports of 

cricket matches: suddenly nothing at all makes sense, because cricket is not a part of my 

culture, and so the linguistic forms that convey meanings related to cricket are not a part 

of my linguistic repertoire.

The subject of inquiry then is the relationship between form and meaning. Some 

form-meaning correspondences are more culturally complex than others. The relatively 

concrete, universal referent of, say, hand, involves much less conceptual complexity than

3
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the referent designated by the focus of this dissertation: human rights}  As we will see, 

the English phonological string /hju'mon raits/ is linked to a massively complex set of 

cultural models, as is its closest Chinese counterpart, /jfpn'l tqhyan/l/ {renquan). The 

central task of this dissertation is to unpack the similarities and differences between these 

“corresponding” linguistic forms.

Some big questions are being raised here: Just how are language and culture 

related? How can linguistic data also be cultural data? What exactly is culture? There is 

no centralized place in this dissertation where these questions are fully answered.

Instead, in this chapter I introduce some of the tools for investigating these questions; in 

subsequent chapters I apply the tools to interview data; and what hopefully emerges from 

all this is a better sense of the answers to these big questions.

Rather than try to describe the basic tools of cognitive linguistics in the abstract, 

in this section I first give brief (and severely oversimplified) introductions to the tools 

and then apply them an actual body of discourse: the affirmative action debate in the US. 

We will thus see how linguistic data can in fact be cultural data.

1 Even relatively "simple" words such as hand, though, can also vary in meaning in culturally-specific 

ways. This is due to well-studied processes of semantic change, which broaden words' meanings over time. 
Thus, in American English, to take just a few examples, hand can designate: the body part; a verb denoting 
use of the body part to transfer an object (hand the child the ball)-, a verb denoting metaphorical transfer 

(hand him an excuse); applause; assistance (give me a hand with this work)\ and so on.

4
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We owe the notion of frame and the field of frame semantics to Charles Fillmore 

(Fillmore 1975; 1976; 1982; 1985). The basic intuition is that words are understood 

against larger structures of human experience and knowledge, which Fillmore calls 

frames. For instance, no one would understand the meaning of waiter without knowledge 

of how restaurants work; no one would understand shortstop without knowledge of 

baseball; etc. Frames are ways in which we go about structuring our experiences as 

humans, and provide categories — reflected in language — for our experiences.

A simple example of a frame is what has become knows as the Commercial 

Transaction frame. In the frame are entities, and these entities are related to one another 

in frame-specific ways. In the (prototypical) Commercial Transaction frame, there is a 

buyer, a seller, goods and money. The frame begins with a particular scenario, or 

arrangement of entities: the seller possesses the goods, and the buyer possesses the 

money. Then the buyer and seller exchange the money and the goods. In the resulting 

scenario, the seller has the money and the buyer has the goods. In English, the words 

buyer, seller, goods, money and many others make sense only with reference to the 

Commercial Transaction Frame.

A frame such as Commercial Transaction is obviously cultural, especially in its 

presuppositions. For instance, the frame makes no sense without a money economy, the 

notion of monetary value, and culturally agreed-upon standards of value. Furthermore,
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the frame will be enacted in culturally-specific ways. In some cultures, cash transactions 

predominate; in others, such as the United States, credit- or debit-card transactions may 

be the most common.

Frames interact with one another in complex ways. As a relatively basic frame, 

Commercial Transaction is embedded in many other frames: the Standard Restaurant 

frame, in which goods are provided and consumed, after which money is provided; the 

Fast Food Restaurant frame, in which money and goods are exchanged in close temporal 

proximity; various Shopping frames, in which goods are gathered up by the buyer and 

then paid for; and so forth.

A good question to ask is: where does it end? Where does the system “bottom 

out”? The answer is that it frames are ultimately grounded in the human body and basic 

bodily experience. The Commercial Transaction frame requires the notion of possession. 

While possession takes many forms, most of which are metaphorical, there is a basic, 

literal notion of possession on which the others are based: physical, manual control over 

an object. Commercial Transaction also requires various other concepts — lack, need, 

desire, value, scarcity, etc., which are fundamental facts human existence.

The frame is thus a useful unit of cultural analysis. Closely related to this is the 

concept of cultural model, developed by linguists and anthropologists, chiefly in Holland 

and Quinn (1987), Shore (1996), and Strauss and Quinn (1997). The basic notion is

6
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related to frame, except the focus is somewhat different: while frames tend to be used to 

focus on relatively simple structures with readily identifiable entities, cultural models are 

used for analysis of more complex cultural structures. One way of looking at this is to 

say that cultural models are structured by frames. What a cultural model is will become 

clearer later in this chapter.

Frames and cultural models also structure and are structured by metaphor. In 

essence, metaphor, as discussed in Reddy (1979), Lakoff and Johnson (1980), Lakoff and 

Turner (1989), and Lakoff (1993) involves conceptualizing, as well as reasoning about, 

one thing in terms of another. For instance, when we speak of a love relationship in 

terms of “dead ends” and “spinning wheels,” we are construing love as a journey. Love 

is the target domain: the thing or notion or concept we are talking about. Journeys are 

the source domain, which provides the conceptual structure and language in terms of 

which we reason and talk about the target domain. When we reason via metaphor, we 

crucially map inferences, or entailments, from the source domain to the target domain. 

For instance, being at a dead end entails that we cannot move forward; therefore, being at 

a metaphorical “dead end” in a relationship means we can no longer make “progress” in 

the relationship.

In the terminology of metaphor analysis, we say that entities in the source and 

target domains map onto one another: the travelers map onto the relationship

7
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participants; the vehicle maps onto the relationship; forward motion maps onto 

“progress” in the relationship; and so on.

To give another example: when we say that the price of a gallon of gasoline has 

“gone up,” we are using the More is Up metaphor, according to which a relatively high 

position on the vertical scale maps onto a relatively large quantity (in this case, a quantity 

of money). Or, when a person says she is “in pain,” the bounded region designated by in 

maps onto the state of pain being experienced.

A case study of cognitive linguistics in action: the affirmative action debate

A common experience when people first learn metaphor analysis is that suddenly 

they begin seeing metaphor everywhere. Before long it becomes apparent that there are 

few areas of our conceptual lives that are untouched by metaphor. The reasoning that we 

do about social and political life is no exception. One topic that has been discussed at 

length over the past few years in the U.S. is affirmative action, and once we turn our 

careful eye to affirmative action discourse we see metaphor working here as well.2 Now 

we will take a look at how attention to metaphor can help us understand one body of 

discourse at a deeper level.

2 This section draws heavily on (Patent 2000).
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The metaphor I am referring to construes public life in general (the target domain) 

as athletic competition (the source domain). The competition can take the form of a race, 

a football game, or some unspecified form of athletic contest.3 This metaphor, p u b l ic  

l if e  IS a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n , is used explicitly in (1) - (3) below:

1. [Then-UC Berkeley Chancellor Chang Lin Tien, addressing a group of young 
people as part of the Berkeley Pledge outreach program, designed as a partial 
replacement of affirmative action in the UC system:] “You are all like 
Olympic athletes, with your ultimate task still ahead,” Tien said during 
yesterday’s meeting. “But you will not enter that competition unprepared. Let 
us turn disadvantage into our advantage, into our strength.” (Pilar Luchsinger, 
The Daily Californian, 7/26/96.)

2. [UC Regent and affirmative action opponent Ward Connerly, on why he 
predicted the passage of California’s Proposition 209, repealing affirmative 
action in all state hiring and contracting]: “There is a consistent element of 
fairness among the American people. We will kill an umpire if we think the 
call he makes is unfair. That’s the element that caused us to say in the 1960s 
that it wasn’t fair to say that blacks couldn’t eat in the same restaurants as 
whites...[Proposition 209] is saying that preferences are unfair, and people 
believe that.” (Quoted in Ryan Tate, The Daily Californian, 2/12/96.)

3. [From an article about House Speaker Newt Gingrich’s comments that the US 
is becoming obsessed with race]: ...the speaker suggested emulating the 
Chicago Bulls in their NBA championship playoffs with the Utah Jazz, noting 
that in the closing moments last week Michael Jordan didn’t limit himself to 
black teammates in looking for an open man.

“This is the example for society to follow,” Gingrich said, “a group of 
individuals so focused on a common goal of winning that they don’t have time

3 Each of these will necessarily have its own entailments, but the important entailments for the findings 

presented here hold at a level superordinate to many different kinds of athletic competition.

9
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to worry about what color the other guy is.” (The San Diego Union-Tribune, 
6/19/97, A-15.)

Though at first glance there may seem to be nothing extraordinary about these statements, 

upon reflection something interesting seems to be going on here. How is it that remarks 

about Olympic athletes, unfair umpires, and Michael Jordan’s teamwork can be taken as 

remarks about society in general, and affirmative action in particular? The short answer 

is: via a complex metaphorical reasoning process, which we will now look at in some 

detail.

As mentioned before, in this analysis I subsume under a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  

two distinct forms: t e a m  s p o r t  and r a c e . I focus on t e a m  s p o r t  and r a c e  because it is 

these domains that appear most frequently in affirmative action discourse. Also, I do not 

distinguish, in the mappings given below, between t e a m  s p o r t  and r a c e , because the 

underlying “frame-schema” for competition (multiple entities struggling to attain a 

resource not all of them can have; see Morgan (1998: 147-152)) does not require that we 

do so in order to draw the inferences that we are interested in. More on this below, after 

the mappings.

The mappings

Consider the table below:

10
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Source Domain (Athletic Competition) Target Domain (Public Life)

the playing field
the arena of competition

the “marketplace” 

the public “arena”

players/competitors citizens participating in public life, 

including workers, students, elected 

officials, entrepreneurs

teams4 companies, universities, and other 

collective organizations

officials (referees/umpires) hiring/admissions committees 

the courts

victory being admitted to a university 

getting a job 

winning a contract

rules of the game laws, social customs, etc.

athletic skill/talent, measured in 

numbers: batting average, how long 

it takes to run a race, etc.

“merit” and “qualifications”, often 

measured in numbers, especially test 
scores and grades.

This metaphor maps over many different sorts of athletic competitions, and it is at 

this relatively generic level that the key inferences are drawn; sport-specific knowledge is 

unnecessarily rich. For instance, there are many kinds of athletic skill, which are 

pertinent to different types of competition. But what is important in this metaphor is not 

what each of those particular skills contributes to one’s ability to succeed in any given 

sport; rather, what is crucial is that athletic skill generally will contribute to one’s success 

in athletic competition.

4 Teams raise a number of interesting questions worthy of further investigation, for to delimit a team is
to demarcate a stark boundary between competition and cooperation: within the team, cooperation and

subordination of individual desires to common goals is paramount; outside the team, competition reigns
and the interests of the team in achieving victory over the other teams is paramount. For this reason
companies — who want their employees focused on the interests of the company in gaining market share

and out-earning other companies — often construe themselves as “teams” and want their employees to

“catch the team spirit”. This is o f course worthy of a much more detailed analysis than I can offer here.

11
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Just what, then, are the key inferences that we get from this? To find out, let’s 

take a look at the source domain — athletic competition — and what we know about it:

1. There is a set of rules.
2. Each competitor knows the rules equally well, or at least has a responsibility to 

know the rules well.
3. The rules apply equally to all competitors.
4. We can objectively measure skill by numbers: the fastest time, or the most points, 

wins.
5. Given (1) - (4), it would be nonsensical and absolutely unfair to change the rules, 

so that, for instance, a person or team could score fewer points and still be the 
winner.

Let’s look at each of these a little more carefully, still focusing only on the source

domain. (1) is clear enough: without the overarching structure of rules to play by, there

would be no point in competing; chaos would reign. (2) manifests itself in penalties

handed out for rule violation: disqualification for false starts in races, penalty yards in

football, time spent in the penalty box in hockey, free throws awarded to the opponent in

basketball, etc. And any claim by the violator that she “didn’t know the rules” would get

at best a cynical laugh. (3) is somewhat less explicit, but absolutely crucial. In this

sense, athletic competition is the quintessential realm of “equality under the law”. Who

would advocate, for instance, allowing one batter four strikes in a baseball game without

allowing everyone four strikes? Participants in the competition have, presumably, chosen

to participate, and have done so with full knowledge of the rules. So asking for any sort

of special consideration would be utterly contrary to the spirit of the competition, and

12
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would surely be unwelcome. If, however, special consideration were granted to any of 

the participants, it would certainly be viewed as unfair by the other participants, since any 

advantage granted to one competitor is, in a competitive setting, a disadvantage for 

everyone else. Plus, the basic value of the competition would be diminished, since it 

would no longer serve the function of determining who’s “best.”5

In (4) we have the endless parade of statistics used to evaluate athletic 

performance: Flaherty is only batting .159, so we’ll send him down to the minors; Jordan 

averages over 30 points a game, so we’ll pay him $30 million a year; Hank Aaron hit 755 

home runs in his career, so he’s the greatest slugger ever. We use numbers all the time to 

assess athletic performance, and assume that such numbers paint a more or less 

“objective” picture. Watching one minute of any television sports news program 

convinces one of the primacy of numbers in evaluating athletic performance.

Points (1) to (4), then, lead us to conclude that, since all competitors are 

knowingly participating in a structured activity with mutually agreed-upon rules applying 

equally to all, and since performance can be evaluated quantitatively, then “the most 

points” or “the fastest time” wins. To advocate any contrary means of evaluation would 

run counter to the entire system.

5 This is the problem with handicaps: as soon as a handicap is introduced, the competition is no longer 
determining who has the most “skill” or “merit”.

13
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Again, one of the principal claims of Lakoff and Johnson (1980) is that, in 

metaphor, source-domain forms of reasoning are used to reason about the target domain. 

In this case, the way we reason about athletic competition has repercussions for how we 

reason about public life and our positions within public life. What, then, of the target 

domain? Applying what we know about the source domain (athletic competition) to the 

target domain (public life), what sorts of inferences may we draw? If we substitute 

target-domain entities for source-domain entities, then we may reason as follows:

1’. There is a set of laws, or at least codified procedures, for a given hiring, round of 
admissions, etc.

2 ’. Each citizen/applicant knows the rules, which are spelled out on application 
forms, in accompanying booklets, or elsewhere.

3’. The rules apply equally to all applicants.
4 ’. We can objectively measure ability by such means as grades and test scores.
5 ’. Given (1’) to (4’), changing the rules for one or more applicants, or groups of 

applicants, puts others at an unfair disadvantage: How could it make sense for 
someone with lower test scores to be selected over someone with higher scores?

So, to the extent that this metaphor is employed when reasoning about affirmative action,

opposition to affirmative action falls naturally out of the reasoning process.

To bring the discussion back to frames and cultural models, we can turn to the

research of Pamela Morgan (1998). In her analysis, there is in the United States a

prevalent cultural model according to which many aspects of public life involve

competition: for jobs, spaces in universities, government contracts, etc. There are,

however, several frames according to which competition can be construed: as a sport, a

14
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race, a game, war or predation. These are metaphorical construals. In the case of 

affirmative action, sports and races are the preferred construals, presumably because of 

the emphasis the source domains place upon rule-based behavior and on ability and merit. 

Thus, the p u b l ic  l if e  is  a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  metaphor stems from both a particular, 

competition-based cultural model of public life and from two specific frames — races 

and games — that are used as source domains to structure that competition 

metaphorically. This is of course not the only cultural model of public life in the U.S., 

but is certainly a common one.

Discussion: metaphor as mask

Metaphor can be both a tool and a hindrance. It is useful to us in that, by allowing 

us to conceptualize the relatively abstract in terms of the relatively concrete, it introduces 

ways for us to reason about abstract concepts. But metaphor can also hinder our 

understanding by masking certain aspects of a target domain. Lakoff and Johnson 

realized this when they wrote:

The very systematicity that allows us to comprehend one aspect of a 
concept in terms of another (e.g., comprehending an aspect of arguing in 
terms of battle) will necessarily hide other aspects of the concept. In 
allowing us to focus on one aspect of a concept (e.g., the battling aspects 
of arguing), a metaphorical concept can keep us from focusing on other 
aspects of the concept that are inconsistent with that metaphor. (Lakoff 
and Johnson 1980: 10)
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This happens with p u b l ic  l if e  is  a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n . Since this metaphor serves 

well the reasoning purposes of affirmative action opponents, then in order to see what is 

hidden by the metaphor it helps to imagine how a proponent of affirmative action might 

question the metaphor. To take one example: What of (2) and (2’): the presumption that 

all “competitors” understand the “rules” equally well? A proponent of affirmative action 

might ask: How do people learn the “rules” of how to succeed in public life? Are all 

“competitors” taught these rules equally well? Does everyone have the same 

understanding of the rules?

This mismatch arises from fundamental differences in the structures of the two 

domains. Specifically, the structure of the source domain is severely impoverished 

compared to the target domain: where in the frame structure of the source domain is there 

a slot for the learning of rules? For the possibility that some might learn the rules more 

thoroughly than others, or that some might have different understandings of the rules than 

others? This is just one example of the overall problem: the relatively impoverished 

structure of the source domain, when mapped to the target domain, robs the target domain 

of a great deal of its complexity. Once again this characteristic of metaphor can be seen 

either as inherently limiting, in that it restricts our ability to reason about relatively 

abstract and/or complex concepts, or as liberating, in that it allows us to reason at all
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about complex concepts. Regardless, this two-sided coin of highlighting and hiding is a 

fundamental fact about metaphor.

There is much, much more to be said about metaphor, but for the purposes of this 

dissertation would take us too far afield. In fact, metaphor does not play a large role in 

this dissertation. The purpose of this brief foray into metaphor has been to show how 

metaphor is one form of cultural reasoning pattern, and to show that by looking carefully 

at language we can ascertain certain aspects of cultural reasoning.

Another purpose is to reveal the arbitrariness of cultural construals — there are 

many possible ways to construe public life — and to think of ways of reconstruing issues 

of importance to us. If one wishes to set policies that affect public life, one needs to find 

and promote reasoning patterns that support one’s agenda. American liberals, George 

Lakoff argues (1996 and personal communication), have, over the past seven decades, 

ceded crucial conceptual and rhetorical ground to conservatives on many issues, 

affirmative action being a central example. For conservatives, whose philosophy 

emphasizes individual effort and merit independent of historical circumstances, the 

p u b l ic  l if e  is a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  metaphor is perfect. For liberals, who would 

rather bring attention to broader historical and societal forces that have limited the 

opportunities for certain populations, the metaphor is problematic, since it limits the
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discussion to what happens “on the field,” saying nothing about how anyone “got to the 

field.”

Liberals would also prefer a view of college as a nurturing, non-competitive 

environment that prepares people for later competition in the job market; conservatives, 

on the other hand, prefer that college admissions, and the experience of college, 

themselves be based on competition. Here again, the reasoning patterns highlighted by 

the p u b l ic  l if e  is a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  metaphor serve well the conservative agenda.

The point is this: if one wants to affect the world in a positive way, one must first 

try to understand the world. In the realm of policymaking, if one has a political agenda, 

one has to promote certain reasoning patterns. But this can’t be done until current, salient 

reasoning patterns are understood. This is true of any issue. In this dissertation I focus 

on the cultural models underlying reasoning about human rights in the U.S. in China.

And while I stop short of any specific policy recommendations with regard to human 

rights, I do, in Chapter 6, suggest some ways in which Americans might wish to rethink 

their assumptions about human rights in light of what we learn in this dissertation.

A methodological issue: limitations of textual studies

We now briefly continue our discussion of metaphor as a means to addressing a

methodological issue. It was mentioned above that the student of metaphor quickly

learns that she never has to look far to find interesting data: a brief scan of the front page
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of any newspaper, for instance, is bound to be filled with metaphors. However, if the 

researcher has certain specific questions she wants answered, or has hunches about 

conceptual structures she would like to uncover, then pre-produced texts have some 

inherent limitations. There may be times when a text hints at a given metaphorical 

structure, but stops short of actually employing the source-domain language that the 

researcher needs in order to be able to claim with confidence that a metaphor is present.

In the investigation of the p u b l ic  l if e  is  a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  metaphor, this 

problem arises when we have people arguing against affirmative action based on (4’) and 

(5’) above: those who meet lower “objective” performance criteria (grades, test scores) 

should not be given “preference” over those who have performed “better”:

4. When a student who has busted his chops to earn a 4.0 is turned away in favor 
of a 3.3 student, Connerly concluded, “This isn’t benign. This isn’t 
innocent...This is institutional discrimination.” (Debra J. Saunders, The San 
Francisco Chronicle, 6/16/95, quoting Ward Connerly, an outspoken 
opponent of affirmative action)

5. [From a discussion of the history of affirmative action:] Marco DeFunis 
challenged the University of Washington Law School’s 20 per cent quota for 
blacks. The school had rejected DeFunis though his GPA and test scores 
surpassed those of 36 of the 37 blacks...DeFunis’s scores showed that he met 
a higher objective standard than those admitted in his place. (Roberts and 
Stratton, National Review, 3/20/95, 48 & 50)

6. Race- and gender-preferences aren’t about equality. They are about inequality. 
When the regents voted to end preferences, they were voting to end a system 
that allows minorities — I should say some minorities, because it penalizes 
many Asians — admission into the UC system even if they have lower grades 
than white students. (Saunders, The San Francisco Chronicle, 1/22/96)
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None of these examples explicitly employs source-domain language, so the 

researcher cannot convincingly claim that the p u b l ic  l if e  is  a t h l e t ic  c o m p e t it io n  

metaphor is at work here. This problem can be dealt with in a roundabout fashion with a 

claim such as: despite the absence of source-domain language, the key point to be made 

is that if one employs the metaphor, including the crucial source-domain notion of 

quantifiability, then one must find a target-domain counterpart of quantifiability. Thus, 

even if one can defend quantifiability without employing the metaphor, one cannot 

employ the metaphor without advocating target-domain quantifiability. Put another way: 

despite the absence of any explicit source-domain language, the strong presence of 

quantifiability in these target-domain examples reveals a reasoning process that is parallel 

to source-domain reasoning, and as such constitutes a form of evidence that the metaphor 

is at work here.

But this is a rather shaky form of inferential evidence. Even to call it “evidence”

might be problematic. Certainly the speaker may be employing metaphorical reasoning,

but we don’t know this with any degree of certainty without explicit usage of source-

domain language. What the researcher needs is a way to “get inside” the reasoning of the

speaker, and for this an interview is the ideal forum. In an interview, the questioner,

when presented with language like that in (4) - (6), can find ways of nudging the

interviewee to bring hidden conceptual structure to the surface, providing more concrete,
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reliable evidence for whatever claims are being made. This is a chief reason why 

interviews constitute the primary methodology, and body of data, for this dissertation. 

Later, when I present the data, I will discuss more specifics about the methodology I use, 

including its advantages and shortcomings.

Human rights

I came to linguistics after spending the undergraduate and early graduate portions 

of my academic career in Chinese studies. When traveling in Chinese-studies circles, the 

topic of human rights comes up again and again, for many reasons. First and probably 

foremost, many of our early views of China were formed partially through exposure to 

American media representations of China. These representations of China often involve 

depictions of a country that “doesn’t value human rights.” Newspaper and magazine 

stories about human rights in China often follow a script that goes something like this: 

brave citizen expresses what would be considered in the U.S. to be justified opposition to 

the central government; central government threatens brave citizen; brave citizen persists; 

government cracks down on brave citizen and ruins his life, maybe even kills him or 

someone dear to him. But for as long as he is able, the citizen fights on.

Take for example the story of Wei Jingsheng. Wei was a leader of the 1978 

“Democracy Wall” movement, and ended up serving over 15 years in prison for it. After

being released in 1993, he was accused of plotting to overthrow the Chinese government.
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The result of his 1995 trial was a second sentence, this one to 14 years in prison. He

didn’t serve out this second sentence, however; he was eventually released from prison 

and moved to the United States. The following, from China Rights Forum, describes

W ei’s second trial:

None of the actions cited in the charges against Wei appeared to violate 
Chinese law, so prosecutors quoted snippets of W ei’s writings to prove he 
intended to “overthrow the government.” Wei mounted a spirited defense, 
despite the fact that he was so ill the proceedings had to be halted several 
times so he could rest. In his statement, he told the court: “Actions to 
promote human rights and democracy and to expose and fight against the 
enemies of democracy and human rights do not constitute a crime.” But 
the court ignored the strong legal and factual arguments of Wei and his 
brave lawyers, Zhang Sizhi and Li Huigeng, to reach the verdict its 
political masters had undoubtedly decided in advance.

“Lie low and recover your strength,” W ei’s friends told him after 
his release in 1993. Poor prison conditions had decimated his health: he 
could only walk short distances before getting out of breath and at 45, he 
has only 12 teeth left. But he refused to be silenced, continuing to voice 
his hope that China could develop a more democratic system with greater 
respect for human rights. As a symbol of principled resistance to arbitrary 
state power, Wei galvanized embattled human rights and democracy 
activists in China. His 14-year sentence is as much a sign to them and 
other dissenters as a punishment for Wei. (Sophia Woodman, “From the 
Editor,” China Rights Forum, Spring 1996: 2)

This report contains several themes that appear frequently in such David-versus-Goliath 

stories: the protagonist is not only innocent, but praiseworthy; the odds are stacked 

against him by an authoritarian power structure; the power structure, despite its best 

efforts, is unable to silence the protagonist; the “principled” protagonist has the facts on 

his side; the protagonist’s defeat is actually a victory of sorts, since it “galvanizes” his 

supporters.
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I do not intend here to question the courage or the suffering of Wei Jingsheng.

Nor do I mean to sanction the Chinese government’s cruel behavior. As a linguist, 

however, it is my job to point out that, whatever the “facts of the case,” this is one among 

many construals of the situation, and a common sort of construal in the American media. 

One result of so many stories of this sort being written and printed is that a common 

notion Americans have about China is that it is “not free,” and that human rights are not 

valued. This is a prejudice, then, that aspiring American scholars of China carry with 

them from the moment they set foot, usually as undergraduates, in their first class on 

Chinese history, society, culture or language. The question of human rights thus becomes 

a central topic among China scholars as they move through their careers.

A second reason why human rights is a frequent topic in Chinese studies circles is 

that students and scholars of China from the U.S. tend to monitor U.S.-China relations 

rather closely, and human rights has been a key issue in U.S.-China relations for decades. 

Human rights thus becomes something those in Chinese studies tend to think about a lot, 

and are expected to be able to say something about.

Third, the subjective experience of many Americans “on the ground” in China is 

of a place that feels “less free” than the United States. Americans are often suspected of 

being spies, and treated with distrust; we must go through Byzantine bureaucratic
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procedures to obtain student or teacher visas;6 our favorite internet sites are often 

blocked; access to libraries and archives is strictly controlled; there is only one national 

newscast; the list goes on. Additionally, we may hear stories from our Chinese friends of 

— to put it in an American way — having their freedoms curtailed in various ways.

These factors conspire to bring human rights to the forefront among American 

students and scholars of China. Thankfully we have at our disposoal some theoretical 

tools that can help shed light on human rights in a way that others have until now not 

been able to. Specifically, the objects of study in this dissertation are: (1) the structured 

set of cultural models that inform, broadly speaking, American and Chinese views of 

human rights, (2) the language used to talk about these models. I will now explain in 

more detail the research methodology used in this dissertation, along with its advantages 

and disadvantages.

Research methods

I conducted a total of fifteen interviews: six in Chinese and nine in English.

More properly, these were “recorded conversations” between two friends, or between a 

husband and a wife. All interviews took place in an office in Barrows Hall on the U.C.

6 1 will stick here to the subjectivity of these notions: the American Immigration and Naturalization 

Service is, by all accounts, immeasurably more Byzantine than the equivalent Chinese bureaucracy, but that
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Berkeley campus. Participants sat across a small table from each other, while I sat at a 

desk, with my back to them. Twelve printed questions were in a stack on the table. 

Participants were instructed to take a question, read it aloud, discuss it for a few minutes, 

and then take the next question, until they were finished. After they were finished, I 

moved over to the table to ask follow-up questions based on what they had said. 

Interviews, including follow-up questions, generally took 30 to 60 minutes.

I recruited participants in two ways. For the English speakers, I visited 

Linguistics 5 — U.C. Berkeley’s introductory Linguistics class — early in the fall of 

2001, and announced that I would offer ten dollars to native speakers of English, born 

and raised in the United States, to come talk with me about American culture. They were 

asked to bring a friend, who would also receive ten dollars. I wrote my email address on 

the blackboard. In ensuing email conversations, the participants’ status as native 

speakers of English, born and raised in the U.S. was confirmed, and the interview time 

was established.

For the Chinese speakers, I joined the email list for the Berkeley Chinese Scholars 

and Students Association, or BCSSA. I sent out an email offering ten dollars to 

undergraduate native speakers of Chinese born and raised in Mainland China who would

is not important for this discussion, since the question at hand is the subjective perceptions that lead China 

scholars towards questions of human rights.
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be willing to talk to me about Chinese culture. The reason for requesting undergraduates 

was to have a better match with the English speakers, but unfortunately no 

undergraduates responded. I received responses only from graduate students, and given 

the time constraints of the project, had to proceed. Again, participants were asked to 

bring a friend. Ensuing emails confirmed participants as native speakers of Chinese from 

the Mainland.7

A number of methodological problems are immediately evident. First, the two 

populations’ educational levels don’t match up very well: in the case of the English 

speakers, first- and second-year undergraduates; in the case of the Chinese speakers, 

graduate students. Second, the Chinese speakers have spent varying amounts of time 

outside of China, so their cultural models have been correspondingly influenced and 

possibly changed, meaning that whatever picture of Chinese cultural models emerges 

from this study, it may be of only limited use in probing the models held by the 

overwhelming majority of Chinese people who have never even studied a foreign 

language, let alone lived abroad.

7 It is generally irresponsible for a linguist to refer to a “native speaker of Chinese,” as there are so 

many varieties o f Chinese. Material constraints — time and money — prevented me from limiting my 

search to native speakers of standard Northern Mandarin. For college-educated people from China, 

Mandarin serves as a lingua franca-, one can always expect, at a Chinese university, that students can 

converse comfortably and fluently in Mandarin on any topic. Since all the Chinese participants in my study 

were highly educated, they were also comfortable speaking Mandarin with each other.
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To address the first problem: whatever differences emerge between the English 

and Chinese speakers is likely to have little to do with such a small difference in 

educational level. As for the second problem: to the extent that we are interested in 

differences between the U.S. and China, this problem may actually be an advantage. That 

is to say, if we find, despite the “Americanization” of these participants’ cultural models, 

significant differences between the two populations, we might be even more confident in 

proclaiming the existence of cultural differences between the U.S. and China than we 

would if the Chinese population were less educated and had been less exposed to 

American culture. But contrariwise, if we are interested in similarity between the models 

of the two populations, we will not be able to factor out the difference in educational 

level.

A third methodological problem lies in my status as a non-native speaker of 

Chinese. As a native speaker of English born and raised in the U.S., I am able to have 

insights into the nuances of the language produced by the English-speaking participants 

that I am simply unable to have in the case of the Chinese speakers. In cases when I am 

not sure, on some fundamental level, what the basic meaning of a given utterance is, I 

have consulted with native speakers. But even this is of ultimately limited use. I simply 

am unable to have native-speaker/native-cultural-member intuitions about the Chinese 

data.
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A fourth, related problem — and one of the central problems of cultural 

anthropology generally — is that all my findings about the Chinese data are filtered 

through my American cultural models. It is inevitable that the Chinese data will seem 

somehow strange to me. Along with this, it is easy to frame the Chinese data in terms of 

absence, or lack: notions such as “freedom to choose one’s occupation,” for example, 

are, for most Americans, important aspects of culture, and, when confronted with a 

culture that has a different view of the occupation-choosing process, an American is 

likely to frame the latter culture as “lacking” such-and-such a model. This has been a 

problem — which thankfully has been recognized and problematized over the past three 

decades — that has plagued all branches of Chinese studies in the West for quite literally 

centuries. For instance, Western historiography of China has often framed historical 

questions in terms of counterfactuals: Why didn’t China develop Western-style 

capitalism? Why didn’t China divide into distinct nation-states as Europe did? And so 

on. In the realm of human rights discourse, the problem has been similar: Why “isn’t 

there” a concept of human rights in China?

While there is no escaping the American cultural models through which I view 

the world, I do believe there are ways to minimize this problem. The key is to try to 

problematize “Americanness” as thoroughly as I problematize “Chineseness.” Again, 

since there is no “God’s eye view” — I am an American, and my Americanness will
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influence my findings no matter how hard I may try to avoid this — an equal 

problematization of Americanness and Chineseness is only an ideal to aspire to. But the 

struggle is a useful one, one worth engaging in, and I hope that the results of my struggle 

will be evident in my findings. I believe that, having spent as much time as I have staring 

at the Chinese data and trying to understand it, as well as living, studying, teaching, and 

writing in China while producing this dissertation, that many of the cultural models have 

“seeped in” in a way, have made themselves enough a part of my identity that, when I 

train my eyes on the American data, it sometimes appears as if it is the American data 

that are strange, not the Chinese data. At these times, when I feel that the Chinese 

models “make more sense,” is when my analysis of American cultural models is likely to 

bear the most fruit, and when my problematization of Americanness is most nearly able 

to rival my problematization of Chineseness.

A fifth methodological problem is that language is the sole source of data for 

probing these cultural models: I am unable to observe actual behavior in the field, as an 

anthropologist might do. Thankfully, however, there is a now-well-established research 

tradition that employs similar methodologies — most articulately expressed in Naomi 

Quinn and Dorothy Holland’s (1987) introduction to the seminal volume on cultural 

models research, Cultural Models in Language and Thought (Holland and Quinn 1987), 

but also supported by a large portion of the enterprise of cognitive linguistics. Because
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the methodology is so well justified in this essay, and because so much research has, both 

before and after Holland and Quinn’s volume, validated the use of language as legitimate 

cultural data, I will not devote any more space to justifying the methodology in general 

terms — though I do address some more specific issues below.

The arguably artificial setting in which the interviews took place poses a sixth 

methodological problem. Ideally, a researcher would be able to supplement one’s 

findings by gathering linguistic data, to borrow Edwin Hutchins’ (1995) term, “in the 

wild.” Unfortunately it is not always practical to do so, and the best we can hope for 

perhaps is a “feral” look at language and culture, which is what I hope to have produced 

here: given the artificial setting of the interview room, how can the data be made 

maximally “natural”? How can the participants be made most comfortable, so that any 

feeling that they are being watched is minimized? And how can an interview be 

structured so that no data are “wasted” during the initial part of the interview, when 

participants are least comfortable? To find answers, I consulted both with Alan Cienki, 

whose (To appear) paper on Russian words for honesty is based on interview data, and 

with Eve Sweetser. Both had two main suggestions. First, the format for the bulk of the 

interview should not be a question-and-answer back-and-forth between myself and one or 

more participants, because (a) this is a highly unnatural setting for people to converse in, 

and (b) for the Chinese speakers I had to be sure they would use language as they use it
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when addressing other native speakers, rather than in the special “foreigner Chinese” that 

is normally spoken to me when interacting with native speakers of Chinese. So the 

suggested format was that of a recorded conversation between two native speakers.

Second, they suggested that the conversations be between friends, removing a 

potentially major source of discomfort and artificiality: strangers negotiating the 

complexities of getting acquainted with each other’s beliefs and conversational habits at 

the same time as they are trying to address complex cultural questions.

To these suggestions Cienki added some specifics about how to structure the 

interviews, in terms of both physical setting and content. For physical setting, he 

suggested the format that I ended up adopting, and that I described earlier in this chapter: 

for the bulk of the interview, participants sat across a table from each other while I sat 

some distance away with my back turned to them. The participants read and discussed 

printed questions, one by one. Once they were finished with the questions, I turned to 

face them, moved my chair over to their table, and asked follow-up questions. By the 

time my (still unfamiliar) face and voice entered the picture, the conversation had long 

since ceased feeling stilted or unnatural. In fact, usually by the second or third question, 

participants seemed — based on my subjective impressions of their rate of speech, 

intonation, and fluency — to feel more or less at ease.
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As for interview structure, Cienki suggested asking a “warm-up” question, both to 

ease the participants into the interview process and to get them thinking, broadly, about 

the sorts of issues they would be addressing. (The English version of the warm-up 

question is: “Suppose you could create a new society. What would it be like?”)

My own, quite subjective, evaluation of these methods is that they worked: both 

sets of interview participants produced what sound like fairly natural conversations. 

Absent the possibility, not to mention the legality, of sharing the actual auditory records,

I ask for the reader’s generosity in trusting that this assessment of mine is an honest and 

accurate one.

Finally, there is a seventh “problem” that is not really a problem, because it was 

intentional. I claim that this dissertation is about human rights. Yet nowhere in the 

interview questions does the term human rights, or even the term rights (or the Chinese 

“equivalents”), appear. How, then, could the interviews, and therefore the dissertation, 

be about human rights? Here we must draw on the experience of those who came before, 

and who learned, through trial and mostly error, that the best way to investigate a 

phenomenon about which a person has a great deal of knowledge, but for whom such 

knowledge is largely unconscious, is to do so in an indirect way. My own early 

experience with this research bore this out as well. I conducted a pilot interview with a 

Chinese speaker in which I asked him several direct questions about human rights. Or,
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more precisely, I asked him some questions about renquan, the Chinese “equivalent” 8 of 

human rights. The participant’s speech was littered, throughout the entire interview, with 

false starts and repetitions. He also peppered his answers with all sorts of hedges: 

haoxiang (“it seems that...”), wo juede (“I feel...”), wo xiang (“I think...”), zheige, 

neige, and jiiishi (shiio) (“this,” “that” and “then,” often used where an English speaker 

would use “um” or “uh.”). The overall impression was that he was not at all confident 

about his answers. What the source of his discomfort might have been is open to 

question, but I hypothesize that he lacked confidence that his own models of renquan 

were expert enough to answer the questions to his own satisfaction, and therefore to my 

satisfaction. That is, one of his models of human rights was roughly the following meta

model: There are experts who know about human rights. I am not one of those experts.

Therefore I will tell you what I can, but it isn’t worth much. At one point he says:9 

7.
Guanyu zheige renquan ne, shi'ji
As for FILL human rights TOP fact

shang wo meiyou haohaor de
on 1-sg not-have diligent ADV

kan zheige shu, jiushishuo,

8 For the moment I cannot avoid such simplifications. Of course a central question of the dissertation 

is to what extent, and how, posing “equivalents” such as these is problematic.

9 For descriptions of the pinyin romanization system and of my particular transcription conventions, 
please refer to Appendix A. For a key to the all-caps glosses of function words, please refer to Appendix 
B.
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look FILL book FILL

jiushi renquan zai xifang
FILL human rights in West

daodi you shenme zheige
ultimately have what FILL

definition.10 
definition.

“As for human rights, to be honest I haven’t taken a close look at any, um, books, 
um, that is, that say what the Western definition of human rights ultimately is.”

Note in particular his use of the word daodi, which invokes a model of experts who have 

the right of final arbitration in determining the “correct” definition of human rights. (One 

is reminded here of Paul Kay’s (1987) study of English technically.)

A bit further on in the interview, he brings this model explicitly into play. For 

around three minutes, he delves into “political” (zhengzhi) matters, the domain to which 

he sees renquan as belonging. He explains that, for important matters, the “top level” (he 

uses the English term) should be the first to know and deal with it. He the explains his

reasoning:

8.
Ruguo shuo shi zhei yang de
If FILL be this type ATT

qmgkuang xia ne, zai Zhongguo xianzai
situation under TOP in China now

de qmgkuang xia, jiushishuo shi hen

10 Here we can see a disadvantage of the one-on-one interview format with the Chinese speakers: a lot 
of English gets thrown in.
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ATT situation under

duo ren jiushuo
many person FILL

juede jiushuo zhengzhi
feel FILL government

ne Jiu ylnggai
TOP FILL should

zhong bijiao zhuanye
type comparatively specialized

FILL be very

shi m_iy™uE wo
be not-haveE 1-sg

jiushuo shi xianzai
FILL be now

shi jiaogei zhei
be give-over this

de renshi.
ATT person.

“If we’re talking about this kind of situation, in China’s current situation, um, there 
aren’t, um, many people who...I feel that now, um, government, um, should be given 
to specialists to deal with.”

In other words: human rights belong to the realm of government, and government

belongs in the hands of experts.

Given this, plus the aforementioned cues from this interviewee that he was not 

confident of his own models of human rights, I decided to change my methodology. I 

consulted with Eve Sweetser and George Lakoff, who offered advice on making my 

queries more indirect. The underlying hypothesis is that, even if speakers are not 

confident that they know anything about “human rights,” surely they have beliefs about 

the sorts of relationships that underlie questions of human rights, such as what a person 

is, and his/her relationship to social structures such as the family and the state. And while 

questions surrounding human rights as a whole cannot be entirely reduced to these
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conceptual structures, an investigation into views about the individual and its relationship 

to the family and the state is useful for probing whatever the linguistic and cultural 

aspects of human rights might happen to be.

So I completely redesigned the interview questions and conducted eight 

interviews: four in English and four in Chinese. Unfortunately, not much interesting 

data was yielded, mostly because the questions were still not designed well enough.

They covered too broad a range of issues, and as such did not form a particularly 

coherent set of questions. I tried to cover, in only eight questions: general issues of 

individual-family and individual-state relations; race; gender; religion; and human rights 

(I still couldn’t bring myself to give up completely on explicitly asking about human 

rights.) While the data is not wholly uninteresting, my sense was that it failed to produce 

discourses that revealed much about cultural models in a systematic way.

So once again I completely reworked the interview questions. While this set of 

questions was still fairly broad, there was a theme running through almost the entire set: 

two thirds of the questions involve specific scenarios about individual-family or 

individual-state relations. Instead of relying on general questions, as I had mostly 

(though not entirely) done in the previous set of questions, I hoped that asking about 

specific, realistic scenarios might bring implicit cultural models to the surface. In 

approaching the question of how authentic a representation of in interviewee’s cultural
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models an ethnographer can gain access to, they ask: How conscious is a given

interviewee of the models she is using in answering a given question? At one extreme lie 

Edwin Hutchins’ (1987) interviewees, whose experiences are so painful that the relevant 

models have been repressed to a deep level of unconsciousness.11 Quinn and Holland 

address the other extreme, along the way citing D ’Andrade’s (1987) piece in the same 

volume:

At another extreme, some linguistic outputs, but by no means most, have 
the “canned” quality of well-worked and well-rehearsed rationalizations or 
idealizations. Perhaps ethnographers are especially likely to be proffered 
such accounts. Much of people’s cultural knowledge, however, is likely to 
be somewhere in between these two extremes of accessibility and 
inaccessibility — as D ’Andrade...found for the American college students 
he interviewed about the way the mind works. These interviewees could 
not provide a comprehensive, well-organized view of the entire cultural 
model of the mind but could certainly describe how it operates when they 
were asked questions about specific examples. (8)

The next, rather obvious, question is: Why? Why should interview participants 

be more confident about their answers when specific scenarios are evoked? While this 

answer is highly speculative, I suspect it has to do with two factors.

First, cultural knowledge is lived through specific scenarios. This is what cultural 

knowledge, in some deep sense, is for. Bradd Shore (1996) makes this point when

11 Here I do not intend to conflate Lakoff’s “cognitive unconscious” with Freud’s unconscious. The 

distinction in this particular case is simply not important; what matters here is that the subjects are “not 
conscious” of the models they are invoking.
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discussing the difficulty of locating “culture” in any given place, because culture is

everywhere:

Aside from the obvious exotic Samoan artifacts, like fine mats or kava 
bowls that museums use to represent Samoan culture, it was not easy for 
me to point my finger at something in everyday village life and say 
“there’s culture.” But this was not because of the absence of culture, 
rather the opposite. Culture seemed to be everywhere and in everything.
It was not easily pried free from the flow of life, so that one could isolate a 
moment of experience and say that there, at last, was a unit of culture for 
inspection. (43)

Given that culture is primarily lived, rather than reflected upon in an intellectual fashion, 

it makes sense that people would be more comfortable thinking about a specific scenario 

than about something much more general. From a frame-semantic perspective, we might 

say that we know how the various entities in a given frame relate to one another, and how 

these relationships should unfold over time, because we have experienced, either directly 

or indirectly, the relevant frame structures in our own lives.

Second, specific scenarios allow us to project ourselves imaginatively into 

specific frame-slots and reason through the temporal unfolding of a frame by drawing on 

our expectations about the behavior of the frame participants. If instead we are asked a 

very general question meant to cover a wide range of frames, we will be unable to ground 

ourselves in any particular frame structure, and will likely fall back into (possibly made- 

up) generalizations that will be of little or no use to the researcher.
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Having dealt with methodological concerns, we may now turn our attention to 

some more theoretical issues. In particular, before going any further we should refine 

what we mean by “culture.”

Cultural models: refining the notion

The term cultural model gained popularity and explanatory usefulness for 

linguists and anthropologists with the publication of Holland and Quinn’s Cultural 

Models in Language and Thought (1987). The conference on which this collection of 

essays was based was the first significant attempt at making explicit what had been, up 

until then, a more or less intuitive notion: that culture was systematically structured into 

“chunks” — which came to be known as cultural models — and that language could be 

used as a means of investigating these structures.

However, the notion of cultural model remained somewhat underproblematized

until 1996, which saw the publication of Bradd Shore’s Culture in Mind (Shore 1996).

Shore’s remarkable book addresses an enormous range of issues crucial to this

dissertation, and thus figures prominently throughout. First, Shore argues forcefully for

the integration of the study of mind and the study of culture. Unfortunately, given the

history of anthropology as a field, such an obvious-seeming approach to mind and culture

has not traditionally been so obvious to anthropologists. Since the empirical findings of

cognitive linguistics are being taken as a theoretical given for this dissertation, we do not
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need to spend time justifying Shore’s “ethnographic theory of mind and... cognitive 

theory of culture." (13) But a look at some of Shore’s taxonomies of cultural models will 

provide some useful insights into the view of language and culture adopted in this 

dissertation, and by extension a justification of the research methodology employed here.

Shore offers several ways of taxonomizing cultural models. One of these is 

mental models versus instituted models. Neither notion can be defined without reference 

to the other: they are the personal and public sides of the same coin. Take for example a 

(typical) wedding. I have a mental model of what a typical wedding is like: who is 

involved, what they wear, how the events proceed, etc. This mental model is based on an 

instituted model: actual weddings that take place outside of my cognitive world, and that 

I either witness personally, or which are mediated through some third-party 

representation, such as mass media (a newspaper article, a television program), stories 

told to me by my parents, photographs shown to me by friends. Mental models and 

instituted models stand in a complex dialectical relationship: my mental model of the 

typical wedding is shaped by the instituted model; because of this, my own wedding may 

re-enact, and thus help to perpetuate, the instituted model.

This dual existence, or “double life,” of cultural models, also stands at the heart of 

Claudia Strauss and Naomi Quinn’s (1997) treatise on cognition and culture. Using the 

terms intrapersonal and extrapersonal to refer, respectively, to the private (mental-
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model) and public (instituted-model) dimensions of culture, they take as their task the 

detailed investigation of the dialectic between mental models and instituted models. I 

invoke their work for two reasons. First, the terms intrapersonal and extrapersonal add 

some useful terminology to the mix. And second, they, along with Bradd Shore, by 

problematizing the intrapersonal/extrapersonal distinction, help validate my project by 

showing how data about individual mental constructs is simultaneously data about 

culture. So we can think of the theoretical underpinnings of this dissertation as: 

cognitive linguistics shows us that language is a window into an individual’s cognitive 

structures, and cognitive anthropology — in particular Shore’s and Strauss and Quinn’s 

breed of cognitive anthropology — shows how data about an individual’s cognitive 

structures provides a window into culture. Quinn and Holland (1987: 18) put it 

eloquently: “The theoretical question is: How is cultural knowledge organized? The 

methodological strategy is to reconstruct the organization of this shared knowledge from 

what people say about their experience.”

To be a bit more precise: if a particular interviewee uses a particular linguistic 

structure — or, from a semiotic perspective, a particular linguistic form, or signifier, or 

Langacker’s (1987) “phonological pole” — in a particular context, we are on 

methodologically solid ground, first in discussing the meanings (or signifieds, or 

“semantic poles,” or cognitive structures) with which the linguistic form is paired, and,
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second, in inferring that these cognitive structures came about through the extrapersonal- 

to-intrapersonal end of the intrapersonal-extrapersonal dialectic. We may therefore make 

claims (with necessary caveats) about what the relevant extrapersonal structures are.

Using the term schema where we would use model, Strauss and Quinn put it this way:

Our definition [of culture] ... makes meanings psychological (they are 
cognitive-emotional responses), but highlights the fact that meanings are 
the product of current events in the public world interacting with mental 
structures, which are in turn the product of previous such interactions with 
the public world. (Strauss and Quinn 1997: 6)

One more thing remains to be said about the “double life” of culture and meaning.

While this is obvious from the standpoint of cognitive linguistics and cognitive

anthropology, it still needs to be said whenever one uses terminology — such as

extrapersonal — that implies the existence of structures outside of human cognition:

extrapersonal structures are not claimed to exist objectively in the world. In some

significant sense, there really is no “double life” to culture; culture exists only in the

minds of individuals. That a person participates in a certain series of events that he

categorizes as a “wedding” is a phenomenon of cognition. That a person views a certain

series of events and categorizes it as a “wedding” is also a phenomenon of cognition.

The intrapersonal/extrapersonal distinction, therefore, is not between subjective internal

cognitive states and objective external events and categories. Rather, it is between

internal cognitive states that result from observing and interacting with entities external to

oneself and categorized in a particular way, and actions based on these internal cognitive
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states and categories, which actions may form the basis for one’s own and other people’s 

future internal cognitive states and categories.

Returning to Shore’s distinction between mental and instituted models, we now 

see that model, as used in these two senses, means two quite different things. In the case 

of mental models, a model is a cognitive construct. In the case of instituted models, a 

model is a set of phenomena observed and categorized in a particular way. I point this 

out not to be critical of Shore, but rather to get this pedantic theoretical issue out of the 

way so that, from now on, I may use shorthands like these without apologizing for them 

every time I use them.

Another of Shore’s useful distinctions is between model and schema. What we 

are calling models have gone by various names in various fields: frames in cognitive 

linguistics; scripts in computer science (with a nod, of course, to Schank and Abelson 

(1977)), and schemas in psychology. All these terms are meant to refer to roughly the 

same phenomenon. However, Shore intends there to be an important distinction, in his 

terminology, between model and schema. In Shore’s terms, the relationship of model to 

schema is that of specific to general: a schema — or, to use Shore’s longhand, a 

foundational schema — consists of highly schematic (pardon the quasi-tautology) 

knowledge generalizable over many specific models. An example of a schema in the 

United States might be what Deborah Tannen (1998) found to be America’s fascination
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with argumentation as a means of resolving disputes. On the level of Shore’s model we 

have: lawyer-versus-lawyer courtroom argumentation, television programs such as 

CNN’s Crossfire, presidential debates, and so on. The schema is what captures the 

structure that is shared among all these models: the existence of verbal conflict, along 

with the view that such conflict is a good way to resolve disputes, or at least to inform 

people about issues.

Shore argues that schemas are a crucial factor not only in understanding the 

systematicity underlying what might superficially appear to be disparate phenomena, but 

also in the ongoing and creative construction of cultural systems. This process, which he 

calls analogical schematization, involves building new cultural models based on structure 

that they share with other models.12

For this dissertation, the distinction between model and schema matters mostly for 

the first of these two reasons: one of the projects at hand is to find whatever

12 Shore points out (69-70, fn. 12) a difficult epistemological issue confronting researchers making 

claims about the psychological reality of foundational schemas: how do we know the researcher isn’t 

simply imagining the existence of a schema? The short, nihilistic answer is: there’s no way to know 
anything at all. Shore’s longer answer is: there exists a great deal o f evidence that schema induction is 
something people often do in fact engage in when reasoning analogocially. Plus there is a strong subjective 

sense, not only among ethnographers but among anyone involved in understanding cultures other than 

one’s own, that what we experience as “cultural difference” must result from more than a haphazard 

collection of specific models, but result instead from what is shared among those models. To this we might 

also add Langacker’s (1987) claim that much of our knowledge of the world is stored at a relatively 

schematic level, and one thing humans do simply by dint of being human is extract schemas from specific- 
level information.
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systematicity can be found in the relevant cultural models, and an important part of this 

process is to look for structure that is shared among various models. If such systematicity 

can be revealed, then we have a useful way of problematizing some aspects of what is 

“essential” about Chinese and American culture, and will have a precise way of talking 

about differences and similarities between Chinese and American culture.

This last point brings me to a final, obviously necessary, caveat before concluding 

this section: this dissertation only gives a small glimpse into certain aspects of the 

massively complex structures that constitute “Chinese culture” and “American culture.” 

No single dissertation can do justice to such complexities. The extremely limited 

quantity and socioeconomic/educational variability of my interview participants will lead 

necessarily to equally limited conclusions about Chinese and American culture. I beg the 

reader’s indulgence to allow me to use “Chinese” and “American” as convenient 

shorthand throughout this dissertation.

We now turn our attention to a more detailed discussion of the interviews. Who 

was interviewed, and what exactly were they interviewed about?

The interview pools

I conducted nine interviews in English and six interviews in Chinese. I arranged

for most of the English interviews to take place before any of the Chinese interviews.

Because English is my native language, I could thus get a firm sense of whether the
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interviews were producing good data, and modify the questions if necessary, before 

proceeding with the Chinese interviews. As it turned out, after the first two English 

interviews I added one question, but other than that the interviews remained the same. I 

ended up conducting six of the English interviews before any of the Chinese interviews. 

Then I did the six Chinese interviews in fairly rapid succession, before concluding with 

the final three English interviews.

These last three English interviews involved a different population of students. 

Because most of the views expressed in the first six English interviews were, perhaps 

predictably, toward the left of the American political spectrum, I decided to seek out 

more conservative students, figuring that whatever generalizations I would eventually 

want to make about American culture would be more valid if my interviewees 

represented a broader range of ideas. So I contacted Berkeley College Republicans via 

email, and a message was sent out to the list. A number of individuals contacted me, and 

I was able to arrange three interviews (at which point my funding ran out), following 

similar stipulations: ten dollars was offered to discuss American culture for 30 to 60 

minutes, and it was requested that a conservative friend be brought along.

Again, there are methodological weaknesses to this approach. And again, the 

temporal and material constraints of my project did not allow me to sidestep them. 

Perhaps the most obvious drawback of this approach is that these interviewees, as self-
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identified members of a political group, and having been approached for selection based 

on their membership in this group, might, during the interview, produce exactly the sort 

of self-conscious discourse that, as discussed earlier, is of little use to the researcher. 

Thankfully — and, of course, subjectively — it seems that the design of the interview, 

with the specificity of the scenarios, allowed for relaxed and natural conversations to take 

place. There was no sense on my part that these interviewees were “performing” any 

more than any of the other interviewees.

The English speakers form a fairly tight demographic group. They range in age 

from 18 to 21. Nine are 18, five are 19, three are 20, and one is 21. Their ages map 

almost perfectly onto their years in school: ten first-year students, four second-years, 

three third-years, and one fourth-year. There are ten women and eight men. All except 

one was born and raised in the U.S. (The exception was the result of a 

miscommunication. This interviewee was born in Germany, but moved to the U.S. at the 

age of three, and considers herself — and by all appearances is — completely 

linguistically and culturally native to the U.S.) All are native speakers of English. 

Thirteen were raised in California, two in the Southwest, and three east of the 

Mississippi. In terms of broad ethnic categories, one is half Latina, half Caucasian; one is 

half Korean-American, half Caucasian; one is Korean-American; five are Chinese-
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American, and ten are Caucasian. As a whole this group is younger and less-educated 

than the Chinese-speaking group.

The twelve Chinese interviewees form a much broader demographic group. They 

range in age from 23 to 45, with a median age of 28. There are eight women and four 

men. All were born and raised in the P.R.C. Eight are from North China and four are 

from the South. Of those from the South, where Standard Mandarin is not spoken 

locally, all, due to their educational level, felt perfectly comfortable conversing in 

Mandarin. All are members of the dominant Han ethnic group.13 Nine of the twelve 

were in their first year of a UC Berkeley graduate program; two were in their second 

year, and one was in her third year. For five of the interviewees, this was their first trip 

abroad. Another four had taken brief business or pleasure trips before, but had never 

lived abroad. The remaining three have been based in Japan for some time: two for 13 

years, and one for 16 years, though for all three of them this was their first time in the 

U.S. The overall make-up, then, is a group of graduate students who have not spent 

much time abroad; those who have lived abroad the longest have spent the bulk of their 

time abroad in Japan, not the U.S.

13 There will be more to say about ethnicity in Chapter 4. Ethnicity has received much attention in 

Western scholarship of China over the past ten to twenty years. The quick summary is that, not 
surprisingly, ethnicity is primarily a cultural construct having little to do with genetic makeup.
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The English questions

I present the English-language questions first, for two reasons. First, so that the 

reader may familiarize herself with the material without slogging through glosses and 

translations, and second, because I designed and produced these questions first and then 

used them as a basis for the Chinese questions.

With the exception of the first two interviews, the same questions were asked to 

all sets of English-speaking participants. The first two interviews were different from the 

rest of the interviews in that there was one fewer question. The first and second 

interviews were different from each other in that five of the questions were worded 

slightly differently. I will explain this in more detail below.

There were twelve questions in all. The first question was:

1. Suppose you could create a new society. What would it be like?

The question was intended as a “warm-up”: to get the participants used to the interview

setting, and to get them thinking about how societies are and should be formed.

2. How would you explain to a five-year-old what a government is and its 
relationship to the people?

This is the question that I added after the first two interviews. As shown by George 

Lakoff in Moral Politics (Lakoff 1996), while the Nation-as-Family metaphor seems to 

structure a great deal of reasoning about American society, explicit usages of family 

terminology are hard to come by. After the first two interviews I hit upon an idea for
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tricking my participants into explicitly invoking the Nation-as-Family metaphor. I hoped 

it would work like this: We know that metaphor often involves conceptualizing a 

relatively complexly-structured target domain in terms of a relatively simply-structured 

source domain; we know that this is the case for the Nation-as-Family metaphor; I 

therefore wanted to get my interviewees to think to themselves: “How can I boil 

government down to its simplest conceptualization?” I chose five as an age because five 

is pre-school: I didn’t want my interviewees to be able to draw on a school-based 

metaphor.

The third question:

3. Suppose a citizen is walking down the street one day when the police arrest
him. They don’t tell him14 why; they simply arrest him and keep him locked 
up for three days before letting him go. He has done nothing illegal. What 
will this person think? What will this person do?

Now we get into our first scenario. I arranged the interview so that the questions about 

society came before the questions about the family: since I was hoping for evidence of 

the Nation-as-Family metaphor, I didn’t want to prime the interviewees by first asking 

family-based questions and then asking society-based questions. Specifically, Question

14 Except in cases in which gender specification was necessary for a question to be comprehensible, for 

all generic individuals in the interview questions I used males, for two reasons. First, I used males instead 

of females because I wanted the scenario to be as “unmarked” as possible. That is, given the markedness of 

gender, interviewees, in noting (consciously or unconsciously) the presence of a female “character,” might 

then “gender” the question and seek gender-based explanations, which would have distracted from the 

individual-versus-state type of discussion I was seeking.

Second, I used exclusively males because I didn’t want to introduce another parameter of variation.
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#3 was aimed at getting interviewees to think and talk about what sorts of behaviors can 

legitimately be expected on the part of societal authorities such as the police, and what 

sorts of responses an individual might have if the behavior of the authorities was deemed 

illegitimate and possibly harmful to a person. The invitation to consider what the citizen 

would think was intended to get the interviewees to empathize as fully as possible with 

the citizen: to place themselves imaginatively into the citizen’s slot in the frame structure 

so as to maximize their own motivation to draw on as many cultural resources as possible 

to reason through the scenario.15

4. With regard to the person in Question #3:
• Will this person’s response differ by educational level?16
• What should this person do?
• Should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 

social status?

I wanted to be sure that the interviewees both considered a broad range of hypothetical 

people and addressed the question of should', what (metaphorical) forces — emotional, 

moral, social — are at play in determining what a person does in a situation such as that 

described in Question #3?

15 In terms of George Lakoff and Jerome Feldman’s Neural Theory of Language, we might say that I 

was getting the interviewees to perform a simulation. While NTL deals with more sensorimotor domains 

than politics and society, I believe the principle is the same: our understanding o f  an action is often based 

on an internal simulation o f  an action, be it sensorimotor or more abstractly psychological.

16 The wording of the first bullet in the first interview was: “What will this person think and do if he is 
a worker? A farmer? A professor?” This was in keeping with the strategy of being as specific as possible.
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5. The government passes a law doubling the income tax without consulting the 
citizens.17 Is the government right to do this? What would citizens say? 
What would they do? What should they do?

Here we have potential conflict between citizenry and government, but this time 

the questionable activity by the government is carried out against the entire citizenry, 

allowing for the question of collective action to be addressed. The question about what 

citizens would say was included in the same spirit as the question about what the arrested 

citizen would think, except that this was intended to get interviewees to try and produce 

actual language that they expected the hypothetical people in the question might use. I 

also wanted to see if there was any frame-based connection between what people would 

hypothetically say about the situation and what they would do about the situation. For 

example, would people hypothetically say “this is wrong” and then take actions based on 

the view that it was wrong? Or might they say “this is wrong” but then not take any 

action?

6. The government decides to go to war. Chris is drafted into the army to fight, 
but he feels strongly that war is wrong. What will Chris say and do? What 
should he do?

The main purpose of this question, aside from continuing the general theme of citizen- 

state tension, was to probe how far people were willing to extend the legitimacy of

However, I found that the interviewees got too detailed, in fact bogged down, in considering such specifics. 
So I switched to more general wording.

17“ ...without consulting the citizens” is missing from the first interview. I added it because, without it, 

the possibility is open that the government did  consult the citizenry, making its actions more legitimate.
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individual beliefs and desires over state interests (as defined by the state). The military 

seemed the perfect venue for discussing this, as war is often seen as perhaps the ultimate 

venue for the subordination of individual beliefs and desires to the interests of the state.

7. A tree has fallen and is blocking a public road in a remote location, hours 
from the nearest city.18 Several large trucks are present, and could move the 
tree off of the road. Will they? Should they?

This question was inspired by something a Chinese interviewee had said during one of 

the eventually-discarded interviews. He and his partner had tangentially begun to discuss 

what they felt were some differences between Asian (his term: Yazhou, “Asia”) culture 

and American culture, when he related an experience of his: As an expert in 

administration, he often asked his students what they would do if they saw a dead mouse 

on a road. He found that his Asian students said they would call the relevant government 

authorities to deal with it. His point was that in “Asian cultures” people rely on the 

government to take care of things. So I decided to come up with a similar question, in 

specific-scenario form, to probe this.

8. If a person is rich, what should he/she do with his/her money?

18 “in a remote location, hours from the nearest city,” is missing from the first interview. I decided I 

wanted to make the scenario more extreme; I didn’t want the interviewees to be able to say, simply, that the 
hypothetical truck drivers could call the Highway Patrol and be done with it.
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The idea here was to give the interviewees a bit of a break from specific scenarios

before getting into the family-based questions. Of course I also hoped to get interesting 

data about general notions of economic responsibilities of individuals to society.

9. Tom is about to graduate from high school. He decides he doesn’t want to go 
to college, despite his parents’ wishes. Instead, he wants to join a rock band. 
What will the family members all say to one another? What will happen in 
the end? Who is right?

This is the first of two questions involving family disputes. Here we pit a young 

man against both his parents, who are presumably allied against him. Tom has some 

desires that are in conflict with his parents’ desires. The goal of this question was to 

probe what interviewees thought about the various hypothetical family members’ 

positions within the family: Who holds the power? When conflicts arise, how do they 

get resolved? The last sub-question, “Who is right?” was inspired by the research of 

psychologists Kaiping Peng and Richard Nisbett (Peng and Nisbett 1999), who found 

that, when faced with scenarios about family conflict and asked “Who is right?” 

Americans were more likely than Chinese to provide a simple yes/no answer to the 

question. I wanted to test this for myself.

10. The Smiths are a three-person family living in the United States: Mom, Dad, 
and their 17-year-old son Bill. Mom and Dad both work full-time jobs for 
similar salaries. Mom wants to buy a new car and give the old one to Bill; 
Dad thinks their current car will last several more years, and doesn’t think 
they should waste money on a new car. What will they all say to one 
another? What will happen in the end? Who is right?
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Here we have a conflict between two parents, with the son a likely ally of the mother.19 I 

made Bill 17 years old so that he would be old enough to drive a car, but too young to be 

granted the autonomy from one’s parents that comes, in the U.S., with turning 18.

11. There are stereotypes about certain ethnic groups in the United States.20 
Some claim, for instance, that because few African Americans play 
volleyball, that this says something about abilities possessed by certain ethnic 
groups. Is there any truth to such stereotypes?

12. Is there one dominant ethnic group in the United States? Is this the way it 
should be?

These questions, the last two of the interview, involve a shift to quite a different 

topic. My initial reason for coming up with questions about ethnicity was to probe, in 

interview format, some of the topics I had investigated in my earlier work on affirmative 

action (Patent 2000), and to broaden the inquiry into a cross-cultural study.

Unfortunately, what probing I managed to do in my first set of (ultimately discarded) 

interviews didn’t yield much promising data. But I was still interested in questions of 

race and ethnicity, so I looked at some Chinese sources on the topic of mmzu, the closest 

Chinese equivalent of “ethnicity.” What I found was shocking to me as an educated 

American: in textbooks intended for use in Chinese high schools, it was stated outright

19 In the first interview, the roles o f the mother and father were reversed. I changed this after the first 

interview because I realized that, if  I expected I might hear to partiarchally-inspired views of family 

structure, these views would gain more force if it was claimed that a father’s wishes could overcome not 
just the opposition of the mother, but the dual opposition of the mother and the son.
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that, although China was fortunate to have 56 different ethnic groups (mmzu), it was to 

China’s advantage that one group, the “great” (weida) Han nationality, was in a 

leadership role. This willingness to openly justify the sort of power relationship that 

exists in China between the Han and the other 55 officially-designated ethnic groups got 

me curious about what interviewees might have to say about the matter. So these last two 

questions were different from the rest in that I first decided what I wanted to ask in 

Chinese, and then based the English versions on the Chinese.

Question #11 raises a stereotype that may seem strange. After all, how many of 

us puzzle over how few African Americans play volleyball? This was deliberate on my 

part: I wanted to prime the interviewees to think about stereotypes, but not give them an 

obvious example of a common stereotype to then work from. Instead, I wanted to see if 

they would produce stereotypes of their own.

Question #12 is meant to address the power question I had come across in my 

reading: If one ethnic group is in a socially dominant position, is this a good thing?

20 “. . .in the United States” is missing from the first interview. I decided to add it because I knew I 

wanted the equivalent Chinese question to be explicitly confined to China, so it made sense to explicitly 
confine this question to the United States.
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The Chinese questions

Given that my project revolves around the issue of what a cross-cultural 

“equivalent” might be, it is problematic to work putative cross-cultural equivalents into 

the very fiber of the research methodology. Problematic it may be, but it is also 

unavoidable. To employ what I believe to be some appropriate image-schematic 

reasoning: we need to decide on some sort of starting point, or the investigation cannot 

proceed. Fortunately, by the time I generated the Chinese questions for this round of 

interviews, I already had the experience of the earlier, discarded interviews, to guide me. 

One key, it seemed, in developing “equivalent” Chinese questions, was to have questions 

that contained a minimum of difficult-to-translate terms: terms that directly evoke 

cultural models that may not map well across cultures. In the early interviews, the 

presence of the terms human rights and renquan immediately created problems for cross- 

cultural equivalence, both because they presupposed certain implicit cultural models, and 

because of all the geopolitical baggage that is automatically brought along when these 

terms are used. On the whole, this set of interviews seems to have managed to minimize 

this problem. Below, in discussing each Chinese question, I will note where this problem 

does arise.

I generated the Chinese questions myself, working from the English. Much to my 

chagrin — though not, I suppose, to my surprise — when I consulted with a native
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Chinese-speaking friend, I found that my translations were grossly inadequate, and much 

revision was done. By the time I consulted with my friend, I had completed the English 

interviews, so there was no opportunity to go back and readjust the English questions to 

fit the Chinese more closely. I had to trust my friend’s judgment that what she produced 

were indeed the best translations she could possibly produce. My confidence in the final 

results was increased by our lengthy discussions over each odd-seeming difference, 

however subtle: I always made sure she understood what I was trying to get at with the 

English version, and she then did her best to render Chinese translations that would set 

the stage in as similar a way as possible to the English versions. She was able to do this 

well, I believe, because she has lived in the U.S. (as a graduate student in History) for six 

years, and has, through her own experience of adapting to U.S. society, had to negotiate 

subtle linguistic and cultural differences.

I am including full interlinear glosses of the questions below. While aesthetically 

this may offend, it is important at this stage to be as precise as possible about cross- 

linguistic mappings, as every interview takes the questions the questions as a starting 

point.

Question #1:

Jiading m nenggou chuangli yi ge
Suppose 2-sg can create one CLAS

xln shehui. Zhei ge shehui hui
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new society. This CLAS society will

shi shenme yangzi de?
be what type NOM?

For reference, the corresponding English question was:

1. Suppose you could create a new society. What would it be like?

No big problems presented themselves for this first translation.

Question #2:

Jiaru yi ge wu sui de
Suppose one CLAS five year-old ATT

xiaohaizi wen nfn “zhengfu” shi shenme
child ask 2-sg formal “government” be what

yisi? “Zhengfu” he “renmin” you shenme
meaning? “Government” and “people” have what

yang de guanxi? Nrn hui zenme
type ATT relationship? 2sg-formal will how

hufda ne?
answer MOOD?

The corresponding English question was:

2. How would you explain to a five-year-old what a government is and its 
relationship to the people?

This translation, too, presented no major problems.

Question #3:

Jiaru
Suppose

you
exist

yi
one

ge
CLAS

gongmm,
citizen,

shenme
whatever

zui
crime

dou
all

meiyou
not-have

fan,
commit,

zai
LOC

guang
stroll
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jie de shihou bei jingcha daibu.
street ATT time PASS police arrest.

Jingcha bu gaosu ta weishenme bei
Police not tell 3-sg why PASS

daibu, jiu ba ta suo zai
arrest, then take 3-sg lock LOC

jianyu li, ylzhi dao san tian
prison inside, straight until three day

yihou cai fang ta zou. Ni
after not-until set 3-sg go. 2-sg

juede zhei ge ren hui zenme
feel this CLAS person will how

xiang? Ta hui ruhe fanying? Caiqu
think? 3-sg will how react? Take

shenme xfngdong?
what measures?

The corresponding English question:

3. Suppose a citizen is walking down the street one day when the police arrest 
him. They don’t tell him why; they simply arrest him and keep him locked 
up for three days before letting him go. He has done nothing illegal. What 
will this person think? What will this person do?

The Chinese question involves three sub-questions, while the English version involves 

only two. This is because my native-speaker consultant felt that using the Chinese 

equivalent of the question “What will this person do?” was too general. She felt there 

should be two, more specific, questions in its place, asking first about a general 

“reaction” (fanying), which could include feelings or actions, and then about the active 

“measures” (xmgddng) the arrested person would take.
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Question #4:

Jiu qianshu de lizi laishuo: zhei
Take aforementioned ATT example speaking: this

ge ren yinggai ruhe huiying zhei
CLAS person should how respond this

yang de zhuangkuang? Zhei ge ren
type ATT situation? This CLAS person

de jiaoyu shuipmg hui bu hui
POS education level will not will

yingxiang ta de fanying? Ruguo yingxiang
influence 3-sg POS response? If influence

dehua, m juede zhei yang you
COND 2-sg feel this type have

meiyou daoli? Yinggai bit yinggai?
not-have reasonableness? Should not should?

The corresponding English question:

4. With regard to the person in Question #3:
• Will this person’s response differ by educational level?
• What should this person do?
• Should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 

social status?

There are several noticeable differences between the English and Chinese questions. 

First, due to two oversights on my part, the order of the sub-questions is different. In the 

first two Chinese interviews, the sub-question about what the person should do was 

missing. Then, when I added it in, I put it in the wrong place, and failed to notice until 

after all the interviews had been completed.
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A second difference is between the English wording of the first sub-question, 

“differ by educational level,” and the corresponding Chinese sub-question, which back- 

translates as “Will this person’s educational level influence his response?” My consultant 

felt that this was simply the best way to render the question in Chinese in a way that was 

easily comprehensible to the interviewees.

In the third sub-question there are two more differences. First, the English 

mentions “profession and social status,” while the Chinese sticks with “educational 

level.” My consultant felt it would be confusing to introduce profession and social status 

at this stage, that it would disrupt the flow of the question. I was willing to go along with 

this because what I was trying to address in the question — the extent to which there 

exists a model of the abstract, context-free individual — is addressed equally well by 

both the English and the Chinese questions; which exact parameter undergoes variation 

— education, profession, social status — is of secondary importance.

The final difference also relates to this. As in Question #3, the last English sub

question is split into two Chinese questions. My consultant and I went back and forth on 

this for quite some time. The Chinese questions back-translate into English as something 

like: “If [educational level] influences [his reaction], is this reasonable? Should it be 

[this way]?” This translation problem is a knotty one, since, I hypothesize, part of the 

reason the question is so easy to phrase in English is because of the presence in the U.S.
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of the cultural model whose existence the question is probing; contrariwise, the question

is difficult to phrase in Chinese because of the (relative) absence of the relevant model. I 

will address this in much more detail later. In the meantime, consider this a bit of a 

preview of things to come.

Question #5:

Ruguo zhengfu meiyou dedao renmrn de
If government not-have receive people POS

tongyi, jiu zixlng jueding ba suode
agreement, then spontaneous decide take income

shui zengjia yi bei, ni juede
tax increase one multiple 2-sg feel

zhei yang dui bu dui? Renmrn
this type right not right People

hui you shenme fanying? Caiqu shenme
will have what response Take what

yang de xmgddng? NT juede renmrn
type ATT measures 2-sg feel people

yinggai ruhe huiying zhei yang de
should how respond this type ATT

zhuangkuang?
situation?

The English question:

5. The government passes a law doubling the income tax without consulting the 
citizens. Is the government right to do this? What would citizens say? What 
would they do? What should they do?
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Two differences are apparent here, both fairly subtle. First, the Chinese version of

“consulting the citizens” would back-translate roughly as “receive the agreement of the 

citizens.” This is what my consultant insisted on, for stylistic reasons. Second, we see a 

repeat of the issues confronted in Question #3: English “say” and “do” were found to be 

too abstract, and so were translated into something relatively more concrete.

Question #6:

Zhengfu jueding yao dazhang. Zhangsan suiran
Government decide will fight-•war. Zhangsan (name) although

bei yingzheng ruwu, danshi ta xln
PASS draft enter-army, but 1-sg heart

li qianglie renwei zhanzheng shi bu
inside strong believe war is not

dui de. Ni juede, zai zhei
right NOM. 2-sg feel, LOC this

zhong qingkuang xia, Zhangsan hui zenmeban?
type situation under, Zhangsan will do-what?

Ta yinggai zenmeban?
3-sg should do-what?

The English question:

6. The government decides to go to war. Chris is drafted into the army to fight, 
but he feels strongly that war is wrong. What will Chris say and do? What 
should he do?

My consultant felt it would be strange to ask what Chris would say in such a situation. 

She felt it would be best to translate “say and do” into Chinese zenmeban, which means 

roughly “do what,” but in the sense of “do what in response to a bad situation.”
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Question #7:

Zai yi ge hen pianpi de
LOC one CLAS very remote ATT

xiangxia difang, you yi ke da
countryside place, exist one CLAS big

shu heng dao zai gonglu shang,
tree horizontal fall LOC public-road on,

dangzhu le guowang cheliang. Zai zhei
block PERF pass vehicle. LOC this

ge shfhou zhenghao you ji liang
CLAS time just-then exist a-few CLAS

kache jlngguo. Ni juede tamen hui
truck pass. 2-sg feel 3-pi will

bit hui zhudong ba zhei ke
not will take-initiative take this CLAS

da shu cong gonglu shang la
big tree from public-road on pull

kai? Ni juede tamen ylnggai bu
off? 2-sg feel 3-sg should not

ylnggai zhei yang zuo?
should this type do?

The English question:

7. A tree has fallen and is blocking a public road in a remote location, hours
from the nearest city. Several large trucks are present, and could move the 
tree off of the road. Will they? Should they?

My consultant felt that more specifics were necessary for the question to make sense.

Her version would back-translate as:

7 ’. In a remote location in the countryside, there is a large tree that has fallen
across a public road and is blocking vehicles from passing. Right at this time
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a few trucks pass by. Do you think they will take the initiative to pull this 
tree off the road? Do you feel they should do this?

I am not entirely certain why my consultant insisted on such specific wording, but I 

decided, as in so many cases, to follow her suggestion, both because she was definitively 

expert in this realm, and because the difference in wording did not seem to me as if it 

would affect the way in which the relevant cultural models were being probed. That is, 

the English and Chinese versions of the question, I decided, set the stage in a similar- 

enough way.

Question #8:

Ruguo yi ge ren hen you
If one CLAS person very have

qian, ta ylnggai zenme yong ta
money, 3-sg should how use 3-sg

de qian?
POS money?

The English question:

8 If a person is rich, what should he/she do with his/her money?

This translation posed no significant problems.

Question #9:

Wang’er kuaiyao gaozhong biye le. Sulran
Wang'er (name) soon-will high-school graduate INC. Althou

ta de fumu xiwang ta shang
3-sg POS parents hope 3-sg attend

daxue, danshi ta bu xiang shang
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university, but 3-sg not want attend

daxue, xiang zu yi ge yaogun
university, want organize one CLAS rock-and-roll

yuetuan. NI juede Wang’er hui zenmeyang
band. 2-sg feel Wang'er will how

he ta de fumu shuo? Ta
with 3-sg POS parents speak? 3-sg

de fumu you hui zenyang fanying?
POS parents also will how respond?

Zuihou tamen hui jueding zenme zuo?
Finally 3-pl will decide how do?

NI hui zhlchf na yi bian?
2-sg will support which one side?

The English question:

9. Tom is about to graduate from high school. He decides he doesn’t want to go 
to college, despite his parents’ wishes. Instead, he wants to join a rock band. 
What will the family members all say to one another? What will happen in 
the end? Who is right?

I had doubts about how to translate this question into Chinese, as it had been 

designed to fit a stereotypical version of an American cultural model that we might call 

the “rebellious son” model, according to which the son in a family not only rebels 

generally against his parents, but rebels in a particular way: by either joining or forming 

a rock-and-roll band. I was skeptical about how well this model would translate into the 

cultural worlds of the Chinese interviewees. My consultant, however, insisted that the 

Chinese speakers would not find it strange. Once again, I assented to my consultant’s 

judgment.
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This problem raises again the thorny methodological question of how to go about 

designing this sort of inquiry: do we want “objectively” similar questions, to make the 

data “purer” in some sense, or do we “bias” the questions by tailoring them to fit what we 

expect are differing cultural models? While these scare-quotes indicate my hesitancy to 

lump my study and others like it in with the hard sciences, it does make some sense to try 

to make the questions as literally similar as possible and let the responses do the 

answering about the cultural models. At the same time, introducing unfamiliar cultural 

models could create a sort of cognitive dissonance, or confusion, which, if experienced 

by one interview pool and not the other, could fundamentally change the nature of the 

interview process by leading to inherently different strategies for answering a given 

question. My own strategy, again, was to discuss this all at length with my consultant, 

and ultimately go with her judgment.

Question #10:

Li jia you san ge ren:
Li (name) family have three CLAS person:

baba, mama, he shiql sui de
dad, mom, and seventeen year-old ATT

nan haizi Lisi. Baba mama liang
male child Lisi (name). Dad mom two

ge ren mei ge xlngql dou
CLAS person every CLAS week all

ge gongzuo sishf ge xiaoshf, ling
each work forty CLAS hour, earn
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yiyang de gongzi. Xianzai mama xiang
same ATT salary. Now mom want

mai yi liang xln qiche, ba
buy one CLAS new car, take

jiu qiche gei Lisi kai. Danshi
old car give Lisi drive. But

baba renwei xianzai de che hai
dad believe now ATT car still

key! zai kai ji nian, mai
can again drive several year, buy

xln che dengyu shi langfei qian.
new car equal be waste money.

NI juede baba, mama, he Lisi
2-sg feel dad, mom, and Lisi

hui shuo shenme? Zuihou tamen hui
will say what? Finally 3-pl will

jueding zenme zuo? Ni hui zhlchi
decide how do? 2-sg will support

na yi bian?
which one side?

The English question:

10. The Smiths are a three-person family living in the United States: Mom, Dad, 
and their 17-year-old son Bill. Mom and Dad both work full-time jobs for 
similar salaries. Mom wants to buy a new car and give the old one to Bill; 
Dad thinks their current car will last several more years, and doesn’t think 
they should waste money on a new car. What will they all say to one 
another? What will happen in the end? Who is right?

Another difficult question presented itself here: Given the differences in 

standards of living between the U.S. and China, a car is a much more significant purchase
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for a Chinese family than for an American family. Would raising the stakes of the

dispute alter how the dispute would be resolved, and ideas about who is right? I again 

gambled that the benefit of having as close to a literal translation as possible outweighed 

this potential drawback.

Question #11:

Zhongguo shi yi ge duo mmzu
China be one CLAS many ethnicity

guojia, xiang Han, Meng, Hui, Zang,
country, such-as Han, Mongolian, Hui, Tibetan,

yijf ge ge shaoshu mmzu. NI
and every CLAS minority ethnicity. 2-sg

juede mei ge mmzu de nengli
feel every CLAS ethnicity POS ability

he tianxing dou yTyang ma?
and nature all same QU?

The English question:

11. There are stereotypes about certain ethnic groups in the United States. Some 
claim, for instance, that because few African Americans play volleyball, that 
this says something about abilities possessed by certain ethnic groups. Is 
there any truth to such stereotypes?

Backtranslatable as:

11’. China is a multi-ethnic country, consisting of Han, Mongolian, Hui, Tibetan, 
and many other ethnic minorities. Do you believe that the abilities and 
natures of all ethnic groups are the same?

There are immediate and obvious differences here. Recall that questions #11 and 

#12 differed from the rest in that, for these, my starting point was the Chinese question.
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That is, when I designed the English questions, I had in mind a particular way I wanted to 

ask the question in Chinese, and then had to adapt these questions for the American 

students. Broadly speaking, it is safe to say that Chinese speakers from the Mainland 

have no problems making general statements about the attributes of certain ethnic groups. 

As discussed earlier, I have also found that even in academic textbooks it is acceptable to 

make generalizations about ethnic groups. For this reason, I wanted to approach the 

question directly in Chinese, asking bluntly if different ethnic groups have different 

“abilities” (nengli) and “natures” (tianxing).

For the Americans, though, I wanted to tread lightly, as race and ethnicity, and the 

extent to which it is culturally acceptable, at least among relatively educated people, to 

make generalizations about racial and ethnic groups, is in question. Hence the 

suggestive, indirect, generalized wording.

We are confronted once again with the now-familiar methodological problem of 

how best to trans-culturate these questions. Obviously for this question I chose a 

different route from earlier questions. The only other choice would have been to ask 

potentially quite offensive questions, and end up alienating and angering my 

interviewees, which I did not wish to do.

Finally, Question #12:

Zhongguo you meiyou yl ge mmzu
China have not-have one CLAS ethnicity
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shi tebie zhan youshi de? Ni
be especially occupy advantage NOM? 2-sg

juede zhei yang ylnggai ma?
feel this type should QU?

The English question:

12. Is there one dominant ethnic group in the United States? Is this the way it 
should be?

This question was much easier than #11 to deal with. The only questionable 

aspect is the extent to which dominant and zhan youshi are equivalents. The English term 

can refer to many domains, and doesn’t necessarily have to do with power. It could refer, 

for instance, simply to population (though this may be metonymically connected to 

power). I was reassured by my consultant that zhan youshi also has these varied 

interpretations.

As the interviews progressed, I was tempted to change the questions in various 

ways. With the few exceptions discussed above, I resisted. I decided that I could 

continue transforming and retransforming the questions in a quest for The Perfect 

Interview, but that no such ideal would ever manifest. Instead, I would be left with more 

piecemeal and less robust data. So the questions, flawed as they are, remained, and form 

the basis of this dissertation.
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What comes next

While the reader is doubtless anxious to get into more data, it is first necessary 

that Chapter 2 intervene: we must take a look at the intellectual milieu surrounding 

discussions of human rights in China. Once this is done, I present the two data chapters: 

Chapter 3 dives quickly and deeply into cultural models of the family; Chapter 4 does the 

same for models of society. Then comes Chapter 5, which situates the specific data from 

Chapters 3 and 4 within more general Chinese and American cultural systems. Finally 

comes Chapter 6, which reexamines the question of human rights in light of the 

discoveries in Chapters 3-5.
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Chapter 2: Human Rights in China: the Intellectual Milieu

In addressing the topics touched upon in this dissertation, I am tossing my hat into 

an already-crowded ring. Or, rather, into several already-crowded rings. Aside from 

debates internal to linguistics, there is, outside of linguistics, a vast set of issues about 

which there exist enormous bodies of literature, including at least the following: general 

philosophical questions about human rights, including universalism versus relativism; 

more specific questions about human rights in China, including whether or not, and how, 

change should be attempted; general questions of family structure and its relationship to 

state structure, including materialist (Marxist) theories versus idealist conceptions; more 

specific questions about Chinese family and kinship structure; and the culture and politics 

of ethnicity, both generally and in China. It is obviously impossible for me to familiarize 

myself even with one of these bodies of literature, let alone with all of them, let alone 

offer critiques of them and situate my own research within them in a thorough fashion. 

Since this dissertation is about human rights, however, in this chapter I attempt to 

position my research within the intellectual milieu surrounding questions of “human 

rights in China.” The literature is gigantic; instead of reviewing it in its entirety, I first 

break the literature into several categories, and then examine some representative works 

and how my research relates to them.
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The “human rights in China” literature breaks down roughly into the following

categories, placed approximately in order according to how much they have in common 

with my research, beginning with the least:

• Universalist arguments that human rights should apply equally to all societies, 
and therefore to China. These take two forms:

• The proactive, policy-oriented discourse of rights advocacy groups, 
aimed at pointing out human rights abuses in China and proposing 
solutions.

• More academic approaches, usually relying on some type of 
philosophical argumentation.

• Relativist claims that human rights may not be legitimately applicable to all 
cultures.

• Ethnographic approaches intent not on prescribing human rights concepts but 
on understanding how Chinese culture relates to human rights. These include:

• Philosophical ethnography: attempting to fit human rights into a 
Confucian framework.

• Ethnography of recent intellectual history: investigating how recent 
Chinese intellectuals have addressed human rights.

• Political ethnography: trying to understand Chinese culture — as it 
relates to human rights — through political documents.

• Universalist ethnography: searching for cultural universals that might 
underlie similar thinking about human rights.

• Empirical investigation into Chinese people’s beliefs about human rights.

I will introduce each of these in turn.

Universalism

A universalist slant on human rights is a theoretical prerequisite for human rights 

advocacy groups. Universalist assumptions, by dint of being assumptions, usually go 

unstated, but are readily apparent from the manifesto-like nature of the discourse. The
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following, from China Rights Forum, the publication of the rights advocacy group

Human Rights in China, is typical of the more extreme rights advocacy groups’ rhetoric:

Beijing should no longer be permitted to hide behind platitudes about 
“legal reform,” “social stability” and “the right to subsistence.” At its 
upcoming session in March, the U.N. Commission on Human Rights 
should put the Chinese government on notice that if China wants the 
world’s respect, it must first begin respecting the basic human rights of all 
Chinese citizens, regardless of sex, age or political persuasion. (Woodman 
1996: 2)

No attempt is made to define “basic human rights” or to frame them from any sort of 

cultural perspective. But of course, that’s not the job of rights advocacy groups, be they 

relatively extreme groups like Human Rights in China or more moderate groups such as 

Amnesty International. At the same time, though, such rhetoric can be counterproductive 

to the extent that universalist assumptions are accompanied by unrealistic policy 

prescriptions, such as the following, again from China Rights Forum, about the lives of 

girls in China:

HRIC believes that to remedy these and other problems of discrimination,
China should amend the various laws it has enacted to create independent 
mechanisms which may impose sanctions on institutons and agencies with 
discriminatory policies. China should take further proactive measures to 
redress discrimination against females in education. All population policy 
measures which have a discriminatory effect should be eliminated.
Finally, the Chinese government should carry out an investigation into the 
reasons for the serious imbalances in sex ratios at birth, if it has not 
already done so and, in the light of the results, develop more effective 
strategies for combatting such phenomena. (1996: 16)

When universalism takes such an extreme form, it becomes so divorced from empirical 

study as to be irresponsible. For instance, China’s family planning policy is well-known
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to “have a discriminatory effect” on females. This is why 95% of the children in 

orphanages are girls. Is Human Rights in China arguing that the family planning policy 

be abolished? If so, have they thought through how this would affect the quality of 

people’s lives in China?

Quality-of-life questions aside, even for much milder human rights advocacy, 

there are serious intellectual questions that need to be addressed. One way of thinking 

about human rights advocacy is as follows: What advocacy groups want is for certain 

cultural models to be codified in law and enforced. They want to create a political (in the 

sense of state power) basis for human rights. Political institutions are many things, but in 

part they are a reflection of cultural models. Seeing human rights this way reveals the 

importance of looking at, and trying to understand, the cultural models that underlie 

political institutions. To the extent that political institutions and practices reflect cultural 

models that are prevalent in the populations affected by these institutions and practices, it 

is likely to be counterproductive to try to fashion political institutions based on one 

particular set of cultural models, and then try to impose them on a political system that 

reflects a different set of cultural models. In other words, any attempt to change 

institutions in a way that will result in respect for “human rights” must include an 

empirical investigation into the cultural models that underlie conceptions of human 

rights.
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Another type of universalism comes from academics who explicitly acknowledge 

the presence of relativist positions and then argue against them. I take here as 

representative examples of such work three essays from a volume entitled Human Rights 

and Chinese Values, edited by Michael C. Davis (Davis 1995). This collection of essays 

was published in response to the 1993 Bangkok Declaration, a document produced as a 

result of a conference among Asian nations in response to perceived Western criticism 

about human rights in Asian countries. The Bangkok Declaration attempts to explain 

human rights difficulties in the context of economic development, and takes the stance 

that human rights will develop in time along with the economy. Depending on whom 

you ask, The Bangkok Declaration is anything from an honest effort to commit to human 

rights improvement to an utterly irresponsible apologist document for human rights 

abuses. By and large, the contributing authors to Human Rights and Chinese Values are 

closer to this latter interpretation. The discourse is generally more subtle than that of 

advocacy groups, but the stand is still clear: arguments based on cultural relativism are a 

red herring, exploited by unscrupulous leaders for raw political ends. “The people” are 

seen as basically in agreement with Western governments about human rights, and 

attempts by leaders to downplay the universality of human rights are viewed as directed 

more towards quelling domestic dissent than to silencing criticism by Western
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governments. For instance, we have the following from the first essay in the volume, by

editor Michael C. Davis:

It is important to note that in the Bangkok Declaration Asian governments 
were formulating a response not only to a Western challenge but primarily 
to the challenge of their own people. This seems to be the primary reason 
for their response. As the recent US capitulation over the MFN debate 
reveals, Western power, whether it be military or economic, represents a 
much less serious challenge to Asian governments who would abuse 
human rights than the people of Asia themselves. (Davis 1995: 22)

This sort of approach is quite common in this genre of human rights discourse. Painting 

oneself as a David allied with “the people” against repressive governmental Goliaths is 

meant to arouse the reader’s sympathy, as well as to perpetuate one’s own sense of 

righteousness in the cause of human rights. What is missed here is that the degree of 

sympathy that the people of any given society have for universalist ideas of human rights 

is a matter for empirical investigation, not an a priori given.

In her contribution to the volume, Eliza Lee makes a point somewhat similar to 

Davis’s. Her focus is not on brute-force political repression, but on one of its 

concomitants: the stifling of a culture’s self-definition. While she explicitly disavows 

radical universalism, her argument is still fundamentally universalist. She frames her 

point in terms of what she sees as an inherently self-undermining aspect of the Bangkok 

Declaration’s endorsement of cultural relativism:

In these senses, the cultural relativist argument implicit in the Bangkok 
Declaration bears its own negation. Accepting the idea of cultural rights 
necessarily raises the concern that cultural communities are actually 
heterogeneous, historical, and dialogical communities. As such, one needs
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to ask whether the Bangkok Declaration is truly premised on defending 
cultural interests. As Avtar Brah notes, “Asia” or the “East” was 
historically constructed as the Other as “Europe” constructed its Self in the 
process of colonization. It is most ironic that the same cultural resources 
are now utilized by Asian political leaders to colonize their own people, in 
the sense of denying them the very cultural right to reflect on their own 
cultural practices and actively to construct/reconstruct their own identities.
(Lee 1995: 88)

Her point is well taken. However, in making this point she assumes that this sort of 

active cultural self-definition is something that people universally are interested in 

engaging in. Of course it may turn out to be the case that this assumption is true, but 

instead of simply assuming it is true, we should treat it as a matter for empirical 

investigation.

Davis’s and Lee’s discursive approaches are somewhat subtle compared to the 

more overtly universalist argumentation in Margaret Ng’s contribution. Ng’s essay 

exemplifies perhaps the most extreme sort of academic universalism. She argues that 

human rights are “properly” conceived of as the largely “negative” rights of the Western 

tradition, such as political and civil rights, as opposed to the “positive” rights that tend to 

be espoused by socialist governments, such as the right to subsistence. Ng concludes her 

essay as follows:

Once it is accepted that political and civil rights are the only rights proper, 
as distinct from welfare rights which are aspirations, the fallacy of rights 
being culture-bound cannot be maintained. The negative nature of rights, 
and their universal validity, removes the excuse against their immediate 
and complete implementation. The true question is not whether each state 
may justifiably postpone the implementation of rights until certain 
economic conditions have been achieved. It is, rather, whether the State 
may legitimately violate the rights of the individual in order to attain such
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collective goals as economic development, or simply to safeguard the 
continued power of a particular government. There can be no doubt what 
the answer is. (Ng 1995: 70)

Space limitations preclude a detailed frame-semantic analysis of Ng’s rhetoric, but at a 

minimum it is clear from this passage that she takes universalism as a given, rather than 

as an open question worthy of empirical inquiry.

The other essays in this volume also, to a greater or lesser extent, take the 

universality of human rights as a given. My intention here is not to criticize the authors 

for assuming universality since, as with the advocacy groups, it is arguably not their job 

to address the relevant empirical questions. Rather, I wish merely to point out the 

desirability of empirical investigation as an input to such research, as the quality of work 

by scholars genuinely interested in improving the lives of China’s people can improve if 

it is based on empirical findings rather than on speculation or assumption.

Relativism

As we have seen, contributors to the Davis volume make universalist arguments 

as a response to cultural relativism. The roots of relativism go back as far as (see esp. 

Boas 1938). Relativism takes many forms, but the common thread is that, because 

cultures around the world differ, and because human rights is dependent to some extent 

on cultural values, we might expect some degree of variation in ideas about human rights 

around the world. A particularly lucid enunciation of the relativist position was offered
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in a 1947 statement about human rights from the American Anthropological Association,

written by Boas’s student Melville Herskovits:

Standards and values are relative to the culture from which they derive so 
that any attempt to formulate postulates that grow out of the beliefs or 
moral codes of one culture must to that extent detract from the 
applicability of any Declaration of Human Rights to mankind as a 
whole... .The rights of Man in the Twentieth Century cannot be 
circumscribed by the standards of any single culture, or be dictated by the 
aspirations of any single people. Such a document will lead to frustration, 
not realization of the personalities of vast numbers of human beings.
(American Anthropological Association 1947)

Relativist arguments can range from strong prescriptive statements that no society has the 

right to pressure any other society to adopt its cultural norms, to quite mild, descriptive 

statements about cultural difference that make no prescriptions or proscriptions one way 

or another. As with the universalists, the relativists often lack an empirical bent, instead 

relying on unsupported assertions about cultural difference. For instance, George 

Kennan once argued that “there are no internationally accepted standards of morality to 

which the U.S. government could appeal if it wished to act in the name of moral 

principles.” (Kennan 1985: 207) Again, this may be true, but needs to be investigated. 

There may indeed be culturally universal moral standards of behavior and treatment of 

human beings. They may be limited, but they may exist on some level. Given all the 

methods available as a product of decades of linguistic and ethnographic research, we 

should investigate this question empirically instead of relying on unsupported assertions.
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Talal Asad, in his moderately relativist essay on torture in the context of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Asad 1997), is interested in such investigations. 

His article does not address China specifically, but is still germane for his interesting 

relativist argument. Asad begins (285) by quoting Article 5 of the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights: “No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment.” He then goes on, throughout the essay, to discuss 

ways in which this wording might be differently construed, both in the public realm of 

statecraft and in the private realm of sexual practice. The moderate nature of his relativist 

position is concisely summarized in the following passage:

I do not argue that there can be no such thing as cruelty. I am merely 
skeptical about the universalist discourses that have been generated 
around it. But my skepticism is intellectual, not moral.

This paper is not concerned with attacking the reforms inspired by 
the United Nations condemnation of torture or cruel, inhuman, and 
degrading treatment. Rather, it focuses primarily on the way Western 
discourses about cruelty are constructed and the ways that the idea of 
torture can overlap with and substitute for ideas of cruel, inhuman, and 
degrading treatment. In my view, such inquiries are necessary if we seek 
to clarify our transcultural judgments. (286. Emphasis in original.)

In not proscribing universalist efforts to influence human-rights-related institutions, 

Asad’s relativism is moderate. Towards the end of his essay, he also offers the 

following:

We need ethnographies of pain and cruelty that can provide a better 
understanding of how relevant practices are actually conducted in different 
traditions. Such ethnographies will certainly show us that cruelty can be 
experienced and addressed in ways other than as a violations of rights — 
for example, as a failure of specific virtues or as an expression of 
particular vices. (304)
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I absolutely agree with Asad that ethnography is an intellectually responsible prerequisite 

to determining how universalist or relativist a position one wishes to adopt towards 

questions of human rights. I differ with him, however, in focus: whatever differences 

exist cross-culturally in conceptions of human rights, these differences are likely to be 

most detectable not in a domain as basic as human cruelty.21 In fact, we will see strong 

evidence in this dissertation for similar expectations in China and the U.S. of how 

humans should be treated by one another. Regardless of this difference in focus, 

however, I agree with Asad in his call for an ethnographic (i.e., empirical) approach to 

the investigation of cultural difference. While Asad himself is somewhat of a relativist, 

adherence to an empirical approach is independent of universalism or relativism. Indeed, 

if one’s universalism or relativism is to be a responsible one, it should be grounded in an 

empirical approach.

Ethnography

Another major approach to the study of human rights in China is what could be 

broadly termed “ethnography” — in the sense of focusing on culture — though the 

methodologies are quite different from mine. The first of these we might call
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“philosophical ethnography”: looking at Chinese culture through philosophical texts.

Again we take as our focus a representative volume: a 1998 compilation entitled 

Confucianism and Human Rights, edited by William Theodore de Bary and Tu Weiming

(de Bary and Tu 1998). In his introduction, de Bary lays forth the volume’s project:

It is obvious enough that Confucianism itself did not generate human 
rights concepts and practices equivalent to those now embodied in the 
Universal Declaration; it is not obvious that Confucianism was headed in 
an altogether different authoritarian or “communitarian” direction, 
incompatible with the rights affirmed in the Declaration. Our aim has not 
been to find twentieth-century human rights in Confucianism, but to 
recognize therein certain central human values — historically embedded 
in, but at the same time restive with, repressive institutions in China — 
that in the emerging modern world could be supportive of those rights. In 
this our concern is not so much to render judgment on the past record as to 
clarify the bases on which past judgments have been made — those which 
could inform our understanding of human rights as still in the process of 
formation, (de Bary 1998: 5-6)

There is thus a certain empiricism in the approach of this book: neither universalist nor 

relativist assumptions form the background of the essays. Instead, the authors endeavor 

to take as objective a look as they can at one of China’s most influential philosophical 

systems and match it up with human rights as laid out in the Universal Declaration.

Each of the authors takes a slightly different approach to the matter, and finds 

slightly different areas of overlap and mismatch between Confucianism and human 

rights, but methodologically the essays are essentially the same: look at some aspect or

21 In fact, the frame semantics o f cruelty presuppose the unwillingness and victimhood o f the person 

experiencing the pain. If pain is caused in a context in which the experiencer of the pain is a willing 

participant, the behavior on the part o f the person causing the pain ceases to be “cruelty.”
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aspects of the Confucian canon, and look for resonance with modern notions of human 

rights. While this somewhat empirical approach is a definite improvement over the a 

priori universalist and relativist approaches we have seen, this methodology involves an 

assumption which may or may not be valid: that Confucianism, however construed, is 

somehow equivalent to present-day Chinese culture. Once again, it may be the case that 

this assumption is true — that we can look at what Confucius, Mencius and other 

Confucian philosophers said and find, through ethnographic research, that their ideas map 

nicely onto modern-day Chinese cultural models — but again, until this is demonstrated 

empirically, it remains an assumption, and worthy of our skepticism. As philosophical 

exercises, the essays in this volume are superbly interesting; as serious attempts to 

investigate the relationship between human rights and Chinese culture, they somewhat 

miss the mark.

A second, somewhat similar, type of ethnography is the ethnography of 

intellectual history carried out by Marina Svennson in her extremely thorough, 

excellently written and reasoned dissertation, The Chinese Conception o f Human Rights 

(Svensson 1996). Her project is to look at human rights as addressed by major Chinese 

intellectuals from 1898 to 1949, which covers one of the most intellectually rich periods 

in Chinese history: from the late-Qing reformers, through the early Republican 

anarchists and communists, the May Fourth Movement, all the way through the
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communist revolution. Like the essays in the de Bary volume, Svensson’s research relies 

on documents produced by intellectuals. However, Svensson’s work is arguably more 

relevant to the question of how human rights relate to Chinese culture because of the 

focus, breadth and recentness of her source material: absent an ethnography of current 

Chinese views of human rights, documents produced about human rights by a wide range 

of intellectuals within, roughly, the past century, can give us a more accurate picture of 

how Chinese people are likely to be thinking about human rights than millennia-old texts 

by a handful of authors. However, what is still crucially missing is the same thing that is 

missing from the philosophical ethnographies of the de Bary volume: an empirical study 

of present-day Chinese views of human rights.22

The third type of ethnography, and the one bearing the closest affinity to my 

research, is what we might term “political ethnography.” This approach has been 

pioneered by political scientist and constitutional scholar Andrew Nathan of Columbia 

University. He, like the philosophical and intellectual ethnographers, takes a broadly 

empirical approach, but his focus is on political institutions rather than on philosophical 

or intellectual writings. In particular, Nathan uses Chinese constitutions as a window into

22 In fairness, Svensson is aware of this limitation. She argues (p. 23) that many o f these intellectuals, 

as populist-style activists, held views more in line with the “common people” than did philosophers. To the 

extent that this is true it lessens, but does not eliminate, the methodological shortcomings of Svensson’s
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Chinese views of human rights. He justifies this approach by arguing that constitutions

reflect a society’s aspirations, and therefore its values, and adds:

Constitutions are a good starting place for the study of rights because they 
represent the negotiated consensus of at least some dominant groups in a 
society on basic political questions. They are written with self-conscious 
care and use legal and philosophical terms with some 
precision... Moreover, if a society has had a series of constitutions, 
especially under changing regimes, then much can be learned from the 
changes and continuities among them. The ideas that survive from 
constitution to constitution, that are shared by competing groups, and that 
are appealed to even by politicians who otherwise behave 
unconstitutionally form a constitutional tradition of basic, widely held 
values and so offer insight into an important part of a nation’s political 
culture. (Nathan 1986a: 78-79)

Nathan’s methodology is quite novel and interesting, and obtains some useful results, 

some of which will be discussed in the Conclusion. And in looking at relatively recent 

documents — as opposed to centuries-to-millennia-old Confucian texts — whatever is 

revealed is quite germane to present-day China. I view Nathan’s research and mine as 

mutually complementary and supplementary: his research is political ethnography; mine 

is linguistic ethnography. Both provide interesting and useful information about present- 

day cultural models.

The fourth and final type of ethnography is what I have called “universalist 

ethnography.” This approach is taken by Alison Dundes Renteln in her book 

International Human Rights: Universalism versus Relativism (Renteln 1990). Her

work. Of course, these “shortcomings” are only such with respect to the questions addressed in my
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approach is ethnographic, in that she is investigating culture, and it is universalist in that 

she is searching for universals that could potentially underlie cross-cultural similarities in 

human rights thinking. Her ultimate conclusion is that there is indeed at least one such 

cultural universal: the idea that retribution for wrongdoing should be proportional to the 

wrongdoing. And since human rights is at least in part both about what should be 

considered wrongdoing and about how to redress wrongdoing, it can be therefore argued 

that there is at least one important universal way of thinking about at least one aspect of 

human rights. Renteln’s approach is similar to mine in that she investigates human rights 

obliquely, that is through the lens of related cultural models rather than explicitly how 

people view “human rights.” Her research is different from mine, however, in that her 

domain of inquiry is much broader: all the cultures in the world, as opposed to just the 

U.S. and China.

Empirical investigation

Empirical research into present-day views of human rights is difficult to find. To 

date I have found only one article citing such investigations: Ming Wan’s superb essay, 

“Human Rights and Democracy” (Wan 1999), which appeared in the fascinating 1999 

compilation In the Eyes o f the Dragon: China Views the World (Deng and Wang 1999).

research, not hers. She is an intellectual historian, not an ethnographer.
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Wan is critical of Western universalist assumptions and of claims by Western

universalists, some of which were sampled above, that they speak for and stand with “the 

Chinese people” against the Chinese government. Wan recognizes the need for an 

empirical look at how Chinese people view human rights:

What has been missing in the public debate in the United States is the 
Chinese voice. The American public hears propaganda by the Chinese 
government and effective sound bites by Chinese dissidents. But not 
many people know or even care what “the silent Chinese majority” thinks.
The silent Chinese majority is actually quite vocal in its own circles and is 
strongly opinionated about China and the U.S. policy toward China. To 
understand the feasibility and desirability of human rights pressure on 
China, one needs to know Chinese perspectives, not only those of the 
government and dissidents but also those of the society at large. (Wan 
1999: 98)

He then moves on to explaining the Chinese government’s evolving view of human rights

and, more importantly for our purposes, the views of the “silent Chinese majority.”

Citing recent surveys of Chinese opinion — and in the process alleviating concerns about

the accuracy of such surveys — Wan argues that most Chinese citizens are not overly

concerned with human rights in the abstract. Rather, to the extent that human rights can

improve stability and economic development, Chinese people tend to favor them; to the

extent that they are seen as destabilizing the country and impeding economic

development, Chinese people tend to view them with skepticism.

We will revisit Wan’s results in the Conclusion. For now, I merely wish to point

out that his research is right in line with mine: it is an empirically-based investigation

into what present-day Chinese people think about human rights. As with Nathan’s work,
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Wan’s research and mine are complementary: while his work involves large populations 

being asked simple, direct questions explicitly about human rights, enabling the gathering 

of statistics, my work involves small populations being asked complex, indirect questions 

about cultural models related to human rights, inviting non-statistical, qualitative 

analysis. Together, our approaches reveal a great deal about how human rights are 

viewed in China today.

Situating this dissertation

I need to point out that, despite the critical nature of the above survey, my 

intention is not to criticize. Intellectual division of labor exists for a reason. Questions 

about what human rights are and how they relate to China need to be approached from as 

many angles as possible. Thus, my intention in this chapter is to show where there is at 

least one big gap in this field: the realm of linguistic ethnography. In this final section I 

step back from the specifics of the research discussed above in order to bring the need for 

my research into clearer relief.

One general problem in discussions about human rights and how they relate to

China is that it is all too easy for discussions to degenerate into abstract and virtually

meaningless generalizations about “the individual” in “the West” versus “the collective”

in China. Even if we were to grant that such a difference exists, what does this mean for

Westerners and for Chinese people? How would such a difference affect how people
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approach their lives, and situations they might encounter in their lives? What sorts of 

differences might exist in the types of decisions people make in their lives? What sorts of 

things are considered most important? One could say that, in this connection, my 

research is a cross-cultural version of the old American political line, “How does it play 

in Peoria?” Sure, maybe “the West” privileges “the individual” and “China” privileges 

“the collective,” but such a statement is meaningless unless put into, and understood via, 

specific contexts in which specific reasoning is carried out.

A second problem in the literature about human rights is its focus exclusively on 

the relationship between the individual and the state. From a legal and institutional 

standpoint, such an approach seems reasonable. Yet we have seen, most convincingly in 

George Lakoff’s research (Lakoff 1996), that we can learn a great deal about the state by 

studying the family. Lakoff s research is about the United States, but the relevant 

conceptual structures, in particular the Nation-as-Family metaphor, may prove to be 

present in other societies as well. The question of how the family and the nation relate to 

each other conceptually, both in China and in the U.S., is an important aspect of any 

inquiry into human rights, and forms a large part of Chapter 5.
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A third problem running through much discourse about human rights is defining

the subject matter. Human rights is obviously a contested category,23 and so it is of 

course impossible for any one author to give a definition of human rights that will fit all 

purposes. And indeed many authors do acknowledge the limitations inherent in whatever 

definitions they may offer. Still, it is possible, within these limitations, to proceed with 

definitions of human rights that are responsible and useful within the given domain of 

inquiry. Unfortunately, however, there are still frequent problems with proposed 

definitions of human rights. The first type of problem is intellectual tautology: authors 

choosing definitions that are most convenient for their particular ideological agendas. 

Consider, for instance, the following “definition” of human rights, from Jack Donnelly:

The term human rights indicates both their nature and their source: they 
are the rights that one has simply because one is human. They are held by 
all human beings, irrespective of any rights or duties individuals may (or 
may not) have as citizens, members of families, workers, or parts of any 
public or private organization or association. They are universal rights.
(Donnelly 1998: 18. Emphasis in original.)

This definition is strongly universalist. While Donnelly himself claims to be a “weak 

relativist,” the thrust of his book is universalist, and this definition of human rights serves 

his rhetorical purposes quite nicely.

23 For research on contested categories — which earlier went by the name contested concepts — see 
(Gallie 1956), (Lakoff 1987), (Schwartz 1992), (Morgan 1998) and (Patent 2001).
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A second type of problem with definitions of human rights is that, in the attempt

to be as encompassing as possible, a definition may become so abstract as to lose almost 

all its meaning. Take the following, from Michael Freeden, who defines a “human right” 

as:

...a  conceptual device, expressed in linguistic form, that assigns priority to 
certain human or social attributes regarded as essential to the adqeuate 
functioning of a human being; that is intended to serve as a protective 
capsule for those attributes; and that appeals for deliberate action to ensure 
such protection.” (Freeden 1991)

This definition applies as much to a heart transplant operation — along with the laws 

governing medical procedures — as it does to, say, the right of assembly.

A third kind of problem arises when the definition offered simply pushes the 

analysis back one analytical level. The essays in the de Bary and Tu volume, discussed 

above (de Bary and Tu 1998), suffer from this flaw. The working definition of human 

rights for the entire volume is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. De Bary 

justifies this definition by saying that the authors do not intend to adopt the UDHR as the 

ultimate definition of human rights for all purposes and for all times, but:

.. .to accept it as the going [definition] — universal to the extent that it was 
ratified formally by representatives of many world regions and cultures, 
and not thereafter repudiated by any official body but only confirmed and 
added to in subsequent protocols. Thus it represents a growing consensus 
on an expanding body of human rights concepts, (de Bary 1998: 5)

For the purposes of this volume’s contributing authors, this is probably the best definition 

that can be offered, and all that is really necessary. But defining “human rights” in terms
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of a document does nothing to get at the meaning of the words in the document. For 

instance, Article 6 of the UDHR states: “Everyone has the right to recognition 

everywhere as a person before the law.” If we are to determine, as the authors are 

attempting to determine, if and how such a right fits within the philosophical world of 

Confucianism, how can this task be accomplished without a separate problematization of 

what a “person” is considered to be, what constitutes “recognition,” and so forth. The 

conclusions we reach about the applicability of Article 6 to Confucianism depend 

crucially on our culture-dependent interpretation of the words and categories of Article 6. 

The document-based definitional approach thus begs the very question it aims to provide 

answers to.

It is no accident that I offer no definition of human rights in this dissertation. This 

is not a convenient sidestepping; rather it is part of a methodological commitment to 

avoid locking myself into overly narrow or broad categories, as would be inevitable were 

I to present an Aristotelian-style dictionary definition of human rights. The problems 

with the above definitions of human rights are inherent in the very notion and practice of 

definition itself. Definition is tied to widely-held folk theories of language according to 

which it is expected, via Aristotelian categorization, that it is possible and desirable to 

offer dictionary-style definitions of categories such that the definition will include all and 

only the desired members of the category. As we know from the entirety of Cognitive
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Linguistics, this approach is doomed to failure. The approach of this dissertation is, 

instead, to make the broadly acceptable claim that, whatever human rights or renquan 

means, this meaning depends on certain cultural models of what a human is. A human, in 

turn, can be understood via cultural expectations of how humans interact within various 

social structures, including the family and the state. And these expectations can be 

understood via an interview methodology that poses specific questions about specific 

scenarios, and asks interviewees to reason through them. What emerges is not a catch-all 

notion of human rights or renquan, but instead some of the more important pieces of a 

necessarily incomplete and changing puzzle.

Another way of looking at this is to say that these definitional problems stem from 

a failure to sufficiently “unpack” human rights. To the extent that human rights are 

thought about as dependent on culture, they are written about as if they were atomic, 

rock-bottom units. One could say that the authors who write this way about human rights 

lack a sufficiently precise theory of culture. This is why it is important to bring 

methodological rigor to the treatment of culture as it relates to human rights. And since 

the data consist entirely of language, we also need precise ways of relating language and 

culture. Hence the methodology and theoretical framework described in Chapter 1.

Finally, a note about the importance of cross-cultural study generally. From the 

perspective of an early-21st-century cognitive linguist, the idea that cultural difference
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influences human priorities is self-evident. Yet, there still exist schools of thought that 

owe their existences to acultural, abstract notions of individuals. Take rational choice 

theory for example: the entire basis of this theory is that humans the world over act 

“rationally,” or “in their self-interest,” when making decisions. Culture never comes into 

play; “rationality” is assumed to be as inalienable a part of human existence as is having 

two arms and two legs. As decades of anthropological and linguistic research have 

shown, however, such an acultural view of humanity is at best naive, at worst pernicious. 

I consider this dissertation to be another nail in the coffin of such acultural theories.

It is time now to look at the data.
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Chapter 3: Person and Family

This chapter explores and exemplifies cultural models that arise in discussions of 

family disputes. What surfaces are models both of the family as a structure and of the 

individual people who make up the family: expectations, hopes, fears about what a 

person is and should be. In conjunction with Chapter 4, which investigates the person 

and society, we will see that, while many of the same models are available both for 

Chinese and Americans, these models are prioritized differently, and these different 

prioritizations shed light on possible differences in thinking about human rights.

The numbering system for the interviews, by which I will refer to them 

throughout the dissertation, is as follows: a capital letter, E or C, designates the 

language, and a number following the letter indicates the temporal order of the interview. 

For co-participants in an interview, my initial contact — the person who emailed me — is 

assigned the lower number. Thus, E-9 refers to the participant in the fifth English 

interview with whom I arranged the interview; E-10 refers to E-9’s friend and interview 

partner.

There is an oddity in the numbering system that has resulted from all the 

discarded interviews discussed in the last chapter. The discarded Chinese interviews 

consisted of a single-participant interview with a Chinese speaker, followed by four two- 

person interviews, for a total of nine participants. Thus, the first Chinese interview in the
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data set for this dissertation is C -10/11, and the last is C-20/21. For the English 

participants, there were also four discarded two-person interviews, but no one-person 

pilot interview, so the English data begin with E-9/10 and end with E-25/26. For 

reference, the table below gives the interviewees’ sex and age data, as well as their

relationships to each other.

Number Sex Age Relationship
between
participants

C-10 M 28 married
C-ll F 23

0 1 2 F 29 friends
C-13 F 40

0 1 4 M 30 married
0 1 5 F 26

0 1 6 F 27 friends
0 1 7 F 27

0 1 8 M 23 married
0 1 9 F 23

0 2 0 M 45 married
0 2 1 F 45

E-9 M 19 friends
E-10 M 18

E-ll F 18 friends
E-12 F 18

E-13 F 18 friends
E-14 F 18

E-15 F 18 friends
E-16 M 19

E-17 M 18 friends
E-18 F 18

E-19 F 19 friends
E-20 F 19

E-21 M 20 friends
E-22 M 20
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E-23 F 18 friends
E-24 M 21

E-25 M 19 friends
E-26 F 20

Ellipses in quotations from interviews indicate either an abnormally long pause or 

an abrupt change in conversational or rhetorical direction. Italics indicate abnormally 

strongly stressed words or phrases. Boldface marks words or phrases to be discussed 

further, either immediately after the quote or later in the chapter. In some cases two or 

more nearby Chinese terms and their English equivalents are boldfaced. Because 

Chinese, like English, is SVO, assume unless otherwise specified that the order of the 

terms and/or phrases is the same for both the Chinese and the English. Finally, the third- 

person singular pronoun in Chinese — ta — is unmarked for gender. Because the 

relevant players in many of the questions are male, I have consistently translated ta as 

he/him.

Family disagreements: What we can learn

Questions #9 and #10 present scenarios in which members of a family disagree 

with one another over a course of action to take. For review, the English versions are:

9. Tom is about to graduate from high school. He decides he doesn’t want to go 
to college, despite his parents’ wishes. Instead, he wants to join a rock band. 
What will the family members all say to one another? What will happen in 
the end? Who is right?

10. The Smiths are a three-person family living in the United States: Mom, Dad, 
and their 17-year-old son Bill. Mom and Dad both work full-time jobs for 
similar salaries. Mom wants to buy a new car and give the old one to Bill;
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Dad thinks their current car will last several more years, and doesn’t think 
they should waste money on a new car. What will they all say to one 
another? What will happen in the end? Who is right?

#9 was designed to pit a child against his parents; #10 was designed to pit parents against 

each other, with the child as an ally of one of them. In thinking through and discussing 

these scenarios, interviewees reveal some of their ideas about power relations in the 

family, and about the mutual expectations family members hold for one another. This, in 

turn, helps us understand the interviewees’ perspectives on what an individual is: how do 

gender, age, educational level, etc., determine the amount of power a person has, what is 

expected of her, and what she may expect of and for herself? And it is these questions 

that fundamentally underlie conceptions of human rights: What is an individual? What 

sorts of behavior can an individual expect of himself and of those around him? In what 

situations does a person have power, and how much? When and how is power used, 

rightly and wrongly, in relations among individuals and between individuals and social 

groups and institutions? The responses to Questions #9 and #10 provide some insight 

into these questions.

The question of power is addressed more thoroughly in responses to Question #10 

than to Question #9, while responses to Question #9 yield much more than Question #10 

about family members’ expectations of one another and of themselves. I believe there 

are two reasons for this. First, in Question #10 the relative equality of a parent-versus-
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parent dispute, as opposed to a parents-versus-child dispute, highlights that there is a

power issue to be resolved. Second, in Question #9 the stakes are higher than in Question 

#10: whether or not a family buys a car is important, yes, but primarily on an economic 

level, while deciding whether to go to college could impact the rest of the child’s life. 

Below, we will first look at power, and so our first focus will be Question #10.

Dispute resolution: The Final Say model

Early in the interview process, I learned a new Chinese turn of phrase:

Shei shuo le suan?
Who say PERF drop?24

This highly idiomatic phrase translates as “Who has the final say?” It comes up in four 

of the six interviews, in response to Question #10. In a fifth interview, though the phrase 

itself is not used, the model exemplified by the phrase is invoked as a means of resolving 

family disputes. The following exchange, between C-10 and C-l 1, is typical:25

C-l 1 Mama xiang mai, baba bit tongyi, mama zenme gen ta zhengbian ne? 
C-10 Liyou hen jiandan, wo jiu kai xin che de qipai a, ganjue hao a. [laughter] 

Women jia kending.. .zheige shiqing kending shi baba shuole suan.
C -11 Wo xiangxin. Women jia kending shi mama shudle suan. A, women jia 

xianzai you zheme yl zhong qingkuang. Women jia dianshijl yijlng ting 
po de. Ranhou xianzai tuxiang ye bu hao, shengyln ye bu hao. Wo jiu

24 Here drop  is meant in the idiomatic sense of “to cease discussion,” as in “Drop it. W e’re done 
discussing it.”

25 Interlinear-gloss versions o f all passages are given in Appendix C; Chinese-character versions are in 
Appendix D.
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qianglie yaoqiu mai ge xin de, wo ba ye qianglie yaoqiu mai ge xln de, wo 
ma bu tongyi, ye shuo tai hua qian le, shuo zheige hai yao zai kan ji nian, 
na wo ma zuihou shuo le jiu suan le. Wo ma shuo women bu mai jiu bu 
mai. Na nimen jia kending jiushi ni ba shuo mai jiu mai. Zheige wo juede 
haoxiang he fumu de jingji qmgkuang.. .ziji geren de shouru qmgkuang 
meiyou shenme hen da de guanxi.

C-l 1 Mom wants to buy it, but Dad doesn’t agree. How will Mom debate this 
with Dad?

C-10 It’s very simple: I ’ll get a new license plate, and it’ll feel great! [laughter] 
In my family, definitely.. .for this, my dad would have the final say.

C-l 1 I believe it. In my family Mom definitely has the final say say. Hey,
right now my family is dealing with something like this. My family’s TV 
set is old. The picture and sound are bad. I demanded we buy a new one, 
and so did my dad, but my mom didn’t agree. She said it was too 
expensive, and that we should keep watching this TV set for a few more 
years. So my mom had the final say. If my mom says we aren’t buying 
one, we aren’t buying one. Now in your family if your dad says you’re 
buying one, you’re buying one. I don’t think this has anything to do with 
the financial condition... the individual incomes of the parents.

C-18 and C-19 go into some amount of detail about this model, and agree with C -l 1 that 

salary has nothing to do with who makes these sorts of family decisions:

2.

C-18 Zuihou jueding zenme zuo? Zheige.. .zheige lizi li ha, gei chulai le baba 
mama liangge ren gongzuo sishf ge xiaoshf, ling yfyang de gongzl, wo 
juede zheige ling.. .zai Zhongguo zheige jiating litou, ling duoshao qian 
huozhe shuo ling gongzl de gao-di, jiu shuo zai zheige jiating zhong 
zheige juece de quxiang shi bucheng zhengbi de. Wode yisi jiu shuo 
youde jia litou jiushi nu fang zuo, jiu shuo yixie.. .zai yixie zhongda 
jueding dangzhong lai shuo, zhuyao you nu fang lai jueding. Zai yixie 
jiating zhong zhuyao you nan fang lai jueding. Zheige shi gen ta zheige 
jiating 11 shei zheng qian duoshao shi meiyou renhe guanxi de. Ylnwei zai 
Zhongguo jiating wo juede zhei shi feichang pubian de yl jian shiqing.
Shei shuo, zhe shi qiijueyu pingshi zheige jiating dangzhong, shei...

C-19 Shuo le suan.
C-18 Shei shuo le suan, huozhe shuo yong bijiao zhengshi de yuyan shuo jiu 

shuo shei d e .. .shei zai zheixie zhongda juece shang zhuyao zuo zhuyao 
jueding. Ruguo ta baba jlngchang zuo yixie da de jueding, jiaru shuo 
zheige jia de yixie da de kaixiao a, da de yixie neige jueding de zheige 
juece dou you ta baba lai zuo chu de hua, wo juede tamen jia kending bu 
hui mai zhei liang che. Dan ruguo xiangfan shi ta mama zuo zhuyao juece 
de hua, tamen jiu hui mai yl liang xln che.
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C-18 What will they decide to do in the end? This.. .this example says Mom 
and Dad both work forty hours and earn the same salary. I think that 
th is.. .in Chinese families this bit about how much money they earn or the 
amount of their salaries doesn’t form a ratio in a family’s orientation as far 
as who makes final decisions. What I mean by that is that in some 
families the woman.. .for especially big decisions the woman decides. In 
some families the man decides. Who earns how much money has 
absolutely no bearing on this. I think this is extremely common in 
Chinese families. Who decides, this depends on who in the family 
usually...

C-19 Has the final say.
C-18 Who has the final say. Or, to use more formal language, who decides in 

cases where important final decisions are made. If his dad often makes 
important decisions — for instance if final decisions about this family’s 
big expenditures are usually made by his dad — then I think there’s no 
way this family would buy this car. But on the contrary if important 
decisions are made by his mom, then they’ll buy a new car.

In follow-up, I asked how it is determined who has the final say, and they elaborated:

3.
C-18 Jiushi shuo, zheige jiushi Zhong-Mei zhljian de yl zhong chayi, wo juede 

keneng. Zai Meiguo keneng jiu shuo dajia zhei ge jiating li .. .m yao shuo 
mmzhu ye hao, zhei ge juece ba, keneng jiu jianli zai yl zhong jiu shuo 
duoshu.. .shaoshu fucong duoshu zhei zhong jlchu shang. Wo keneng dui 
Meiguo shehui bu tai liaojie. Dan zai Zhongguo shehui, jiu shuo, yl ge 
nanren he yl ge nuren jfehun yihou, jiu zai zheige...

C-19 Jiu ziran'erran de xmgcheng de.
C-18 Zai jiating yl zhong ziran'erran xmgcheng le zhei zhong.. .jiu shuo zhei 

zhong...
C-19 Moshi.
C-18 Moshi, dui. Daodi shi zheige nanren zai zheige jiating li zuozhu, haishi 

ntiren zai zheige jiating li zuozhu.
Me O. Xianzai Zhongguo shehui ne, daduoshu...
C-18 Wo juede baifenzhl liushi de jiating keneng hai shi zhei yang de.
C-19 Dui. Hui you yl ge ren zuozhu.
C-18 Hui you yl ge ren zuozhu.

C-18 This I think is maybe a difference between China and the U.S. In the U.S. 
maybe you could say that in the family everyone.. .you can call it 
democratic26 or whatever, but final decisionmaking is built on a

26 There will be more on this term later, both in this chapter and in Chapter 5.
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foundation of the minority following the majority. Maybe I don’t 
understand American society too well, but in Chinese society, after a man 
and a woman get married, then...

C-19 It forms naturally.
C-18 It’s a sort of thing that forms naturally in a family...
C-19 A pattern.
C-18 Right, a pattern. Ultimately is it the man or the woman who’s in charge of 

this family?
Me Oh. In Chinese society now, most...
C-18 I think maybe sixty percent of families are still like this.
C-19 Yes. Where one person is in charge.
C-18 Where one person is in charge.

The existence of the model, its appearance in five of six interviews, and the claim that 

this is still the main model for Chinese families, indicates it is a relatively healthy model 

within the Chinese cultural system.

Is there such a model in the U.S., in which one person is responsible for making 

family decisions? Yes. In four of the nine interviews such a model appears, first in E- 

13/14:

4.
E-13 A nd...urn.. .in my family my mom has more authority over Dad. So my 

mom would win if this was my family.
E-14 Yeah. Mine too.
E-13 Right.
E-14 My dad's too easygoing. We would get a car.
E-13 Yeah, same with my dad. He'd be like, whatever. Sure, go ahead.

Note, however, that this case doesn’t really involve dispute resolution, for there is no 

dispute. Dad just doesn’t care. In essence, E-13 and E-14 have repudiated the premise of 

the question, at least vis-a-vis their own families: such a dispute simply would not occur 

in their families. So this seems to be an instance of something other than Final Say, or at
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least a significantly weaker version of Final Say. This version does in fact appear in one

of the five Chinese interviews as well. C-20 and C-21, respectively husband and wife, 

had agreed with each other that the mother in Question #10 would get her way. In 

follow-up, I asked why:

5.
C-21 Zai Zhongguo, zhei mama hen lihai.
Me Shi ma?
C-21 M aidongxi...
Me Shi mama bi baba lihai ma?
C-21 Wo juede.
C-20 Shi. Mm. Zai Zhongguo...
C-21 Wo jia, wo lihai o.
Me Shi ma? [laughter]
C-20 Zai Zhongguo, quxiang yu muqin zuo...
C-21 Zuo jueding.
C-20 Jiushi shuo, bing bushi shuo ziji bu dui, fei ye bixu tlngcong nU fang de, er 

shi shuo nan de wusuo.. .jiushi shuo...
C-21 Jiushi rang ta.
C-20 ... wusuo wei jiu hen...
C-21 Rang ta.
C-20 .. .rang zhe, rang zhe nti...
C-21 Nude jiu fei yao jianchi yijian, nan de yiban bu jianchf, zai jia IT.
C-20 Zai jia IT de, m shuo zenmeyang jiu keyi, keyi. Nan de wusuowei.

C-21 In China, the mother is more lihai.21 
Me Really?
C-21 Buying things...
Me The mom is more lihai than the dad?
C-21 I think so.
C-20 Yes. In China...
C-21 In my family, I’m more lihai.
Me Really? [laughter]
C-20 In China the tendency is for the mother to make...
C-21 Make decisions.

27 The term lihai is notoriously difficult to translate into English. So difficult, in fact, that I have 

elected not to translate it here. Lihai can apply to a person with a temper who intimidates other people; to a 

dominant athlete; to a superbly talented musician; and so on. Close English equivalents are “bad-ass” and 

“a force to be reckoned with.”
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C-20 That is to say, for a lot of things.. .it’s not at all that the man has to .. .has 
to...

C-21 Yield?
C-20 What I ’m saying is, it’s not at all that he’s saying he’s not right and must 

at all costs obey the woman. It’s just that the man doesn’t . ..
C-21 He just yields a bit.
C-20 He doesn’t care, and then...
C-21 Yields.
C-20 Yields, yields to the woman...
C-21 Women always insist on their opinions. Men generally don’t.
C-20 In a family, whatever you say is okay. The man doesn’t care.

C-20 and C-21 seem to be saying something about their family, and about Chinese 

families in general, that is similar to what E-13 and E-14 said about their families: that 

the man yields to the woman because he doesn’t care, not because he is in any absolute 

sense powerless to stop her. So a weaker version of Final Say exists in China as well as 

in the U.S.

What of the other three American examples of Final Say? E-20, near the 

beginning of her answer to Question #10, says:

6.

E-20 Well, chances are that Dad's gonna give in to the mom. It always happens. 
No matter what. Because the dad is whipped by the mom. Okay? That's 
definitely like what I think. So, whatever Mom wants, Dad will do. And 
so Bill has no say. It's all about the mom.

And then, at the end of her answer:

7.
E-19 So you think Dad...or, Mom...Mom will win?
E-20 Mom always wins. At least in my family, [laughter]
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This seems like a fairly clear example of Final Say: Mom gets what she wants. The 

other two examples both come from the interviews with political conservatives, and state 

that the father will get his way simply by dint of his being the father.28:

8 .

E-21 and the Dad.. .urn.. .would maybe be .. .uh is the head of this household, 
um...would probably have the final say, and say that, no they don't...this 
car is...is good.

9.
E-24 I think eventually the dad will win, because...just 'cause he's the father. I 

don't know, that's just the way I think.29

These examples indicate that there is a Final Say model available to both Americans and 

Chinese in reasoning about the family decisionmaking process.

However, there is still the question of how strong this model is in China and the 

U.S., and what the competing models are. In both sets of interviews, two competing 

models emerge: Democracy and Money is Power.

The Democracy Model

Democracy is a notoriously problematic term to translate cross-culturally. The 

most thorough work to date on this has been Frederic C. Schaffer’s (1998) book, 

Democracy in Translation, in which he examines cultural differences between Western 

and Senegalese conceptions of democracy. His analysis, as well as David Collier and

28 Given George Lakoff s (1996) findings about Strict Father Morality, is it not surprising that such a 

view would come from a political conservative.
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Steven Levitsky’s (1997) study of various types of “democracies” in world politics, 

reveal that democracy is an immensely complex radial category that is also highly 

contested. Because it is contested, my own choice of what to call Democracy here may 

be contested as well. For this reason I will use Schaffer’s criteria as my basis, as his 

analysis is unparalleled in its meticulous enumeration of the aspects that make up 

democracy. Here, in the family context, democracy is strictly metaphorical: regardless 

of the immense complexity of democracy as a category, it has historically been, and in 

the overwhelming majority of cases still is, a public, usually political, society-wide 

phenomenon. I will analyze this metaphor in more detail in Chapter 5, but for now just 

wish to point out that this is a metaphor.

In his first chapter, Schaffer separates out several aspects — or, in the 

terminology of radial- and contested-category analysis, submodels — of democracy. One 

is a traditional political-science definition of democracy involving elections (Schaffer 

1998: 2). Another involves “inclusive participation in a cooperative or collective 

activity” (11). In the data to be presented below, I have found a third, revolving around 

process', differences being resolved through discussion, rather than through brute force 

(voting being included here as a type of “brute force”). Thus, there are three submodels 

to Democracy, placing emphasis on (a) majority-rules voting, (b) participation by a broad

29 This usage of the term ju st in choosing models wUl be examined in Chapter 4.
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number of different populations, and (c) the process of allowing participants to give voice

to their opinions. We will call these, respectively, Majority Rules, Everyone’s Opinion 

Matters and Discussion.

Majority Rules simply states, for the present case, that the family will buy a new 

car because two people want to and only one person doesn’t. This is explained nicely by 

C-14, in opposition to Final Say:

10.

C-14 Na wo juede dajia ylnggai hui zuoxialai yfkuair taolun zheige shi. Danshi 
zhei jian shi kanqllai jiu shuo yao mai xln che de ren shfshang zhan le 
shangfeng, ylnwei mama he Li Si kending dou shi yuanyi mai xln che de. 
Na wo juede ruguo shi yiban jiating dou shi shaoshu fucong duoshu ba. 
Keneng you yixie tebie chuantong de jiating, ta shi fuqin de neige jueding 
shi zui zhongyao de. Zhei yangzi jiu hui fuqin shuo le suan, napa shi 
mama he Li Si dou shuo yao mai yao mai, danshi wo juede xianzai 
yuelaiyueduo de jiating dan shi shaoshu fucong duoshu, jiu shu5 san ge 
ren, er bi yl liang ge ren dou shuo yao mai, yl ge ren ni baba shuo bu mai, 
na bu xing, women liang ge ren dou shuo mai, na jiu mai le.

C-14 I think they should30 all sit down and discuss this matter. But for this 
matter it looks like the people who want to buy a new car are at an 
advantage, because Mom and Li Si31 definitely both want to buy a new 
car. So I think that if they’re a typical family, in all those the minority 
follows the majority. Maybe there are some especially traditional families 
where the father’s decision is most important. In this case the father has 
the final say even if Mom and Li Si both really want to buy it. But I think 
now in more and more families the minority follows the majority. That is 
to say, of the three people, it’s two to one: two want to buy it. One, the 
father, doesn’t want to buy it, but that doesn’t work. The two of us say 
buy it, we buy it.

30 This should may be epistemic. The Chinese is ylnggai hui. The first word (ylnggai) means “should” 
and the latter (hui) expresses likelihood. So another possible translation is: “It should be likely that...” If 

this is the case, then C-14 isn’t actively endorsing Majority Rules, but is instead merely claiming that it is 

prevalent in China today.

31 Li Si is B ill’s Chinese counterpart.
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We also have the following from C-18 and C-19, immediately after their explication of

the Final Say model quoted in (2) above:

1 1 .

C-19 Youde jiating hai hui toupiao a .. .jueding.
C-18 Dui. Zhei shi bijiao mmzhu de jiating.
C-19 Mm.
C-18 Danshi zhei zhong jiating wo juede shao yixie.
C-19 Xianzai ye ting duo de.

C-19 Some families would vote...to decide.
C-18 Yes. This would be a relatively democratic family.
C-19 M mhm.
C-18 But I think there aren’t that many of these families.
C-19 Nowadays there are a lot.

Note that C-18 is not only using a model that I have labeled Democracy; he himself uses 

the term mmzhu. In a similar vein, C-17 invokes the Every Opinion Matters and

Discussion submodels of Democracy in her initial response to Question #10:

12.

C-17 Z u .. .zu neige, zhaokai jiating huiyi le. Xianzai.. .xianzai wo juede, qima 
wo bijiao shouxl de nei zhong jiating goucheng yiban dou hen shao you 
fumu liang ge ren jiu .. .jiu zuochu jueding ranhou jiu tongzhl zhei ge haizi 
suan le. Yiban wo juede hai ting zunzhong haizi jueding ne, hui jiushi you 
shenme da shi ranhou hui dajia hui yikuair taolun a, shenmede.

C-16 Dui. Wo juede ye shi.

C-17 They would organize.. .call a family meeting. Nowadays.. .nowadays I
think.. .in fact in the sort of family structure that I ’m more familiar with 
generally very rarely do the parents just...just make a decision and 
afterwards notify the child and that’s it. Generally I think they will respect 
the child’s decisions, and when something big comes up everyone will 
discuss it together and such.

C-16 Yes, I think so too.

C-12 also invokes these submodels:

13.

I l l
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C-l 2 Tade baba mama he Li Si hui shuo shenme.. .wo juede ruguo zheige
qmgkuang yao fen hen duo.. .ruguo yaoshi shuo tade fumu, queshf shou de 
jiaoyu bijiao gao nei cengci de hua.. .ylnwei ta nenggou mai liang liang 
qiche zhei yang, gongzuo ye hui bijiao hao, nenme ta keneng jiating jiu 
hui hen mlnzhu, ta jiu hui he .. .jiu hui dajia gen haizi hen pmgdeng de 
zhei yang lai jiang, women xianzai chuyu shenme yang de qmgkuang, 
women dasuan zenmeyang lai zuo, gezi you shenme yang de liyou, ni shi 
hui shenme yang de yijian, zhe shi yl zhong. Hai you yl zhong, jiushi 
shuo chuncui shi xiang suowei baofahu nei yang de chulai dehua, nenme 
keneng jiu genben bu hui.. .yexu hui gen haizi jiang, yexu bu hui, jiushi 
fumu zhei yang lai ding, zenmeyang lai zuo.

C -l2 What will Dad, Mom, and Li Si say to one another? I think that in this
sort of situation you have to divide it into many.. .if his parents in fact are 
highly educated — because they have the ability to buy two cars they have 
good jobs — in that case maybe the family will be quite democratic, then 
they’11...they’ll all discuss it equally with their child: this is the situation 
we’re in, this is what we plan to do, this is how each of us thinks about 
this, how would you feel about this? This is one type. There’s another 
type, which purely speaking comes from get-rich-quick families. In 
these cases maybe the parents wouldn’t at all...perhaps they would discuss 
it with their child, perhaps they wouldn’t. The parents just decide what to

What I mean by the Discussion submodel is not simply that just any sort of 

conversation takes place. Presumably in all cases some form of conversation will be had, 

even if it consists only of one parent saying “I’m going to buy a new car,” and the other 

parent saying, “Okay.” Rather, I mean Discussion to refer specifically to the types of

32 The reasoning here needs to be explained in light of three cultural models that appear at various 

points in the Chinese interviews, in reply to various questions. The first is the expectation that higher 
education correlates with higher income. The second is that people with less education tend to have more 

traditional values. The third, which will be discussed more below, is that there is a positive correlation 

between “modernity” and household “democracy.” The Chinese term for get-rich-quick household is 

baofahu, literally “explode-make (money)-household.” It implies that someone has made money extremely 
quickly. In light of these three cultural models, it makes sense that the head of a baofahu would be 

someone of lower education, and therefore relatively impoverished and traditional, and whose household 

would be run in a relatively traditional, i.e. “undemocratic” way.
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discussions in the above examples (including what C-14 says at the beginning of (10)), in 

which effort is explicitly taken to make sure the opinion of every discussion participant is 

heard. Everyone’s Opinion Matters is obviously closely related. In fact, it could perhaps 

be argued that there are not two separate submodels here, since, for both C-12 and C-17, 

discussion and listening to everyone’s opinions are seen as important. However, these 

two submodels are in theory separable: it is easy to imagine a household in which the 

parents discuss things with each other but leave their children out of family decisions, 

even important ones.

A qualification is necessary for Everyone’s Opinion Matters: the child’s age 

partially determines how much weight his opinion carries. Right after C-14’s invocation 

of Majority Rules, I raise this issue:

14.
Me SuTran jiushi duoshu dangzhong yl ge jiushi xiaohaizi?
C-14 Danshi ta, xiaohaizi ta ye bu shi liang san sui, ylnwei shfql sui wo juede 

nanhaizi zai jia hen you diwei le.

Me [The minority follows the majority...J Even though one of the majority is 
a child?

C-14 But he .. .the child isn’t two or three years old, because I think at seventeen 
years a boy has a significant position in the family.33

The last example of these two submodels comes again from C-12:

15.

33 C-15, husbnad of C-14, then objects to her saying that boy children have a high position in the 
family, to which C-14 replies that her intention was not to emphasize his maleness; she simply couldn’t 

help mentioning his maleness, given that the question stipulated a male child.
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C-12 .. .zai women jia sulran wo zheng qian hen duo, danshi wo conglai d5u shi
yao shangliang zhe lai.

C -l3 Na m mama nei dai ne? Ni baba he m mama? Shei shud le suan?
C-12 Meiyou shei shuo le suan. Ye shi jiushi ylnwei wo juede haoxiang tamen 

jiu ting mmzhu de. Baokuo jiu dui haizi, tamen zhljian shenme shiqing 
dou shi yfding shangliang zhe lai. Ranhou ruguo zhende da shiqing de hua 
dou yao haizi lai yiqi lai shuo, lai plnplnmingming de tf yijian huo 
zenmeyang.

C-13 O, na nimen jia hen mmzhu.
C-12 Dui a.

C-12 .. .In my family, even though I earn a lot of money I still always discuss
things.

C -l3 What about your mom’s generation? You dad and your mom? Who has 
the final say?

C-12 No one has the final say. This is because, I think, it seems, they’re very 
democratic. This includes how they are with their children. All of their 
matters are discussed. And on top of this, for really big things all the 
children come and discuss things together with the family, and offer their 
opinions and such with all their heart.

C-l3 Oh, your family is really democratic.
C-12 Yes.

In C-12’s family, Democracy — which in her case emphasizes the Discussion submodel 

— outweighs two competing models: Final Say and Money is Power. (Money is Power 

will be discussed more below.) All in all, then, five of the twelve Chinese speakers 

invoke some form of the Democracy model, but only three (C-12, C-14 and C-17) seem 

to have it as their primary model. (Recall that C-18 and C-19 have Final Say as their 

main model.)

The same three submodels of Democracy appear in the American interviews.

Let’s look at Majority Rules first, which comes up in three interviews:

16.
E-13 Well for sure Bill will want the car.
E-14 Yeah.
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E-13 And so Bill will be on Mom's side.
E-14 So they got two on their side. Dad will probably lose.
[...]
E-13 "What will happen in the end?" I think they will end up buying the new 

car.
E-14 Just 'cause it's Bill and Mom to Dad.34
E-13 Yeah I think Bill and Mom will probably convince Dad.

17.
E-20 U m ... well, Bill's gonna root for Mom.
E-19 Yeah.
E-20 'Cause it's two against one.

18.
E-21 In this case I think the seventeen-year-old son Bill has more leverage, in 

that one of the parents, the mom, is .. .is on his side. So it's like a two 
against one case here...

These are the only examples of Majority Rules in the American interviews. And they are 

fairly weak examples. First, E-13’s is only marginally a case of Majority Rules: she says 

that Bill and Mom will convince Dad; in a pure case of Majority Rules, no convincing is 

necessary, as only the vote tally matters. Second, as we saw above, E-13 and E-20 

ultimately opt — in different ways — for “Mom wins by dint of being Mom.” And third, 

also mentioned above, E-21 has a competing Final Say model. In fact, (8) — E-21’s 

statement of Final Say — immediately follows (18), and, at least for the moment, 

supersedes it. (Later we will see that E-21 also has a strongly competing Money is Power 

model, which ultimately wins out.) So for none of these speakers is Majority Rules the 

dominant model.
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The Discussion submodel plays an interestingly different role in the American 

interviews than in the Chinese interviews. In asking what the family members will all 

say, the question presupposes that a discussion will take place. Yet the six Chinese 

interviews break down as follows: (a) In two interviews, hypothetical discussions are 

offered by the participants; (b) in one interview the discussion aspect of the question is 

ignored; (c) in three interviews, it is explicitly stated that a discussion would and/or 

should take place. Of these categories, only (a) seems to indicate a high degree of 

comfort with the Discussion model, in that the participants were willing to go along with 

the presupposition given in the question. Category (b) means that the Discussion model 

formed no part of the answer, and (c) means that it wasn’t enough that a discussion was 

presupposed: the participants felt they needed to mention explicitly that a discussion 

would take place.

This breaks down much differently for the American interviews: (a) In six of the 

nine interviews, specifics of the presupposed discussion are proposed; (b) in one 

interview, one of the participants says that the family will reach a compromise, which 

presupposes a discussion; (c) in one interview, the participants deliberately skip the 

discussion part of the question, claiming to have already addressed the relevant issues —

34 The syntax here indicates a sports or game metaphor. I will analyze this in more detail later in this 

chapter.
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via the Family Unit submodel; (d) in one interview, it is stated explicitly that the family 

will sit down and discuss the matter. Of these categories, only (d) possibly indicates 

discomfort with the Discussion submodel. The overall impression left is that Discussion 

is significantly more marked, and therefore unusual, in the Chinese family context than it 

is in the American family context.

The same seems to be true of Everyone’s Opinion Matters: in only one of the 

hypothetical discussions is Bill excluded (E-19/20), and only because of the assumption 

that Bill has no money and so, via Money is Power, is rightfully excluded from the 

decisionmaking process (see (24) below).35

The Money Is Power model

According to Money is Power, one’s income correlates with one’s say in family 

affairs, or at least family affairs with a significant economic component. As we have 

seen, Money is Power is explicitly disavowed in the Chinese interviews by C-l 1 in (1) 

and by C-18 in (2). C-12, in (15), clearly has the model, but it is outweighed by 

Discussion. Below is another instance of Money is Power, in C -l8/19, which occurs 

soon after their initial explication (in (2)) of the Final Say model:

35 B ill’s age also figures into the elision of his decisionmaking power: right after saying Bill has no say 

because he has no money, E-20 and E-19 continue:
20 And he's seventeen. He's not even legal.
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19.
C-18 Ni juede ta ba gen ma zenme xiang? Zenme jiang?
C -l9 Ta ba hui jfli fandui. H ui.. .hui baichu gezhonggeyang de liyou hui shuo 

wo gongzuo zheme xlnkii, zheng zheme dianr qian, ranhou you yao yang 
yi liang xln che, you yao yang yl liang jiu che wo hai yao yang nimen 
niangr lia.

C-18 Buguo ta mama ye ziji you...
C -19 Na zhi shi yl banr a.

C-18 What do you think his dad and mom will think [about this]? What will 
they say?

C-19 His dad will object strongly. He’ll...he’ll lay out all sorts of reasons and 
say, I work so hard, and earn so little money, and now you want me to be 
responsible for both a new car and an old car, and on top of that I ’m 
responsible for you tw o...

C-18 No, his mom still has her own...
C-19 But that’s only half.

C-19’s hypothetical rhetorical strategy for the father is interesting. In claiming to earn 

little money, he argues against the purchase; but in mentioning that he earns money, he 

invokes Money is Power. C-18’s response indicates that he, too, sees the rhetorical 

usefulness of Money is Power. Thus it is clear that they have the model and see its 

relevance, even though for them it is ultimately outweighed by Final Say. The final 

instance of Money is Power appears in C-20/21. The discussion turns to the size of the 

expenditure involved:

20.

C-21 Danshi zheige.. .qiche keneng bijiao da, dui Zhongguo ren lai jiang a. 
Birushuo huan yi ge dianshijl, dianshi keneng jiu .. .neige nfide shuo jiu 
xmg, danshi ruguo tamen jia de gongzuo.. .ta liang zheng de yfyang 
gongzl, dou yiyang duo, erqie ne, jiushi shuo mai yl ge che dui ta jia jlngji 
fudan feichang da de hua, keneng dei jie qian, ruguo shuo ni yao zai wenti 
sheding, ruguo xuyao jie qian de hua, keneng jiu liang ge ren jiu zai

19 Yeah, doesn't count.
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shangliang, a, yao bu yao zhei qian a shenme. Ruguo tamen lia you qian 
keneng jiu ntide jiu hui zuo jueding.

C-21 But a .. .a car is a relatively big expenditure to Chinese people. If instead it 
was a TV set, a TV set, maybe... what the woman says goes. But if the 
family works...both of them earn the same salary, the same amount, plus 
buying a car is a really big economic burden, maybe they will have to 
borrow money. If you wanted to stipulate in the question that they had to 
borrow money, then maybe the two of them would discuss it, whether or 
not to borrow money. If they are both rich, then maybe the woman makes 
the decision.

In none of these examples does Money is Power emerge as the dominant model.

In the American interviews, however, Money is Power appears in a more favorable light.

Consider the following:

21 .

E-12 And the dad is probably trying to conserve money, they both don't have
really high-paying jobs and they're both working with the same amount of 
money, so he's gonna want to just keep their one car, but like because it's 
half her money and half his money, they both have a say I guess.

For E-12, no competing models emerge. Next we have:

22.

E-21 Yeah, um, well if Mom and Dad have similar salaries and there's no real 
breadwinner and they're each contributing equally to the family, and I 
would think what the mom said is then...uh would be just as important as 
what the dad says.36 Um .. .and for the dad to just say, no we aren't buying 
a car, but you can get a jo b .. .and then the mom will feel somewhat not 
satisfied in getting a car, and the dad could say something like, well, if it's 
reliability that's an issue, then, um, we'll just get you a really reliable car, 
and think about a way in which this.. .Bill can be re .. .more responsible 
and earn some amount of money to pay off the car we're going to give 
you. Um, who is right?

E-22 Well it comes down to the issue I think of the family context, I mean like 
you said both of them are both similar in salaries, they both have... they're

36 Note the markedness of the mother’s power here. E-21, as we have seen, does have a (father) Final 

Say model, albeit a weak one. It is difficult to imagine him saying that the dad makes as much as the mom, 

and therefore has as much say as she does.
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both right in some sense, in that Mom might actually need a new car, Dad 
might think that you know, uh .. .they may not.. .may not necessarily have 
to buy the newest model, they could buy, you know a used car that's a year 
or two old, at a cheaper value. U m ...

E-21 Yeah, the mom could say, well you know what, I'm contributing just as 
much to this family's income as you are, Dad...

No competing models emerge for E-22. As we have seen, E-21 has weakly competing 

Final Say and Majority Rules models, but in this passage seems to come down ultimately 

in favor of Money is Power.

E-13 and E-14 also raise Money is Power:

23.
E-14 I think the mom would feel that she has an equal say,37 and so ...
E-13 'Cause she makes the same amount of money.
E-14 She makes the same amount of money.
E-13 And it’s kinda like, yeah, I agree.

We have seen that both E-13 and E-14 have weakly competing Final Say models, and 

that both have competing Majority Rules models, though E-13’s is weaker than E-14’s. 

E-19 brings Bill into the question of economic power:

24.
E-20 It’s all about the mom.
E-19 No, it's all about the parents, because Bill has no money.
E-20 Bill has no money. He has no say in this conversation at all.
E-19 Yeah.

E-19 at no point addresses the issue of whether Money is Power matters as far as the 

dispute between the parents is concerned, but she also at no point indicates that she has 

any other competing models. As for E-20, we know that she has a weakly competing
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Majority Rules model and a strongly competing Final Say model. However, near the

beginning of her answer to Question #10 she leads on that maybe the strength of her Final 

Say model is influenced by her Money is Power model. Just after having read the 

question, she says:

25.
E-20 Sounds like my family. Except my mom makes a lot more money than 

my dad, so she gets to decide.

So even though she later says the dad is “whipped” by the mom — which has a strong 

sexual connotation — perhaps her mom’s final say in her family is related to her 

economic power as well.

Finally, E-23 exhibits Money is Power, though in a weak way:

26.
E-24 And I just think two cars'd be better. Like, in the long run, the wasting 

money on a car, it's not gonna.. .it's gonna be a . . .a better impact if they 
have two cars, like...

E-23 Right. But they.. .if they're making similar salaries they're probably gonna 
like share the...like, burden of the cost.

E-23’s version of Money is Power does not explicitly involve decisionmaking or dispute 

resolution: it is presupposed here that the new car is being bought. Still, the parents’ 

salaries are at least in some way connected to their roles as providers, so economic power 

is not completely irrelevant.

37 Once again the mother’s putative equality is marked.
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All these examples seem to indicate that Money is Power is a stronger model in 

the U.S. than in China: no one explicitly disavows it; it often receives only weak 

competition from the other models; and in some cases it is the only model given.

In this connection I should mention that much ink has already been spilled about 

the predominance, or lack thereof, of Money Is Power in Chinese culture. Historian 

Delia Davin, for instance (Davin 1976), argues that the Communist revolution, by 

increasing the role of women in economic production, also increased their status, in 

particular their decision-making clout, within the household. Implicit in her argument is 

a strong Money is Power model. Kay Ann Johnson, however, argues (Johnson 1983) that 

deeply-rooted cultural norms impact, and will continue to impact, the position of women 

despite their increased economic contributions, thereby implying a relatively weak 

Money Is Power model.38 My research can be viewed as providing some suggestive 

evidence in favor of the weakness of Money Is Power in Chinese culture.

Research by anthropologist Hill Gates raises a related issue: change over time. In 

her book Chinese Working-Class Lives (1987), she argues that in Taiwan, women who 

have entered the work force and begun earning money have enjoyed increasing say 

within the household. This, it seems, would only be possible with a strong Money Is 

Power model. While historical research would be necessary to validate this speculation, I
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would argue that it is quite likely that Money Is Power strengthens along with the 

presence of robust labor markets valuing the skills of individuals. Such markets are 

relatively new to the mainland, but not to Taiwan. It is quite possible that the Money Is 

Power model is more robust on Taiwan for this reason. This would suggest also that 

Money Is Power is gaining, and will continue to gain, strength on the mainland. But to 

find out we can only wait and see. In the meantime, the evidence presented here suggests 

that Money Is Power is still a relatively weak model on the mainland.

Family dispute-resolution models: a synthesis

From the evidence examined, we may draw the following general conclusions:

• Final Say is stronger in China than in the U.S.
• Democracy-Majority Rules is relatively weak in both China and the U.S.
• Democracy-Discussion and Democracy-Everyone’s Opinion Matters are stronger in 

the U.S. than in China.
• Money is Power is stronger in the U.S. than in China.

A few more observations here will further clarify the picture.

If we take a closer look at how Final Say is discussed by some of the Chinese 

interviewees, we can find more evidence for the relative strength of this model in Chinese 

culture. Repeated below are the parts of (1), (2) and (15) in which C-10/11, C-18/19 and 

C-12/13 introduce Final Say:

38 For an excellent and balanced summary of this debate, see (1997).
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C -10 In my family, definitely.. .for this, my dad would have the final say [shuo 
le suan].

C -l 1 I believe it. In my family Mom definitely has the final say say [shuo le 
suan],

C-18 Who decides, this depends on who in the family usually...
C-19 Has the final say [shuo le suan].
C-18 Who has the final say [shuo le suan],

C -l3 What about your mom’s generation? You dad and your mom? Who has 
the final say [shuo le suan]?

C -l2 No one has the final say [shuo le suan].

In all three cases, the existence and predominance of Final Say is presupposed. No one

says that anything depends on if someone has the final say; it is simply stated that things

depend on who has the final say. In the case of C-12/13, C-12 is forced to negate the

presupposition. So in three of the six Chinese interviews, the Final Say model’s

predominance is presupposed. There is only one similar grammatical cue in all nine

English interviews, which we saw above in (8), in which E-21 says the father is “the head

of this household”: the use of the definite article here indicates a presupposition that

there is a head of the household.

It is, however, still possible for Final Say to be the dominant model for an

American. Specifically, Strict Father Morality (Lakoff, 1996) licenses the father to have

the final say in family matters. E-24 provides an excellent example of such reasoning, as

we saw in (9) above. He offers no competing models. Furthermore, he states that the

father’s opinion will hold sway even though he himself thinks it would be best to buy a

new car. This runs counter to a strong tendency in the interviews, both American and
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Chinese: in general, the person with whom an interviewee’s sympathies lie tends also to

be the person the interviewee thinks will get his or her way. So Final Say is a strong

option for Americans, at least for American conservatives.

Still, even for E-24 it is not the case that that the father necessarily makes a

decision with which the other members of the family disagree. While summarizing his

opinion, he states:

27.
E-24 I think ultimately what will happen in the end is that the dad will persuade 

like, the whole family, like, it's not necessary until later.

So the father is able to make his decision not simply by decreeing from on high; rather, 

he still must persuade the family that it is in their best interests to wait until later to buy 

the car.

Furthermore, Final Say is weak even among the other conservatives interviewed 

(E-21 through E-26). E-21, as we saw, mentions (father’s) Final Say, but eventually 

resorts to Money is Power. None of the other four conservatives — E-22, E-23, E-25 or 

E-26 — even mentions Final Say. This may be due to the relative youth of this pool, or 

perhaps other factors.

Within both American and Chinese culture, there is at least one contextual factor 

that determines in part the relative strength of Final Say versus Democracy: the 

significance of the decision to the family under discussion, which in this case means the
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size of the economic expenditure involved relative to the economic resources of the

household. Both Chinese and American interviewees mention this. (And, of course, 

given the differences in standards of living between the U.S. and China, the purchase of a 

car is of more financial significance to a typical Chinese family than to a typical 

American family.) We already saw two examples of this above: in (15), C-12 

emphasizes that especially for really important matters, the younger generation will be 

consulted; in (20), C-21 says that borrowing money would necessitate the husband and 

wife having a discussion before deciding whether to buy the car. C-12 offers a further 

example, as part of her defense of the Discussion submodel of Democracy. In follow-up, 

before the discussion in which C-12 denies C-13’s presupposition of Final Say, the 

following exchange takes place:

28.
C-13 NUde shuo le suan ba?
C-12 Wo juede zheme da de shiqing de hua yiban bu hui shuo yl ge ren lai 

zuozhu zheige jueding.
C-l 3 Shim a?
C-12 Dui, ylnwei zhe shi hen da liang de zhlchu, ni bushi mai xiao dongxi ma,

ni mai qiche ma, na yiding hui shi liang ge ren lai shangliang de.

C -l3 The woman has the final say, right?
C-12 I think that for such a big matter, in general there won’t be one person in

charge of making this decision.
C-l 3 Really?
C-12 Yes, because this is a very big expenditure, they’re not buying some small 

thing, they’re buying a car. Definitely the two of them would discuss it.

For C-21 and C-12, a particularly big expenditure means that Discussion will surpass 

Final Say in importance. C-18, as part of his explanation of Final Say during follow-up
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questioning, expresses a similar idea — that a big expenditure increases the importance

of Discussion relative to Final Say — but in the end Final Say still gets the nod:

29.
C-18 Jiu xiang jia li yiban mai ge dianshi a, huo mai ge shenme zhei yang bijiao

gui de yixie dongxi, zai Zhongguo haishi bijiao gui de dongxi, dou shi 
liang ge ren shangliang. Xian shi shangliang. Dan zui hou, jiu shuo 
jueding, ju e .. .qi juece zuoyong de wangwang jiushi yl ge ren.

C-19 Dui.
C-18 Jiu shuo shangliang de shihou kending yao liangge ren tongshi lai

shangliang, bu keneng yi ge ren shuo mai le jiu kending.. .mashang jiu gei 
mai huilai. Jiushi zai shangliang de guocheng zhong liang ge ren, jiu shuo 
huxiang jiehun yidian ta zuihou zhenzheng juece le hai yao you yi ge ren.

C-18 Say a family is buying a TV, or buying a relatively expensive thing,
something that is relatively expensive in China. In all of these cases the 
two of them will discuss it. They’ll discuss it first. But in the end, the 
decision...the role of making the final decision is always filled by one 
person.

C-19 Right.
C-18 That is to say, while discussing it, definitely the two of them would

discuss it together, it’s not possible that one person would say let’s buy it 
and then.. .right away bring it home. It’s just that through the process of 
discussion the two of them, after being married for awhile, there will be 
one person to make the actual final decision.

Only one such example is present in the American interviews, in E-13/14:

30.
E-13 But it's like, as a family you should make a family decision. I don't think 

like...you know when you're a family, you're kinda like one unit, you 
shouldn't go, okay, I'll just do this, and you guys do whatever. That's.. .at 
least I don't, I don't think that way. Like I think when you, especially like 
when you buy a house, you don't want like your dad to go like, I want this 
house, and your mom to go, no no no I don't like it, and your dad just goes 
and buys it with his own money.

E-14 Yeah.
E-13 If he had that much money. I think even a car, you know, is like a family 

decision. But you would have to weigh like pros and cons.

The key here is E-13’s use of especially. What she seems to be saying is special about a

house is that it is an enormous expenditure. So regardless of whether Final Say
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ultimately wins out, it is weaker vis-a-vis Discussion when an economic expenditure is

particularly large.39

However, this one example from the American interviews is slightly different 

from the Chinese examples, in that what the hypothetical house-buying father ultimately 

does is spend his own money on the house, not the family’s money. So it is arguably not 

a case of Discussion winning out over Final Say, since the final say here is not about the 

family doing something as a unit — in this case an economic unit — but instead is about 

the father doing something completely on his own, as an independent economic unit. 

What is involved here seems to be another model, which we will call the Family Unit 

model. The overall idea is that individuals in a family, when the stakes are high enough, 

do not act independently. Instead, the family, through some decisionmaking process, acts 

as a unit. Individual interests are flexed out of respect for the family as a unit. Two more 

examples:

31.
E-21 Yeah, the mom could say, well you know what, I'm contributing just as 

much to this family's income as you are, Dad.. .So.. .if you don't want to 
waste the car.. .money on the car, then I'll waste the money on the car and 
buy it. In which case there could be extreme division. But I think that 
would be just clearly wrong in all cases, in that the division would be, um,

39 One likely reason for the greater visibility of this particularly Discussion V. Final Say tension in the 

Chinese interviews is that a car is still a much larger expenditure relative to the average Chinese household 

than to the average American household, and so the Chinese interviewees had to be considering the “big 

expenditure” question to a larger degree than the Americans. The relative smallness of the expenditure for 

American families is highlighted in (30) by E-13’s even in “even a car.”
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far worse than what she's getting a new car [sic]. So I don't think she'd do 
that.

32.
E-26 Well, if their salaries are high enough, Mom could just buy a car and like 

discard Dad's idea, like with her own money, and then it wouldn't...
E-25 Yeah, that would not lead to marital bliss, though.
E-26 Well, no.

According to Family Unit, then, family members can’t just run amok if they have the 

desire and financial means to do something that other family members don’t want them to 

do.

I present Family Unit separately from the other models because it is not in 

competition with them. Rather, it is implicit in the other models: whether disputes are 

resolved via Final Say, Democracy, or Money is Power, in no cases, Chinese or English, 

is it ever advocated that an individual family member carry out the independent economic 

act of buying the car herself or himself. We have just seen that this possibility, in the rare 

cases in which it is explored, is immediately disregarded.40 Thus it seems that in both 

China and the U.S., the relevant economic pool to be drawn from belongs, in some 

important sense, to the nuclear family as a whole. That is, the nuclear family has shared 

economic resources on which to draw, at least for major expenditures.

40 In her (1987) piece on American models o f marriage, Naomi Quinn doesn’t point out such a model 
directly, but does claim that many of the models converge to make marriage something that is “jointly 

lived” (189).
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Dispute-resolution models: miscellaneous notes

One other model that surfaces in the data did not make it into the main discussion

because it appeared only once. W e’ll call it Marriage Means Equality, and E-26 invokes

it near the beginning of their discussion of Question #10:

33.
E-26 Well, it.. .the, um .. .they're married, so they should have equal say.

It was actually surprising to me that this model did not appear more frequently. Perhaps 

this has to do with the “similar salaries” stipulation, which invites Money is Power into 

the discussion. Without this stipulation, it is possible that Marriage Means Equality 

would have surfaced more often.

It is also worth noting a meta-model in the Chinese data with regard to Final Say 

versus Majority Rules: at times it is suggested that Final Say is more “traditional,” and 

along with this that Democracy is gaining ground. We already saw this in (10) above, 

when C-14 says that in certain traditional households the father would have the final say, 

but that in more and more households the minority follows the majority. We also saw 

this in (11), in which C-19 states that nowadays there are a lot of families who follow 

Majority Rules, implying that there were fewer of these families before now. And 

finally, this meta-model is implicit in C-12’s claim, made in (13), that a “get-rich-quick” 

family would prioritize Final Say. (Much of the content of Footnote #9 is repeated here.)

Her reasoning only makes sense in light of this meta-model. The Chinese term that I
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have translated as “get-rich-quick household” is baofahu, literally “explode-make 

(money)-household.” It differs from “get-rich-quick” in that the money was probably 

made by someone with little education. There is a cultural model in China according to 

which those with a lower educational level have more traditional ideas. And so it is that 

the head of a baofahu would prioritize Final Say: as an uneducated person, s/he (more 

likely “he”) is relatively traditional, and the meta-model tells us that Final Say is a more 

traditional way of resolving family conflict.

Winning and losing: an American phenomenon

One particularly striking difference between the American and Chinese responses 

to Question #10 is that the Americans frequently speak of the mother or father “winning” 

or “losing,” while the equivalent Chinese terms, ymg and shu, never appear, even once. 

We have already seen this in (4), (7) and (9), and (16). There is one more example:

34.
E-16 I identify with Bill. ... Um, that depends who Mom and Dad are. If

they're m y...if they're mine, eventually my mom will sort of win, but then 
the car will die and...

E-15 Why would mom win?
E-16 Bill's car will... Mom wins? Mom wins when Dad's car dies. And then 

you need a new car.

This terminology, then, appears in four of the nine English interviews. It seems to 

indicate that some sort of contest is involved. Further evidence is offered below by E-20:

35.
E-20 U m ... well, Bill's gonna root for Mom.
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Bill wouldn’t be “rooting for” anyone unless the interaction between the father and 

mother were being conceived of in terms of winning and losing. And in this latter case, 

the example is of a particular kind of contest, namely a sport.41

If we extend our search to language indicating not specifically game or sports 

competition, but more generalized conflict, we can include E-21’s statement in (18) that 

Bill’s mom is “on his side.” At another point, E-21 states that there will be “some huge 

conflict” in this situation. E-9 says that Bill will “get really angry” if they don’t buy a 

car, and the hypothetical discussion explored by E-17 and E-18 is a highly conflictual 

one. While the sports/game metaphor construals and the conflictual construals are not 

identical, what they share is that the interests of the various parties necessarily stand in 

opposition, and minimize the possibility of compromise (which will be discussed further 

below).42

This latter form of data, pertaining to conflictual construals of the scenario, is 

more subjective to evaluate than the sports/game terminology, but my strong impression 

is that conflictual construals of the scenario are almost completely absent from the 

Chinese interviews. In fact, the only example of a conflictual construal comes in (1),

41 See Morgan (1998) for a detailed discussion of how different contest metaphors relate to one 

another.

42 This particular aspect of American culture has already received a thorough treatment in Tannen 

(1998). The public side of sports metaphors has been examined by Morgan (1998) and Patent (2000).
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when C-l 1 uses the verb zhengbian, which translates as “debate” or “argue,” in asking C-

10 how the mom will “debate” this with the dad.43

One of the reasons for the relative strength of Final Say in China may be its role 

in minimizing conflict. This is discussed in two interviews. First, during follow-up 

questioning in C-18/19, they explain the compromise aspect of Final Say:

36.
C-19 Jfshi, jiarushuo zhei ge jiatfng shi zhei ge baba zuozhu de hua, jfshi ta

mama haishi xiang mai xln che, danshi ta ye hui hen.. .jiu shuo, bushi shuo 
hen qmgyuan, danshi ye bushi shuo shi jfwei fangan de qu zuncong zhei 
ge baba de yijian. Hui zhei yang. Jfshi zheige.. .jiarushuo zhei ge jiatfng 
li shi zhei ge mama zuozhu dehua, tamen zhei ge baba ye hui jiushi 
shuo.. .bushi hen qfngyuan, danshi ye bu hui jfli fandui de nei yang de, hui 
nao de jia li tianfandifu, ranhou chao qi jia, ye bu hui zhei yang.

C-18 Dui, dui.
C-19 Jiushi.. .jiushi hui zuncong qizhong yi ge ren de yijian.

C-19 Even if, for example in this family the dad is in charge, even if his mom
still wants to buy a new car, she’ll be very...that is, it’s not that she would 
be completely happy about it, but she also wouldn’t follow the dad’s 
wishes in an extremely opposed way. This is how it would be. Even if 
the.. .say in this family the mom is in charge, their father also would 
say.. .he wouldn’t be completely happy about it, but he also wouldn’t 
fiercely oppose, he wouldn’t be like that, have an earth-shaking fit, and 
then start to argue, he wouldn’t act this way...

C-18 Right, right.
C-19 They ’ d ... they ’ d follow the opinion of one of them.

The other example of this we have already seen, in (5), where C-20 and C-21 are

discussing their version of Final Say, according to which husbands agree to obey their

43 It could also be argued that any instance of Majority Rules also implies both conflict and some 
metaphor, either a sports metaphor or a Family-as-Nation democracy metaphor. So if we count the Chinese 

examples of Majority Rules here, it could be argued that a conflictual construal o f this scenario is more 

common than I have just argued it is.
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wives mostly because they don’t have strong opinions on matters. In such cases, Final 

Say helps avoid conflict, even though there might not have been much conflict to begin 

with.

Another way: Compromise

The American data, however, are not completely bereft of references to the 

possibility of compromise. Compromise is an option available to both Chinese and 

Americans. What I mean here by Compromise is that a final decision is reached in which 

nobody gets exactly what they want, but all parties get part of what they want. As with 

Family Unit, I did not discuss Compromise along with Final Say, Democracy and Money 

is Power because compromise can be arrived at through any or all of these models. We 

have just seen how Final Say can aid the compromise process. Majority Rules and 

Discussion can also be means to compromise: Majority Rules through using voting 

power as a bargaining chip, and Discussion through the voicing of opinions and 

alternatives. And, while there are no explicit examples in the data of how Money is 

Power is used for compromise, it is easy to imagine someone using their economic power 

as a bargaining chip in the process of compromising.

Explicit compromise solutions are offered in one Chinese interview and in two

American interviews. C-18 and C-19 jointly suggest that the parents sell the old car to

help in buying the new one. E-16 recommends that the family buy a cheap car, possibly
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used, instead of a (relatively expensive) new car. And E-22 suggests that Bill get a part-

time job and earn his own money to buy a car.44

Compromise solutions appear more frequently, for both the Chinese and 

American interviewees, in response to Question #9. Compromise appears as an option in 

five of the six Chinese interviews, and in five of the nine American interviews. My guess 

is that this is because the risks involved in an either-or decision are higher than they are 

for Question #10. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, Question #10 is 

ultimately mostly about economics, while Question #9 is about the entire future of a 

young person. Respondees, in suggesting compromise more frequently, are hedging their 

bets in a sense, reducing the potential risks to Tom. This is most apparent in the 

following, from C -l 1:

37.
C-l 1 Fumu fandui wo zenmeban? Wo kending bu hui shuo fumu qianglie

fandui de shiqing wo ylding yao qu zuo. Wo de fumu zhende fandui wo 
kending jiu hui gen wo fumu tuoxie. Zhe shi wo ziji gexing de wentf.
[...]
Buguo wo ruguo shi Wang Er de fumu de hua wo kending hui gen ta shuo 
wo xlwang ta kaoshang daxue yihou zai xuexiao II haishi keyi qu wanr ta 
de ylnyue. Zhei liang ge shiqing bing bushi nenme maodiin.

C-10 Danshi shang daxue dui ta de zhei ge yaogun yuetuan bangzhu da ma? Jiu
shuo ni weishenme hai xuyao ta shang daxue? Ruguo ta xiang chengwei 
yl ge yaogun...

C-l 1 Ylnwei wo dui ta de qiantu bu mlngliao. Wo juede du daxue de hua qima 
ta jiu hai key! zhao fenr xiangdui lai shuo hao dianr gongzuo yanghu ziji 
ba. Ni yaoshi zu yi ge yaogun yuetuan ni xianzai ye bu dushu le, ni weilai 
jiu hui zenmeyang?

44 This last suggestion has a very American ring to it. The cultural models behind it will be discussed 

later in this chapter.
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C-l 1 What would I do if my parents disagreed? I definitely wouldn’t say that 
I’m going to press forth with something if my parents are strongly 
opposed. If my parents really are opposed I would definitely compromise 
with them. But that’s just my personality.
[ • • • ]
Still, if I were Wang Er’s45 parents I would definitely tell him I hope that 
after he gets into college he’ll continue playing his music at school. These 
two things don’t really stand in opposition at all.

C-10 But is going to school useful for his rock band? That is, why does he still 
need to go to college? If he wants to become a rock...

C -11 Because I ’m not clear about his prospects. I feel that if he goes to college 
at least he’ll be able to find a relatively good job to take care of himself. If 
you want to start a rock band and you don’t study now, what will your 
future be like?

C-l 1 seems to be saying precisely that because the stakes are so high, a compromise 

should be sought. She believes it is important for Wang Er to play his music, but also 

important to go to college so that he can find good work and establish himself 

economically.

C-12 and C-13 agree with each other that Wang Er can do both at the same time,

and that in fact an education might help his music along:

38.
C-12 Wo haishi juede ta ylnggai shang daxue.
C-13 Shang daxue.
C-12 Dui. Ylnwei...
C-13 Gaozhong shi bu gou de.
C-12 Erqie shang daxue gen ta zu yaogun yuetuan...
C-13 Bu maodun, dui.
C-12 Xianzai shi bu maodun de. Ta wanquan keyi zai daxue limian ye lai zu ta 

de yaogun yuetuan, erqie dang ta shangwan daxue nenggou xuedao geng 
duo de .. .ta keneng hui dui ylnyue geng shen de lijie.

C-13 Dui.

45 Wang Er is Tom ’s Chinese counterpart.
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C-12 Keneng zudchulai de ymyue hui yao geng shdu huanying, geng you 
shendu.

C-12 I still think he should go to college.
C-13 Go to college.
C-12 Yes, because...
C-13 Middle school isn’t enough.
C-12 Also going to college and starting a rock band...
C-13 Don’t contradict each other, right.
C-12 Nowadays there’s no contradiction. It’s no problem for him to start his 

rock band in college. Plus once he’s finished with college he can learn 
about more...perhaps he’ll have a deeper understanding of music.

C-13 Yes.
C-12 Maybe the music he makes will be more welcomed, and have more depth.

C-14 has a similar opinion, but C-15 disagrees about the specifics. Still, both agree that

some form of compromise is called for:

39.
C-14 Zuihou wo xiang ta de fumu kending hui qiangpo ta qu shang daxue. 

Danshi wo yaoshi zudwei Wang Er de fumu wo kending hui shuo de 
bijiao congming yl dian, jiushi shuo, m xuyao qu shang daxue, danshi m 
de yaogun yuetuan zheige mengxiang ye bu yiding jiu hui pomie ne. NT 
zai daxue libianr ni ye key! jixu jian yaogun yuetuan, erqie ni bu shang 
daxue de hua ni zheige yaogun yuetuan jiu bu keneng jian de hen hao. Jiu 
bu keneng you fazhan you qiantu. Ranhou, zuihou tamen jueding.. .wo 
hui zhichi na yl bian, wo shi zhlchi ta yibian shang daxue ranhou yibian 
jian yaogun yuetuan. Yinwei zhei liang ge shi...

C-15 Ni de slxiang bijiao laohua.
C-14 Na ni shuo ni jiu rang ta qu jian yaogun yuetuan, wo juede shi nianqlng 

ren, ta bu shang daxue, bu shou jiaoyu, zhe ye bu xing.
C-15 Ta key! jian le yaogun yuetuan jiu shang daxue. Xianzai shang daxue 

nianling you ting da de.
C-14 Ni shuo jian yl ge yaogun yuetuan, ranhou zai shang daxue.
C-15 Dui a.
C-14 Danshi ta zheige qianti shi kuai yao gaozhong biye le, ta nianling ting xiao 

de, ta bushi shuo ta shi xiang yanjiusheng haishi...
C-15 Ta jiu wan le, ta zhei ge tiancai jiu hui le.
C-14 Zhei ge tiancai yao hui le, ni juede.. .wo bu zhldao, wo juede Zhongguo de 

daxue.. .Zhongguo daxue gongke yali bushi hen da, ni keyi yibian shang 
daxue yibian zuo yaogun yuetuan. Meiguo hao dud daxuesheng, tamen ye 
shi yibian shangxue yibian ye shixian le ziji.. .jiushi xueye zhl wai de hen 
dud mengxiang, wo juede zhei liang ge bushi tebie chongtu de.

C-15 Dui, keyi. Wo ye tongyi ni de guandian.
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C-14 In the end I think his parents will definitely force him to go to college.
But if I were Wang Er’s parents I ’d be smarter about it. I ’d say, you need 
to go to college, but your dream of starting a rock band needn’t be 
shattered. While in college you can continue to start a rock band. Plus, if 
you don’t go to college then there’s no way for your rock band to be built 
well. There’s no way it can develop or have prospects. Then, in the end 
they will decide...who would I support, I support that he goes to college 
and forms a rock band at the same time. Because these two things...

C-15 Your thinking is relatively old.
C-14 Well, are you saying you would just let him start a rock band, I think he’s 

a young person, and if he doesn’t go to college and get a good education, 
that doesn’t work.

C-15 He can start a rock band and then go to college. Nowadays there are many 
people who go to college when they’re older.

C-14 You’re saying he could start a rock band, and then go to college?
C-15 Yes.
C-14 But the premise of the question is that he’s about to graduate from high

school. He’s very young. It’s not like he’s going to be a graduate student 
or...

C-15 Then he’s finished, his talent will be destroyed.
C-14 His talent will be destroyed, you think.. .1 don’t know, I think Chinese 

universities...at Chinese universities the homework pressure isn’t very 
great, you can go to college and do a rock band at the same time. Many 
college students in America, they also go to college and at the same time 
realize.. .a lot of dreams outside of their studies. I think these two are not 
especially in contradiction.

C-15 Yes, okay. I agree with your point.

C-21 offers the possibility of compromise almost as an afterthought:

40.
C-21 Keneng, yexii Wang Er jiu shuo, hao le, na wo jiu yibian shang daxue, 

yibian qu ban yaogun yue ba.

C-21 Maybe, perhaps Wang Er will say okay, I’ll go to college and do rock and 
roll at the same time.

C-18 thinks Wang Er’s parents might take extreme measures to keep him from forming a 

rock band, such as severing his ties with his musician friends. In response, C-19 gets 

creative:
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41.
C-19 Jiaru Wang Er zhende shi yao zuzhl yl ge yaogun yuetuan de hua, wo 

juede wo yaoshi Wang Er de fumu wo jiu hui shuo, ni keyi qu shou 
zhuanye de jiaoyu, binishuo shang yl ge ylnyue fangmian de zhuanye 
yuanxiao. Shangwan zhei yang de daxue zhl hdu ni jlngshdu 
le .. .jingguo.. .shou le yi xilie de xitong jiaoyu yihou.. .zhuanye jiaoyu 
yihou, ni zuzhl de yaogun yuetuan he ni xianzai zuzhl de yaogun yuetuan 
de cengci jiu bu hui yiyang. Zhei yang de hua ni jiu hui you zhuanye 
shang de zaojiu, huozhe shuo ni zai zhuanye shang, zai ni de ylnyue shang 
hui you geng da de fazhan. Erqie wo juede ta de fumu keyi bu yiding 
feidei yao yi feichang qiangying de shouduan lai jiushi ba ta guan zai jia li 
huozhe shi shenme, shenme.

C-19 If Wang Er really wants to start a rock band, I think if I were Wang Er’s 
parents I would say, you can get a specialized education, for example 
attend a special school just for music. When you’re finished at this kind 
of school, having undergone...received an organized, systematic 
education...a specialized education, the rock band you form then and the 
rock band you would form now will be on different levels. This way, you 
will make achievements in your specialty, or, you will have more 
development in your speciality, in music. Plus, I think his parents don’t 
necessarily need to use extremely coercive means such as keeping him in 
the house, or whatever.

There is much worth analyzing in these passages besides what is relevant for 

Compromise, but for now I simply want to point out that Compromise is at least a 

possibility for Question #9 in five of the six Chinese interviews, and that in four of those 

interviews various compromise scenarios are talked through in some depth. For the 

Americans, however, only one of the five examples involves much detailed thought. It 

comes from E-21:

E-21 I would think that there would be some level of compromise, that the
parents would say okay, if you're not gonna go to college, then we're going 
to start charging you rent, and because of that you're gonna have to get a 
job, and so you can do your rock band as much as you want, but we're 
gonna charge you some amount of money per month, and that means 
you're gonna have to go to work. Or, they might say, alright, you don't
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have to go straight into college, but you can take maybe one class, or two 
classes a semester and also do part-time with your band.

Two of the American examples are more or less afterthoughts. After considering some

ways in which the conflict might play out, E-13 says:

43.
E-13 It's like you can do both, you can go to college and form a rock band.

No further elaboration is given. The same is true of E-15, who at the very end of E-15

and E-16’s discussion, says:

44.
E-15 He could still go to college and study music.

E-20 suggests something similar, but backpedals when challenged by E-19:

45.
E-20 Like, maybe he can go to a J.C. or something, part time, and then you 

know...
E-19 Still continue his rock band. That could work. "What will the family

members say?" It depends on the family. Like if the ... well, the parents 
already want him to go to college. But he could go to college.. .yeah he 
could go to college and still do rock band.. .well it depends on like how 
serious he is though.

E-20 Yeah, if he...
E-19 It takes time, you have to tour and like, do promotions, and practice.
E-20 I know. I think it depends on the family, like...
E-19 Yeah.

Finally, E-17 and E-18 suggest that Tom go to college, but not strictly for the sake of 

compromise:

46.
E-17 I came to college because I wanted to be in a rock band. It's like there's no 

one here that could be in a rock band, I want to go to college and find 
someone.

[.. .then, in follow-up...]
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E-18 Well we said if he was smart though, he would want to go to college and 
join a rock band.

Me But he doesn't.
E-18 Yeah. Okay, but he doesn't. U m .. .well then he's stupid, he should go to 

college and join a . . .like, go to c . . .1 think we said like it's smarter to make 
connections and...

E-17 I mean like I know kids that are here now that just want to be in a rock 
band and who are just like wasting their parents’ money and they don't 
really go to class, and they just sit in their rooms and play guitar all day, so 
in that sense I don't think it's.. .1 mean if the kid does not want to learn, 
then I don't think he should go.

E-18 Yeah.
E-17 But I would hope that they could get to a place where he could see the

merits, even if they're you know a means to his own end, that he should be 
there.

This is different from the Chinese suggestions that it is in Wang Er’s best interest to go to 

college, which involved either persuasion from the parents’ perspective — (39) and (41) 

— or, in C-12’s statement in (38), a viewpointless claim that going to college might help 

foster Wang Er’s understanding of music. Here in (46), what we have is an argument that 

if Tom sees things the way he should, he himself will see going to college as strategically 

beneficial to his rock-band ends. So the spirit here is not necessarily one of compromise, 

but of turning a perceived drawback into a benefit.

Given these examples, we may tentatively conclude that Compromise is available 

to both Chinese and Americans, but that the Chinese perhaps take it a bit more seriously 

than the Americans do.
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What sort of life?

Now we shift gears from family dispute resolution to views about what roles 

people play and are expected to play, both inside and outside the family, in each others’ 

and in their own lives. Dispute resolution is primarily about who holds the power; this 

section is about broader questions of what a person is, and what makes a good human 

life. In this chapter we still confine ourselves to Question #9, but we will see in later 

chapters that some of the models that surface here appear in responses to other questions 

as well, questions that redound beyond the family and to society at large.

In addition to views about compromise, the last few passages above offer tastes of 

some rather significant differences in prioritization of cultural models between the 

Chinese and American interviewees that appeared in responses to Question #9. The first 

of these is in the clash between what we will call Success and Follow Your Dreams. 

Success refers to the notion that one should take steps to establish one’s position in 

society. By “position” I mean a job that is well-paying, well-respected, or both. In 

explaining why most Chinese parents would not support Wang Er in his rock band quest,

C-18 gives the follows explication of Success:

47.
C-18 Wo juede zai xianjln Zhongguo shehui, baifenzhi jiushlwu de fumu shi bu 

hui tongyi ta zhei yang zuo ne. YTnwei da .. .jiushi.. .zai Zhongguo de 
fumu de pubianxing II jiushi xlwang ziji de haizi kaoshang yl ge mmgpai 
daxue, ranhou jianglai you yl ge leichang timian de gongzuo.
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C-18 I think that these days in Chinese society, ninety-five percent of parents 
would not want Wang Er to do this. Because.. .that is .. .it is common for 
Chinese parents to hope for their children to get into a famous university, 
and then in the future get a creditable job.

Another aspect of Success is economic: it is a good idea to establish an economic 

foundation for oneself. We saw this above in (37), in C-l l ’s argument that college is 

important for Wang Er’s economic future. Success thus has both an economic and a 

status-based side.

Ideas of success in China and the U.S. are obviously not identical. For instance, 

in China an important aspect of one’s success is the honor it brings to family members. 

While this is true to some extent in the U.S., it is less true than in China. “Reputable” 

occupations also differ: teachers, for example, are accorded higher status in China than 

in the U.S. So it is risky to claim there is one Success model shared by the U.S. and 

China. However, on the highly schematic level just sketched out, there is enough 

similarity to warrant positing a single, shared model: there is a highly general model in 

both cultures that privileges money, reputability and security.

Follow Your Dreams means that a person should do what they most love in life. 

These two models are not inevitably in tension — many athletes, businesspeople, 

musicians and such have become wealthy and respected doing what they love doing — 

but in the overwhelming majority of cases, some tension will surface between these two
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models. This is resolved differently by Chinese and American interviewees: Chinese

tend to prefer Success, while Americans opt more for Follow Your Dreams.

We have already seen an example of the Chinese preference for Success, in (37) 

above, where C-l 1 is adamant that Wang Er needs to attend college in order to get 

himself a good job and be able to take care of himself. C-20 and C-21 have a similar 

preference, which they express after C-21 has toyed with the idea of supporting Wang Er

and then backed off:

48.
C-20 Ylnwei yaogunyue zai Zhongguo hai...
C-21 Meiyou pujf ma.
C-20 Bushi nenme tebie de .. .tebie de pujf, nenme.. .jiu .. .lingwai gei ren de 

yinxiang jiushi you dianr...
C-21 Bu tai zhengjing.
C-20 . . .you dianr bu zheng.. .bu ru zhengye de yixie ren zai gao zheixie,

huozhe shi bu zuowei yl ge zhengshi de yl ge zhfye. Zuowei 
fum u.. .zuowei fumu lai jiang ta hui haishi yaoqiu.. .zinfi ne, nenggou 
shang daxue, erqie nenggou...

C-21 Shoudao zhenggul jiaoyu, dui.
C-20 Mm. Shoudao geng hao de jiaoyu, zhao yl ge .. .geng jia ... wentuo de 

gongzuo.
[...]
Jiu zhei ge went! lai shuo wo juede kenengxing haishi jiazhang ducu 
Wang Er haohaorde xuexf, jixu shang daxue shenzao. Zhei ge ...

C-21 Zhei ge kenengxing da.
C-20 Zhei ge kenengxing geng da yixie. Zhei ge ...
C-21 Women hui zhlchf na yl bian?
C-20 Cong wo benren lai jiang yrnggai shi shuo, jiushi.. .haishi rang ta jixu 

shenzao, jixu shang daxue.
C-21 Dui, wo ye shi. Wo xiang.. .yaogun yuetuan m ei.. .mei tai da qiantu. Ni 

bixu dei...
C-20 Ye you keneng nenggou zheng da tian, ye you keneng, danshi jiushi shuo 

cong yinxiang lai jiang, haishi...
C-21 Wo bu xlwang...dui. Wo hui zhlchf ta fumu.
C-20 .. .ylnggai gao yl ge geng anding, geng...
C-21 Dui, wo bu xlwang ta qu ban yaogun yue.
C-20 .. .geng shenme de gongzuo.
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C-20 Because in China rock music still...
C-21 Isn’t popular?
C-20 .. .isn’t all that.. .all that popular, and so .. .so .. .in addition the impression

it gives people is a little...
C-21 Not too proper.
C-20 .. .a little.. .it’s done by the sort of people who don’t do p roper sorts of 

jobs, or it isn’t a p roper profession. As parents...as parents they will 
demand.. .that their children can go to college, plus that they can...

C-21 Receive a p roper education, right.
C-20 Mm hm. Get a better education, find a . . .better.. .more stable job 

[ • • • ]

Considering this question, I think the possibility of the parents urging 
Wang Er to study hard, to continue to pursue advanced studies in college, 
this...

C-21 This possibility is large.
C-20 This possibility is larger. This...
C-21 Which side would we support?
C-20 From my perspective, I would say that.. .it’s best to have him continue 

advanced studies, that is to go to college.
C-21 Yes, me too. I think...a rock band doesn’t have...doesn’t have good 

prospects. You absolutely must...
C-20 There’s also a chance that he’ll make a lot of money, it’s possible, but as 

far as one’s impression goes...
C-21 I hope he doesn’t . . .right. I would support his parents.
C-20 .. .he should do a more stable, more...
C-21 Right. I hope he doesn’t go do a rock...
C-20 .. .more whatever job.

This passage gets a bit hard to follow at the end, because C-20 and C-21 are engaged in 

separate monologues. But the point is clear: playing in a rock band is not an honorable 

or respectable profession — C-20 and C-21 find several words that translate best as
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“proper”46 — and will not provide stable work, and so Wang Er should go to college.

The Success model is privileged.47

C-18 and C-19 also think Wang Er should go to college. C-18, after briefly 

considering Wang E r’s viewpoint, comes down in favor of the parents:

49.
C-18 Wo juede wo hai hui zhlchf ta de fumu. Yinwei.. .qfshf ta du le daxue

yihou ye tongyang hui you ge yang de xingqu he aihao key! dedao ge 
zhong ge yang de fazhan. Dan wo juede zhei ge zhlshi shuipfng shi 
jueding ta zhei ge renlei yl ge suzhi de yl ge zhongyao de yl ge fangmian. 
Suoyi ta wanquan.. .ta zu zhei ge yaogun yuetuan wanquan keyi zai ta du 
le daxue yihou, ta you ziji yiding de fenxi wenti, jiejue went! yiding nengli 
yihou, ranhou zai.. .zai chongxm kaolU ta zhei zhong xiangfa.

C-18 I think I would support his parents. Because.. .in fact after he has finished
college he can still have all sorts of interests and hobbies to be developed 
in all sorts of ways. But I think knowledge level is an important aspect in 
determining humanity’s quality. So it is no problem for him .. .it is no 
problem for him to form this rock band after finishing college, after he has 
the definite ability to analyze problems and solve problems. Then he 
can.. .once again consider this plan of his.

C-18 here isn’t directly advocating the Success model, but rather two implicit 

components of it: that in order to be successful, one needs to have certain abilities to 

distinguish good decisions from bad decisions,48 and that in order to do this one must

46 All these words begin with the morpheme zheng, which alone means both literally and metaphrically 
“upright.”

47 The overwhelming preference for Success here probably has something to do with these 

interviewees’ ages. These two are by far the oldest of the sample, both in their forties. They come off in 

this passage as stereotypical elder-generation Chinese. Though of course America is not without its 

“fuddy-duddies.”
48 This is part o f what one has when one has a high degree of suzhi. It is quite possible that an entire 

dissertation could be written on suzhi. The topic of suzhi jiaoyu, or “suzhi education,” is a hot one in China 

these days. One often hears taxi drivers complain that the suzhi o f Chinese people is low. This is why, for
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have a certain level of formal education. Indirectly and implicitly, C-18 is arguing for the

Success model.

C-19 is a bit more explicit. We have already seen, in (41), how C-19 offers a 

rhetorical strategy for Wang Er’s parents to employ in persuading him to go to college. 

Immediately before this, C-19 offers the following:

50.
C-19 Zai Zhongguo ruguo ren xiang chenggong de hua, ta sulran you hen duo 

de tujing, danshi ta shang daxue, zou shang chenggong zhl lu shi yl tiao 
xiangdui lai shuo geng shi yT zhong jiejing. Xiangdui qlta lu lai jiang yexu 
hui.. .ta de qidian jiu hui gen bie ren bu yfyang.

C-19 In China if a person wants to be successful, even though he has many
paths, to take to road to success, going to college is, relatively speaking, is 
even more of a shortcut. Relatively speaking, other paths might...his 
starting point will be different from other peoples’.

Her point: Wang Er should do whatever makes him successful fastest.

(38), (39) and (41) also offer support for Success, but more subtly. In these 

passages, the speakers aren’t coming right out and saying “I support Wang Er’s parents.” 

However, everything they discuss is from the parents’ perspective. In frame-semantic 

terms, they are projecting themselves into the parents’ frame roles, asking themselves 

what they would do if they were the parents, and thinking carefully through how to 

persuade Wang Er to attend college. It might even be argued that the speakers here are 

not after all advocating the Compromise model; instead, they might hypothetically invoke

instance, a taxi driver might say, automobile drivers cut each other off and run red lights; people don’t
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Compromise for rhetorical purposes, were they in the position of Wang Er’s parents, but

in actuality they support the parents’ position in prioritizing Success. Speakers do

occasionally project themselves into Wang Er’s role — as the question invites them to do

— but the efforts are fleeting compared to the thought expended on considering the

parents’ position and possible actions. C-12 hardly makes an effort. Immediately after

posing her argument that Wang Er’s music would have more depth if he went to college,

she says:

5 L
C-12 "Wang Er hui zenmeyang he ta de fumu shuo?" Ta keneng hui hen zhfjie

lai shuo a, ta xiangyao zuo shenme yang de shiqing.
C-13 Ta de fumu keneng jiu gen m yfyang de fanying. [laughter]
C-12 Dui, wo juede hai neng hui shi zhei yang! [laughter]

C-12 “What would Wang Er say to his parents?” Maybe he would say directly
what he wants to do.

C-13 His parents’ reaction would maybe be the same as yours, [laughter]
C-12 Yes, I think it might be this way. [laughter]

C-13, we can see, makes no effort to address Wang Er’s viewpoint, shifting right back to 

the parents’ perspective, and C-12 follows right along. C-14, before suggesting the 

parents’ rhetorical strategy discussed above, says the following about Wang Er’s strategy: 

5 2 ’

C-14 "Wang Er hui zenmeyang he ta de fumu shuo?" Na Wang Er ta zuo yl ge
xiao qlngnian ta kending shuo ta xiang shlxian ta de lixiang jiu xiang jian 
yl ge yaogun yuetuan, zhei ge shang daxue ta juede bu zhongyao, zhei bu 
shi ta de rensheng mengxiang a, ta hui shitu tongyi.. .ta de fumu tongyi ta 
bu shang daxue, ranhou qu jian yaogun yuetuan.

stand in line; don’t say “excuse me” when they bump into you; etc.
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C-14 “What would Wang Er say to his parents?” Well, Wang Er, as a young
person, he’ll definitely say he wants to realize his ideal, that is he wants to 
form a rock band, he thinks that going to college is not important, this isn’t 
his life’s dream, so he’ll try to agree.. .get his parents to agree that he not 
go to college, and after that form a rock band.

C-14 then goes into the detailed consideration of the parents’ viewpoint presented in (39). 

Her reference to Wang Er as a “young person” (xiao qmgnian) is another subtle hint at 

her viewpoint, and is related to what she says immediately before (52), just as she begins 

her answer to the question:

53.
C-14 Wo juede zhei ge jiushi shuo lixiang he xianshf youshfhou shi hui you 

chayi de.

C-14 I think this says that sometimes there will be a difference betweel ideals 
and reality.

In other words: Wang Er is a youthful idealist. What he really should do is go to college.

We are then left with overwhelming support for Success in the Chinese data: C- 

11, C-12 through 15, and C-18 through 21 all support Wang Er going to college. That 

leaves C-10, C-16 and C-17. C-16 at no point expresses a preference. But C-10 and C- 

17 do, and in doing so invoke models we will see much more of in the American data.

C-10 is the only Chinese speaker to advocate what we will call Live and Learn: 

making mistakes is not tragic, but rather can be a valuable part of the learning process.

We already got a hint of this is (38). After this, C-10 continues to disagree with C-l 1: 

C-10 claims that there is in fact an inherent contradiction between college and a rock
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band, since all the time Wang Er spends on his studies could be spent on his music. C -l 1 

grows impatient and asks C-10: If this was your son, what would you do? And then:

54.
C -l 1 Juedui bu xiang m shuo hua shuo de nenme qlngsong.
C-10 Na key! rang ta qii ge jiaoxun ma. Chi yl qian, zhang yl zhi ma.

C -ll  There’s no way you’d be as cavalier as you’re saying now.
C-10 Let it be a lesson for him. Learn from his mistakes.

That Live and Learn is available as a model for Chinese speakers is evident in how easy 

it is for C-10 to express this: he uses the following set phrase, or chengyu:

55.
Chi yl qian, zhang yl zhi.
Eat one pit, grow one wisdom.

“Fall into a pit and your wisdom grows.”

Still, as mentioned, C-10 was the only one of the Chinese speakers to invoke this model. 

Plus, listening to the conversation, including the pauses and when laughter occurs, one 

really gets the sense that C-10 is playing devil’s advocate with C -ll . Regardless, 

however, Live and Learn is available as an option.

The model that surfaces with C-17 is Follow Your Dreams. She and C-16 don’t 

spend much time on Question #9. Both agree that their own parents probably would not 

want them to form a rock band instead of going to college, but only C-17 expresses an 

opinion about whom she would support in this situation. C-16 asks C-17 whom she 

would support. C -17’s response is worth glossing in full:
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56.
Wo juede mei ge ren haishi
1-sg think every CLAS person after all

yao follow ziji de heart.
should follow one's own ATT heart.

“I think every person, after all, should follow one’s own heart.”

Of obvious note here is her use of English. Right after saying this, the chides herself for 

using English, and then offers the following “translation” of what she had just said:

57.
Haishi ylnggai jianchf ziji de xiangfa ba.
After all should maintain one's own ATT opinion SUG.

“After all, [a person] should maintain one’s own opinion.”

C-17 felt that English was a more suitable vehicle than Chinese for expressing what she 

wanted to express, namely that Wang Er should “follow his heart.” This is not at all to 

say that a similar idea cannot be expressed in Chinese: it is possible to shixian (“realize”) 

one’s mengxiang (“dreams”), as we saw in (39).49 Follow Your Dreams is available as a 

model in Chinese, and is nicely expressible in Chinese, but even so C-17 felt the need to 

use English, possibly indicating some level of discomfort with the Chinese version. 

Perhaps it seems unnatural in Chinese, or perhaps there is some other reason. Regardless,
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it is interesting that the one person to advocate Follow Your Dreams used English in 

doing so.

Throughout the Chinese data, then, Success is strongly preferred to Live and 

Learn and Follow Your Dreams. In the English data, the case is reversed. Most 

interviewees are concerned with Tom’s being successful, and are sympathetic to his 

parents, but feel it is most important for Tom to do what he wants and learn from his 

mistakes. At times, the Success model is openly questioned and subordinated.

Part of the background for this is another model, closely related to Follow Your 

Dreams, that appears only in the English data: the Life Path50 model. It is a prerequisite 

to Follow Your Dreams. According to this model, each person has some special talent or 

skill, along with a desire to develop it. And time is tight: we only get one life in which 

to develop this talent or skill. It is hard to find examples from the interviews which 

articulate only this model; they are always bound up at least with Follow Your Dreams,

49 Also (52) above, C-14 uses the term rensheng mengxiang, which I translated as “life’s dream”; but 
recall that she is speaking more from the parents’ perspective, and as such is not particularly sympathetic to 

this aspect o f Wang Er’s viewpoint.
50 In using a metaphor in the name of this model I do not mean to imply that all users of the model 

always employ the Life is a Journey metaphor when invoking this model, nor that the Life is a Journey 

metaphor is a necessary component of this model. Instead, I choose this name because, given how 

common the Life is a Journey metaphor is, and how closely related it is to the model I am explicating here, 

this name gets the essence of this model across to my American readers in the clearest, most concise way 

possible.
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and sometimes also with Live and Learn and Success. The following brings in all these

models:

58.
E-9 I have a friend, his name is J , he did exactly this, and like his parents

wanted him to go to college, and the family members at first were like, 
don't do it, don't do it, and they were all angry about it, and then they sort 
of uh, and they definitely to one another speak badly of the idea, they 
think it's bad, but I mean eventually, eventually in the end, if, if, what do I 
mean in the end, but at the moment, they've sort of resolved it with saying, 
well this is what he wants to do, and like you know he'll learn or he won't, 
or whatever, but this is his path, and I . ..

E-10 I think that's right too, like conventionally, you know what I'm saying it's 
not a safe thing to do if you want to be financially secure all your life or 
something, but if that's not your big important thing...

E-9 ... which it shouldn't be...
E-10 Yeah, I definitely agree with you on that, but then I think you should just,

I don't know, I think you should pursue, what you're interested in..

In other words: Tom has a life path, which is rock music. And he has a dream to be a 

rock musician, which he should follow. Not only is pursuing his dream good in and of 

itself, but it could also be a learning experience. And this is more important than being 

financially successful.

E-13 and E-14 point out that not trying one’s life path could lead to regret. In 

supporting Tom’s decision to join a rock band, they say:

59.
E-14 Yeah, I think...if he had to go out and do it then he should have done it 

and got it over with. Otherwise he's always gonna feel like, oh, I could 
have been a rock star.

E-13 Yeah, yeah.

E-20 gets at a certain urgency in the Life Path model:

60.
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E-20 I guess if the guy's got a lot of talent, and he really really wants to do i t . ..
E-19 I think he should do it.
E-20 I think he should do it. 'Cause I mean, you're only one life, right? Do 

what you want.

The Life Path model seems to be saying, then, that one actually has a duty to follow one’s 

dreams, because life is too short not to. E-15 makes this quite explicit, and in the process 

criticizes the Success model:

61.
E-15 I don't know. I think that.. .you have to do what you want to do. And it 

isn't necessarily have to be [sic] the way that you're expected to do things, 
right, you know you graduate from high school, you go to college, you get 
married...

E-15’s modal choice says it all. Which points out an interesting irony in this intersection 

of the Life Path and Follow Your Dreams models. In American culture, it is fair to say 

that choice is generally considered to be a good thing (more on this below). It is also a 

good thing to have a dream to follow. Having choices and having dreams are both 

liberating in a sense: they keep people from living their lives according to the dictates of 

others. But here, because of the urgency of the Life Path model, there is a claim that 

one’s decision of whether to follow one’s dreams is not a completely free one: one has to 

follow one’s dreams, or one’s life is wasted.

This urgency and sense of duty probably stem from a spiritual, if not religious (in 

the sense of institutionalized religion) aspect of American views of human life. This 

speculation is obviously in need of empirical evidence, but one does often hear of “God-
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given talent,” even from the mouths of people who profess to be irreligious. God-given

talent is, if it is not utilized in the process of following the appropriate life path, wasted.

The word waste appears frequently in responses to Question #9, and gets as this 

subtle aspect of Life Path. The sort of thing one wastes is a resource. Something is in 

limited supply, and one’s responsibility is to expend the resource as efficiently as 

possible. American interviewees often claim that it would be a “waste” for Tom to go to 

college, because he wouldn’t be following his Life Path. E-l 1 and E-12 sum up this idea 

nicely:

62.
E-l 1 And who is right? I think Tom is right, because.. .an education is a good 

thing in my opinion, but it's Tom's life, and if he wants to join a rock band 
then I think that's his choice. We need to have some rock band people.

E-12 I think he's right too, I mean because if his parents force him to go to high 
school.. .1 mean to go to college, and like.. .and so he ended up going to 
college instead of joining the rock band, he wouldn't try hard, he wouldn't 
study, he wouldn't do any of that, because that's not where he wants to be, 
so it'd be a waste of like.. .of his time and of like the parents' money and 
of ju s t.. .it'd be a waste of everything 'cause like he won't be trying hard 
because he doesn't want to be there, so it'd be better for him to do what he 
wants to do, because then he'll.. .put in a lot of effort to what he wants to 
do. And like if he wants to be a rock star, then he's gonna try really hard, 
and he's gonna be happy doing what he's doing, instead of like listening to 
his parents and being miserable.

Tom’s time, and the effort he is willing to put into his endeavors, is limited. It is wrong 

for Tom to be forced into a situation in which he is not using this resource in an efficient 

way.
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The model here is further clarified by E-12, during follow-up questioning not

about Question #9, but about Question #10. In her answer to Question #10, E-l 1 had 

stated that no one was right about the car. In follow-up, I asked her to elaborate. After 

restating her claim without elaboration, E-12 jumps in to offer some possible takes on 

who is right:

63.
E-12 And like if they're trying to conserve money, which it sounds like they're 

probably trying to do, because if they both have jobs and they both work a 
lot of hours and everything, then.. .1 guess.. .they wouldn't want to get the 
car, but then againwhat are you working all those hours for, like I mean, 
you know, you have to go and buy yourself things, too, you can't just like 
work work work and then save up money, 'cause it's no t.. .it's just a waste, 
like.. .1 mean.. .yeah you're working hard but are you having a good life, 
are you enjoying your life? No.

What makes this use of waste particularly interesting is that in the overwhelming 

majority of cases this word is used as an argument in D ad’s favor: buying a new car is a 

waste of money. But here, the precious resource is not the family’s money, but the 

family’s time and effort. If so much time is expended working so hard, then some of the 

money, metonymically connected to the time via salary, should be expended toward 

making these people happy. The urgency of this is vividly expressed once again via have

This, in turn, brings up a model that is superordinate to Follow Your Dreams, 

which we will call Pursuit of Happiness. Both models say that we should do what makes
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us happy. Follow Your Dreams is just more specific in th a t, through its interaction with

Life Path, there is a specific activity to be engaged in which makes someone happy. 

Pursuit of Happiness is clearly expressed by E-20 at the end of (60), and is further 

expressed many other times. Sometimes Pursuit of Happiness is not easy to distinguish 

from Follow Your Dreams. In the example below, one or both of these stands in

opposition to Success:

64.
E-9 My brother dropped out of school and my parents were angry about it at 

first, but he makes like an enormous amount of money doing exactly what 
he wanted to do, and in their eyes making money would probably be a 
good thing and like you know he's doing what he wants to do and so I 
don't think the money thing is as important so .. .1 don't know.

E-13 and E-14 are a bit more guarded in the endorsement of Follow Your Dreams, 

advising Tom to adopt a cautious attitude and to understand that his chances of failure are 

great, but still come down in favor of Follow Y our Dreams:

65.
E-14 Well if he really wants to join a rock band he's gonna do it.
E-13 I think Tom will end up working at McDonald's. And he won't be able

to ...I mean...
E-14 You don't have any faith in Tom.
E-13 No it's like.. .there's so many bands out there, and a lot of them .. .yeah, a 

lot of them hit it big, but then they're usually one-hit wonders...
E-14 Yeah.
E-13 .. .and then they're just like, plop, you know?
E-14 Chances are he's not gonna make it. He's just gonna end up ...
E-13 It's just the statistics, you know, I don't wanna have like a negative

outlook, but I think in the end he'll just run back to his parents and go,
okay I'll go back to college, can you guys pay for it, you know?

E-14 Yeah.
E-13 Something like that.
E-14 Yeah. Chances are that would happen. But I mean if that's really what he 

wants to do, shouldn't he do it?
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E-13 Yeah, I think you should totally go after your dreams and do what you 
want, but you also have to keep in mind that there are consequences for 
what you choose, and you have to weigh those.

E-13 and E-14 are not ready to give Tom free license to follow his dreams. Yes, he 

should follow his dreams, but this is a weaker modal that have to. What Tom “has to” do 

is understand that he is taking a risk and that the chances of the risk paying off in the way 

Tom hopes they will pay off are slim.

A new model surfaces here as well. E-14 begins by stating that Tom will do what 

he wants, regardless of his parents’ wishes. We will call this the You Can’t Change Me 

model. This is another model found with great frequency in the English interviews but is 

virtually absent from the Chinese interviews. In essence, the model states that people are 

going to do what they want to do, and that attempts to get people to do things they don’t 

want to do are doomed to failure, or are at least counterproductive. E-17 and E-18, near 

the end of a follow-up discussion about Question #9, decide that Tom is right, invoking 

You Can’t Change Me:

E-17 I think he's...I think he's right though, if I had to pick. I think at
seventeen...I mean if one year, you know, eighteen you're autonomous, I 
think.. .1 think you have a pretty.. .1 mean if .. .if your parents haven't 
instilled in you their belief system by then. ..by then, it doesn't really do 
them a lot of good to impose it on you at that point and say, well, you 
know this is what you should do.

E-18 Well they can't force him, anyway. It's his choice.
E-17 Right.
E-18 So.
E-17 Right.
E-18 Well if .. .if.. .basically like he should do what's gonna make him most 

happy.
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First, note that E-18 comes down in favor of Pursuit of Happiness. Second, note E-17’s

switch from instill to impose: the framing of the latter implies that Tom, at seventeen, 

has a well-enough-formed value system of his own that his parents should not forcibly 

attempt to change it, because doing so would be counterproductive. And if this value 

system includes playing rock music, there’s nothing the parents can do to change it. E-18 

sums this up with her statement that the parents “can’t force him.” Granted, the can’t 

here might be a colloquial equivalent of shouldn’t, rather than a metaphorical force- 

dynamic claim that the parents are actually powerless to stop Tom. But the next example 

is clearer on this. E-21 plays Tom in a hypothetical argument with his parents, and says:

67.
E-21 Nope, no no Dad, I don't wanna go to college, I just don't like education, it 

really drags me down, I'm not feeling motivated to just go out, I'm gonna 
do poorly, it's gonna be a waste of your money. Instead I want to pursue 
what I'm really passionate about and join a rock band. I have a good deal 
of friends, and I don't wanna give that up. What are you gonna say, dad? 
I'm gonna do it, whether or not you like it or not, so ...

We don’t know whether E-21 agrees with Tom or not, but clearly he sees Tom as able to 

marshal You Can’t Change Me in his favor.

E-l 1 expresses similar sentiment, that Tom will do what he wants, regardless of 

his parents’ wishes:

68.

E-l 1 Um, what will happen in the end? I think Tom will end up doing whatever 
he wants to do in the end because it is his life and he'll.. .and by the time 
he's graduating high school he's old enough to make his own decisions and 
I don't think he would listen to his parents if he really wanted to join the
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rock band. And who is right? I think Tom is right, because.. .an education 
is a good thing in my opinion, but it's Tom's life, and if he wants to join a 
rock band then I think that's his choice. We need to have some rock band 
people.

Tom is perceived by these speakers as an autonomous agent, with a will of his own, 

capable of acting on his wishes and inclined to do so. A person, by this model, naturally 

tends to mold the world to his desires, to transform his circumstances so that he may 

fulfill his desires.

It makes sense, then, that choice would come up frequently in these responses, as 

it did in (64) and in (66): “It’s/that’s his choice.” A person intent upon changing the 

world to suit his desires will naturally, in the course of doing so, have to make choices. 

And so having the ability to choose is generally viewed as a good thing. W e’ll call this

model Choice is Good:

69.
E -l6 I've known a lot of people who've fantasized like that, but I don't think I 

know very many...
E-15 A lot of people I knew.. .1 mean it's just choosing a different life.

The stakes aren’t really that high according to E-15. Granted, there may be other models 

according to which Tom should live his life, but we shouldn’t let ourselves get too 

hamstrung by them because, after all, it’s “just” a choice.

E-25 and E-26 have an exchange which nicely summarizes You Can’t Change Me 

and Choice is Good. The premise here is that Tom’s rock-band bid has failed:

70.
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E-26 And he'd end up living off his parents for awhile. And then would 
probably either, um, go to some little tech college, or get a job, 
and.. .but.. .yeah, it's his choice. Family members would not be proud of 
him, but... "Who is right?" U m .. .well if you're talking about a secure 
future, it would be better to go to college, but I don't think that should be 
forced upon someone. Like if he .. .if he wants to do the rock band thing, 
then.. .1 don't think there's a right or wrong answer.

E-25 I mean I don't think the parents.. .his parents aren't wrong for wanting him 
to go to college, and he's not, and he's not really wrong for wanting to not 
go to college.

E-26 Mm.
E-25 So I mean I guess.. .uh .. .1 mean if they really tried to force him to go to

college, that...against his wishes, that might be wrong to some degree, 
but...

E-26 Mm.
E-25 Mm...
E-26 Well I don't think they could really force him.

To get a bit more precise about Choice is Good: Having the ability to make choices is 

not merely a “good thing,” but, because it can facilitate learning to make the right 

choices, is seen as an important part of the developmental process:

71.
E-10 The only thing I think that would be wrong is I think at that point in time

it's probably time to let your kid decide on his or her own, and I don't 
know be confident in your job of parenting, you know, and don't expect 
them to follow your exact path if you teach them to be independent. Even 
if, I don't know...

E-9 Yeah, it's like if you're so, I don't know this is probably very difficult to
carry out, but if you're so insecure with your parenting job that you like 
have to force them to do exactly this so that you can feel good about it, 
you know if the kid, if you pressure the kid and he doesn't go to a rock 
band and he goes to college, is that gonna make you feel like you did a 
good parenting job? It's gonna make you feel like you forced the kid to go 
to college, you know?

So choice is good because it fosters independence. This is a key part of this American

model of personhood. To be an independent person means many things — from basics

such as knowing how to eat and defecate, to more advanced skills such as making enough
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money to support yourself and your loved ones — but an important prerequisite to

independence is having the ability to make good decisions.

The Live and Learn model highlights a corollary to this: part of learning to make 

good decisions is making bad decisions, and then not repeating them. By this model, it’s 

okay if joining a rock band is ultimately not the “right” decision for Tom, because he will 

have learned valuable lessons in the course of his “bad” decision. E-22 says:

72.
E-22 So I guess we can conclude by saying that both of them have some right. I 

mean Tom has a right to kind of explore and find out for himself what he's 
all about, while the family has some level of right to say, ok, well if you're 
not gonna go to college, you know, fine, we'll make a compromise, but 
they also do .. .you know, they.. .they also might be right in the sense that 
he should go to college but he has to find that out for himself.

We can see here how Live and Learn and You Can’t Change Me interact: Tom has a 

belief system. This belief system is in an ongoing process of evolution, as Tom becomes 

more and more independent. Tom can only become independent if his belief system 

evolves in the way it should evolve: without interference or imposition from others, in 

this case his parents.

The following, from E-19 and E-20, provides an excellent summary of a number 

of the models discussed in this section: Follow Your Dreams, Life Path, You Can’t 

Change Me, and Live and Learn. (The first part of this passage was already given above 

in (60).)

73.
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E-19 I think he should do it.
E-20 I think he should do it. 'Cause I mean, you're only one life, right? Do

what you want.
E-19 And also, like, if he .. .if he really wants to join the rock band, but he

doesn't um .. .he doesn't.. .and he doesn't wanna go to college, then if he's
being forced to go to college, he's not gonna like do well, and he's not
gonna take it seriously. It's gonna be a waste.

E-20 Oh I agree on that too, yeah.
E-19 You could let him go with his rock band thing, and if it takes off great, and 

if it doesn't, then he'll realize that he needs to do other things.
E-20 The hard way?
E-19 The hard way, yeah.
E-20 But at least he'll learn, right?
E-19 Yeah.
E-20 And he'll know.

I should note that the Success model is not absent from American responses. In fact, it 

gets mentioned frequently. But it is almost invariably subordinated to these other 

models.

Having described how Chinese and American interviewees prioritize different 

cultural models in responding to Question #9, a final note is in order on the question of 

whether or not the level of analysis presented here is desirable or adequate. Within a 

given cultural community there are surely forces at work which influence common 

notions of how one should go about choosing employment. Additionally, these notions 

may change over time. Sociologists have pointed out that class — in particular, the 

relative economic stability of a given family in a given generation — is a key deciding 

factor in this regard. Sociologist Jerome Hodos (personal communication), for instance, 

points out that for many American families, the whole notion of “career choice” is a
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relatively new one, since earlier generations of a lower economic class, in struggling for 

upward social mobility, have had little control over their employment — Hodos frames it 

as having “jobs” instead of “careers” — while later generations (until recently, when 

downward social mobility became a more common trend) have had more freedom to 

exercise choice in employment.

Mary Pattillo-McCoy, in her (1999) study of Black middle-class families in the 

Chicago Area, addresses intergenerational conflict over educational and employment 

priorities from the perspective of class. She notes that economic stability, or its lack, 

often plays a large role in intergenerational disagreements over education and 

employment: younger-generation beneficiaries of older-generation upward mobility 

often do not prioritize continued economic stability to the satisfaction of the older 

generation.

Thus it could be argued that the cultural explanation I am offering here for 

differences in views about employment and economic stability is not an explanation at 

all; instead it is in turn based on deeper economic causes. My response is that on one 

level I agree: in some sense this is not “explanation”; it is description. But in another 

sense it is explanation as well: responses to Question #10 differ consistently by cultural 

affiliation, which is another way of saying that Person X says such-and-such because he 

is Chinese or because he is American. This is a form of explanation: responses group in
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a certain way because of differential prioritization of certain cultural models within 

different cultural communities.

Another way to put this is to say that explaining the origins o f  the described 

cultural models is not my job. It could be the case that the Success model is prioritized 

more consistently by Chinese interviewees because the typical family in China has never 

enjoyed the same sort of prosperity and economic stability as that enjoyed for the past 

several decades by the middle class in the U.S. But that is a separate set of questions 

from the one at hand in this study. For whatever reasons, there is a particular set of 

cultural models prioritized by the American interviewees, and a different set of cultural 

models prioritized by the Chinese interviewees. This is an ethnographic fact, no less so 

because of whatever material constraints may have brought these differential 

prioritizations into being, or whatever future material constraints may change these 

prioritizations.

Summarizing: Differing views of personhood

Responses to Questions #9 and #10 indicate differing ideas of personhood in 

China and the U.S. A “typical” Chinese person would privilege the following models:

• In resolving family disputes: Final Say
• In deciding what Wang Er should do with his life: Success
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According to the Final Say model, power resides in one member of the elder generation. 

Opinions of others may be solicited, but the ultimate decisionmaking power rests with 

one person. In some limited way, then, it doesn’t matter what the various individuals in 

the family want. What is more important is minimizing conflict. This is gradually 

changing, say the interviewees, but it still seems that Final Say is the preferred model 

overall.

Preference for the Success model as well seems to elide individual, in this case 

youthful, desire in favor of practical wisdom. Wang Er has desires, but these desires are 

unwise, and the consequences of his acting on these desires are grave: he may end up not 

getting a decent-paying or creditable job. So it is of the utmost importance that Wang Er 

attend college and not join a rock band.

The desires of individuals are thus subordinated in both cases: in the family case, 

to relatively simple, conflict-minimizing decisionmaking; in the rock-band case, to the 

wisdom of the elder generation. This non-consideration of individual desire is also 

apparent in another model, which we have not yet looked at, that surfaces in answer to 

Question #10. I claimed earlier that the Life Path model doesn’t appear anywhere in the 

Chinese interviews. However, there is a rough equivalent, Suitable Path, which C-18 

explains in some detail:

74.
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C-18 Chengcai de tujing you hen duo zhong. Bing bu yfding shuo shang daxue 
ranhou shang yanjiusheng du shuoshi du boshi. Zhe yang dangran shi yT 
zhong bijiao shuo, jiushi dajia dou pubian zou le yi zhong chengcai zhl lit. 
Danshi wo juede ylnggai yin ren er yi. Ruguo yi ge ren dfque shihe zuo 
xuewen, huozhe shuo dique zai zhei ge xueshu shang nenggou you suo 
jianshu de hua, huozhe shuo zhenzheng yihou zai.. .m m .. .ziji.. .zuo yanjiu 
a, zuo yixie, zheixie er shiji de gongzuo, zuo gongcheng.. .gongcheng 
shang de gongzuo, nenggou dedao bijiao da de fazhan de hua, wo juede ta 
ylnggai qu shang daxue. Danshi ruguo dui yi ge ren lai shuo ta bu tai 
shihe xuexi dan ta benshen ziji you hen.. .ziji you qfta de yixie.. .aihao 
he .. .xingqu, erqie zai zhei fangmian nenggou fazhan de hen hao de hua, 
wo juede ta meiyou biyao.. .jiushi.. .zou.. .feidei zou gaokao neige 
dumuqiao. Qishi mei ge ren jiu shuo zhe yi sheng de fazhan you hen 
dud.. .hen dud zhong xuanze. Ta keyi wanquan shi.. .xuandao shihe ziji 
fazhan de daolu. Jiu shuo ta rensheng jiazhi / tixian bing bushi tixian zai 
ta you dud gao de xueshi, you dud gao de diwei, you dud dud de caifu.
Wo juede xiang zhei zhong fazhan qingkuang ta ye keyi shixian ta d e .. .jiu 
shuo.. .nenggou zhenzheng tixian chu ziji de jiazhi lai.

C-18 There are many paths to becoming a useful person. It’s not at all
necessarily that you go to college, and then get a master’s degree and then 
a Ph.D. This is a common route for people to become a useful person. 
But I think one should consider each person separately. If a person is truly 
suited to scholarship, or if a person can truly make contributions to 
academia, or if afterwards he can really... oneself... do research, or do 
some kind of practical work, do engineering...engineering work, and can 
attain a lot of development at this, I think he should go to college. But if 
for a person, he isn’t all that suited to studying but he himself has.. .has 
some other...hobbies and...interests, plus he can develop these aspects 
well, I think it’s not necessary for him .. .to go.. .that he must take the 
difficult path of taking college entrance examinations. In fact every 
person, in their life’s development, has many.. .has many choices. He can 
completely.. .choose a path that is suitable to his development. That is, the 
expression of his life’s value isn’t at all manifested in his level of 
erudition, or how high his position is, or how much wealth he has. I think 
in this sort of development situation he can realize.. .that is .. .he can really 
manifest his value.

The similarity here with Life Path stems from the idea that there is more than one way to 

go through life, that different people are suited to different activities and professions, and 

that there is value in a person to be developed and realized. The big difference, though,
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in Suitable Path lies in the absence, or near-absence, of desire. According to Suitable

Path, a person has potential and value, and should find the path that best develops this 

potential and value. The term value tips us off to there being a commodity. Who 

benefits from this commodity? Given the bit about “making contributions,” it seems that 

the beneficiaries are people in society at large. This is also indicated by the term 

chengcai — translated above as “become a useful person” — which literally translates as 

“become raw-material,” presumably raw material for society’s use. In other words, this 

is not about desire; it is about developing one’s potential in order to contribute to society.

Granted there is reference here to hobbies and interests as aspects of oneself to be 

developed, but the Chinese equivalents, aihao and xingqu, have condescending 

undertones. Hobbies and interests are ancillary to one’s main activities in life. C-19, as 

part of an optimistic evaluation of her plan to send Wang Er to music school, gives us a 

taste of this, along the way further elaborating Suitable Path:

75.
C-19 Wo juede ruguo shi yT ge hao haizi de hua, shi yT ge hen dong daoli, hen 

dong.. .jiushi.. .hen you ziji de xiangfa de yT ge haizi de hua, ta hui ting ta 
fumu de yijian. Jiushi nenggou.. .ye shi weile ziji ylhou zai ylnyue shang 
nenggou geng you.. .you geng da de fazhan, er bu jinjin juxian yu shi zhi 
shi.. .shi yi zhong yule, shi yi zhong aihao, er shi xiang you gongda de 
fazhan de hua ta hui tlngcong ta fumu de yijian, er qu xuanze shang yT ge 
ylnyue fangmian de zhuanye de yuanxiao, yT ge zhuanye daxue.
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C-19 I think that if he is a good kid, a kid who understands reason, who has his 
own way of thinking,51 he will follow his parents’ wishes. He’ll be able 
to .. .to have greater development of his music in the future, and won’t be 
merely constrained by only.. .a kind of recreation, a kind of hobby.
Instead if he wants to attain great development he will follow his parents’ 
wishes and will choose to go to a specialized music school, a specialized 
college.

According C-18, and C-19, music is just a hobby or interest to Wang Er, a side activity; 

to many American interviewees, it is the most important part of Tom’s life.

Seeing how Suitable Path and Life Path differ drives home what seems to be a 

major difference in Chinese and American conceptualizations of what a person is and 

should be, and thus how life should be led: an individual’s desires, and voicing and 

exploration of these desires, is an important part of life to an American. To a Chinese 

person, it can be a harmful distraction; in the end it is better to listen to one’s parents and 

trust their wisdom.

Next, let’s summarize the American responses. The “typical” American would 

privilege:

• In resolving family disputes
• Democracy-Discussion
• Money is Power

• In deciding what Tom should do with his life:
• Life Path
• Follow Your Dreams

51 Speaking about a child “who has his own way of thinking” here seems to be euphemistic for 

“obedient child.”
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• Choice is Good
• Live and Learn
• You Can’t Change Me

We have just discussed the role of desire here. But an American life is about more than 

desire. According to these models, taken together: each person has desires and a 

viewpoint. These desires and viewpoints should be valued in the family, and expressed 

in one’s life (Democracy-Discussion). Money is a common means to fulfilling desires 

(as well as needs), and so if both parents are contributing equally to the family economy, 

they are equally entitled to have their opinions about desire- and/or need-fulfilling 

acquisitions respected (Money is Power). A person also may have a skill that they’re 

specially suited to developing (Life Path), and they should have the choice (Choice is 

Good) to develop it for its own sake: because they desire to, and because doing so 

generates in the person a sense of satisfaction, of fulfillment (Follow Your Dreams). 

These talents should be explored even if they come into conflict with a high-paying 

and/or reputable job (Success). And attempts from the outside to stand in the way of 

developing one’s talents should be rebuffed, because they are counterproductive in that 

people are going to do what they want regardless (You Can’t Change Me), and because 

they interfere with the developmental process of learning to make good decisions (Live 

and Learn).
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Some of the stark differences between the American and Chinese interviewees 

may be due to age difference: the Chinese speakers are on the whole older, and thus 

might tend to identify with and support the elder generation. But it is doubtful that this 

could account for much of the differences, given the relative smallness of the age gap 

when viewed against the profundity of the differences in the cultural models.

We may now begin to see how this ties back in with human rights. Traditional 

Western conceptions of human rights have been based on the autonomy of the individual, 

and on the protection of the interests of the individual against broader societal 

institutions. Here in Chapter 3, we have seen how this notion of the autonomous 

individual plays out in a family setting, and how there appears to be a different set of 

priorities for Chinese families. Next, in Chapter 4, we take a close look at something 

closer to the “home turf” of human rights thinking: society and its institutions.
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Chapter 4: Person and Society

In the last chapter we examined models that surface in cases of conflict among 

individuals in a family setting. In this chapter the focus broadens to society at large. The 

main focus is on hypothetical conflicts between citizens and social institutions: the bulk 

of human rights discourse is on this type of conflict. Such conflicts are presented in 

Questions #3, #4, #5 and #6. To supplement the data from these questions, we will also 

look at responses to Questions #7, #8, #11 and #12.

The English versions of Questions #3-#6 are repeated below:

3. Suppose a citizen is walking down the street one day when the police arrest 
him. They don’t tell him why; they simply arrest him and keep him locked 
up for three days before letting him go. He has done nothing illegal. What 
will this person think? What will this person do?

4. With regard to the person in Question #3:
• Will this person’s response differ by educational level?
• What should this person do?
• Should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 

social status?

5. The government passes a law doubling the income tax without consulting the 
citizens. Is the government right to do this? What would citizens say? What 
would they do? What should they do?

6. The government decides to go to war. Chris is drafted into the army to fight, 
but he feels strongly that war is wrong. What will Chris say and do? What 
should he do?

#3 and #4 deal with a conflict between an individual citizen and, depending on how the

question is viewed, individual police officers or the institutional police apparatus.
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Question #5 is about a large institution making a decision that might adversely affect 

citizens as a collective group. And #6 is about either a tension between an individual and 

his country, a psychological tension within a person, or both. We begin with #3.

Surprise arrest

Responses to this question are strikingly similar across all interviewees, Chinese 

and English. Since #3, of all the questions, involves arguably the most prototypical case 

of a “human rights violation,” and if this dissertation is claiming that there are significant 

cultural differences in conceptions of human rights, then #3 presents a bit of a puzzle to 

be explained. Solving this mystery is a central task of this chapter. First we will look at 

emotional responses, then at concrete actions taken.

Virtually every interviewee expresses some degree of surprise, if not outrage, on 

behalf of this hypothetical person. C-l 1 is the most extreme example. Even though she 

never comes out and says “He would be angry,” or “I would be angry,” she identifies so 

strongly with the person that her anger is audibly palpable throughout. Other 

interviewees often feel anger on the citizen’s behalf, either in the third person — 

considering how this hypothetical citizen would feel — or in the counterfactual first 

person, imagining themselves in his shoes. C-12 says he would nuhudchongtian, or “fly 

into a rage.” C-20 and C-21 add:

1.
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C-21 Na dangran feichang qifen le.
[ • • • ]

C-20 Wo juede zheige, yaoshi wo yudao zheige shiqing, wo ye shi 
feichang.. .hui feichang qifen de, ylnwei ziji.. .meiyou...

C-21 Meiyou renhe cuowu...
C-20 Ziji juede meiyou renhe cuowu, fanzui de zheige kenengxing, nenme turan 

bei guanqilai, na kending ziji.. .feichang qifen.

C-21 Of course he would be extremely angry.
[...]

C-20 I think this, if I encountered this sort of thing, I also would be
extremely...would be extremely angry, because myself, I...d idn’t...

C-21 Didn’t make any mistake.
C-20 Myself, I ’d think there isn’t any possibility that I committed a crime but 

suddenly I’m arrested, then definitely I...would be extremely angry.

Confusion is another common response among the Chinese interviewees, and is 

closely related to the citizen not being told what he did wrong:

2.

C-17 Jingcha meiyou gaosu ta gan sha, jiu baibai daibu ta san tian ranhou gei 
fang le? Zheige shiqing bu keneng fasheng ba? Fanzheng hui juede hen 
momfngqfmiao, zenme gao de? Wo kending yao gao qlngchu m 
weishenme nei yang zhua wo.

C-17 The police didn’t tell him what he did, just locked him up for no reason for 
three days and then let him go? This sort of thing couldn’t happen, could 
it? Regardless he would feel extremely confused, how could this happen?
I would definitely want to clarify why you arrested me like that.

3.
C-18 Wo juede ruguo wo shi zhei yang de ren dehua, wo hui juede feichang 

bukesiyi, wo jiran mei fan renhe de cuowu, weishenme yao ba wo guan 
qilai? Weishenme ba wo suo zai jianyu li?

C-19 Erqie meiyou renhe jieshi.
C-18 Dui.

C-18 I think that if I were this sort of person, I would feel it was inconceivable. 
Since I didn’t make any mistake, why lock me up? Why lock me in jail?

C-19 Plus there’s no explanation at all.
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C-18 Right.

Anger and confusion are common responses among the Americans as well:

4.
E-10 Well, not knowing what you’re being arrested for, I ’d be a little angry 

about, urn...if this person was me, anyway.

5.
E-14 Well obviously he'll be confused, angry...
E-13 Very angry, I think.
E-14 Yes. Um...eventually probably develop a hatred for these people. Who 

wrongly judge him.
E-13 Yeah. I agree with you.

6.

E-15 Well, if I were that person I'd be very upset and angry. And confused.

7.
E-18 If it was me I'd be pissed off, I would be wanna...like, I'd be like what the 

hell was that?

8 .

E-19 If that was me, I'd be angry. Because, they didn't even tell me what I did.
And if I hadn't done anything wrong then there's no reason to arrest me.
You should at least know, like, the reason.

9.
E-20 Well I'd be pissed off. Like really pissed off.

10.

E-23 Obviously, I would.. .he would be really angry, and.. .1 think would start 
to become very bitter about the government. What kind of system is this, 
that he didn't do anything, they don't tell him his rights, or why he's.. .he's 
being arrested and he's, um, illegally detained.

E-24 Yeah. I'd be really pissed off.
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So Chinese and American interviewees agree that something abnormal is going 

on here, something about which the citizen can be expected to feel angry and confused. 

The basis given for the anger and confusion is twofold: being locked up for apparently 

no good reason, and not being told why. This indicates three models, in both China and 

the U.S.: Free Movement, Good Reason and Disclosure. Free Movement means that it is 

generally expected that people can go where they want, and that it is abnormal for them 

to be forcibly confined.52 Free Movement, we will see later this chapter, is a special case 

of a more general Well-Being model, according to which people expect to be treated 

well, and for others not to infringe upon their well-being.53 Good Reason refers to the 

expectation that humans, and by extension human institutions, have good reasons for the 

actions they take. In the present case, Good Reason and Well-Being are closely related: 

we generally expect the police to protect the well-being of the citizenry. If an action (by 

whomever) runs contrary to someone’s interests or well-being — in this case forcibly 

confining someone’s free movement — there should be a good reason for it. What might 

be considered a “good reason” will vary, but at the very least someone else’s well-being 

should be enhanced as a trade-off. And Disclosure, hand in hand with Good Reason,

52 More than mere movement is involved. More generally, the assumed freedom is to “go about one’s 
life.” This would include activities with minimal movement, such as sitting at home and paying bills.

53 In some cases we may actually expect others to improve our well-being. More on this later, when we 

discuss Questions #7 and #8.
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means that this good reason should be communicated to the person whose well-being has

been infringed.

A question arises: Can Well-Being and Good Reason rightly be separated? Does 

a “good reason” necessarily always involve someone’s well-being? It may, but the 

separation of models is still useful here for analytical purposes: at the level on which 

speakers reason about the scenario, Good Reason suffices as an explanation, even though 

it could arguably be “unpacked” into Well-Being. There will be more on this in Chapter

5.

Well-Being, Good Reason and Disclosure are some of the most common models 

that human rights groups try to get codified in law, and enforced. As we have just seen, 

in the present study there seems to be strong cross-cultural agreement on these models.

Then there is the question of how the citizen would respond. Once again there is 

strong agreement. All Chinese interviewees consider, and usually advocate, relatively 

aggressive recourse. In the following passage, C - ll  angrily explains what she would do, 

in the process further elucidating the models just discussed:

11.

C -ll

C-10
C -ll

177

Yi fangmian wo ziji kending, wo kending hui wen weishenme ba wo zhua 
qilai le? Ling yi ge ...
Bu hui lai?
Ta bu huf lai wo ye haishi hui qu wen ta. Ling yi fangmian shi jiu shuo 
women jia limian ye hui caiqii ge zhong ge yang de qudao lai tantrng wo 
de xiaoxi, lai zhldao weishenme wo hui bei dai qilai. Nenme ruguo san 
tian yihou wo shenme shi dou meiyou, ta ba wo gei wo fangzou le dehua, 
na wo kending, wo bu hui jiushi baxiu de, wo kending hui yao nong
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qlngchu ta weishenme yao zhei yang zuo. Ruguo ta meiyou renhe daoli 
dehua, ta ylnggai caiqu.. .ta ylnggai dui wo caiqii yixie shenme yangzi de 
biichang, daoqian.

C -ll  One thing [I would do] is definitely, I would definitely ask why they 
arrested me. Another thing...

C-10 What if [the officer] doesn’t come back?
C -ll If he doesn’t come back then I will still go ask him. One other thing is

that my family would take all sorts of measures to find out news about me, 
to find out why I was arrested. Then, if after three days I didn’t do 
anything, and they let me go, then I would definitely, I wouldn’t let the 
matter go. I would definitely want to get it clear why he did this. If he 
didn’t have any good reason for what he did, he should take...he should 
take measures to compensate me, and apologize.54

The Chinese term that evokes Good Reason here is daoli. As an adjective it can translate

as “reasonable”; here as a noun it’s more like “reasonableness.” People, in China as in

the U.S., are expected to behave in a “reasonable” fashion, that is to have good reasons

for their actions. This is especially true of people who have the power to negatively

affect our well-being, such as the police. But people cannot always be trusted to evaluate

the reasonableness of their own actions, and so Disclosure is important: in cases where

one’s well-being (here, Free Movement) is violated, the person undergoing the violation

can help assess the degree of reasonableness. If the arresting officer doesn’t have good

reasons for his actions, then what he did was wrong. Or, if he has good reasons but

54 Unfortunately there is no room here to discuss in detail the notion of apology, which was brought to 

the fore recently in the infamous “spy plane,” or EP-3 incident. I refer interested readers to Peter Hays 

Gries and Kaiping Peng’s excellent (2002) article on the matter.
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doesn’t disclose them, then what he did was wrong. E-9 and E-10 get at this in the

following passage:

12.

E-10 Definitely, I mean it is, it is underst-.. .1 think, my personal opinion is it’s 
understandable that if, if, like say there’s some crazy person going around 
and like shooting everybody, and you like match up with his stuff or 
something and they see you and they arrest you, I mean, I mean granted I 
think they should...check the possibility, of you being that person, if you 
like match them up identically, but they should tell you that.

E-9 Yeah, and also, you know I mean as far as like the legal rights of people in 
the country, you can’t just arrest someone ’cause they sort of resemble the 
person, you gotta have, you actually have to have a, not a warrant or 
whatever, I don’t know but you have to, there has to be some reason why 
you’re arresting him and not like...you know that gets back to like racial 
profiling and all, you know like people get arrested ’cause they look like 
somebody else but it’s just ’cause they’re the same race or something like 
that...all kinds of problems with that.

In other words: it’s wrong to confine someone’s movement, but possibly acceptable if

there is a good reason for the confinement — here the protection of others’ well-being

from a maniacal killer — and this good reason is disclosed to the confinee.

Another common response to the arrest suggested by interviewees is to sue. In 

fact, in all six of the Chinese interviews it is suggested that the citizen sue. When this 

suggestion is made, it is never challenged; the Chinese interviewees are quite unanimous 

in their recommendation of this strong course of action. And while the Americans aren’t 

unanimous on this, suing is also a popular course of action in American responses. What 

the Americans are unanimous on is that some form of legal action would and/or should
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be taken, be it a lawsuit, some unspecified “legal action,” or simply making sure the 

officers are punished. Superficially at least, the Chinese and American interviewees 

seem to be viewing this situation in virtually identical ways. However, when we examine 

differences in responses to some other questions, and then come back and take a closer 

look at some responses to Question #3, some subtle but important differences begin to 

emerge. Bear with me, as our route is a circuitous one.

Tax hike

Question #5 presents a scenario in which the government doubles the income tax 

without consulting the citizens. In designing the interviews, I intended this question to be 

similar to Question #3 in that a governmental institution does something that negatively 

affects the well-being of the citizenry. The main differences I intended were that (a) 

more people are negatively affected in Question #5 than in Question #3, and (b) the 

offending party in Question #5 is somewhat amorphous compared to the police officer(s) 

in Question #3. I wanted to see if responses to these two questions would be similar. For 

the Americans they are strikingly similar, but for the Chinese they are only somewhat 

similar.

The chief similarities for the Americans lie in that citizen reactions of anger and 

dissatisfaction are expected, along with a strong response, sometimes legal, sometimes
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extra-legal (refusing to pay), sometimes violent. E-19 and E-20 agree that citizens would

be angry:

13.
E-19 What would the citizens say?
E-20 They'd be very pissed off. Like, really pissed.
E-19 But then like, governments do stuff all the time that don't represent like 

what all your citizens want.
E-20 But how many people really want their income tax raised?
E-19 Actually yeah, most people would respond to that.
E-20 Negatively.
E-19 People.. .yeah, ’cause that would be like a .. .a united opinion, like 

everybody would be, like, no.

After voicing their expectation that Americans would be angry about the tax increase, E-

13 and E-14 say:

14.
E-13 “What would they do?” They would probably rebel...
E-14 Yeah, violently maybe.
E-13 Yeah, mobs. I can totally imagine that. And...yeah.
E-14 “What should they do?”
E-13 What should they do?
E-14 Fight it legally.

E-15 and E-16 advocate legal and extra-legal redress:

15.
E-16 What would they say? They would complain a lot.
E-15 Yeah.
E-16 What would they do? U m ...
E-15 Refuse to pay maybe?

[ - . ]
E-15 What should they do?
E-16 Not pay.
E-15 Not pay, yeah.
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E-16 Vote in new government officials.
E-15 Yeah you could vote in new government officials and sometimes writing 

letters works.
E-16 Well, yeah.. .writing letters and getting other people to write letters, 

because the more the better.

E-22 also suggests refusal to pay:

16.
E-21 The citizens’ um .. .response to this would be to, um, somehow combat the 

government, um and...
E-22 Anarchy.
E-21 Anarchy, [laughter] Um, maybe not anarchy, but.. .maybe not pay the 

income tax would be one way.

Public protest is another option:

17.
E-24 So I think they would definitely speak out. They would like form rallies 

and protest...
E-23 Yeah, I agree that would happen.
E-24 People would have leadership skills and do it...
E-23 Speak out.
E-24 Yeah.

E-25 and E-26 suspect some stronger reactions may be in store:

18.
E-26 There’d be rioting.
E-25 Major backlash, yeah.
E-26 Yeah, I mean if they did something that huge...
E-25 You would get.. .you would get failure to comply, distrust of government, 

people would be voted out, or forced out by.. .by the media, or by just the 
general public...

E-26 I mean if enough people are losing so much money that they can't,
um...they no longer have, um enough to eat, or, um, a place to live, then 
there might be revolt.
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E-19 and E-20 are also not confident that legal redress will work:

19.
E-19 Would they.. .would.. .should they work like within the laws already set 

down by the government, or should they like do their own thing?
E-20 Well, I don't know, if the government doubled their income tax without 

consulting the citizens first, I think there's something wrong with the 
government. Anarchy, anarchy! That's exactly what's gonna happen. I 
think people would.. .1 don't know. ’Cause this is fairly unreasonable.

E-19 That's true.

The Well-Being model is clearly prominent here: citizens are angry at the government 

for acting in a way that adversely affects their well-being. However, the outrage in 

response to Question #5 is a more qualified one that in responses to Question #3: in most 

answers to Question #5 the Americans are willing to allow the government some leeway 

because the government consists of elected representatives. This difference is most 

pronounced in E-l 1/12, who not only are willing to give the government some leeway, 

but don’t think the citizenry should do anything in response. E-l 1 puts it most clearly:

20.

E-l 1 Okay, I think they would respond. They would initially get angry and say 
the government has no right to do that, that's my money, I worked for it, 
so they can't take it away. And what should they do, I don't think they 
should do anything. I think the government knows what they're doing. 
They're elected into their position and they're doing what's best for the 
country. So I don't think the citizens have any right to say anything.

E-l 1 and E-12 are quite alone among the Americans in the extremity of their willingness

to trust the government’s decisions, but a similar, more understated view is present in

several other American responses. Take the following, from E-14:
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21.
E-14 U m .. .is the government right to do this? I think that when people elect a 

government or form a government, they're giving that government the 
right to lead them. And that government is right to do that, but it's their 
duty to, you know, say something about it.

We can cut the government some slack because we, the citizens, had some agency in

putting them in power. But it does affect our well-being negatively, and so Disclosure is

warranted. Presumably, Good Reason is relevant here as well: if the taxes are raised for

no good reason, no amount of disclosure would justify the government’s actions. Part of

the reason we trust the government to lead us is that we trust that they have good reasons

for the decisions they make, especially those that affect our well-being.

Specific good reasons are proposed by several interviewees. The most common 

one is some type of economic emergency, particularly war:

22.

E-13 Um, people would probably be angry. Unless these taxes were going like 
to a war or some good cause. Right?

23.
E-17 Like if they did that now, because they needed the money to bomb the hell 

out of the Taliban, they might have the right to do it.

24.
E-22 To double the income tax, in certain situations, you know maybe, I mean

I . . .1 think it'd also have to be in the context of like a situation, is .. .is it a 
temporary income tax, or is it permanent.. .on a permanent basis? U m .. .is 
it just in a time of war, that they need more funds?

25.
E-23 Where is the money going?
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E-24 .. .maybe there's a .. .maybe there's a r . . .emergency or something like a
war or like some...

E-23 Economic crisis.
E-24 Yeah.

26.
E-26 But, I mean just in case there is a reason for the citizens should demand an 

explanation [sic]. I mean, perhaps it's wartime, and the g .. .you know, 
country's about to be taken over, then maybe a temporary change would 
be... warranted.

Along with the Good Reason model — again here related to some competing well-being, 

as presumably war is being conceived of as protecting the well-being of the nation as a 

whole — there are also several examples of Disclosure. We already saw one example, in 

(21), where E-14 says the government has a duty to “say something about it.” E-21 adds:

27.
E-21 Well, regardless I think the government has to inform its citizens

somehow or at least consult them. Um, otherwise we don't have a wise 
government and it's acting foolishly.

E-26 follows up her invocation of Good Reason with Disclosure:

28.
E-26 I could see there being some sort of extenuating circumstances where it 

might be necessary, but...the government would owe the citizens an 
explanation if not like a vote.

The use of owe here gets at the moral aspect of disclosure. This is an instance of what

Lakoff (1996) calls Moral Accounting: without explaining to the citizenry why it raised

taxes, the government is in moral debt. It can clean the slate by providing an explanation.
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All in all, there is a good deal of ambivalence in American responses to Question

#5. There is anger and displeasure, and the possibility of a strong response, because 

Well-Being has been violated. But there is also the possibility that, if Good Reason — in 

this case, some competing well-being — and Disclosure are attended to, anger might be 

alleviated and responses less drastic. The following two passages express this 

ambivalence nicely:

29.
E-10 Alright, I, well, personally, what would citizens say? I don’t know, they’d 

probably be pretty outraged. I mean like, I don’t know, I ’m sure they’d do 
whatever they could to fight it, and whatnot and, but I don’t, I don’t, it’s 
like, personally if the income tax was doubled and it went to the 
government you’d hope that that’d be put into good things to make life 
better for all.

E-9 Yeah the government, the government definitely has the right to do it, the
government, I mean this is ideal, but the government is supposed to be the 
people, so if the government does it, it should be the will, but that’s not 
really true ’cause if they actually passed it I think there’d be such outrage, 
but I don’t know.

30.
E-16 Um, as far as is the government right to do this? No. That's the opposite

of what I would have a . . .well I m ean.. .1 guess I can't say that 
unconditionally because I suppose I can imagine a situation where it 
became necessary to get it through.

E-15 But it's not that hard to consult the citizens.
E-16 No. But it can take time. Look at right now...
E-15 It can take time to double the income tax.
E-16 Things like wars happen.
E-15 Yeah, but you could still let the people know before you double the 

income tax.
E-16 The government would be unrestrictedly wrong unless it could give a very 

good reason. That's what I would say.
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E-15 I still don't think you're right.
E-16 Okay, well you don't have to think I'm right.
E-15 I mean they could at least...
E-16 Say something...
E-15 Yeah.
E-16 .. .and you could put it to a referendum vote or something, but that would

take a long time.
E-15 I'm just saying you could inform the citizens.

In sum: while the Americans are willing to give the well-being-infringing authority a 

little more slack in Question #5 than in Question #3, the overall pattern is quite similar: 

infringement of well-being is something people get legitimately angry about and respond 

strongly to, and in order for it to be acceptable there must be both a good reason and an 

explanation of the reason.

Chinese responses to Question #5, however, exhibit significant differences from 

their responses to Question #3. True, many think that the government is bu dui, or “not 

right,” to do this, and that people would be dissatisfied, but the overall sense one gets is 

that the reaction, both in terms of the people’s emotions and their active responses, is 

much less severe than what we saw with Question #3. First, the emotional response is 

much milder. There is no talk of “anger” or of this being “inconceivable.” The strongest 

word offered to describe the emotional response is human, which translates as 

“dissatisfied” or “unhappy,” and it comes from C-14, who explains below why she would 

be human:

31.
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C-14 Na wo juede ruguo zhengfu meiyou dedao renmm de tongyi jiu zixrng ba 
suodeshui 1U tfgao zhei yang kending shi bu dui de, ylnwei zhengfu de 
suoyou de xmgdong ylnggai dou shi daibiao renmm de yiyuan, fanying 
renmin de shenyi de, suoyi ruguo ta shi zhengfu ba ziji, jiushi renwei ta shi 
dull huozhe gao yu renmin zhi shang nei ge teshu de qunti, ta juede ta keyi 
ziji jiu zuo chu juece zhei yang kending shi bu dui de. Danshi renmin you 
shenme fanying.. .renmin dangran jiu hui.. .jiu hui bijiao buman le, jiu hui 
kan.. .keneng zai Meiguo dehua dajia renmin de fanying ye hui bijiao jilie 
yixie, keneng hui shang jie youxing a, huozhe xie chu yixie...

C-14 Well, I think that if the government raised the tax rate without getting the 
consent of the people, this is definitely wrong, because all actions the 
government takes should represent the will of the people, and reflect the 
people’s proposals, so if the government itself, if it believes it is 
independent or it is a collective organization that is above the people, it 
thinks it can just make this sort of final decision, then this is definitely 
wrong. But what sort of reaction would they have.. .the people of course 
would be .. .would be rather dissatisfied. They would look.. .maybe in 
America all the people’s reactions would be more intense, maybe they 
would march on the street, or write some...

(C-14 gets cut off here by C-15, who gives his own opinion about what would happen in

the U.S.) C-21 explicitly points out that Chinese people would not be angry about this:

32.
C-21 JTnjin shi ylnwei suode shui zengjia yT bei dehua bu hui yinqi hen da de 

qifen. Danshi jiushi shuo yiban de zhei ge zheng ge shehui dajia dou hui 
fandui zhei jian shiqing, na keneng shi, ta you hen duo hen dub wentf, 
dajia feichang bu manyi, ranhou keneng hui jijf qilai fandui. Ruguo.. .dan 
biede dou hen hao, zhi shi jiu tf chu zengjia yi bei bu hui you hen da de nei 
ge fanying.

C-21 Just doubling the income tax wouldn’t cause much anger. But, but the 
whole society, in general, would oppose this if, if possibly, [society] 
many, many problems, everyone is extremely dissatisfied,55 and then may 
actively stand up and oppose it. If...but if everything else is good, and

55 Here the Chinese is bu manyi, effectively synonymous with human.
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only the matter of doubling the tax is raised, there won’t be a very big 
reaction.56

So the reaction will be strong only if there are a great many problems. (Note the 

reduplication of “many” (hen dud).). That is not to say, however, that there will be no 

reaction. The Chinese interviewees are virtually unanimous that the people would be 

displeased, but also that there isn’t much the people could do, other than complain. There 

is also an effort to situate this question explicitly within a Chinese context. (We just saw 

an example of this in (31).) Interviewees are quick to point out that whatever the reaction 

would be, it might be different elsewhere, where political conditions are different. We 

begin with the following:

33.
C-10 Wo juede guonei de fanying.. .ruguo shi zhei yang dehua, dangran yijian

kending shi you, danshi ye keneng jiu buliaoliaozhl. Dan yao fa fa laosao 
le.

C -ll  Dui, wo juede shi zhei yang. Bu hui you tai da de fanying, dui zheige
went!, ylnwei wo juede muqian yi fangmian lai jiang, geren suode shui 
benshen ta de qlngkuang jiu bu shi hen mmgliao. Hen dub danwei dui 
zhei ge dongxi de .. .dou shi caiqu ge zhong fangfa lai taobi de, wo juede. 
Suoyi.. .danshi fanying kending haishi hui you. Xmgdong, wo guji mei 
shenme xmgdong key! caiqu de. NT juede renmm ylnggai ruhe hufying 
zhei zhong zhuangkuang?

C-10 Meiyou banfa. Zhei ge.. .ruguo shi xlnwen ziyou yixie le keneng hai key! 
faxie yi sheng.

C -ll  Zai wang shang m hui kan dao de, kending hui kan dao. Kending hui kan 
dao.. .you laosao zai wang shang keyi kandao. Danshi zhengshi shumian 
de dongxi kending meiyou.

’ See below for reaction  versus actions.
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C-10 I think the domestic [Chinese] reaction.. .if it’s like this, of course people 
will have opinions, but also might leave the matter unresolved. But they 
will complain.

C-l 1 Yes, I think this is how it is. There won’t be too big a reaction, to this 
problem, because I think now, one aspect is that the condition of 
individual income tax isn’t very clear. Many places of work, with regard 
to this thing...they all take all sorts of measures to sidestep it, I think.
So.. .but there still would be a reaction. As for a actions,571 imagine 
there aren’t any actions to take. How to you think the people should 
respond to this situation?

C-10 There’s nothing to be done. This.. .if the press were a little more free then 
perhaps people could vent a bit.

C-l 1 On the web you would definitely see this, definitely see this. You would 
definitely see.. .you could see complaining on the web. But there would 
definitely not be any formal written things.

C -l 1 mentions the extra-legal possibility of avoiding paying the taxes. C-12 also

suggests this, and agrees that the responses would be different in different countries:

34.
C-12 Wo juede zhe zhen shi jiushi shuo hui bu tong guojia bu yiyang. NT xiang 

zai Zhongguo dehua, ta hen jiu hui bu zhengde ni de tongyi jiu hui gei ni 
zengjia...

C -13 Na renrmn zenme ban ne?
C-12 Hui caiqu ge zhong ge yang de fangfa lai tao shui.

C-12 I think this really would be different in different countries. For instance if 
it was in China, it’s very likely [the government] wouldn’t try hard to get 
your consent and would just raise your...

C -l3 Well then what can the people do?
C-12 They’ll take all sorts of measures to avoid paying the taxes.

57 The terms I have translated here as reaction and actions are, in Chinese, fdnying and xmgddng. The 

former refers to psychological or emotional reaction; the latter refers to actions taken in response to 
something.
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C-18 agrees with C-12 that there may be some limited public venting, but nothing too

extreme:

35.
C-18 Mm, zhei yang kending shi bu dui le. YTnwei meiyou renhe liyou jiu bu 

neng ba suode shut zengjia yi bei. M m .. . "Renmm hui you shenme yang 
de fanying?" Wo juede zai Zhongguo bu hui you ren qilai.. .jiu shuo 
shi.. .kangyi nei yang...

C-19 Renmm hui baoyuan.
C-18 Hui baoyuan, zhi shi hui shfxia de baoyuan, dan bu hui you ren zou shang 

jietou huo kangyi a, huozhe shuo youxlng shiwei a.
[ • • • ]
Jiu shuo zhi yao nenggou zai yi ge xiangdui bijiao shushi wending de 
huanjing neng huo xiaqu dehua, meiyou ren yuanyi zou shang jietou ju  ge 
paizi shiwei youxing shenme yang de. "Caiqu shenme yang de 
xingdong?" Wo juede hui you ren jiu shuo zai meiti shang huozhe shuo 
zai yixie gongkai changhe keneng hui jiu shuo fabiao ge zhong ge yang de 
yanlun, juede zhei yang de zuofa, ba suode shui zengjia yi bei zhei yang 
de zuofa feichang bu dui. Juti caiqu shenme.. .wo juede bu hui you ren 
caiqu tebie jiduan de xingdong. Zhishao baifenzhl bashi ren bu hui caiqu 
jiduan de xingdong.

C-18 Hm, this is definitely wrong. Because they doubled the income tax 
without any reason. H m ... “What sort of reaction would the people 
have?” I think in China people wouldn’t rise up .. .that is .. .to resist, like 
that...

C-19 The people would complain.
C-18 They would complain, but only complain in the moment, but there 

wouldn’t be people hitting the streets to resist, or marching and 
demonstrating.

[ • • • ]

That is, if [people] can keep living in a comparatively comfortable and 
stable environment, no one will we willing to hit the streets, hold up a 
sign, demonstrate, march, and so on. “What sort of actions would they 
take?” I think there would be people publicizing their opinions in the 
media or in public places, saying they think this method, this method of 
doubling the income tax is extremely wrong. What specific actions.. .1 
think there wouldn’t be anyone doing anything too extreme. At least 
eighty percent of the people wouldn’t take extreme measures.
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As we have seen, there is dissatisfaction all around about the tax increase, but no one is

advocating strong public action to change the situation. C-16 and C-17 flirt with the idea 

of taking a directly political route but then abandon it:

36.
C-16 Dangran ruguo shi zai yi ge .. .jiushi shuo, renmm you quanli jueding 

zhengfu xrngwei de difang li, dangran qu caiyong de zheige toupiao de 
quanli. Ruguo shi yi ge jiushi shuo ni meiyou yi ge xingshi zhei yang 
quanli de difang...

C-17 Ni jiu shuo ye mei shenme yong, dui ba? Ni xiang, ni xiang ba zhei ge
jueding.. .genggai zhei ge jueding ye meiyou tujing, meiyou lutu, meiyou 
daolu.

C-16 Keshi bifangshuo zai Zhongguo women you, neige... Renmm... Renmm 
Daibiao Da Hui he Zhengzhi Xieshang H ui...

C-17 Ni hui zhao Ren Da Daibiao qu tan ma?
C-16 Jiushi shuo zheli suowei caiqu jiu shuo, cong yi ge falU jiaodu lai shuo,

muqian Zhongguo jiushi ni xiangdui lai shuo shi weiyl keyi tongguo fazhi 
xingshi de yi ge daolu, ylnwei n i.. .shouxian zhengfu bu shi min xuan ne, 
suoyi dangran bu keneng jiushi shuo, you xiang Meiguo zhei yang de yi ge 
jiushi xuanmin zhidu. Danshi lilun shang Zhongguo zhengfu de yisi jiushi 
shuo renmm keyi tongguo tijiao neixie yi'an la i.. .lifa ya, huozhe gaibian 
yixie zhengce.

C-17 Ni keyi xiang nimen qu de Ren Da Daibiao fanying, danshi wo bu juede
w o.. .wo bu hui zhei yang xingdong. Wo juede mei shenme yong.

C-16 Jiushi shuo wuxiao de yi zhong.. .yi zhong minzhu zhidu, dui bu dui?

C-16 Of course if this is in a . . .in a place where people have the right to decide
the behavior of the government, then of course they would use their right 
to vote. If it’s in a place where this sort of right isn’t exercised...

C-17 You’re saying it’s no use, right? You think, you think this decision...to
change this decision there’s no route, no path, no road.

C-16 But for example in China we have...People’s...the People’s Congress and 
the People’s Political Consultative Conference...

C-17 You’d go talk this over with the People’s Congress?
C-16 I ’m saying here, so-called taking action, that is, from a legal standpoint, at 

present in China this is relatively speaking the only legal route you can 
take, because you...first, the government isn’t chosen by the people, so of 
course it’s not possible to, to have a voting system like there is in the U.S.
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But in theory the Chinese government, that is, the people could submit 
some proposals...make laws, or change some policies.

C-17 You could go to your neighborhood People’s Congress to respond, but I 
don’t think, I . . .1 wouldn’t act in this way. I think it’s useless.

C-16 It’s an ineffective type o f.. .type of democratic system, isn’t it?

C-12 expresses something similar. After she proposes in (34) that the taxes can be 

avoided, C -l3 questions this approach:

37.
C-13 Na m shuo de zhei ge jiushi ying ge zhong xingshi tao shui zhei yang.. .ta 

bu shi yi ge .. .ta zhi shi geren de yi zhong xingdong a, ta bu shi yi 
ge .. .birushuo tongguo yi ge shenme zuzhl, tongguo yi ge shenme, wo bu 
zhldao shi, xiang Riben guohui huozhe shi shenme difang zhengfu huozhe 
shi...

C-12 Na ni zhei hua shuo lai jiushi yao shuo kan ni de guohui, na ni shuo
Zhongguo ta ye shi, ta hui shi, nei ge, Renmin Daibiao Da Hui, yiding shi
ta lai tongguo. Na ni shuo ta nenggou you duoshao daibiao renmin de 
chengdu? Duiba?

C -l3 Well what you said about applying all sorts of methods to avoid paying
the tax, this isn’t a ...it’s an individual action, it isn’t a ...for example going 
through some kind of organization, going through a, I don’t know, like in 
Japan, the congress or some local government o r...

C-12 Well you’re saying this, you need to look at your congress. Do you think
in China, it’s also, the, the People’s Congress, you’d definitely go through 
them. How representative of the people can they be? Right?

The picture beginning to emerge here is one of mild to moderate frustration at the action,

but not much willingness to act in large-scale, public fashion to remedy the situation. All

the people can really do is complain, but not much apart from that. And given China’s

political realities, it’s not worth risking any public action to change things. C-20 and C-

21 get at this latter point nicely:
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38.
C-21 Keneng dajia yexu hui qu youxrng. Danshi xianzai Zhongguo Tian'anmen 

shijian yihou keneng bu hui nenme.. .nenme jiandan jiu hui qu youxmg le.
C-20 Canjia de renshu keneng...
C-21 Bu hui hen duo le.
C-20 .. .bu shi tebie de .. .duoshu ren keneng jiushi guanwang, jiu kan zhei

ge.. .you.. .gebie de, bijiao shaoshu de ren keneng bijiao jijin de ren chu
qu.. .keneng youxing, you keneng.

C-21 Maybe everyone would go march. But now in China, after the Tiananmen 
incident, maybe they wouldn’t be so ...it’s not so simple to go march 
anymore.

C-20 The number of people participating...
C-21 Wouldn’t be so high.
C-20 .. .it wouldn’t be so .. .the majority of people maybe would wait and see,

just watch...a few, a comparative minority of people, maybe radical 
people would go out...and maybe march, maybe.

C-14 brings it all together concisely:

39.
C-14 Wo jiushi.. .lixiang zhuangtai he xianshi zhuangtai, wo juede fanying shi 

yiyang de, jiushi xlnwen meiti he zhengfu jlguan dui ni de fanying, ta de 
fanying shi shenme? Keneng zai xianshi he lixiang dangzhong you bu 
yiyang.

C-14 I ’m just... the ideal situation and the practical situation, I think the reaction 
is the same, it’s just that the news media and government organs’ reaction 
to you, what is their reaction? Maybe there’s a difference between the 
practical and the ideal.

This is a nice encapsulation of the Chinese responses: the people would be unhappy

about this decision, but the actions they will take can go no further than speech, whether

complaining privately to friends, on the web to others, or to the news media. To go any

further than this would be not only useless, but possibly dangerous.
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What, then, of the cultural models? Clearly Well-Being is involved here: there is

dissatisfaction at being treated in a way that is contrary to one’s well-being. But there is 

hardly a trace of Good Reason and Disclosure here. I could find no examples of 

Disclosure, and only one of Good Reason. In this example, C-17 is expressing her 

displeasure at the government’s action, saying the consent of the majority of the people 

should be obtained:

40.
C-17 NT dei dedao ren .. .jue da duoshu ren tongyi. Yexu wo bu tongyi, danshi 

ruguo.. .birushuo wo bu tongyi dan baifenzhl bashf ren tongyi, wo ye 
meiyou yijian. Wo jiu hui fucong da duoshu ren de yijian. Danshi xianzai 
shei zhldao m zhei ge zheng shui ni yuanlai miidi shi gan shenme.

C-17 You must obtain the people’s... the consent of the vast majority of the 
people. Perhaps I don’t agree, but if .. .for example I don’t agree but 
eighty percent of the people agree, then I have nothing to say. I ’ll just 
follow the opinion of the majority of the people. But now who knows 
what the original goal of your collecting these taxes is?

Unfortunately there is no further elaboration. But at least C-17 thinks it somehow

matters why the government is raising taxes.

The fact that so many of the Chinese interviewees are quick to contextualize their 

responses to Question #5 with respect to country in which it takes place, and the 

emphasis on the ineffectiveness of China’s political institutions to redress people’s 

grievances, indicates that the lack of attention to Good Reason and Disclosure may have 

less to do with cultural difference than with hard-nosed political reality. C-14’s
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separation of the “ideal” from the “practical” is further evidence of this: there is an ideal 

sort of arrangement, and possibly institutional structure, that would allow people to take 

more decisive action, but this institutional structure doesn’t exist in China.

My separation here of the “cultural” from the “political” is of course problematic. 

There is not space here to go into this issue in tremendous detail, but a few words are 

warranted. Using “culture” as intended in this dissertation, there can be no strict 

separation between the cultural and the political. Cultural models, among other things, 

are part of our inventory of knowledge about how to behave under certain circumstances: 

X happens, and my response options are A, B and C. Cultural models are stable58, yes, 

but changeable: China’s political institutions have been around for over fifty years, and 

there have consistently been negative consequences to strong expressions of public 

dissent, most recently and famously in 1989. This has resulted in a cultural model that 

we might call Nothing To Be Done, for which we have just seen plenty of evidence. But 

because of culture’s stability, we are accustomed, when we talk about cultural difference, 

to meaning long-lasting cultural difference, difference that has existed for so long it 

becomes essentialized as part of “what it means” to be a member of a given culture. 

(Another way to put this is to say that there is a widespread folk theory of culture,

58 See Strauss and Quinn (1997) for a thorough analysis o f what they call the “centrifugal” and 
“centripetal” forces influencing cultural models.
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according to which culture by definition consists of those aspects of human behavior, 

expectations of behavior (etc.) that endure over long periods of time, independently of 

changes in political institutions.) But political institutions can also force cultural change 

over relatively short periods of time. How enduring these cultural changes are — if they 

are changes at all in the present case — must await an historical perspective that we are 

of course unable to have yet. So for the present case — the Nothing To Be Done model 

— I am remaining agnostic as to how thoroughly “cultural” a phenomenon it is, in the 

sense of “it’s been around a long time,” and how “political” it is, in the sense that “people 

are inclined to behave one way, but behave differently because of current political 

realities.” As I said above, I do believe there is evidence for a more “political” 

interpretation, but there is also evidence — to be discussed below — for a more 

“cultural” interpretation.

There is a big question underlying this issue, a question which, unfortunately, the 

present methodology simply will not allow us to answer with any certainty. If we believe 

that political reality can shape cultural models, it is still an open question to what extent 

such shaping operates merely on actions, and to what extent it operates more deeply on 

emotions. That is, do people undergoing (what an American might term) political 

repression still experience the same emotional responses they might have experienced 

otherwise, but merely act differently because of fear of repercussions? Or, over time,
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might political repression begin to shape not only people’s actions but their emotional 

responses as well? It seems likely that the longer a politically repressive system has been 

in force, the more likely this latter result is: people simply do not have the emotional 

energy to worry about what might be when this energy does not and cannot have any 

influence on what is. According to this view, long-term political reality can have lasting 

cultural consequences. It is unfortunate that in the present case we are unable to reach 

any definitive conclusions about how deeply the culture has been affected by political 

institutions.

However, there is still some evidence for a more culture-based explanation of the 

responses to Questions #3 and #5 — that is, for an explanation based less on (relatively 

short-term) political reality and more on (relatively long-term) cultural patterns. I see 

two main problems with the argument that differences in policial realities can account for 

all the differences between Chinese and American responses to Questions #3 and #5. 

First, while the Americans are equally angry about Question #5 and Question #3, the 

Chinese are not. As just discussed, reducing one’s negative emotional response could be 

a useful coping mechanism in an authoritarian society, but it seems this couldn’t account 

for the degree of difference here: as we have seen, Chinese interviewees are much 

angrier about Question #3 than about Question #5. Both questions involve some form of 

“bad treatment” of “average citizens” at the hands of governing authorities; if Chinese
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people were simply accustomed to such treatment, we would expect minimal anger in 

response to both questions. But this is not what we see. Plus, the interviewees clearly 

felt safe expressing their anger about Question #3: if they had felt similar anger about 

Question #5, there is no reason to expect that they would have held back their expression 

of that anger. In other words, the emotional responses of the interviewees are genuine 

enough to be relied upon. So why is the emotional response so much weaker for 

Question #5 than for Question #3?

Second, the strong redress to Question #3 suggested by Chinese interviewees, 

particularly the lawsuit, deeply enmeshes the protagonist in China’s political institutions, 

and risks inviting the wrath of some very powerful people. Whatever cultural models 

make it worth the risk of inviting this wrath must be strong indeed. How are these 

models different from the models evoked by Question #5?59

It seems then that differing political realities alone do not sufficiently account for 

the divergent responses to Question #5. I believe there are two significant differences

59 One could counter that it is indeed the political realities of China that account for the strong 

response: in China, because of the repressive political system, a person might not have anything left to lose 
after their well-being had been violated so grossly. I see two problems with this argument. First — and 

admitedly quite subjectively — I believe it exaggerates the severity of societal repression in China. Most 
any Chinese citizen would still have much to lose by pursuing a lawsuit. (Recall that in the scenario the 

person ends up being released.) Second, while it could possibly account for hypothetically different actions 
which people are willing to take in response to Questions #3 and #5, it doesn’t account for the differences 

in emotional reaction. It can’t account for why Chinese interviewees are so much more angry in response 

to Question #3 than to Question #5.
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between Chinese and American cultural models that can account for this divergence. The 

first is differential assessment of the individual vis-a-vis the nation. The second is a 

fundamentally different way of thinking about the individual and morality. I will address 

the former first.

The individual and the nation

We have already seen that Americans, in Question #5, are willing to sacrifice 

individual economic interest for the well-being of the country as a whole: via the Good 

Reason model — which in this case is simply application of Well-Being to a wider group 

of people — if the money is going to a “good cause,” a doubling of the income tax might 

in fact be tolerated, or at least less strongly opposed. However, when the stakes of the 

conflict are raised to life and death, American responses begin to look different.

Question #6, about Chris the pacifist, raises the stakes to this level.

I was puzzled at what I saw as an inconsistency in E-l 1 and E-12’s answers to 

Questions #5 and #6. They were perfectly willing to let the government raise taxes, but 

upset about Chris’s being drafted against his wishes. In follow-up, I asked them to 

explain:

41.
Me Now what if I play devil's advocate with you again, and I say, well, um, 

public officials declare war. And maybe war's not the best thing for me, 
just sort of applying the same argument that you applied in the whole 
taxes.. .maybe war isn't the best thing for me, but it's the best thing for the
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country, I really don't really have any right to disagree with that, just like I 
don't have any right to disagree with the taxes.

E-l 1 I think that is different though, because that's your life, that isn't your
money. I mean that's.. .you. And I don't think you should have to die for 
your country. That's me, I mean there are plenty of people out there that 
would die, but I don't think you should have to.

E-12 Right. Taxes and war are like completely different. 'Cause...taxes, okay, 
that.. .1 guess that could affect your life, like you could lose or I don’t 
know something like that, but it's like you're still alive, like you won't be 
like dead off...like dead somewhere in a different country where like who 
knows if they'll find you, you know, like it's just completely different.

This is the most extreme case of support for Chris in the American interviews, but even

for interviewees mostly sympathetic to the government, there is also empathy for Chris.

Chris’s views are never completely elided, even by the conservatives, whom we might

expect to be least sympathetic to an erstwhile “draft-dodger.”

The main models here are Life Is Precious, Personal Principles, and Duty To

Country. We just saw Life Is Precious above: people’s desire to protect their own lives

deserves our attention and respect. It is usually implicit, as background to the discussion:

people take it as a given that people don’t want to die, and that it is problematic to put

someone in a position in which he is risking death. Personal Principles refers to the

notion that the beliefs one holds most dear should be respected, and given some weight

when they come into conflict with other desiderata. Duty To Country states that people

might need to sacrifice their personal well-being for the nation as a whole. These models
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will appear in various guises throughout the examples below. Other models will appear

as well.

For every American interviewee, there is a strong tension among models here.

No one finds this an easy decision to make. The following passage is quite long, but 

worth citing because it so nicely illustrates the various models in contention. It begins 

right after E-13 has read the question:

42.
E-14 Very moral questions.
E-13 U m .. .1 think if he's drafted he should go, because it's kind of his duty as a

citizen.
E-14 Yeah.
E-13 And, he's fighting for his country.
E-14 M mhm. I agree. I think if he has agreed to live here under these laws

and protected.. .you know, get the benefits of this government, that he 
has a duty to, you know, fight in the war. But I don't think.. .he won't feel
that way. I think. "What will he say and do?" I think he'll...fight it. Try
to get out of it.

E-13 Yeah he'll try to get out of it. B ut...
E-14 He won't.. .put himself into it...you know, one hundred percent.
E-13 Mm. I mean have you ever like done something that you don't

really.. .you don't really believe in, but then you do it anyway?
E-14 ’Cause someone tells you to?
E-13 Yeah, I'm trying to think of an example. U m ...or it's not...it's something

that you don't really want to do, but then you should do.
E-14 Something you don't believe in?
E-13 No, but that it's like you should do because, in this case you're a citizen

and it's kind of like your patriotic duty. ... So like, what would Chris say 
and do? Okay I agree with you, like he'll probably try to get out of it, he'll 
probably say like, oh, I . . .1 have to go finish my college degree, or have to 
do this...I...you know...but I think if like...I think if the government is 
insistent that he go to war, that he would.. .he would do it. But then he 
wouldn't go a hundered percent.
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[...]
Okay then yeah, what should he do, he should go. He should go to the 
war and fight, and try to be like a nurse or something, [laughter] Not get 
killed.

E-14 We know that he doesn't want to get killed, he just feels that the war is 
wrong.

E-13 And he probably doesn't want to get killed either.
E-14 No one wants to get killed.
E-13 Exactly, who wants to get killed? I don’t know.
E-14 Okay. Yeah I agree, I think he should go.
E-13 Yeah I think even.. .in those cases like even if something you don't want to

do, but then it's kinda like the right thing to do, people tend to just do the 
right thing. Or do .. .what they're told to do.

E-14 I don't think it's necessarily right.
E-13 Okay okay it's not right. But he's to Id to do it.
E-14 He's.. .1 think he should do it, because he's agreed to. By living here he's

agreed to .. .you know.. .urn.. .go along with the government.
E-13 Okay yeah.
E-14 Well not go al...but you know.
E-13 Go along with their laws and obey them? Kinda like what you were

saying. ’Cause he's being.. .he's getting all the benefits. So that.. .so he's 
obligated to?

E-14 Kiiiiiind of...
E-13 K iiindof...

[...]
E-14 So it's just kinda like will he put his morals before.. .before his 

government?
E-13 Before his duty?
E-14 His patriotism.
E-13 I think he will.

[ • • • ]

E-14 I don't know anymore. What should he do? U h...
E-13 Okay let's answer that, then what should he do?
E-14 Well initally I felt that he should go just because.. .he already felt

that.. .well I mean since he has an obligation to his country. But that's also 
going against what he believes is right.

E-13 Okay. I think what he should do is he should go. Because I think he does 
have that duty. For his government.
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E-14 Whether it's right or wrong.
E-13 Whether it's right or wrong. I mean.. .yeah, I mean that's really hard. I

think I'm biased because I'm usually for war [laughter], and so I would 
think like...yeah, he should go because...the government wants him to. 
This is hard.

E-14 Yeah it...I don’t know.
[E-13 then argues that Chris probably would go along and fight.]

E-14 So that's what he would do, but that's not necessarily what he should do.
E-13 Okay. That's true. So your standpoint is what he should do is he should

still try to get out of it?
E-14 Yeah...I'm  not sure.
E-13 You're not sure?
E-14 I don't know.
E-13 Okay. Well I'm just gonna say for myself like what he should do, I think

he should still go .. .and get drafted. But...
E-14 But see that.. .it's either he loses his life because he's not going along with 

everybody...
E-13 Uh huh.
E-14 .. .or he loses his you know his own morals. 'Cause he goes along with

everything. He's got...
E-13 And there's no compromise.
E-14 Yeah.
E-13 Yeah that's a hard one. We'll just have to talk about it some other day. 

The difficulty E-13 and E-14 are having resolving the tension among models is palpable 

throughout. Every time they think they’ve reached resolution, a competing model re

rears its head and they’re right back where they started.

Life is Precious, as well as serving as background here, is also brought to the fore 

explicitly when E-14 says, “No one wants to get killed.” Personal Principles here 

specifically involves Chris’s own moral sense, as we see with the recurrent use of moral, 

right and wrong. And Duty To Country is strong here as well.
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One particularly interesting aspect of Duty to Country that appears occasionally in 

the American interviews is that there are specific reasons why citizens have a duty to their 

country. Duty To Country isn’t an atomic unit, but is derived from other principles. 

Specifically: the American government has granted rights to its citizens. Citizens have a 

choice: live in the U.S., or live elsewhere. We might call this the Love It Or Leave It 

model. By choosing to live in the U.S., Americans tacitly agree to take on a moral debt 

to society in return for rights and other benefits granted. The moral debt can be paid, in 

cases of war, by sacrificing one’s individual well-being for the well-being of the nation as 

a whole.

Another model we see in this passage is one we saw last chapter: You Can’t 

Change Me. Both E-13 and E-14 talk of Chris “not going a hundred percent.” The idea 

here is that Chris won’t be a great soldier if he doesn’t want to fight. This implicitly 

argues against forcing Chris to fight, as it is not in the interests of the army to employ 

soldiers who won’t fight as hard as they can. There will be more examples of this below.

We also see E-13 and E-14 try to find some compromise course of action for 

Chris, suggesting he be a nurse instead of a soldier. This sort of approach we will also 

see fleshed out more below, as we look at more examples of the models exemplified 

above.
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Life Is Precious, in the guise of Pursuit of Happiness (see Chapter 3), is

articulated most clearly by E-17, as he painfully reasons his way through this dilemma:

43.
E-17 And so I think about that in terms of what it means to be patriotic, like 

how far will I take that, am I just all talk, or would I get out on the field 
and support that? And I'd like to think that I would. B ut.. .if ...1 mean 
there's so much I want to do in my life. And... war just seems like such a 
bad table to go to a t.. .a t.. .in Las Vegas, you know, it's just like it's a bad 
deal, it's like the odds are not good, the benefits are not worth.. .you 
know ...I...I...w e're talking about principles, and when compar...when it's 
a question of life or death, and compared with having the rest of my life 
with, you know, following through on what I say, principle, rhetorically, I 
don't think I'd do it.

Interestingly, for E-17 Personal Principles and Duty To Country are in alignment. Yet 

even so, he thinks he wouldn’t go fight. This shows how strong Life Is Precious is for E- 

17: while the main tension for most is between Personal Principles and Duty To Country, 

and the resolution of this tension would make the decision to go and fight quite easy, for 

E-17 even having Personal Principles and Duty To Country aligned is not enough.

Personal Principles is given its strongest articulation by E-26, perhaps 

surprisingly a conservative60:

44.
E-26 Well, I don't think anyone should have to fight for something they don't 

believe in.
E-25 I mean... yeah, I guess...

60 Or perhaps not surprisingly if E-26 is in fact more libertarian than conservative.
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E-26 Why would...why would you have to fight for a cause that's not your 
own?

For E-26, Chris’s own beliefs come first. E-19 is willing to consider the possibility that 

for Chris himself, Personal Principles outweighs Life Is Precious:

45.
E-19 What if .. .it's not about him being killed, it's about like.. .maybe he doesn't 

care if he dies, you know, but maybe he.. .he ju s t.. .he can't kill people.
You know?
[...]
W ell...I mean like the issue for him would be like of course nobody wants 
to die, but it's less about like him being afraid to go and.. .More about him 
like really truly believing that he shouldn't be killing other people.

E-19 doesn’t come down for or against Chris here, but the possibility of a strong Personal

Principles model is a necessary prerequisite for her to consider the situation this way.

Next, I present more discussions of the reasoning behind Duty To Country, 

introduced briefly above. E-22 examines the situation from the standpoint of the 

government:

46.
E-22 But I mean at the same time there's a tension about whether, you know he

has the uh .. .you know, he enjoys the rights of being a citizen, I guess if 
the government's a democracy, or something like that. Should the 
govern.. .government be able to ask for reciprocation for these 
basic.. .basic rights that they defend?

E-10 takes the perspective that he imagines would be his own, were he in Chris’s

position:

47.
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E-10 Because I don’t know, I don’t know, I think just being here and, I don’t 
know, first off, I am using the government’s money to go to school, and I 
chose to do that, and I do think that I owe, I have some kind of 
responsibility to that, or I should be responsible about that and shouldn’t 
be just like take all the benefits of what I see is good and just be like screw 
you guys for anything that’s bad because I definitely, I know that I ’ve 
done that many times before.

[ • • • ]

Um, that’s exactly what I would try my hardest to do, like is, is go to help 
‘cause, I don’t know, all these people, all these people what they are out 
there fighting for, like maybe not the people who made the decisions, 
about, about going to war, but the people who are out there fighting, I 
think that they are there for, I don’t know, for like this country, you know?

E-10 here invokes a corollary of Duty To Country, which we will call Duty to Fellow

Citizens: no one wants to go to war; others are agreeing to sacrifice their well-being to

fight so I should be willing to do the same. E-20 articulates this more explicitly:

48.
E-20 B ut.. .1 m ean.. .if my brother was out there.. .on the .. .on the field, fighting 

for his country, you know, for us, for everybody, and this loser over here 
is like, oh, I think war is wrong.. .1 mean, I'd be pretty mad, because my 
brother would be fighting for this guy.

E-20 uses this in the service of arguing that Chris should fight. According to the Duty To

Fellow Citizens model, Chris’s moral debt is incurred through others’ willingness to

sacrifice their well-being, and to do so in part for Chris’s benefit. So Chris should repay

this moral debt by being willing to make sacrifices, in turn, for those who are willing to

make sacrifices for him. E-20 also offers the following:

49.
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E-20 I really don't know, it's kind of a .. .difficult question. It's ... [sigh] should 
he be? Like from my point of view, being the sacreligious type person I 
am, uh .. .uh .. .no. ’Cause that's not fair to everybody else. I mean, 
nobody wants to go to war, and nobody wants to get killed in the line of 
fire.

E-20 is the only person actually to use the word fair, though what is being talked about 

here is clearly some form of fairness. The type of fairness involved here is what we 

might call “equality of sacrifice”: everyone must be willing to make equal sacrifices, in 

this case of their well-being.

This brings up another closely-related corollary model: the Categorical 

Imperative. This is meant to conjure up Kant’s idea that one possible basis for 

determining the moral validity of an action is to imagine what would happen if not just 

you, in a particular situation, did something a certain way, but everyone in every 

conceivable situation did things this way. In the present case, some speakers argue that 

Chris should fight because, if he didn’t, no one would. E-21 is clearest about this:

50.
E-21 U h.. .1 think Chris um .. .can still um .. .follow what the government does, 

and yet be individually opposed to the government, in that he 
can.. .not.. .go to war. Or, go into the army. Um I think he has that right, 
although...the government, if every person did this, wouldn't be able to 
wage war.

No specifics are given here as to why no one would fight, but presumably it is related to a 

flipside of Duty To Fellow Citizens: if it is true that one should respect others’
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willingness to sacrifice by sacrificing themselves, then it is also possibly true that if 

others are not willing to make sacrifices, then I won’t make sacrifices either.

In many cases, Americans are willing to consider alternatives to Chris’s fighting 

in the war as acceptable ways for him to pay his moral debt. It doesn’t have to be the 

direct sacrifice of well-being inherent in being a soldier; other sacrifices are possible. E- 

9, E-10, E-13 and E-19 suggest Chris help out with the medical care of soldiers; E-22 

says Chris could be a cook for the army; and E-15 and E-16 say Chris could help out the 

war effort in ways other than fighting, but don’t specify how. The passage below 

expresses how this would absolve Chris’s moral debt:

51.
E-19 Maybe I could like work in the medical tent or something.
E-20 Yeah exactly, right? Or do something else.
E-19 Yeah.
E-20 But at least go. ’Cause.. .other people are fighting for you. It's only fair to 

do your share, right? So yeah, he should go be a doctor or something.

Finally, the You Can’t Change Me model rounds out this picture of the individual 

and its relationship to the nation. You Can’t Change Me appears in six of the nine 

interviews. We already saw one example, in (42) above, in which E-13 and E-14 claim 

that Chris won’t give 100% to the fighting effort. In the following passages, it is argued 

that it is in fact not in the army’s best interests to have soldiers who don’t want to be 

there fighting the war:

52.
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E-16 I don't know that someone who feels strongly that the war in question is 
wrong should necessarily fight. I don't...

E-15 Yeah I don't know if you really want them on the field.
E-16 That could be a problem too.

53.
E-21 Chris can still say something like, well, I . . .1 can be governed by the

government, I'm certainly not going to um .. .go against this war. But 
personally I'm against this war, um and I feel war is .. .is .. .is wrong. And 
in that case I wouldn't be a good addition to the army anyway.

54.
E-22 There's a tension there because you know.. .the government, A, isn't

interested in having you know uh doves, in the army, you know uh...you 
know... ’cause it'd almost be like you know, having people that are 
in...well you know having people that are interested in fighting, you know 
in your army to kill somebody and they're not gonna all out [sic] a 
hundred perc.. .a hundred and ten percent.

55.
E-23 I think that he will really speak out and try to find a way to get out of it,

because he doesn't.. .they don't want people to .. .to fight the war if they're 
completely against it. Like, what good is it to have people on your side 
that are fighting for you that first of all don't even want to be there, they 
don't believe in your cause.. .they have no .. .desire to ... [interrupted by E- 
24]

56.
E-26 I mean if .. .if they're going to fight the war they should use people who 

want to fight the war that.. .1 mean I think if it was that important to 
people, they would get volunteers to the extent that people agree with it.

E-25 Well see I think to a certain extent you can't really make people fight if
they don't want to.

It may be the case that there is some sort of obligation on the part of individuals to 

support the nation, but if those individuals don’t themselves believe they have this
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obligation, or believe they have it but assign it a lower priority than something else, then 

it is useless to try to force them into action. It would be bad for the individuals and for 

the country.

All of these examples, and the models they invoke, taken together, give us a 

complex picture of an American view of citizenship. American citizens, by their very 

status as American citizens, have rights that are guaranteed and protected by the U.S. 

government. It isn’t made clear from exactly what source the rights derive, but it is clear 

that the government is seen as protecting these rights, and that citizens benefit from this 

protection. Citizens enjoy a higher level of well-being as a result of these rights than 

citizens in many other countries do. We are free as citizens to choose whether or not to 

accept these rights. If we choose not to accept these rights, then we can live elsewhere; 

to choose to live in the U.S. is to agree to accept the rights and benefits of citizenship, 

and thus to incur a moral debt to the government. All citizens are equally bound in this 

way. This means that citizens have duties to each other: if one citizen is called on the 

make a sacrifice, then all citizens are called on to make a sacrifice. Therefore, in a time 

of war, when some people are asked to make difficult sacrifices — not only for the 

government but for other citizens — all people must make sacrifices.

However, these duties sometimes come into conflict with personal beliefs. In this 

case, the conflict is with moral beliefs. The American interviewees, even with their
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strong and well-articulated Duty To Country models, to a one are deeply conflicted about 

how the tension between Duty To Country and Personal Principles should be resolved. 

The country is important, but so is the individual. Not only that, but the beliefs about the 

nation that inhere in Duty To Country are strongly informed by a particular model of the 

individual: the autonomous, choice-making individual — who decides to stay in the U.S. 

— underlies the entire moral structure of the Duty To Country model. Additionally, 

forcing collective action when the individuals that constitute the collective do not support 

the collective action will result in ineffectual collective action, as we saw in the examples 

of You Can’t Change Me.

The relationship between the individual and the nation looks quite different in the 

Chinese interviews. Sympathy for Zhang San (Chris’s counterpart) runs low. So low, in 

fact, that a disproportionate amount of the data comes from follow-up questioning, as no 

one was even willing to consider this as much of a dilemma without prompting from me. 

It’s mostly an open-and-shut case: Zhang San is drafted, so he must fight. The following 

is typical:

57.
C-13 Ta zhi neng qu. Ylnwei zuowei junren ta zhi neng... buguan ta geren yizhi 

ruhe, ta ye yao qu, dui bu dui?
C-12 Dui.

C -l3 He can only go. Because being a soldier one can only...it doesn’t matter 
what his individual will is, he must go, right?

C-12 Right.
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C-21 is equally explicit about this:

58.
C-21 Fucong mingling shi tianzhl ma. Ylnwei ta yijlng bei ruwii. Birushuo

women laobaixing bu shi junren, women keyi neige.. .fandui.. .shuo, 
fandui zhanzheng shenmede, danshi junren ne, ta jiu keneng.. .ta xln li 
renwei bu dui ta ye meiyou banfa.

C-21 Following orders is a bound duty. Because, after all, he’s been drafted.
Now we common people aren’t soldiers, we can...oppose...say, oppose 
war and such, but a soldier, maybe he .. .in his heart he thinks it’s wrong 
but there’s nothing he can do.

There is a Personal Principles model articulated here — “in his heart he thinks it’s

wrong” — but Duty To Country clearly outweighs it.

There are other comments similar to this throughout the interviews, which got me 

thinking that perhaps the question had been worded in such a way as to preclude the 

possibility of Zhang San having other options. In China, as in the U.S., membership in 

the category soldier means that your individual will must be secondary to the orders of 

your commanding officers. The English question says that “Chris is drafted into the 

army to fight.” There is a time lag between the draft notice and actually becoming a 

soldier, and American interviewees naturally set the time frame of their answers to this 

interim period before Chris crosses the line from civilian to soldier. However, the 

Chinese version indicates that Zhang San is already a soldier. The Chinese equivalent of 

draft is yingzheng-ruwu. Yingzheng is close to English levy, and contributes the
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semantics of recruitment; riiwu, however, literally means “enter army.” The entire 

lexical item yingzheng-ruwu thus means “to be drafted and enter the army.” Zhang San 

has crossed a clear category division between “ordinary citizen” and “soldier,” and so 

there is nothing to be done.

This meant that in all interviews I had to follow up with questions that (a) 

supposed Zhang San had not yet been drafted but was about to be drafted, and (b) pressed 

interviewees on whether there should be governmental policies to address the beliefs of 

individuals who oppose war. I made the case in terms of religious belief, because, given 

how reluctant people had been before follow-up to suggest on their own reasons for 

supporting Zhang San, it seemed necessary to posit strongly principled belief, and 

religious belief fit the bill.

What I found is that responses were still, if somewhat less clear-cut, strongly in 

favor of Zhang San’s participation in the war. In some cases, even with all my prodding, 

the interviewees still had a hard time considering Zhang San’s point of view at all. 

Examples of this will come below, but first I will give the few examples of support for 

Zhang San.

C-12 and C-13, who as we just saw were adamant about Zhang San’s 

participation before follow-up, change their perspective during follow-up questioning:

59.
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Me Nimen renwei ne, jiushi yl ge ren ylnwei zongjiao yuanyln ylnggai bu
ylnggai you quanli jiushi bu dang blng?

C-12 Ylnggai. Ylnggai.
Me Ylnggai?
C-12 Ylnggai.
C-13 Ylnwei zongjiao yuanyln?
Me Dui. Huozhe shi xinyang yuanyln. Xinyang yuanyln.
C-13 Zhe cong ta geren jiang ylnggai bu ylnggai haishi shuo shangmian zhei

ge...
Me Cong ta geren de nei ge kanfa.
C-13 Ta ylnggai you quanli jueding ta ruwu haishi bu ruwu, wo juede. Ylnwei

ruwu bijing yao you shengming. Yao you siwang zuo daijia.

Me Do you both think the a person should have the right not to be a soldier
because of religious reasons?

C-12 He should. He should.
Me He should?
C-12 He should.
C-13 Because of religous reasons?
Me Yes. Or because of beliefs.61 Because of beliefs.
C-13 You mean from his own perspective of whether or not he should or what

we talked about before...
Me From his individual perspective.
C-13 He should have the right to decide whether to join the army, I think.

Because in the end being in the army you have to have life. The price you
pay is death.

C-13 invokes Life Is Precious — not, like so many of the Americans, Personal Principles 

— in Zhang San’s defense. She is the only Chinese interviewee to do so. This is not to 

say, a la General William Westmoreland, that Chinese somehow view life as less 

precious than Americans do. Instead, as we will see below, arguments are often framed 

in terms of “interests,” and not putting one’s individual interests above the interests of

61 The Chinese term here, xinyang, has religious connotations.
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others. One strong interest that every person has in preserving his life, but perhaps one 

must risk sacrificing his own life for the lives of others. The question, then, is not of life 

not being precious, but about one individual deciding for himself that his life is more 

precious than the lives of others.

As for C-12, she doesn’t elaborate on why she feels Zhang San should have the 

right not to join the army. However, a bit later she does reveal herself as a pacifist

60.
C-12 Zong'eryanzhI wo feichang zenghen zhanzheng. Wo juede hen duo

zhanzheng chuncui jiushi zhengke zhljian.. .weile tamen de liyi lai faqi, 
ranhou da zhe yl ge hen hao de yl ge huangzi hui zenme zenmeyang.

C-12 All in all I really hate war. I think many wars in essence are among
politicians...are started for their interests, and then they use all sorts of 
nice pretenses and such.

We are left to wonder why C-12 supports Zhang San: because of reasons similar to

Americans — Life is Precious, Personal Principles, etc. — or because of her ideological

opposition to war.

Another statement in favor of Zhang San comes from C-16. She and C-17 have 

just been discussing whether it matters if a war is just or not. They have been going back 

and forth about individual interests versus the country’s interests, and C-17 has just come 

down against Zhang San, saying he should fight. C-16 continues:

61.
C-16 Wo juede ta ylnggai.. .ylnggai.. .fucong ta de xinyang.

[...]
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Weishenme? Ylnwei.. .jiu xiang wo shuo de qfshi.. .guojia yao huozhe 
zhanzheng yao qfshf meiyou yl ge .. .qfshf zhengyi hao duo dongxi jiushi 
shuo meiyou dui-cuo zhT fen huozhe meiyou hao-huai. Qfshf wo dui mei 
ge ren .. .suoyi zui hou mei ge ren jianli de jTchu shi ni ziji de .. .nf ziji de 
xinyang. N a.. .wo zhi shi cong geren jiaodu lai shu5 le. Dui.

C-16 I think he should...should...follow his beliefs.

[ • • • ]

Why? Because.. .like I said.. .the country, or war, in fact there isn’t . . .in 
fact for many aspects of justice there isn’t a clear division between right 
and wrong or good and bad. In fact, I think that for every person.. .in the 
end the foundation that every person builds is your own...your own 
beliefs. So.. .I’m just talking from the perspective of the individual.

Apart from being a bit hesitating and rambling, this hardly qualifies as a ringing

endorsement of Zhang San’s following his beliefs. She seems to be making a weakly

relativist point — in the spirit of Personal Principles — that people have their own moral

foundations and have to make their own decisions about things, but she qualifies this by

saying that she’s only talking from the individual’s perspective, indicating that there are

other perspectives which she is not addressing.

These are the only comments in favor of Personal Principles. You Can’t Change 

Me makes a brief appearance in C-14/15, but is instantly rebutted by C-15:

62.
C-14 Jiushi shuo kending bu hui shi yl ge hao zhanshi.
C-15 B ububu.
C-14 Ta hui yl bian qu sha ren, yl bian juede zhei yang de sha ren shi bu dui de.
C-15 Zhei ge wentf dui m lai tai kunnan le. Suoyi... wo ye bu yfding jiang de 

hao, ylnwei.. .zhei ge bu zhldao zenme hufda.
C-14 Zhei ge hen nan, zhei.. .ta ylnggai zenme ban?
C-15 Zhei shi kan nf ba shenme fang zai zui qianmian de, ta qianmian ta you 

shunxu de. Zhongguo chuantong de shi guojia shi fang zai ziji de 
qianmian de, dan wo xiangxin Meiguo ye shi zhei yang de, suoyi feichang
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jiandan. Ta jiu hui qu da zhang, ranhou ta hui zuo yi ge hen hao de 
zhanshi qu da zhang.

C-14 That is to say he definitely won’t be a good soldier.
C-15 No, no, no.
C-14 At the same time he’s killing people he’ll be thinking that war is wrong.
C-15 This question is too difficult for you. So .. .1 also won’t necessarily be able 

to address this well, because.. .1 don’t know how to answer this.
C-14 This is hard, this...what should he do?
C-15 That depends on what you put first. There’s an order to what is before

him. Traditionally in China the country comes first, but I believe it’s also 
this way in America, so it’s really simple. He will go fight, and he will be 
a very good soldier in the war.

This is the only time You Can’t Change Me appears in the Chinese interviews.

Compromise methods are also sought, but only in one interview. C-21 mentions 

the possibility that Zhang San could ask not to have to fire on the enemy, but C-20 says 

this is impossible. They do both suggest, however, that he could perhaps be put in the 

rearguard.

One final possible out for Zhang San relies on an expert model of China’s legal 

system. Both C-l 1 and C-20 are willing to give Zhang San some leeway on the basis of 

China’s law protecting religion:

63.
Me

C -ll
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Jiaru ta you zongjiao yuanyln, jiushi bu key! da zhang. Ta de zongjiao bu 
rang ta da zhang. Danshi zhengfu yao ta da zhang. Na ta zenme ban ne? 
Na wo juede zhei yang de qmgkuang zhengfu bu rang ta qu da zhang ne, 
Zhongguo dui zhei zhong shaoshu minzu ta meiyou, huozhe jiu shuo 
zongjiao xinyang ye xuyao, qima shi women you guiding shuo shi ylnggai 
zunzhong tamen de zongjiao xinyang. Ruguo shuo ni shi zhei ge zongjiao 
benshen bu tongyi dehua.. .danshi qima qianti shi zhei ge zongjiao shi yao 
bei zhengfu suo chengren de zongjiao.
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Me Suppose he has religious reasons, and so can’t fight. His religion won’t let 
him fight. But the government wants him to fight. Then what should he 
do?

C -l 1 Then I think in this sort of situation the government won’t make him go 
fight. China, for this type of ethnic minority,62 or for religous beliefs, 
there needs...at least we have rules that say their religious beliefs should 
be respected. If because of this religion you fundamentally don’t 
agree.. .but at least is has to be one of the religions that’s recognized by 
the government.

64.
C-20 Buguo cong Zhongguo xianfa lai jiang shi zunjing.. .jiu shuo zunzhong 

zhei ge geren de ...
C-21 Xinyang ha.
C-20 Xinyang ziyou. Cong zhei ge jiaodu lai shuo, na, ni yaoshi zunzhong

renjia de xinyang ziyou, na bu sha sheng.. .na, keyi bu sha sheng.
C-21 Na jiu keneng jiu bu qu le.
C-20 A.
C-21 Keneng.. .yexu jiu bu qu le.

C-20 Still, based on the Chinese constitution.. .that is, respect individual...
C-21 Beliefs.
C-20 .. .freedom of belief. From this perspective, then, if you respect people’s

freedom of belief, then not killing.. .then, it’s okay not to kill.
C-21 In that case maybe he won’t go.
C-20 Mm hm.
C-21 Maybe... perhaps he won’t go.

The “experts” in this case are those in the Chinese government who have determined 

which religions count as “official,” and therefore as legal. In appealing to this expert 

model, C -l 1, C-20 and C-21 are in some sense taking the easy way out by letting other

62 This points out a model of religion and ethnicity that is extremely common in China: things 

religious are almost invariably associated with ethnic minorities. Religious belief is in fact viewed as one 

of the defining characteristics o f certain ethnic minorities, a characteristic that differentiates them clearly 

from Han Chinese.
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— in their eyes more qualified — people resolve the issue for them. In doing so they

also avoid committing to one side or the other of the conflict between Duty To Country 

and Personal Principles, such as it exists. In the end, we don’t know if these interviewees 

agree with the expert model and we don’t know if they feel Zhang San should be allowed 

not to fight.

It seems, then, that support for Zhang San is weak among Chinese interviewees. 

Life Is Precious, Personal Principles, You Can’t Change Me, possible compromise 

approaches, and the above expert model all make cameo appearance, but the 

overwhelming tendency in the Chinese interviews is in favor of Duty To Country. (Some 

of the passages below do not come from follow-up questioning, but I only include quotes 

that do not rely for their reasoning on Zhang San already being a soldier. There is one 

exception to this, but it is dealt with on its own.)

We begin with a quote from C-17 that shows just how easy it is to dismiss 

Personal Principles in the face of Duty To Country:

65.
C-17 Ta xln II shi, jiushi shuo dui zhanzheng shi yanwu de. Bu yuan.. .ta

renwei zhanzheng shi bu dui de, dan ta meiyou shuo ta bu yuanyi.. .bu 
yuanyi qu wei guojia xiaoli qu canjia zhanzheng, shi bu shi? Ta yuan wen 
shi zenme jiang de? Ta haoxiang renwei zhanzheng shi bu dui de, dan ta 
meiyou zhei yang shuo wo bu xiang baowei zuguo huozhe shenme de.

C-17 In his heart, that is, he detests war. He doesn’t w ant.. .he thinks war is
wrong, but it didn’t say he isn’t willing.. .isn’t willing to go protect the 
country and serve in the war, right? What does the original text say? It
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seems he thinks war is wrong, but he doesn’t say, I don’t want to protect 
the country or whatever.

For C-17, Duty To Country is so strong that there is almost not a conflict here between

this model and Personal Principles. Most Americans, as we have seen, are willing to

consider holding to one’s personal principles, even in a time of severe national need.

And if one believes something is wrong, then one generally doesn’t have a desire to act

contrary to those beliefs. But for C-17, it is quite possible that Zhang San simultaneously

opposes war and wants to fight in a war. We will see below that most Chinese support of

Duty To Country is strong, but not this strong: Zhang San may have to fight in the war,

but it is at least understood that his desire is not to fight:

66.

C-14

C-15
C-14
C-15
C-14

C-15

C-14
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"Zai zhei zhong qmgkuang xia Zhang San hui zenme ban?" Na wo juede 
ta sulfan juede bu dui, danshi zhengfu jiao ta qu ruwu ta bu yuanyi ye bu 
xrng. Suoyi ta hai dei qu da zhang. "Ta ylnggai zenme ban?" Wo juede 
zhei ge ren shi bijiao tongku de, ta ylnggai zenme ban, ylnwei zai 
zhanzheng zhei zhong qmgkuang xia geren de yijian, geren de shengyln 
haoxiang xian de tebie weiruo.
Dui.
Ta kending hai dei qu da zhang, danshi ta ylnggai zenme ban?
Bu zhldao.
Wo juede ta zhi neng ziji haishi dei qu da zhang, danshi ta hui ba ta de xln 
li de kanfa gei ta de qln you huozhe gei xlnwen meitl shuo yl xia, danshi 
zhei yang de zhei ge ren keneng hui dang pantu, suoyi ye bu xing.
Ta ye bu hui dang pantu.

“In this sort of situation what would Zhang San do?” Well I think even 
though he thinks it’s wrong, if the government tells him to join the army 
it’s not okay for him not to. So he still must go fight. “What should he 
do?” I think this person is in a tough position as to what he should do, 
because under conditions of war it seems that individual ideas, 
individuals’ voices manifest very weakly.
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C-15 Right.
C-14 He definitely still must go fight, but what should he do?
C-15 I don’t know.
C-14 I think his only option is that he still must go fight, but he would tell his

opinions to his close friends or with the news media. But this sort of 
person might become a traitor so that’s not okay either.

C-15 He won’t63 become a traitor.

C-14 is aware of the possibility of Zhang San’s individual beliefs being at odds with the 

government, but even the relatively insignificant action of talking to friends or the news 

media is overruled by both C-14 and C-15 as traitorous. C-16 and C-17 also don’t see 

much choice for Zhang San:

67.
C-16 Wo juede.. .ruguo zhei shi yl zhong qiangzhi de xmgwei ta jiushi.. .ta jiu

renwei zhanzheng bu dui ta ye bixu fucong. Wo xiang zhei ge keneng 
xuanze de yudi bu shi hen duo.

C-17 Jiushi shuo, zhengfu rang ni qu, zheng n i.. .rang ni fu blngyi le, ni ye mei 
shenme ke fankang de jihui.

C-16 I think.. .if this is forced on him then.. .even though he believes war is
wrong he still must obey. I think there isn’t much room for him to make 
choices here.

C-17 That is, the government makes you go, drafts you.. .makes you do military 
service, there’s no opportunity for you to resist.

We have already seen in follow-up (see (61)) that C-16 is also sympathetic to Zhang San,

but C-17 is not:

68.

63 The Chinese translated here as w on’t is bu hui. Bu is a negator, and hui is a prediction. In other 
words, this w on’t is a prediction about Zhang San’s actions, not any modal statement about external 

constraints on Zhang San’s behavior.
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C-17 You keneng ta shi xin mou zhong zongjiao ta bu xiang canjia zhei chang 
zhanzheng. Dan ta guojia rang ta canjia wo juede ta shi ylnggai canjia. 
Wo juede shi zhei yang.

C-17 It’s possible that because he believes in some religion that he doesn’t want 
to participate in this war. But if his country wants him to participate I 
think he should participate. I think this is how it is.

Her modal choice is a bit less strong, but her stance is still clear: Zhang San’s duty to his

country outweighs his personal beliefs. C -l8 and C -l9 are also clear on this:

69.
C -18 Sulran ta ziji juede zhei jian shiqing keneng hui bu dui, danshi wo juede ta 

bu hui biaoxian chu lai. Ta ye hui sufzhe dajia yiqi qu da zhang.
C -l9 Zhang San sulran juede zhei ge da zhang bu dui, danshi ta yfyang hu i.. .hui 

jin ziji de nuli qu renzhen de wancheng zhei xiang renwu.
C-18 Dui. "Ta ylnggai zenme ban?" Wo juede.. .ruguo yao huan shi wo de hua, 

wo bei yingzhengruwu le, wo juede meiyou qfta de banfa.
C-19 Zhi you qu zuo...
C-18 Zhi you qu zuo...
C-19 Ziji ylnggai zuo de shiqing.
C-18 Ziji ylnggai zuo de shiqing.

C-18 Even though he himself thinks this matter might be wrong, I think he
won’t let it show. He’ll go along with everyone and go fight.

C-19 Even though Zhang San thinks this war is wrong, like everyone
he’11...he’11 conscientiously fulfill his duty with the utmost diligence.

C-18 Yes. “What should he do?” I think...if it were me, and I were drafted, I 
don’t think there would be any other way.

C-19 The only way would be to do...
C-18 The only way would be do do...
C-19 ... what he should do.
C-18 ... what he should do.

The should here might be from Zhang San’s viewpoint — Zhang San thinking “I should

do this” — or it could be from the interviewees’ perspective — “I think Zhang San

should do this.” Either way, Personal Principles is taking a clear backseat once again to
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Duty To Country. From the very beginning of their discussion, C-20 and C-21 have no

doubt about Zhang San’s course of action:

70.
C-21 T a jiu d e iq u .
C-20 Ta bixu dei qu.
C-21 Mm.
C-20 Ta jfbian shi fandui, nenme ta ylnwei shi junren...
C-21 Jiu dei fucong...
C-20 .. .zai budui II haishi bixu dei fucong mingling. Suoyi ta zai zhei zhong

qmgkuang hai dei, bixu dei qu da zhang.
C-21 Dui. Erqie zai Zhongguo wo juede you zheme yl ge qmgkuang. Biru 

zhanzheng, buguan zenmeyang, ta yao qu, jiu shuo ni pao le .. .zhei ge 
taoblng shi tebie kechi.

C-21 He must go.
C-20 He really must go.
C-21 Mm hm.
C-20 Even though he opposes it, still because he’s a soldier...
C-21 He must obey...
C-20 .. .in the army he still really must obey orders. So in this situation he still

must, really must go fight.
C-21 Yes. Also in China I think it’s like this: in times of war, it doesn’t matter 

what the situation, he must go. If you flee.. .deserting is really shameful.

What I have translated as really must is, in Chinese, bixu dei. Each of these two words

— bixu and dei — can stand alone as must, but they can also be strung together for extra

emphasis. The last word translated as must — yao — in many circumstances expresses

desire, but here indicates compulsion.64 Again, some of the strength of this response

64 This compulsion could be moral, or it could be based on the brute force of the institutions concerned. 
A s we will see later in this chapter, there is a strong tendency in the Chinese interviews away from moral 

compulsion, which would argue here for an interpretation based more on institutional compulsion.
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might have something to do with the wording of the question, as Zhang San is presumed

already to be a soldier. But in follow-up, not much changes, even when the question of 

religious belief is posed. In the case of C-20 and C-21, in fact, the conflict is difficult to 

comprehend. They are convinced he would still have to go fight, but the very premise of 

the question is odd. It is hard to conceive of there being a religious draftee:

71.
C-21 Wo conglai meiyou.. .wo juede hen youyisi, jiu conglai meiyou xiang 

guo.. .keneng, wo juede zhei zhong qmgkuang bijiao shao.
C-20 Zongjiao.. .budui he zhei ge zongjiao zhei ge guanxi mei zenme zhuyi 

guo.
C-21 Conglai meiyou ren shuo guo.

C-21 I’ve never.. .1 think this is interesting, I’ve never thought about.. .maybe, I 
think this type of situation is quite rare.

C-20 Religion.. .the army and religion, the relationship between them, I ’ve 
never paid attention to it.

C-21 No one has ever mentioned it.

C-18, too, in follow-up, has a hard time comprehending the question:

72.
Me Jiaru Zhang San zhisuoyi renwei da zhang shi bu dui de shi ylnwei ta .. .shi 

ylnwei zongjiao de yuanyln. Na ta ylnggai zenme ban ne?
C-18 Jiushi shuo, ta zhei ge zongjiao jueding ta bu ylnggai qu canjia zhei chang 

zhanzheng?
Me Dui.
C-18 Jiarushuo, jiu shuo, ruguo Zhongguo he Ylsllanjiao de mou yl ge guojia 

fasheng jiaozhan le, ta benshen xin Ylsllanjiao?
Me Ta ziji renwei, ylnwei zongjiao yuanyln renwei sha ren shi bu dui de.
C-19 Birushuo ta xin fo, danshi ta yao qu da zhang, ta renwei...
C-18 Dan wo juede ta meiyou renhe de qita de xuanze.

Unfortunately this must, via the compulsion imposed by a lack of conclusive evidence, remain speculative. 
(Of course it could also be the case that both sorts of compulsion are intended here.)
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Me Suppose the reason Zhang San things war is wrong is that he .. .is for 
religious reasons. Then what should he do?

C-18 That is, his religion decides that he shouldn’t go participate in this war?
Me Right.
C-18 For instance, that is, if China and some Islamic country go to war, and 

Zhang San believes in Islam?
Me He himself believes, for religious reasons, that it’s wrong to kill people.
C-19 For example he’s Buddhist, but he has to go to war, he believes...
C-18 But I think he doesn’t have any other choice.

It takes a bit for C-18 to understand the possibility of someone not wanting to fight 

because war in itself is wrong. And once he does understand, he still decides in favor of 

Duty To Country.

C-19 gives a long defense of Duty To Country, quoted below in its entirety:

73.
C-19 Wo juede kan zhei chang zhanzheng shi shenme, jiu birushuo queshf zhei 

ge ren xin fo, blrushub xin fo, ta juede ta bu ylnggai qu mouhai 
shengming, jiushi qu jinxing zhei zhong canren de huodong, danshi 
birushuo zhei ge qita.. .qita de guojia yao ruqin de, yijlng dadao jia 
menkou le, na wo weile jiushi baohu wo de zhei ge jia, wo ye bu keneng 
shuo wo xiushou pangguan, bu qu guan. Weile wo de zongjiao, weile wo 
bu nenggou qu sha ren, weile wo bu nenggou qu .. .wo juede zhei yao kan 
jiushi juti de liyou, jiushi shuo zhei ge zhanzheng duiyu ta benshen zhei ge 
yiyi daodi you duo zhong? Jiushi shuo ta ruguo juede zhei ge zhanzheng 
sulran shi bu ylnggai qu da, danshi duiyu wo de yiyi you hen zhongyao 
dehua, dan wo juede ta jiu hui qu canjia, erqie zhengfu jiushi ye ylnggai 
jiushi.. .jiushi qiangpo.. .ye bu neng shuo shi qiangpo ba, jiushi zhfxmg ta 
ziji de zhei zhong quanli, rang zhei ge ren yingzhengruwu qu canjia da 
zhang. Danshi ruguo shuo ta dui zhei ge zhanzheng de yiyi.. .jiu zhei ge 
zhanzheng de yiyi dui zhei ge Zhang San zhei ge ren lai jiang yiyi bu shi 
hen zhongda, jiushi shuo da he bu da gen wo lai shuo meiyou shenme 
guanxi, shi guojia zhiding de yl zhong celue, jiushi dui wo benren lai shuo 
bing meiyou shenme da'an, bing meiyou shenme hen zhongyao de yiyi 
dehua, wo fan'er shi yl zhong feichang beidong de qiangpo de bu qmgyuan 
de qu dehua, nenme wo dao juede jiushi.. .hui you yixie bu hell de difang 
cunzai. Danshi duiyu renhe yl ge shehui lai jiang, jiushi ta bu keneng shi 
an .. .jiushi ta suo caiqu de shiqing, bu keneng shi an suoyou ren de yiyuan
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qu ban. Ta bu keneng manzu suoyou ren de yiyuan, ylnwei mei ge ren de 
geren de yiyuan dou shi bu tong de. Ge you gezi de xiangfa. Danshi ta 
bixu yao you yl ge hexln de liyi zai limian. Jiushi shuo wo shi weile da 
duoshu ren de liyi, wo weile yl ge zhuyao de liyi qu caiqu de zhei ge 
zhengce, zheige cuoshT. Dan wo bu keneng ylnwei ni yl ge ren de bu 
yuanyi er qu gaibian zhei ge weile da duoshu de ren de liyi de zhei ge 
cuoshT lai zhei yang de nei ge xmgdong. Wo juede shi zhei yang de.

C-19 I think you have to look at what this war is, for instance if this person 
really is Buddhist, he’s Buddhist, he thinks he shouldn’t harm living 
things, or undertake this type of ruthless activity. But for example if 
another.. .another country wants to invade, and is already at the door,65 
then in order to protect my home, it’s not possible for me to stand by and 
watch and not do something about it. For my religion, in order for me not 
to kill people, in order for me not to go .. .1 think you have to look at the 
specific reason. That is, fundamentally how great is this war’s meaning 
for him? That is, if he thinks even though I shouldn’t go fight in this war, 
it still holds great meaning for me, then I think he would go participate, 
plus I think the government should...force...well I can’t say force, but 
exercise his rights,66 and make this person be drafted and participate in the 
war. But if the war’s meaning for him .. .this war’s meaning for Zhang 
San, the meaning isn’t so great, that is, fighting or not fighting doesn’t 
matter to me, it’s just a government tactic, then for myself this war isn’t a 
big deal, this war doesn’t carry any important meaning, I’m just being 
passively forced to fight unwillingly, then in that case I think...there’s 
some unreasonableness to this. But for any society, it’s 
impossible.. .whatever measures it takes, it’s impossible to do things 
according to the wishes of everyone. It’s impossible to satisfy everyone’s 
wishes, because everyone’s individual wishes are different. Each person 
has his own way of thinking. But at the heart of it must be someone’s 
interests. That is, for the interests of a great majority, for a more 
important interest I’ll adopt this policy, this measure. But it’s impossible 
for me to change this policy, that’s in the interests of a great majority, or 
take this sort of action just because you don’t agree. I think this is the way 
it is.

65 This metaphor will be examined more closely in Chapter 5.
66 “Exercise his right” appears to be euphemistic for what C-19 almost said: force him to fight.
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C-19 is willing to pay lip service to Zhang San’s principles, but nothing more. Like C- 

17, C-19 sees the possibility of Zhang San actually wanting to fight, despite his religious 

beliefs. And while she briefly considers allowing him some leeway for his beliefs, she is 

quick to point out its “unreasonableness,” and to frame Zhang San’s actions as selfish.

Duty To Country really does seem to carry the day for the Chinese interviewees. 

As we have seen, respondees are sometimes unclear about their own beliefs as to whether 

Zhang San should have to fight, but all are clear that he would have to fight. This latter 

form of evidence of the strength of Duty To Country is not as convincing as the former, 

but it is still persuasive: Question #6 invites competing models into the discussion by 

posing this as a contradiction between Zhang San’s beliefs and national policy. Even if 

the speakers themselves are not sympathetic to Zhang San, presumably, in order to 

answer the question thoroughly — as all interviewees seem eager to do — they would at 

least consider whatever competing models are at their disposal. But as we have seen, it is 

difficult to find any competing models at all.

One possible partial explanation for this has to do with differing historical

realities of war in the U.S. and China. China’s territorial sovereignty has been

significantly violated twice in the past two centuries: after the Opium Wars of the mid-

19th Century, and during World War II. China’s experience of war has been a relatively

desperate one: fight now or lose the homeland. In the U.S., however, national borders
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have never been immediately threatened by an outside invading party, with the exception 

of the attack on Pearl Harbor, and even that was thousands of miles from the mainland. 

War is more of an abstract, preventive measure than a desperate, necessary measure to 

save the country’s very existence. Thus, when a war scenario is posited, it is easier for an 

American to be sympathetic to an unwilling draftee, since the stakes are so much lower 

than they are in China.

However, I don’t think this can account for the entirety of the difference in the 

strength of Duty To Country. First, wars are consistently justified in the U.S. as 

defending “vital national interests.” The attacks that precipitated U.S. involvement in 

World War II were conceived of as immediately threatening territorial integrity. The 

“domino theory” metaphor, as analyzed by George Lakoff (1999), allowed the Kennedy 

administration to argue that control of Vietnam by the Vietcong effectively meant control 

of the Eastern hemisphere, the Western hemisphere, and ultimately the United States, by 

hostile communist forces. So even if in reality the United States’ territorial integrity has 

never been seriously threatened, wars have been consistently conceptualized in this way. 

Second, there is an interesting exchange between E-25 and E-26 that is very hard to 

imagine Chinese people having. It includes pieces of (44) and (56):

74.
E-25 In order.. .in order to get that kind of widespread oppostion to where

people are...to where enough people are actively dodging the draft, it'd 
have to be a pretty illegitimate war, and by the time they're drafting
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people, it's obvious that...that the war has gotten too out of control for the 
professional soldiers.

E-26 Mm hm.
E-25 Or it's come too close to home and they really need people to fight, in

which case hopefully people would not be dodging the draft, but.. .hey, 
who knows? Um...

E-26 Well, I don't think anyone should have to fight for something they don't 
believe in.

E-25 I m ean.. .yeah, I guess...
E-26 Why would... why would you have to fight for a cause that's not your

own? I mean, maybe to Chris here like he believes the people are more 
important than the country. The country's made of the people, not the 
land. In which case it would be better for the people to maybe give up the 
war, or flee the country and like, you know, let, um, the enemy 
government take over to some extent to save lives.

E-25 Yeah, but... but like saving lives with... I mean what if the enemy
government taking over is .. .is an oppressive dictatorship? I mean, I 
would.. .the people eventually are going to get tired of it and more blood's 
going to be shed throwing them out and reinstituting a freer government.

E-26 Mm, well, yeah, but then the people who overthrow the government 
are...I mean if it's guerilla warfare, that [sic] they're going to be 
volunteers, people who do it because they want to, because they believe in 
it. I mean if .. .if they're going to fight the war they should use people who 
want to fight the war that.. .1 mean I think if it was that important to 
people, they would get volunteers to the extent that people agree with it.

E-25 Well see I think to a certain extent you can't really make people fight if 
they don't want to.

I don’t know how representative this view is of the American responses, as E-25 and E- 

26 are the only interviewees who explicitly address the possibility of the U.S. being taken 

over by an outside power. What I find interesting about this exchange, however, is the 

concern, throughout, with what individual citizens want and need as opposed to what the 

nation wants and needs: even if the very existence of the nation is threatened, individual
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citizens’ lives, wants and needs come first. E-26’s metonymy is a nice encapsulation of 

this: “The country’s made of the people, not the land.” Without the people’s support, the 

nation doesn’t exist, indeed shouldn’t exist. The overall point here is that, even in this 

case, in which war is explicitly conceptualized as threatening the existence of the nation, 

it is possible for Americans to prioritize the desires and moral concerns of people over 

Duty To Country. It is difficult to imagine such an argument being made by the Chinese 

speakers.

Unfortunately, the task of figuring out the reasoning behind Duty To Country is 

more difficult for the Chinese data than for the American data. The Chinese interviewees 

simply don’t offer up as much detailed information behind this model. Even in C-19’s 

long passage above, little reasoning is given for supporting the war, other than the 

supposition that the enemy is ready to take over the country, and therefore the situation is 

dire. However there are hints here and there, which I’ll now present.

The Categorical Imperative plays some role here. Both C-15 and C-18 argue that 

if one person is allowed not to fight, then no one would fight. The reasoning, though not 

made explicit, probably goes something like this: wars are necessary; to fight a war, you 

need an army; life is precious, no one wants to die; people should be treated equally; 

therefore, Zhang San’s resistance, taken to its logical conclusion, means there would be 

no army; therefore, Zhang San’s resistance must not be taken seriously. All citizens have
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a duty to fight when called on to do so. This is much like the American case, except

there is no explicit evidence here for Duty To Fellow Citizens, which seems to be the 

basis for the American Categorical Imperative. Duty To Fellow Citizens certainly does 

exist in China — every year on television one sees, for instance, moving tales of self- 

sacrificing citizens rescuing other citizens from summer floods — but there is no explicit 

evidence of it here.

Both C-15 and C-18 offer partial explanations of Duty To Country. During 

follow-up, C-15’s first response is to challenge the premise of the question. He says the 

only religious people in China are Tibetans and Uighurs (see also footnote #10), and 

since very few soldiers would be drafted from Tibet or Xinjiang (home of the Uighurs), 

this situation wouldn’t occur very often, if at all. I then push him a bit, asking him to 

imagine that this did happen. He answers:

75.
C-15 Zhe shi di yl ge qmgkuang. Di er ge qmgkuang shi jiaru hai you de hua,

ylnwei zhe shi you liang zhong qmgkuang, m zong jiushi tamen.. .jiushi 
women jiang shi Zhonghua mmzu de yl zhong slxiang, Zhonghua mmzu 
de yl zhong slxiang ta shi guojia shi zhishang de, jiushi.. .suoyi dehua, 
suoyi.. .jiushi Zhongguo you yl ju gu hua jiao jinzhong baoguo le. Suoyi 
guo nei ge dongxi buguan ta xinyang zenmeyang ta dou hui fang zai di er 
wei de.

C-14 Ni shuo buguan shi dui Han zu lai shuo haishi dui Menggu, Xinjiang...
C-15 Dui, tamen shaoshu mmzu ta dou hui you zhei yang de. Suoyi jiu shuo

guojia rang ta qu da zhang, ta you xinyang de yuanyln ta jiu hui qu da de. 
Ta bu hui qu xiang hen duo dongxi. Jiushi ta hui gen ta guojia ta jiu hui 
qu da zhang. Zhei ge zai lishi shang huozhe zai.. .yizhi dou shi zenme 
fasheng.

C-14 Dui.
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C-15 That was the first type of situation. The second type of situation is
suppose there is someone [in Zhang San’s position]. There are two types 
of situations, and speaking generally...what we’re talking about is a type 
of thinking of the Chinese nation.67 One type of thinking of the Chinese 
nation is to put the country first. That is .. .therefore, therefore.. .there’s an 
ancient Chinese saying, “be utterly loyal to the country.” Therefore the 
country, it doesn’t matter what his beliefs are, he’ll put them in a 
secondary position.

C-14 You’re saying it doesn’t matter if it’s for a Han person or for a Mongolian 
or someone from Xinjiang...

C-15 Right, those ethnic minorities, they would all be this way. So if the
country wants you to go to war, if he has religious reasons he’ll still go 
fight. He won’t think about it very much. He’ll just go along with his 
country and fight. This, throughout history. ..things have always 
happened this way.

C-14 Right.

So it’s clear that the country comes first. Unfortunately, however, it still isn’t clear why. 

The only justification given is historical, which for C-15 is enough. C-18 offers another 

explanation:

76.
C-18 Zhei ge duiyu Zhongguoren lai shuo... ta nei zhong... zenme shuo ne, jiu

shuo ta fandui zhei zhong zhengfu.. .keneng gen women xiao shthou 
jieshou de jiaoyu you guan. Wo juede xiao shfhou jieshou de jiaoyu da 
bufen dou shi juede.. .zhengfu, huozhe shuo dang, jueding yixie shenme 
shiqing ta jiushi you daoli de. Erqie nei ge meiti de daoxiang dou shi 
qlngxiang yu shuo zhei ge dang zhiding de zhengce shi zhengque de, shi 
hell de.

C-18 This, for Chinese people...this sort of thing...how to say it, opposing the
government... may be has to do with the education we received when we 
were young. I think the education we received when we were young, most

67 Chinese nation here is zhonghua mmzu. This term is meant to refer not just to China as a nation

state, but to all Chinese people both in China and around the world. There will be more on this below.
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of it says.. .the government, or the party, if they decide on some matters 
it’s reasonable. Also the orientation of the media tends to say that policies 
that the party decides on are correct, are reasonable.

This still isn’t much of an explanation, however. It doesn’t get at any cultural models

that may underlie Duty To Country. Also, it sounds a tad suspicious: if C-18 has

achieved this level of meta-awareness about his education, and has spent time abroad,

then it seems he has begun to question the validity of what he was taught, and thus

himself has the tools to be critical about the Chinese government — though it is also

possible that he is speaking for people who still live in China and have not had exposure

to other ideas.

For more clues about the reasons behind Duty To Country, we have two other

sources. First are responses to Question #2:

2. How would you explain to a five-year-old what a government is and its 
relationship to the people?

As discussed in Chapter 1, the original purpose of asking this question was to elicit

metaphors for the nation. Metphorical aspects of answers to Question #2 will be

addressed more generally in Chapter 5; here, we look briefly at some ideas, metaphorical

and non-metaphorical, in the Chinese responses about what a government is and should

be.

In Chinese responses to Question #2, several notions recur frequently. One is that

government should represent the interests of the people. A second is that government
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should serve the people. And a third is an expectation that a government should maintain

social order, doling out punishments to criminals and ensuring that people are treated 

fairly. Unfortunately “representing the interests of the people” and “serving the people” 

often go undefined, but occsionally these first two aspects of government are described in 

terms of the third. C-14 offers the following definition of “serve the people,” in terms of 

a metaphor in which kindergarten students are playing a game and a dispute arises:

77.
C-14 Dui, ta jiu hui wen shenme jiao "wei renmin fuwu?" Na wo jiu shuo

nimen yl qun xiao haizi zuo youxi le, keneng zhei ge Zhang San, ta mrng 
rnrng shi ta shuo le, ta fei yao shuo ta ymg le, na zhei yang de ta zhei ge 
jiushi yl ge huai xiaohair, na zhei ge huai xiaohair ne, jiu xuyao you yl ge 
tuanti lai rang ta bu yao zhei yang zuo huai de xrngwei, rang ta zuo hao 
shi. Huozhe ruguo ta jianchi zuo huai shi, women jiu xiang banfa ba ta gei 
huozhe guan qilai huozhe chengfa ta huozhe bu rang ta canjia youxi le, jiu 
shuo zhei yang nimen zuo youxi de youtuan, yl ge da de tuanti dangzhong 
xuyao yl ge xiao de tuanti lai ba dajia de yijian gei jizhong qilai.

C-14 Right, he would ask, what does “serve the people” mean? Well, I would 
say, a group of you kids, maybe Zhang San here, he says clearly, he insists 
on saying he won. Being like this he’s a bad kid, so this bad kid, this 
requires a group to make him not do this sort of bad behavior, make him 
do good things. Or maybe he keeps doing bad things, and we think of a 
way to lock him up, or to punish him, or to not let him play games. That 
is, this way your game-playing group, from a big group you need a little 
group to concentrate everyone’s opinions.

Here, serving the people is defined as regulating behavior to maintain order. Concern

with order runs throughout the Chinese responses (and, for that matter, the American

responses, though I won’t address that here). In two interviews, for instance, the raison

d ’etre of government is given as protecting from the “terrifying” prospect of anarchy:
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78.
C-17 Weishenme yao you zhengfu? Jiushi ylnwei wuzhengfu zhuangkuang shi 

hen kongbu de. Suoyi women yao you zhengfu, wuzhengfu de 
zhuangkuang dajia dou xiang gan shenme jiu gan shenme, wo xiang sha 
ren jiu sha ren.
[...]
Suoyi women yao you zhengfu.. .lai kong.. .lai shi yixie.. .nei xie ren 
de .. .po zheixie hen xie'e de yuwang nei zhong.. .shanghai bie ren de 
yuwang dedao kongzhi.

C-17 Why do we need government? Because anarchy is terrifying. So we need 
government. Under anarchy, everyone does just what they want. If I want 
to kill someone I just kill someone.

[ . . . ]

So we need government...to control...to make some...those 
people’s...destroy these people’s evil desires, like that...their desire to 
harm other people will be controlled.

79.
C-21 B uyaoluan. Xiang yl ge fangxiang.
C-20 Dui. Jiushi Zhongguohua suo shuo de, wuzhengfu zhuangtai jiushi...
C-21 Buhao.

C-21 We don’t want chaos. Go in one direction.
C-20 Right. As we say in Chinese, anarchy is ...
C-21 Bad.

Other interviewees also point out the chaos-regulating, stability-maintaining function of 

government.

Returning to the question of Duty To Country: it is possible that citizens feel a 

moral debt to the government for maintaining order and providing a stable environment 

in which to live. This is of course speculative, but the evidence presented here is 

certainly compatible with such a conclusion, even if the evidence is somewhat indirect.
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Another source of evidence to which we may turn is data from the original 

“discarded” interviews. Even with all the methodological problems present in those 

interviews, interesting and useful tidbits occasionally surface, and since we are somewhat 

desperate to find evidence here, and since two interviews provide such evidence, it is 

worth citing.

C-5, a 28-year-old female graduate student in Education, offers an ethnicity-based 

nationalistic perspective on Duty To Country. The question to which she is responding is 

“What duties does a country have toward its citizens.” She mentions providing for 

people’s basic material needs and providing a sense of safety. The she adds:

80.
C-5 Erqie wo juede yao you yl zhong.. .gei zhei ge guojia de gbngmrn you yT 

zhong hen zihao de nei zhong mmzu gan. Ylnwei wo yi wo shi zhei ge 
guojia de gongmrn wei rong. Wo juede zhei yang keneng zhei shi yT ge 
guojia ylnggai gei de yiwu.

C-5 Also I think there should be.. .give the citizens of this country a proud 
feeling of nationalism. Because I take being a citizen of this country as 
honorable. I think this is maybe a duty that a country has toward its 
citizens.

One term here requires more careful definition. The word translated as nationalism is 

mmzu gan. Mmzu means “nation” in the ethnic, rather than the political, sense, and gan 

means “feeling.” The idea here is that a government, as a political entity, has the duty to 

instill in its citizens a sense of belonging to an ethnic community. Presumably this runs 

deeper than mere political loyalty.
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The relationship between nation in the political sense and nation in the ethnic 

sense is addressed in more detail by C-3, a 33-year-old male graduate student in History. 

The question he is responding to is “What duties does a person have to his family and 

country?” C-3 explains that duty to family and duty to country are highly prized in 

China:

81.
C-3 Weile guojia m key! fu chu yfqie, weile jiatfng m ye key! fu chu yfqie. 

Dang nei liang ge gainian chongtu de shfhou, m xuanze dui guojia de 
yiwu, m ye shi zhengque de, ni xuanze dui jiatfng de yiwu, ni ye shi 
zhengque de. Dangran yiban lai shuo, dui guojia de yiwu haoxiang geng 
bei ren kanzhong yl dian. Ranhou ne, xiandai lai shuo, guojia gen mmzu 
zuowei liang ge gainian yijlng bei fenkai lai le, danshi zai Zhongguo ren 
de naozi limian, jiushi zai da bufen putong Zhongguo ren naozi limian — 
jiushi shuo ni ruguo bu shi xue falu de, bu shi xue zhengzhi de, ba liang ge 
gainian gao de feichang qingchu, fen de hen kai — putong Zhongguo ren 
guojia he mmzu wangwang shi hunxiao zai yiqi de. Guojia jiushi minzu, 
minzu jiushi guojia.

C-3 For the country you can give your all, and for your family you can also
give your all. When these two come into conflict, if you choose your duty 
to the country, you’re correct, and if you choose your duty to your family, 
you’re also correct. Of course, in general, the duty to the country is seen 
by people as somewhat more important. On top of all that, nowadays 
“country” and “ethnicity” are two concepts that have already been 
separated. But in the minds of Chinese people, that is in the minds of 
most common Chinese people — that is, if you don’t study law and don’t 
study government and have these two concepts clearly differentiated — 
for common Chinese people “country” and “ethnicity” are always mixed 
together. Country is ethnicity, and ethnicity is country.

C-3 and C-5 give us a picture of Duty To Country stemming in large part from a basic

sense of ethnic nationalism, of belonging to an ethnic group. This is further supported by
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C-15’s invocation, in (74) above, of the term Zhonghua mmzu, which means the “Chinese 

nation” in the ethnic, rather than the political, sense: it refers not just to people living in 

the P.R.C., but to all people of Chinese ethnicity around the world. As such it includes 

all of China’s ethnic minorities, plus overseas Chinese communities. More so than 

residency in the P.R.C., membership in the zhonghua mmzu is what defines one as 

“Chinese.”68

If this is the case, then Duty To Country may be a “rock-bottom” cultural model 

for the Chinese that requires no further explanation. This must remain speculative, given 

the lack of overwhelmeing evidence, but, taken together, the various hints in the data 

point toward this conclusion. In fact, the difficulty in finding explicit articulations of the 

reasoning underlying Duty To Country is itself evidence that Duty To Country is taken as 

more of a given by the Chinese than the Americans: one’s duty to one’s country is self- 

evident. It requires no explicit justification.

Overall, then, the individual and the nation appear to stand in relationship to each 

other in quite different ways in China and the U.S. Returning to the original question, 

one reason why Chinese interviewees respond so much more negatively to Question #3

68 Chen Shuibian, the president of Taiwan, once got into trouble with the PRC government for a speech 

he gave in which he said he was proud to be a hud ren, or “Chinese person,” in the sense of zhonghua 

mmzu. His speech was translated into German as being proud to be Chinesisch, or “Chinese,” and then 

back-translated into Chinese as zhongguoren, or “Chinese person” in the sense of the Chinese nation-state.
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than to Question #5 may have to do with views of the individual vis-a-vis the nation. 

While this is never explicitly articulated by any of the Chinese speakers, it may be the 

case that, since #5 involves a matter of national scope, speakers are willing to give the 

government more leeway, via Duty To Country, and to sacrifice some individual benefit. 

#3, by contrast, involves no obvious benefit to the nation, or to anyone, whatsoever.

True, the scenario in #3 also has much more immediate and negative consequences for 

the protagonist than #5, but then we have a new mystery: why are the responses by 

Americans to these two questions so similar? Positing two different models of the 

relationship between the individual and the nation offers the advantage of explaining both 

mysteries: Question #3 highlights unjustified harm to an individual’s well-being with no 

tangible benefit to anyone, and so both the Chinese and the American interviewees 

respond strongly. Question #5 highlights the relationship between the individual and the 

nation, and so the Chinese, because of the strength of Duty To Country, may be willing to 

give the government more leeway, while the Americans, with their strong support for the 

individual — whose economic well-being is harmed by the tax increase — feel less 

charitably toward the government. One could make the counterargument that Americans, 

as we have seen, are more willing to go along with the tax increase if there is a tangible

The PRC government, reading this back-translated version, interpreted Chen’s remarks as threatening the 
“one-China principle.”
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benefit to the nation as a whole, so this alone doesn’t differentiate Chinese views from 

American views. However, recall that the entire moral underpinning of Duty To Nation 

is based for Americans on the individual, and Americans’ flexibility with regard to the 

tax increase is predicated upon some benefit ultimately redounding to individuals. My 

argument here is that it may be the case that Chinese are still willing to go along with a 

decision by the government even if they themselves won’t ultimately see any benefit 

from it.

This is obviously a shaky argument, and by itself cannot explain all the 

differences. There is more to this picture. Next I will argue that another reason for the 

difference in responses to Questions #3 and #5 stems from divergent views of what it 

means to be human and what it means to be moral.

Humans in and out of context

I am treading on treacherous ground here. In speaking in grand generalities about 

“essential” differences between Chinese and American views of humanity and morality, I 

risk being misunderstood as passing judgment on different ways of living. My intention 

here is expressly not to say one way or the other is a “better” way of being. I wish 

merely to present some suggestive evidence for some intriguing cultural differences.

The overall thrust of the argument is that, in general, Americans tend to view both

the individual and morality from an abstract, decontextualized, “God’s-eye view,” while
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Chinese view humans more from within their specific problem-solving contexts. For 

evidence, we turn to Questions #11, #12, #7 and #8, in that order.

Questions #11 and #12 provide data about how people are or are not 

contextualized according to their membership in a social group, in this case an ethnic 

group:

11. There are stereotypes about certain ethnic groups in the United States. Some 
claim, for instance, that because few African Americans play volleyball, that 
this says something about abilities possessed by certain ethnic groups. Is 
there any truth to such stereotypes?

12. Is there one dominant ethnic group in the United States? Is this the way it 
should be?

Recall from Chapter 1 that #11 was asked more bluntly in Chinese, back-translatable 

roughly as:

11’. China is a multi-ethnic country, consisting of Han, Mongolian, Hui, Tibetan, 
and many other ethnic minorities. Do you believe that the abilities and 
natures of all ethnic groups are the same?

And for Question #12, China is mentioned instead of the United States.

There are massive differences across the board in terms of how Americans and 

Chinese respond to this question. Here we will limit ourselves to what is relevant to this 

chapter, namely what sorts of things are said about individuals. Again the differences are 

stark. Americans are cautious about making generalizations. When they do make 

generalizations they offer them apologetically and insist on caveats. Physiological
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differences among ethnic groups are sometimes posited, but are never linked to

differences in mental abilities, though they are sometimes linked to differences in athletic 

abilities.69 Overall, Americans are uncomfortable talking about people as members of 

ethnic groups, and instead prefer to focus on individuals.

The following is typical of the way in which physiological differences are 

discussed, and of the discomfort experienced by the Americans:

82.
E-16 Well, I can tell you that.. .between the genders there are real physical

differences; between the ethnic groups there are real measurable physical 
differences, not gigantic ones, all one species, it's variation within the 
species. I can also say I personally admit that I'm not comfortable talking 
about this sort of thing, purely because acknowledging the variation 
between gender and race and that sort of thing opens the terrible can of 
worms of late Victorian anthropology and that sort of thing and people 
who think that you can measure people's cranium size and this sort of 
thing, and...and make all sorts of judgments about their ability to do this 
and that and the other.

In fact, it’s quite possible that many Americans do in fact believe in sizeable “innate”

differences among ethnic groups, but that, given both (a) the history, elaborated upon by

E-16, of late Victorian anthropology, and (b) how averse American society has become to

the very act of publicly classifying people by ethnicity, they don’t want to explore the

possibility of significant innate ethnic differences for fear of being misunderstood and

69 Certainly one would find competing models among less-educated people that give more credence to 

the relationship between physiology and mental abilities.
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unfairly judged. Regardless of the reasons, however, there is a great deal of discomfort

on the part of the Americans in answering Questions #11 and #12, appearing not only in 

passages like (82), but also palpable in a proliferation of pauses and false starts in 

response to these questions.

Reason (b) above — the aversion of Americans to publicly classifying people by 

ethnic group — is an immensely complex phenomenon, about which much could be said, 

but for which there is little room here to elaborate. Instead, I examine here one of the 

many reasons for this tendency: American privileging of the individual. Many times in 

the American responses, the individual is emphasized over group classification. In 

answer to #11, E-16 says:

83.
E-16 Well, but, what the really really important thing is, is to be able to

differentiate between a stereotype and an individual. And if you want to 
have stereotypes, um, I think it's dumb, because I think it's going to make 
it more different.. .or more difficult for you to differentiate and for you to 
set that aside. If you.. .if you have any stereotype that you want to hold 
to .. .violently, I think that that's very very foolish. And other than that I 
don't care if you stereotype me for whatever you'd like to stereotype me 
for, as long as you're willing to get to know me and find out, well, I was 
wrong about this and this and this, and he's big but he's not good at any 
sports, ha ha ha ha, um .. .that sort of thing.

In response to #12, E-21 and E-22 begin to debate “diversity.” E-22 argues in favor of

diversity; E-21 seems to be arguing against it. E-22 says it’s good for different ethnic
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groups to interact and learn from each other, but E-21 stubbornly resists. Then he

articulates his argument:

84.
E-21 Hm. Well you see, that's where I differ, I don't think that there's, um a 

diversity as.. .as related to an ethnic group. The.. .it's more like an 
individual diversity that, without...

E-22 Yeah you could think about it that way, as more of an individualistic.. .uh, 
tone of that nature, not...

E-21 That each person has talents that they can contribute to a body.
E-22 Right. Right, more of an individualist.. .instead of having a broad label of 

being a part of a certain ethnic group, it's more of each person...brings a 
certain set of uh skills, or...uh, interests to the table, basically, and, kinda 
pools it together.

E-21 Yeah, and.. .and that each one is unique, not that we have to include 
everyone in...

E-22 Right, I understand what you mean. In terms o f...
E-21 .. .in .. .in every particular aspect of life, because that's not where each

individual person fits, in say some...case.
E-22 Well the idea I think...I think...well I think in the sense that going beyond

each ethnic group is the way to look at each individual in each ethnic 
group as having some special value, or special interest that they have, 
which makes them diverse from another person in their own ethnic group, 
and the... you know... you... you'd have... a mixing there, 
uh .. .you'd.. .you'd have.. .that each person based.. .you'd.. .the way to look 
at it would be, you know, to basically, to break away this whole concept 
of the ethnic group you'd have to look at people as having their own 
separate sense of values, or each individual as having a sense of special 
value, or interests. Everyone's different in that sense, yeah.

E-21 Yeah, practically, if you're speaking that way, then if you're saying that
there's some visual distinction between people of an ethnic group...

E-22 No no no, I'm not saying visual, but...
E-21 . . .so then yeah I would say...1 would say that we're also a society in

which that's heavily weighed upon the conscious [sic] of each individual. 
But I . . .I'm saying that the diversity isn't so much within that ethnic.. .um, 
physical attribute, but it's more within the talents...

E-22 Right, yeah. On an indivi...individualistic level.
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E-21 .. .of being a  teacher o r say a  leader or, whatever.
E-22 Okay. Yeah.

This is a fairly extreme notion of the individual vis-a-vis ethnicity. Note also the 

appearance of Life Path towards the end: what defines an individual is what she does 

with her life, such as “being a teacher or a leader.” Another model is present here as 

well: Unique Individual, according to which each person is unique and has special 

talents that differentiate her from every other individual. In fact it seems this Unique 

Individual model is a prerequisite to Life Path (more on this in Chapter 5). Granted, E-21 

and E-22 are conservatives, and are therefore more likely to favor this sort of 

individualist explanation, but an argument can be made — even though there is no 

explicit evidence of it in my data — that ideally, across liberals and conservatives, people 

would be perceived, judged and appreciated more for their individuality than for their 

membership in an ethnic group. Certainly we have already seen a great deal of evidence 

that the individual is privileged by all the American interviewees, who range across the 

political spectrum. Unique Individual is an American model through and through, even 

though this more extreme version might tend to be articulated more by conservatives.

We conclude with a comment from another conservative. E-25 and E-26 are 

discussing, in response to #12, whether it should or shouldn’t be the case that there is one 

dominant ethnic group. E-25 says it’s not a problem, as long as people aren’t being 

abused. E-26 answers:
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85.
E-26 Well, I don't think you should force the change. Um, one thing that might 

be nice though is instead of doing that, instead of calling people, say, 
"minorities," just say people are people, you know.

Three items are worth noting. First, attention to the individual and downplaying of group

membership. Second, her invocation of You Can’t Change Me. And third, her use of

nice to mark the ideal case in opposition to “reality.” (Here, might be, by referring to an

irrealis, or non-factual, situation, strengthens the sense of non-realness.)

Chinese interviewees respond to #11 and #12 quite differently. While they often 

disagree with each other about the specifics of whether the abilities and basic natures of 

various ethnic groups are different, they are not at all hesitant, in responding to Question 

#11, to start listing off broad characteristics of these ethnicities. For question #12, as 

might be expected, there is sometimes hesitation in addressing the “should” question.

But what I want to focus on here is this question of the individual versus the group. Only 

twice in the Chinese responses is individual identity contrasted to group identity. The 

first instance:

86.
C-10 Nengli he tianxing dou yfyang? Nengli dangran shi geren bu tong a. Lishi

a, baokuo ta de dill huanjing a, yu jlngji zheixie qmgkuang a.

C-10 “Are their abilities and basic natures all the same?” Ability, of course
every individual is different. History, including geographical 
environment, and economic conditions.
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It’s not entirely clear just what C-10 means here. He may be saying something like “the

term ‘ability’ rightly applies to individuals, not groups, so we can’t talk about it here,” 

which is potentially a fairly strong statement that group identity should be subordinated 

to a more individual-based view of ability. However, the factors which he lists 

afterwards — history, geography and economic conditions — are factors which apply 

generally to groups. They are certainly different from the “individual talents and 

interests” noted by Americans. Since C-10 doesn’t elaborate on this any further, it’s hard 

to know exactly what he means, but my sense, based on the factors listed, is that this is at 

best a weak defense of an individual-based view. The other example comes from C-14.

In explaining that she doesn’t mean to generalize that people from remote locations have 

a lower educational level, she says:

87.
C-14 Wo zhi shi shuo mei ge mmzu nengli he tianxing, jiushi ta zheige

went!.. .qujueyu ta zhei ge nengli he tianxing shi zenmeyang dingxing de. 
Jiushi ruguo shi ta nengli he tianxing baokuo shenme tmeng a, xingge a 
shenme, wo juede zhei ge bu yao shuo mei ge mmzu na ta sh i.. .tong ge 
mmzu mei ge ren lai shuo ta ye hui you yixie chayi. Danshi zhei ge chayi 
wo juede bu yingxiang jiu shuo dajia.. .gongtong hepmg shenghuo.. .zai yl 
ge guojia hepmg xiangchu.

C-14 I’m just saying the abilities and basic natures of each ethnicity, that is this 
question.. .depends on how this ability and basic nature are defined. If 
ability and basic nature include such things as ability and character and 
such, I think for this one doesn’t want to say that every ethnicity, 
it’s...within the same ethnicity each person will also have some 
differences. But this difference, I think, doesn’t affect everyone.. .living 
peacefully together, in one country living peacefully with one another.
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For C-14, the note on individual difference within an ethnicity is little more than a side

note in her overall rhetorical thrust, which is to say that, whatever differences there are 

among China’s ethnic groups, they’re not so big as to destabilize the country. There is 

also linguistic evidence for the “add-on” nature of this observation: her use of ye, or 

“also.” This indicates that the putative individual differences, to the extent that they 

exist, are present in addition to group differences.

Nowhere in Chinese responses to Questions #11 and #12 is it argued that ethnic 

groupings should be disregarded in favor of individual uniqueness. In addition, 

stereotypical characteristics of various ethnic groups are offered up with little or no 

hesitation, and without apology. The following, from C-18, is by far the most extreme 

example. He begins his answer to #11 by saying he needs to be careful not to reveal the 

existence of any ethnic or racial discrimination. C-19 then offers an answer based on 

differing historical and educational conditions, to which C-18 takes exception:

88 .

C-18 Wo bit tongyi m de kanfa. Wo you hao duo, jiu shu5 zheixie tongxue ma, 
ylnwei zai daxue 11 you nei zhong shaoshu mmzu de yuke banr. Zheige 
cong nei zhong banji shang lai de xuesheng ta dique zhei zhong nengli he 
shuipmg jiu he Han zu zheixie putong xuesheng lai bi, ta jiu cha yl ge 
dangci. Wo juede zhei gen ta de .. .jiu shuo.. .houtian de jiaoyu yinggai 
shuo guanxi bu shi hen da. Zai wo lai shuo wo chengren nei zhong 
zhishang zhljian nei zhong chabie. Jiu shuo ni nei zhong zhishang you 
hen da de chengfen shi you ni zhei ge xiantian yfchuan er lai de.

C-19 Shi a. Wo shuo de jiushi yl dai yl dai yan.. .jiushi yanxu xia lai jiu 
zaocheng ta de ...

C-18 Danshi jiu shuo.. .hao duo zhei zhong ren, ta ye shi jieshou le jiu shuo Han 
zu de jiaoyu, jiu shuo, ylnwei xianzai kaifang.. .shaoshu mmzu ye bing bu 
yiding jiu shuo.. .jiu shu5 bise chengdu feichang da. Ta ye jieshou le, jiu
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shuo, cong xiao kaishi gen Han zu xuesheng yfyang jieshou tong deng de 
jiaoyu. Zhei yang tong deng de jiaoyu shang lai yihou.. .dao le daxue 
yihou ta nei zhong get! zhljian de chayi haishi bijiao mfngxian de. Danshi 
wo chengren jiushi shuo.. .Han zu ye you feichang congming de ren, ye 
you jiu shuo zhengger shuipmg zhei zhong chayi bijiao da yixie. Danshi 
danchun cong zhei ge geti lai kan, wo juede zhei ge Hui, Zang, he zhei ge 
Meng zhishao zai zhei ge geti shuipmg lai shuo he tong deng cengci de 
Han zu de ren lai bi, ta zhei ge zhishang shuipmg xiangdui lai shuo 
zhengti yao dl yl ge dangci. Danshi ni yao shuo shenti suzhi keneng zhei 
ge Meng zu he Zang zu ren yao bi Han zu ren yao shaowei hao yixie. Ta 
zhei ge shenti suzhi zhljian nei ge chayi haishi bijiao da yixie de. Zhei 
yang bijiao mfngxian, jiushi zai yundong hui shang. Zai women xuexiao 
de yundong hui shang ye shi. Yiban shaoshu mmzu lai de xuesheng, ta 
shenti suzhi bijiao hao. Ranhou jlngchang nenggou na yixie guanjun 
shenme de. Danshi ruguo zhenzheng zai jingsai dangzhong huozhe shuo 
zhenzheng shub, zai keyan dangzhong, zhenzheng zuo de bijiao youxiu 
de wo juede haishi Han zu de xuesheng..

C-18 I don’t agree with your opinion. I have a lot, that is, a lot of these
classmates, because in college there are preparatory classes for ethnic 
minorities. The students that come from those classes, their abilities and 
levels are truly a level lower than the average Han student. I think 
this.. .that is .. .the relationship to their acquired educations isn’t very big. 
As far as I’m concerned, I acknowledge that sort of IQ difference. That is, 
a big part of IQ is inborn and passed on.

C-19 Right. That’s what I’m saying, generation by generation it’s 
passed.. .passed down, which creates...

C-18 But I’m saying.. .many of this type of person, they have also received a
Han education, that is, because of the open-door policy...ethnic minorities 
are not necessarily so [geographically] isolated. They have also received, 
that is, from a young age they start to get the same level of education as 
Han students. This way, when they move up after receiving the same 
level of education.. .after they get to college their individual differences 
are fairly obvious. But I acknowledge.. .among the Han there are also 
extremely intelligent people, also their entire level, this sort of difference 
is fairly large. But looking purely at the individual, comparing them to 
Han people at the same level, their IQ level is relatively speaking a level 
lower than the entire group. But if you want to talk about physical
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quality,70 maybe Mongolians and Tibetans will be a little better than the 
Hans. Differences in physical quality will be comparatively big. This is 
fairly obvious at track meets. Track meets at our school were this way. In 
general, minority students, their physical quality is comparatively good. 
And so they’re often able to be the champions and such. But if we’re 
truly talking about competition or truly talking about scientific research, 
making a true comparison, the ones who do outstandingly, I think, are still 
the Han students.

C-18’s use of the individual here is clearly euphemistic. He is obviously talking about 

individuals only to the extent that they belong to certain ethnic groups. His use of 

zhenzheng (“true”; “real”; “actual”) is interesting as well: he is dismissing the minorities’ 

putative physical superiority as irrelevant, at least in light of the “true” superiority of Han 

students.

As an educated American, used to thinking and talking about race and ethnicity in 

a careful and guarded manner, I was taken aback when C-18 offered up this, for lack of a 

better term, diatribe. It would be completely inaccurate to take his remarks as 

representative of all the Chinese speakers, as nothing anyone else says remotely 

approaches the intensity of these remarks. At the same time, however, I don’t think it is 

coincidental that it was a Chinese interviewee, and not an American,71 who responded 

this way, given the other evidence presented of willingness among the Chinese to talk of

70 Here again we have suzhi, this time referring to physical abilities.

71 Again, an American with less education, given the right interview design, might very well offer this
sort o f opinion.
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people in terms of ethnic group membership. And we can’t chalk up C-18’s response to 

ignorance of the sensitivity of these matters, as he prefaces what he says by 

acknowledging that he needed to “be careful.”

My point here is expressly not to claim that Chinese are racist and Americans 

aren’t. My personal belief is that people the world over are deeply racist in largely 

unconscious ways. Instead, what I am arguing here is merely that, with respect to 

Questions #11 and #12, a key difference between American and Chinese responses is that 

Americans are more inclined to redirect the group-based focus of the questions to an 

individual-based focus, whereas the Chinese are not.72 Responses to Questions #11 and 

#12, as such, provide evidence of American models of an abstract, de-contextualized 

individual, against more contextualized notions of personhood in China.

Related to this abstract notion of the individual is an American view of morality 

as context-independent. We draw our evidence first from Question #7:

72 This is in line with a vast amount o f my own personal experiences in China and the U.S. One 

repeated experience in China has driven this home for me time and again: use of the second person plural 
pronoun in conjunction with the word “foreigner,” as in “you foreigners.” For instance, I once took 

laundry to the cleaners, and was told that it would take a day longer than normal. Why? I was told: 
“Because a big group of you foreigners arrived the other day and are all having their laundry done here.” 
My instinctive American reaction was to be offended at this elision of my individuality: what in the world 
did all o f those other not-me people have to do with me? (For extended personal reflections on this 

pronominal usage, see Hessler (2001).)

This is not at all to say that similar things don’t happen in the U.S. every day. But in the U.S. there are 

strong cultural models that serve as counterweights to such group-based generalizations: there is an 

ongoing, unresolved public debate in the U.S. about the extent to which group membership does, and
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7. A tree has fallen and is blocking a public road in a remote location, hours 
from the nearest city. Several large trucks are present, and could move the 
tree off of the road. Will they? Should they?

In many ways the Chinese and American responses to this question are similar with 

respect to the question of what the truckers would do. Many speakers from both pools 

point out that it could well be in the truckers’ own best interests to move the tree, and so 

they would. (We might call this model Expediency.) Another frequent response is to 

wonder whether the truckers would call the authorities instead of moving the tree 

themselves (the Call The Authorities model). But big differences appear with the 

question of should: the Chinese interviewees view Question #7 in terms of problem

solving, and thus focus on the would, barely addressing the should. The Americans, on 

the other hand, are virtually obsessed with the question of should: in such a situation, 

what is the “right thing” to do? (We’ll call this model Do The Right Thing.) The 

differences here are truly striking. In all nine interviews, the Americans talk at some 

length about the question of whether moving the tree is the right thing to do. Not only 

that, but they are virtually unanimous that moving the tree is indeed the right thing to do, 

even if not an obligation. But they also feel that a lot of people wouldn’t in fact move the

should, shape individual identity. This is what the “culture wars” are all about. This debate simply doesn’t 
exist in China.
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tree, and this troubles them. We begin with the clearest case of framing this in moral

terms:

89.
E-22 Well, again kind of a what-if situation in the sense that, um .. .you know if 

there's an ambulance that needs to get through that public road, and it’s 
sitting there and a tree happens to fall down in front of it, I mean I would 
think that there'd be a sense of a moral obligation to help out by moving it.

E-22 doesn’t have trouble with this being an obligation, but E-23 is a bit more hesitant, so

feels the need to clarify what she thinks is meant by should:

90.
E-23 Yeah, it's...should is like, is it they’re responsibility, they must...I mean, 

w ell.. .it'd be right for them to move it.

E-9 and E-10 are also thinking of this question in moral terms:

91.
E-10 If I had the power to help somebody out, and.. .1 don’t know, I . . .1 would 

help them out even if like there was some like sensitive legal issue or 
something like that like, I don’t know.

E-9 This goes back to the should of like should they morally or should they 
lawfully?

E-18 puts this in moral terms as well, in arguing that the truckers would move the tree:

92.
E-18 Yeah but do you understand like how many like of these like trucking men 

like have these morals invested in them of like, do the right thing?

This raises a related issue that comes up frequently: Americans believe that a person’s

decision to move the tree, or not to move it, says something important about this person’s
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nature. That is, how one behaves in this type of situation tells us what kind o f person s/he

is. E-13 says:

93.
E-13 It really depends on what kind of people, you know?

E-21 sees this question as a personal one:

94.
E-21 Now will the...that's more of a personal, um ...I would say, um...question

for...the selves of the truck-dri vers, and...I would say if they had to get 
through the road, then, that they would probably be more inclined to move 
this tree. Should they, yes, they probably should do it, just for out of 
consideration of it being a public road and other people would have to get 
through there at some point in time.

So this question is not merely about what a person would do in such a situation, but about 
who a person is, about some very basic moral aspects of a person’s identity.

E-21’s usage of just is worth some comment. We saw earlier how just can be

used to mark one’s choice of models. Here, two models are doing battle as far as the

question of should goes: Expediency and Do The Right Thing. Do The Right Thing

wins, and E-21 marks his choice with just. However, just marks model choice in a

particular, asymmetric way. In order to be marked with just, a competing model must

meet two criteria. First, it must be a model favored strongly enough by the speaker to

overwhelm all other competing models by itself. Second, it must somehow be more

“basic” for that speaker, to require less “unpacking.” In the present case, for E-21

Expediency involves plotting and calculating, thinking “What works best for me right

now?” Reasons can be given for following Expediency. Do The Right Thing, on the
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other hand, involves no calculating or scheming. It has to do with a very basic idea of 

how a person is expected to live and the moral choices one is expected to make, in this 

case to help other people. It requires no explanation: one “just” does the right thing, and 

doing the right thing — by itself — is important enough to take precedence over all 

competing models. Later in their discussion, E-21 and E-22 say:

95.
E-22 'Cause no one would move a large tree out of the way for free.

Unless.. .unless they had a vested interest in also moving it out.
E-21 Or, maybe they were ju s t really good-hearted.

Once again, Expediency and Do The Right Thing are in conflict, and once again Do The

Right Thing is marked with just. The following expresses something similar:

96.
E-13 Well I don't see why they wouldn't, if there's a bunch of trucks there, and 

they're ju s t there, they should ju s t move it.
[ . . . ]

Should they? Of course, because.. .kinda like a .. .just a public duty.. .it's 
like if you see trash on the ground you should pick it up.

E-14 Right.
[...]

E-13 And so I think out of like ju s t . . .courtesy, hopefully the trucks would
move the tree, right?

The first just here is particularly interesting. It’s different from the other justs in that it 

isn’t marking model choice. Instead, it frames the situation in a particular way: the 

truckers didn’t choose to be there. It just so happens that they are the ones there when 

this happens. Alone, this just could be used — based on American models we have
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already seen about choice and consequences — to argue against the truckers taking

action, since after all it’s just bad luck for them. They didn’t create the situation. But 

here, this just is used in concert with the model-choosing just to argue in favor of action: 

it could have been anybody who ended up in this situation, but it happens to be people 

with the ability to move the tree, and therefore they should use their unique abilities to do 

the right thing by moving the tree.

E-16 also uses the model-choosing just:

97.
E-16 Well it's not really their job or anything, the...I mean, I would think that 

the unfortunate reality of the situation would be whether or not they 
needed to get through. If .. .if there's large trucks present they.. .they're 
either going through or they're already past and.. .1 would suspect if they 
need to get through they would, and otherwise they wouldn't. And they 
should, unless they've got...yeah they probably just should.

E-16 seems troubled that people might not act in a way that is moral, and so he refers to

the situation as unfortunate. As a final example of this usage of just, we have the

following:

98.
E-19 But I think that if the.. .like if the tree was affecting them, like on their

side of the road, then they would move it, but if it was on the other side,
they would just73 drive by.

E-20 Unless they're nice people.
E-19 Unless they're nice, which would be good.

73 This ju st is different. The simplicity here is simplicity of action: driving by is a simpler action than 

stopping to help out.
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E-20 Which'd be really nice. But I don't know. Should.. .like they should do it, 
just because you know it makes sense, right?

The word nice here also warrants note. It is used in two different senses here: “nice 

person” and “it would be nice.” The former gives further evidence that, for many 

Americans, how a person responds to this situation says something important about that 

person’s nature. The latter, in some American responses, is used to mark the “ideal” 

world in cases where ideals and the “real world” come into conflict. We have already 

seen how E-13 thinks the truckers should move the tree. Later on she starts to have 

doubts, and E-14 offers an opinion:

99.
E-13 Okay, how about should they move the tree though, let's say they 

had.. .they could go around the tree. Should they move it?
E-14 Well it would be nice of them.

We wind up this look at American responses to Question #7 with the following, from E- 

25 and E-26, which exhibits many of the themes just discussed:

100.

E-25 As a personal decision, yeah, I think they should, I would rather do 
something myself than wait a long time for someone else to do it.

E-26 Well I think the question is more like, should they do it as a public service 
instead of just74 turning around?

E-25 Mm. Then in that case... well...
E-26 I don't think they should be required to, but like.. .it would.. .it would help 

people out. Like if ...
E-25 So out.. .out of a goodness of your heart thing.

74 Again, this ju st marks simplicity of action rather than basicness of the model being chosen.
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E-26 What they should, um .. .what they should do is if .. .is, if they choose
not.. .they should be given the choice whether they want to move it, but if 
they don't want to, they should, but not be required to, like, I think, call 
somebody to move it.

E-25 Mm hm.
E-26 Like call a public service whose job it is to move it.
E-25 I think it would be nice if they moved it.
E-26 It would be nice if they moved it. I don't think you should force them to, I

mean that's kind of verging on Communism.

We see here not only the conflict between Expediency and Do The Right Thing, the

moral framing of the question, and the ideal-marking usage of nice, but also the now-

familiar Choice Is Good.

Our overall picture, then, of the American responses is that this is simultaneously 

a practical, problem-solving question and a moral question, which is how it was asked: 

“Will they? Should they?” The Chinese responses are quite different. While they do not 

completely ignore the should question — and when it is addressed, no one says that the 

truckers shouldn’t move the tree, and some say they should — no explanation is ever 

offered. Instead, they focus much more on the would aspects of the question, 

occasionally offering anecdotes of specific situations they’ve encountered. But the 

question of whether moving the tree is “the right thing to do” is simply absent from the 

discussion. There is some indication of a connection between what a person would do in 

this situation and the type of person this is, but this is limited to two responses: C-13, 

who has lived in Japan for 16 years, claims that Japanese people ignore other people’s
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problems, and offers an anecdote for support; C-15 claims the truckers would help

because they’re from a remote area, and rural people are more chiinpu, or “simple and 

pure,” than urban people. But both of the comments relate to entire groups of people, not 

to an individual’s own moral tendencies, as it is framed by the Americans.

There is one argument obliquely in favor of helping out. C-12 goes off on a 

tangent about what she perceives as a difference between China and the U.S.: she finds 

Chinese to be proactive in solving this type of problem, while Americans are more reliant 

on the authorities. She tells a story of seeing a burning car by the side of the road in the 

U.S., and being appalled that no one was stopping to help out, instead waiting for the 

police or whomever to come put out the fire. She then explains why it would be good to 

step in and help instead of waiting for the authorities:

101.

C-12 You keneng ta yl kaishi shi zhao hen xiao de huo, ni yfxiazi gei ta miediao 
le, danshi bu xu jiu, jiu zai nar dengzhe dengzhe lai, ylnwei dengzhe ta lai 
yiding you yl duan de shijian ba, keneng jiu hui bian cheng yl ge bijiao da 
de.

C-12 It’s possible that right at the beginning it’s just a small fire, and you can 
put it out right away, but after a short while, if you’re just waiting and 
waiting there for them to come, because you’re waiting for them to come, 
there’s a stretch of time, and maybe it will turn into a bigger fire.

The reasoning here is entirely practical, not moral: step in, because solving the problem

now might save trouble down the line. The following, from C-18, sums up nicely the

Chinese approach to this question:
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102.
C-18 Wo juede ylnggai shi tamen shi hui ba zhei ge shu lai nuo zou le. Ylnwei 

bijing zaocheng tamen xrng che de kunnan. Wo juede tamen ylng.. .tamen 
hui zhei yang zuo de. "Tamen ylnggai bu ylnggai zhei yang zuo?" Wo 
juede zhe jiushi yl ge guannian de wentf.

C-18 I think it should75 be the case that they would move this tree. Because, 
after all, it is causing them trouble in their driving. I think they 
should.. .they would do this. “Should they do this?” I think this is a 
conceptual question.

This last bit needs to be glossed. C-18 says that this question is:

guannian de went!
conception ATT question

The construction here is NI de N2, and has many uses, but one is to indicate the overall 

realm of inquiry for an issue. The English translation, a conceptual question, could be 

interpreted as referring to the individual conceptions of the drivers involved in the 

scenario. But this is not what C-18 is doing. He is not saying “It depends on the driver.” 

He is saying that the question of “should” belongs to an entirely different realm of 

inquiry, the realm of guannian, or “conceptions.” It is simply not relevant to this 

obviously highly practical question. To address this matter of “conceptions” distracts us 

from the important question: How do you solve this probleml 

Similar differences emerge in response to Question #8:

8. If a person is rich, what should he/she do with his/her money?

75 This should is clearly epistemic.
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Again there are similarities: both Americans and Chinese generally agree that a rich

person should first meet the immediate material needs of herself and her family, and then 

give money to charitable causes. But again here the Americans are additionally 

concerned with what is “right.” (For this section I will present less of the evidence, as to 

present everything here risks getting repetitive.) E-16 explicitly uses to term moral:

103.
E-16 But, like I said before, what they should do is a matter of what I think they 

ought to do to benefit the most people, not necessarily what they...I don't 
know.. .1 don't think that there's a moral imperative.. .w ell.. .hah.. .that is 
hard. U m .. .no maybe there is. I think there is. Actually. I think if .. .if 
they're rich in terms of having everything they need and they have money 
beyond their needs and the needs of their family and friends or whatever, 
then I think in that case yeah.

The following, from E-13 and E-14, sums up the relevant themes nicely:

104.
E-13 Okay, this is "should" and not "would," so ...um ...I think the person

should give a large chunk o f.. .okay what is it, his money.. .to some kind 
of charity...not...not just one charity, but different charities, ’cause I 
think, like, there's a lot of people who are living in poverty, not just in the 
U.S. There's a lot of people in third-world countries who don't get 
anything, you know. And, I think, just out of philan.. .philanthropy, you 
know?

E-14 Yeah. I don't necessarily agree with this, but a lot of rich.. .or, people 
believe that once they've made their money it's theirs and they have no 
obligation to give it to anybody.

E-13 But this is should...
E-14 Should.
E-13 ...not would, like...
E-14 Yes.
E-13 If we were talking would, people would not do that.
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E-14 But do you think that? Do you think that if they've earned their money, 
they shouldn't...

E-13 No no, I'm not saying they should give all their money away. I think what 
you earn is, yeah you earned it, right? But then you should give back to 
the society. And you should give to people who don't have much because 
they can't.. .they're not as fortunate as you. They don't have those.. .they 
don't have those capabilities. They don't have.. .you know, they're not in 
the same situation as you. So.. .1 think people should give.. .give back to 
the society. Give...you know.

E-14 I agree.
E-13 Like do something, like make a foundation, you know, I mean, you know 

like a charity.
E-14 Just put it where it's needed.
E-13 Yeah. Not like, I mean.. .yeah, a lot of people do say yeah I earned the

money, so I should keep it, but really what are you gonna do with all that 
money? You're just gonna spend it on yourself, that's like so selfish. But 
then again if I were in that position I don't know what I'd do.

E-14 Yeah.
E-13 It'd be... it's easy to say ...
E-14 Yeah, see, everybody says, everybody says, this person should give it to 

charity, they should donate it, but that's not what people do.

There is much worth noting here. First, along with the model-choosing usage of just, we

see another type of linguistic marking of model choice: DO-support, which marks a

dispreferred model. This is related to DO-support’s well-known emphasizing function:

the speaker wants to make it clear that she isn’t completely discounting her dispreferred

model, and she calls attention to this with DO-support.

Another familiar theme is present here: E-13 and E-14 are clearly reasoning 

according to Do The Right Thing, but they are also aware, and seem a bit troubled, that 

most people wouldn’t give as much as they should to charity. Note also the term back in
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“give back to society.” People who are rich have been given something by society. 

Exactly what that something is not made explicit (though E-21, a conservative, puts it in 

religious terms, saying rich people have been “given grace.”). This is reminiscent of 

what we saw last chapter with respect to Duty To Country in the U.S. In that case, an 

obligation sprang from having been granted rights, or at least having rights protected, by 

the government. In this case, an obligation results from having been granted wealth, by 

some unspecified grantor.

Intentions are important here as well: E-13 criticizes the money-hoarding rich 

person as “selfish.” This is not merely about achieving practical results, but, as with 

Question #7, about the kind of person involved.

E-13 and E-14 are also concerned about hypocrisy: Would I do the same thing in 

that situation? There’s an implicit self-criticism here: maybe it isn’t right for me to have 

expectations of others that I wouldn’t be able to live up to myself. This idea, that 

consistency is something to strive for, goes hand in hand with abstract morality: what are 

morals if not universal principles to be applied consistently across all situations? So there 

is a conflict here between two types of moral universal: the universal moral imperative to 

help others, and the moral ideal of one’s actions being consistent with one’s words, or 

“practicing what you preach.” The Americans generally tend to favor the former, 

claiming that rich people should give away a lot of money. The only exceptions are E-25
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and E-26, who are classic conservatives in response to Question #8: the money I earned

is mine, end of story. I have no obligation whatsoever, moral or otherwise, to give any of 

it away.

Questions of intention and hypocrisy are also addressed by E-9 and E-10, and 

reveal another aspect of Do The Right Thing: doing the right thing should stem from a 

the right sort of motivation, otherwise it risks not being “right”:

105.
E-9 A common answer to this question would be like you should give to

charity, you know, um, but there’s the problem of like if someone goes to 
help somebody while if they help them, you know if someone goes to a 
soup kitchen or something like that to help out and serves them food, no 
matter what their motives are in doing so, the person gets to eat, right?

E-10 Right.
E-9 But you know then there is the idea that if you go there with the idea that 

you’re helping them only so that you can feel good, that’s not necessarily 
the best idea, versus um you know if you go there with the intent of 
helping someone.

E-10 Sincerely help.
E-9 Right. So I have like a rich godfather who is highly rich and gives a lot of

his money to charity, but he always tells me, he’s like absolute capitalist 
and he thinks I ’m not exactly, I don’t know I’m not really a socialist, but 
we always have this discussion and he tells me that, I ’m not bad, and, 
capitalists aren’t bad, see I give my money away. And so like, I don’t 
know. I believe they should give it away, but the motives behind it...

E-10 Yeah, yeah. I don’t know, it’s like they justify all their bad things by
giving away part of something and not, I don’t know, there’s no sincerity 
in it.

E-9 I mean that’s not good, however...
E-10 It does help someone.
E-9 It helps someone yeah.
E-10 I don’t know. Well like this question though, it’s not the motive for doing

whatever, it’s what you should do with your money.
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E-9 Yeah, but I mean, what I ’m saying is like, what you should do with your 
money is, in theory you should give it to charity...

E-10 But do it for a good reason.
E-9 But do it for a good reason, and if you don’t do it for a good reason, like I 

was just saying, should you do it or not, so like, if the person’s motives are 
good, then they should definitely give them to charity. If their motives are 
not good then I think maybe I don’t know, maybe you should give it to 
charity, maybe you should be selfish with it I mean you’re being selfish, I 
don’t know. I mean you’re being selfish anyways, I don’t know exactly 
what a person with bad intent should do with their lots of money.

Good intentions are so important that it may actually be wrong to give with selfish

intentions. E-9 and E-10 aren’t 100% sure that this is the case, but the fact that this is as

strong as a consideration as it is tells us something about the importance of sincerity in

Do The Right Thing, and about what type of person is an ideally moral person.

According to the view here, a moral person is not simply someone who brings about

benefit to other people, but who does so out of compassion, or empathy, or some sincere

desire to alleviate the suffering of others.

Nothing remotely like this appears in the Chinese responses. There are, however,

as with Question #7, some basic similarities: take care of yourself and your family first,

and the rest you should give to society. Though on this practical side, there is also one

difference: Chinese interviewees more often stress the importance of investment, since,

as C-19 says, qian sheng qian, or “money begets money.” This difference may seem

insignificant, but I believe it points to a major difference in orientation: towards the

practical applications of money and away from the moralistic questions of the “right” or
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“wrong” way to use one’s money. To be sure, there are ways that are better than others 

to use one’s money, but these too seem to have a practical orientation. C-13 says that a 

lot of people who got rich quickly — a phenomenon discussed briefly last chapter — 

simply waste their money. C-12 agrees, saying it’s a problem of a person’s suzhi, or 

“quality” (also discussed last chapter, in footnote #48). No specific activity is mentioned 

as being a “better” way to use one’s money, but C-21 says people of low “cultural level” 

(wenhua cengci) might waste their money on such activities as gambling. C-20 mentions 

general “dishonest activities” (xiemenr-waidao). Both C-20 and C-21, like C-12 and C- 

13, see these activities as bad because they are wasteful: there are better uses to which 

the money could be put, whether it be investment or charitable causes. The tone in these 

exchanges is decidedly not moralistic; it’s simply a shame that so much money goes to 

waste. No one discusses the putative rich person’s good or bad intentions, or possible 

selfishness. No one mentions a moral imperative. The overriding concern really seems 

to be making sure the money is used in the best way possible. C-18, after advocating the 

“invest first, donate later” strategy, summarizes his approach:

106.
C-18 Zhei yang dehua wo juede, jiu shuo, yi fangmian ta ziji geren de jiazhf

shfxian le, ling yi fangmian tongshf you dui zhei ge shehui you zhaofu le, 
jiu shuo ta liang fangmian dou nenggou dedao yixie renke. Wo juede zhei 
yang dehua ta zhei ge qian, jiu shuo zhenzheng de tixian dao zhei ge qian 
de jiazhf le.

C-18 If it’s like this, that is, one aspect is his own individual value has been
realized, and another aspect is at the same time he has looked after society.
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Which is to say, both aspects of his are able to get some approval. I think 
this way, this money of his, this has truly manifested the value of this 
money.

While C-18 is the only one to mention societal approval, the other themes here are well- 

represented in the Chinese responses: the money has value, and this value should be 

realized in the best way possible. Note also C-18’s terminology of “realizing value” 

(tixian jiazhf): this is the same terminology applied to Tom, the would-be rock musician, 

in C-18’s explication of the Suitable Path model. The goal is value-maximization: 

something is in short supply, and so should be used in whatever way yields the best 

results, the most “bang for the buck.” The emphasis on investment indicates that one 

“good way” to use money is to make more money. And from the standpoint of 

practicality, the logic is self-evident: if money is good, then more money is better. The 

emphasis here is on bringing about practical results, not on good intentions or generosity 

(or its opposite, selfishness).

As for the American notion of giving back to society, something similar is present 

in the Chinese interviews: E-13 says that money beyond one’s needs should hudnyudn to 

society. The first morpheme here, huan, means “return,” and yuan means “give, 

support.” E-15 says extra money should huikui to society. Hui, like huan, means 

“return,” and kui means “give as a gift.” Unfortunately, however, there is no elaboration 

or explanation given. Who is the original “giver,” and what is it that is given? If we
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knew, we might perhaps also be able to say more about Duty To Country, but for now we

can only say that there is some sense of having been given something if someone is rich.

Another difference between American and Chinese responses that parallels 

differences in reactions to Question #7 is that, as we have seen, the Americans generally 

have little problem with the question of should, but the Chinese seem uncomfortable with 

it. In all nine of the American interviews, the question is considered in the third person, 

with only the occasional, later consideration of what one might do oneself in that 

situation, and in those cases the impetus for switching to the first person is to introspect 

about intentions and possible hypocrisy, as discussed above. But four of the six Chinese 

interviews are immediately reframed as “what would you do” questions, eliding should in 

favor of would. C-16 and C-17 are explicitly annoyed at the moralistic implications of 

the “should” wording:

107.
C-17 Shuo yi ge ren hen you qian, ta yinggai zenme yong ta de qian, na shi rang

ni q u .. .jiushi wanquan nei zhong generalized nei zhong ganjue. Jiushi 
haoxiang gen n i...

C-16 Ta yinggai you hen duo fangshi qu yong ta de qian, erqie ta yinggai
xuanze yi zhong ta de .. .ta xihuan de fangshi qu yong. Ruguo nei ge qian 
shi tongguo yi zhong zhengdang de heshi shouduan.

C-17 Haoxiang zhei yang ni shuo yixie daode shuojiao sh i.. .m yinggai
zenmeyang yong nide qian, na shi bijiao hao de, bijiao hao de fangshi.

C-16 Dui.
C-17 Danshi wo zhi neng hufda wo xiang zenmeyang yong wode qian.
C-16 Qiantf shi women hui you qian. [laughter] Wo de qian bu gou fu fangzu

de.
C-17 Erqie wo dui ta jiushi shuo, "yinggai zenmeyang yong ta de qian,"

"yinggai" zhei liang ge zi wo keneng you yi dian.. .bu shufu.
C-16 Bieniu, shi ba?
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C-17 Dui. "Yinggai" hai you yi dian daode, shuojiao de ganjue.
C-16 Women yinggai rang mei ge ren ziji xuanze.. .yinggai qu zenme yong.. .bu 

shi yinggai.. .rang mei ge ren ziji xuanze qu yong ta de qian. Women zhi 
neng shuo ruguo wo you qian de hua wo hui zenme ban.

C-17 Dui.

C-17 Saying a person has money, how should he use his money, that makes
you.. .that sort of completely generalized sort of feeling. Its seems that as 
for you...

C-16 He should have a lot of ways to use his money, and should choose a way 
for him .. .a way of using his money that he likes. If the money was made 
through normal, suitable means.

C-17 If you answer this way it’s like speaking about morals or
preaching... which ways of using your money are better, better ways.

C-16 Right.
C-17 But I can only answer how I want to use my money.
C-16 The premise is that w e’re rich, [laughter] I don’t have enough money to 

pay rent.
C-17 Also, for this.. .’’How should he use his money,” “should”, this word, 

maybe I ’m a little bit...uncomfortable.
C-16 Awkward, right?
C-17 Right. “Should” has a bit of a feeling of morals, or preaching.
C-16 We should let everyone choose for themselves.. .how they should

use...not should, let everyone choose how to use his money. We can only 
say if I were rich what would I do with it?

C-17 Right.

These two are simply not comfortable discussing the acknowledgdely moral question of 

what one “should” do with his or her money. In the process, they exemplify a Chinese 

version of Choice Is Good. Perhaps Choice Is Good, for which there has up to now been 

little evidence in the Chinese interviews,76 is likely to surface in just this sort of context,

76 Despite its rareness in the interviews, Choice Is Good is definitely available as a model in China. It 
has, for instance, recently been exploited in advertising by China Telecom. Two common billboards one
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in which it contrasts with this strongly dispreferred way of thinking about things:

moralistic “preaching” about what others should or shouldn’t do. Note also the English 

“generalized” thrown in: this could perhaps indicate a notion of C-17’s that 

“generalization” of this sort is best expressed directly in English because it is an 

American phenomenon. This is purely speculative, of course.

C-18 and C-19 voice an objection similar to that of C-16 and C-17:

108.
C-18 Zhei ge wo juede.. .zhei ge went! jiushi yin ren er yi de. Jiushi ni zhei ge 

qian de sheng hua ha, qujue yu ni zhei ge ren de yi zhong shijieguan a, 
jiazhf yishi de zhixiang.

C-19 Wo juede zhei ge wentf yinggai wen, "Ruguo ni hen you qian, ni yinggai 
zenmeyang yong ni de qian?"

C-18 Dui. Shiji shang ni jiushi biaoda ni ziji de kanfa ma, yinggai zenmeyang 
qu shlyong zhei bl qian.

C-19 Zhei yang wen.

C-18 This, I think...this question is differentfor each person. Your saving or 
spending money depends on your own world view, on the direction of 
your ideas about value.

C-19 I think this question should ask, “If you were rich, how should you spend 
your money?”

C-18 Yes. In reality you’re just expressing your own view, right, about how to 
use this sum of money.

C-19 It should be asked this way.

In her reformulation, C-19 says “should” instead of “would,” but the implication is the 

same: one’s own judgments about how to use one’s own money are rightly made by the

sees are “Your web, your choice” (nin de wang, nin de xuanze), and “It’s so nice to have a choice” (you le 

xuanze zhen hao). Interestingly, at least the second of these — especially via the particle le, which conveys
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person himself, not by someone else speaking overly generally. Again, what this 

demonstrates is the Chinese tendency to put people into specific decisionmaking contexts 

instead of generalizing about humanity as a whole.

One last difference in the responses: in no Chinese interview is charity mentioned 

without the qualification that one should take care of oneself and one’s family first. But 

in six of the nine American interviews, the idea of philanthropy is offered up before the 

suggestion that one meet one’s own material needs first. And in a seventh interview (E- 

25/26), even though philanthropy is ultimately rejected, it is at least addressed by them, 

while taking care of one’s own financial needs isn’t even raised. This last difference is 

further evidence that the Americans are concerned more overtly with the moral aspects of 

wealth, whereas the Chinese focus more on practical applications.

The overall picture emerging from answers to Questions #7 and #8, then, is of the 

Americans thinking in very general, moralistic terms about what an abstract human 

should do in these hypothetical scenarios, and of the Chinese thinking in more specific, 

practical terms about what people, often themselves, would do in these hypothetical 

situations. And recall too that responses to Questions #11 and #12 provide evidence for a

the novelty of a situation — seems to presuppose, and to play on, a historical lack o f choice and the 

concomitant “pleasant surprise” of the availability of a choice.
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relatively abstract conception of personhood on the part of Americans, versus the more

context-dependent conception of personhood offered by the Chinese.

To round out this picture, we turn to Question #4, the follow-up to Question #3:

4. With regard to the person in Question #3:
• Will this person’s response differ by educational level?
• What should this person do?
• Should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 

social status?

Every single interviewee, Chinese and American, agrees that the person’s response would 

in fact differ by educational level. There are the usual differences with respect to the 

second sub-question, about what the person “should” do, but the focus here will be on 

differences in responses to the last sub-question. Overwhelmingly, Americans answer 

either with an unqualified “yes” or by qualifying “yes” with “ideally.” There are two 

apparent exceptions. The first is E-21/22. They don’t answer this question directly in the 

body of their response, but do offer the following:

109.
E-21 Um, the outside response, what he can actually do to this, um .. .and what 

this person is capable of doing, um .. .should.. .1 mean I think that.. .that 
could probably be the same, I mean the person with the higher degree is 
going to do as much as he can.

E-22 Yeah.
E-21 Um, and the person with no education level maybe.. .would probably do as 

much as he can too. B ut...
E-22 Right, they both.. .they both strive for some sort of level of recourse.
E-21 Um, how that person is actually treated is probably not gonna be the same.
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This seems to be a weak argument that on some level the responses would be similar. E-

21 seems unwilling to commit to the should wording, however, so I press a bit in follow- 

up:

110.

Me But I guess my question is more like should.. .should that be the case? Is
that the way things should be? That people's responses will differ by 
educational level.

E-21 That they will, or should the person's response be different?
Me Should it be the case that people's responses differ by educational level?
E-21 Um...
E-22 Yeah I think that there should be a difference, in the sense that like I said,

the higher education, the more you're exposed to new ideas.
Me Alright.
E-21 I mean if the .. .if it's just um a response, then no I don't think there should

be a difference. But if .. .if i t .. .if it's the level of response, then yes I think 
that there should be a difference, in that, um .. .a person with more 
education is probably going to be, um, more intellectual, or...or better off 
or something, and that he can, um, give a different response than the 
person who isn't well educated.

Both E-21 and E-22 seem to be interpreting should here as epistemic. I mean epistemic

here in the sense of Frank Palmer (1979) and Eve Sweetser (1990). Epistemic modality is

distinguished from deontic (Palmer), or root (Sweetser), modality in the following way:

root modality is about the metaphorical force dynamics (Talmy 1988) of actual or

potential situations. Root should, for instance, prototypically denotes a noticeable-but-

not-compelling metaphorical force acting on someone to bring about, or to facilitate

bringing about, a new situation, as in: “You should quit smoking, since we’ll miss you if

you die of cancer.” Should can be contrasted with, say, must, in that for the latter the
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force is strong enough to be considered compulsion (the force cannot be resisted), but for 

the former it is not. May provides a separate contrast: the path to action is open — not 

blocked — but there is no force acting on the potential agent to carry out the act.

Epistemic modality is not about actual or potential situations, but about reasoning 

patterns. Epistemic must, for instance — as in “Tom’s coat is on the rack; he must be 

home” — indicates that the facts of the case are such that I am forced to conclude that 

Tom is home. Epistemic should also indicates a force pushing the reasoner to conclude 

something, but the force is weaker than for must. In the present case, what I am arguing 

is that E-21 and E-22 seem to be saying something like: “Given what I know about how 

education affects people’s decisions, I feel pushed to conclude that educational level will 

affect people’s reponses to the scenario posed in Question #3.” This explains why both 

E-21 and E-22 use as evidence for their claim their belief that people’s educational levels 

will influence how they respond. This sort of appeal to evidence would be an odd way to 

explain a root usage of should, which tends to focus more on idealized, irrealis situations. 

So while E-21 and E-22 both answer affirmatively to this should question, this answer 

shouldn’t be interpreted as contradicting the other Americans’ rejections of (root) should 

in response to Question #4.
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The second exception comes from E-25 and E-26. They simply don’t address the

question, and I wasn’t paying close enough attention to notice and ask in follow-up.

Even so, no contrary evidence is given; it’s just that no additional support is offered.

Below are some examples of how this idea is expressed:

111.

E-9 Yeah, the word “should’” s kinda weird ’cause it’s, it’s like should this 
person do morally, like in theory, like in an ideal world of course they 
should you know, everybody should do the same thing because everybody 
has the same rights and therefore they should be able to do that.

112.

E-l 1 And should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 
social status? Yeah. Do the same thing. Um, I don't think he would do 
the same thing, but I think he should.

113.
E-13 "Should this person do the same thing regardless of his profession and 

social status?"
E-14 They should.
E-13 They should. Okay...okay. Okay let's say that the person was...or

someone really important. And this happened to them. They should do 
the same thing as if they were...or as opposed to someone who was...like 
a homeless guy? On the streets of Berkeley?

E-14 Yeah. They should still stand up for themselves.
E-13 Okay. I think I agree with you. Like, regardless.. .1 think like no matter

where your status is, like everyone has the same rights, you know, natural 
rights I guess. And regardless of status, profession, whatever, you 
should...you should get the same rights, get the same response. Right?

E-14 Mm hm.
E-13 Do you agree with that?
E-14 Basic human rights, yeah.
E-13 Yeah.

114.
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E -l6 As far as the third question, whether they should do the same thing 
regardless of profession or social status, I mean ideally...yeah, they 
should. Really, it... every body should.

115.
E - l8 It shouldn't like differ or whatever, but like it really will.

116.
E-20 I mean, I think I would still, well you know, call my lawyers and try to do 

stuff. Try to like be repaid for whatever I guess was done to me, quote- 
unquote. So, I don't know, I guess it depends on the person. But I guess 
everybody should do it.

E-l 9 Ideally.
E-20 Ideally. Everything's ideal.
E -l9 ’Cause everyone should have the same rights.
E-20 Yeah. Everybody should.

The Americans have no problem decontextualizing this particular individual and saying

that even though his educational and social context probably would make a difference, it

shouldn’t. We will call the model employed here Created Equal, borrowed from the

Declaration of Independence: regardless of any human being’s particular context, all

humans are deserving of equal protection of their well-being. People might make

decisions and take actions — such as committing crimes — that result in a legitimate loss

of protection, but at the start — when we’re “created” — we’re all equal.

The Chinese responses to the third sub-question could hardly be more different.

As discussed in Chapter 1, even finding a way to translate this question into idiomatic

Chinese was difficult for my consultant. The interview responses break down as follows:

in one interview, the question goes unaddressed, and I didn’t realize it and didn’t follow
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up; in two interviews, it is simply not understood what is being asked, even in follow-up;

in one interviewee the yinggai (“should”) is taken as epistemic; and in the two remaining 

interviews one of the participants indeed understands the question as it was intended, but 

must go to some lengths to explain it to their interview partners.

The epistemic interpretation comes from C-21:

117.
C-21 Yinggai bu yinggai? Haishi.. .yinggai bu yinggai? Haishi jiushi

jiaoyu.. .yinggai ba. Dangran, you zhlshi de, you wenhua de zhei xie ren, 
ta, dangran ta yao zuo chu xiangying de fanying, danshi yiban de 
laobaixing, keneng ta jiu zuo yixie jut! de, jiu birushuo.. .xmgdong. 
Yinggai ba.

C-21 Should it [be this way]? After all.. .should it? After all, education.. .it 
should. Of course, these people with knowledge, with culture, they, of 
course they’ll have a corresponding reaction, but the common people, 
maybe they’ll just do some specific, for example.. .responses. It should 
[be this way].

As with E-21 and E-22, C-21 is not reasoning here about an ideal world. She is 

constructing likely future scenarios based on present fact, indicating that this should is 

epistemic.

C-15 and C-18 understand what I intended to be understood by the question, but 

both need to explain it to their conversational partners:

118.
C-14 "Ruguo yingxiang dehua, m juede you meiyou daoli? Yinggai bu 

yinggai?" Wo dui zhei ge went!...
C-15 Wo juede, ruguo zhei ge yingxiang dehua zhei yang shi meiyou daoli de. 

Ylnwei ta shi zai yi ge fazhi shehui dehua, buguan ta de jiaoyu chengdu de 
gao dl dehua, ta bu hui.. .zhe shi yi ge ren de jlben quanli, ta buguan ta 
shou mei shou guo jiaoyu, ta you yi dian xiang shi tian xia lai ta jiu zhldao
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fanzheng jiu meiyou ren yinggai dui ta de .. .ta sub ybngyou de quanli 
jinxing qlnhai de. Zhe yinggai gen jiaoyu chengdu meiyou guanxi de. 
Suoyi, ruguo shuo zhei yang shi.. .zhei yang you yingxiang dehua wo 
juede shi bu yinggai de.

C-14 “If [educational level] influences [the response], is this reasonable?
Should [it be this way]?” For this question, I . ..

C-15 I think, if there is this influence, it’s not reasonable. Because he’s in a
society with the rule of law, it doesn’t matter what his educational level is, 
he won’t . . .this is a person’s basic right, it doesn’t matter if he’s received 
an education, it’s a little bit as if he knows naturally that, regardless, there 
shouldn’t be anyone w ho... who carries out an infringement of the rights 
he possesses. This should bear no relation to educational level. So, if it’s 
this w ay.. .if there’s this influence, I think it shouldn’t be that way.

It’s not clear if C-14 understands the question this way originally, because C-15 cuts her

off. Regardless, after this explanation by C-15, C-14 understands and agrees. Note,

however, that the desired equal treatment is still situated within a particular kind of

society, namely one where the rule of law is highly developed. It is not as abstract a

conception as the American conception. The following exchange is similar in this regard:

119.
C-19 "Ruguo you yingxiang dehua ni juede you meiyou daoli?" Wo juede

ruguo er shi.. .yinggai shi.. .ruguo ta shi zuo le weifa de shiqing na jiushi 
meiyou daoli de. Wo dui zhei ge went! bu shi.. .bu shi hen...

C-18 Wo juede zhei ge wentf yinggai zenme lijie. Ruguo yingxiang dehua, 
jiushi shuo zhei ge jiaoyu shuipmg dui ta zhei ge fanying zhei ge 
yingxiang he bu he daoli, zhei jian shiqing. Wo juede zai Zhdngguo zhei 
jiushi heli hefa de, zhei jiushi...

C-19 Hehu daoli.
C-18 Hehu daoli de shiqing. Ylnwei zai Zhongguo fazhi guannian zai mei ge 

ren xlnmu dangzhong bing bu dou shi yfyang de. Jiushi m jieshou de 
jiaoyu shuipmg yue gao, huozhe shuo m jieshou le mou yi ge cengci de 
jiaoyu shuipmg yihou, ni cai jianli yixie yiding de fazhi guannian, ylnwei 
zai Zhongguo haoxiang you hen duo ren zhei ge fazhi guannian bijiao 
danbo. Jiushi gai shfxian yixie ta zhengchang de daoli hud liyou, tongguo 
yixie zhengchang de tujing lai shfxian zheixie quanli dehua. Ta bing
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meiyou.. .ta bing meiyou.. .zhei zhong gainian, bing meiyou zhei zhong 
yishi, ta yinggai qu zhao lUshl qu shfxfng yi zhong hefa de quanli. T a .. .jiu 
shuo, shou jiaoyu cengci bijiao dl de ren, ta meiyou zhei zhong.. .meiyou 
zhei zhong.. .jiu meiyou zhei zhong yishi. Suoyi wo juede ta de jiaoyu 
shuipmg yingxiang ta de fanying zhuangkuang. Zhei ge shi bijiao you 
daoli de.

C-19 Danshi bu yinggai...
C-18 Ylng bu yinggai wo juede shi bu yinggai de. Zai yi ge bijiao fada de

shehui litou wo juede mei ge ren de fazhi guannian bu yinggai yin ta zhei 
ge jiaoyu zhuangkuang er yi. Jiu shuo zhei ge fazhi yaoshi yi ge 
xiangdang jianquan de shehui, ta zhei ge pufa de yi ge, zhei ge shouduan 
yinggai bijiao de jianquan. Jiu shuo mei ge ren de xlnmu dangzhong dou 
you yi ge zhei ge .. .falU de gainian. Hufying yi zhong.. .jiushi yingji 
zhuangkuang xia, ta zhei ge fanying yinggai shi tongguo hell hefa de 
shouduan lai shlxlng ta zhengdang de quanli. Wo juede zhei ge mei ge ren 
dou yinggai yfyang de. Ni juede ne?

C-19 Jiandan de shuo jiushi zai zheige, yi ge fada de shehui llmian, wulun yu
dao shenme shiqing huozhe shi chuli shenme shiqing, dou yinggai zunxun 
yfding de guize. Shei weifan le zhei ge gulze jiu xiangdang yu shi fan le 
fa yfyang, suoyi zhe ge shi bu yinggai de.

C-19 “If [educational level] influences [the response], is this reasonable?” I 
think if...should be...if he did something illegal then that’s not 
reasonable. For this question I ’m not.. .not too...

C-18 I think this question should be understood like this. If there is this
influence, that is this influence of his educational level on his reaction, is 
this in accord with reasonableness?771 think in China this is reasonable 
and legal, this is...

C-19 In accord with reasonableness.
C-18 In accord with reasonableness. Because in China, conceptions of the rule

of law are not at all the same in the eyes of every person. The higher your 
educational level, or after you have attained a certain level of education, 
only then do you form some definite concepts about the rule of law, 
because it seems that in China many people have a relatively hazy concept 
of the rule of law. What should happen is to realize, to realize these rights 
through some normal reasonableness, or reasons, through some normal 
routes. They don’t at all have.. .they don’t at all have.. .this sort of 
concept, don’t at all have this sort of consciousness, that they should go

77 See (11) for a brief discussion of Chinese daoli.
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find a lawyer to implement some sort of legal rights. They.. .that is, 
people with a comparatively low educational level, they don’t have 
this.. .don’t have this.. .just don’t have this sort of consciousness. So I 
think his educational level will influence the circumstances of his reaction. 
This is fairly reasonable.

C-19 But it shouldn ’t . ..
C-18 Should it, I think it shouldn’t. In a comparatively developed society I

think every person’s concept of the rule of law shouldn’t differ according 
to his educational situation. That is, if the rule of law is relatively sound 
in this society, then the means for popularizing the law should be 
relatively sound. That is, in everyone’s eyes there is a . . .a concept of law. 
Responding to a kind o f.. .emergency situation, this reaction of his should 
use reasonable and legal means to implement his normal rights. I think 
this should be the same for every person. What do you think?

C-19 To put it simply, in this, in a developed society, no matter what the 
situation one encounters or deals with, they should all follow definite 
rules. Whoever goes against these rules, it’s the same as breaking the law, 
so it shouldn’t be this way.

Much effort goes into C-18 reaching the intended understanding of the question. He

eventually reaches this understanding, but again couches his ideal in terms of a particular

kind of legally-governed society. Plus, even after his long explanation, C-19 still has a

slightly different interpretation. For her, it isn’t about human beings being universally

treated a certain way; instead, it’s about laws being applied consistently. These two are

certainly compatible, but the fact that she would word her response this way even after C-

18’s explanation indicates that she probably still isn’t thinking about this in the same

terms as the Americans.

C-15 and C-18 demonstrate that this model of the abstract individual is indeed

available to Chinese interviewees; it’s not as if the model is completely absent or
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unavailable. But the degree of its relative infrequency compared to the American 

responses is telling. Created Equal seems to be a much stronger model in the U.S. than in 

China.

Mystery solved

We are now in a position to answer our original question: Why are American 

responses to Questions #3 and #5 so similar, while Chinese responses are so different? 

Above I addressed the reasons related to Duty To Country. But clearly there is more to 

the picture.

A typical Chinese interviewee sees the scenario presented in Question #3 as a 

gigantic personal problem that requires solving. A tremendous amount of inconvenience 

is created for the citizen, resulting in anger. Still, it is a relatively small-scale, tractable 

problem: specific, identifiable individuals are responsible. It is possible to deal with 

these specific individuals both by reporting their misdeeds to their superiors and by suing 

them in court. Concrete action on the part of the individual citizen is enough to redress 

the problem.

From this problem-solving perspective, Question #5 is completely different. It

may be annoying to pay more taxes, and it’s not right of the government to raise taxes

without consulting the citizens, but the ultimate effect on me is relatively minor.

Furthermore, the problem is society-wide, and to redress it would simply be impractical,
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even potentially dangerous. For both Question #3 and Question #5, the Chinese 

perspective is one of problem-solving.

The Americans, however, view both questions in moral terms. They are angry 

about the surprise arrest not only because of the inconvenience caused, but because it is 

wrong; they are angry about the tax increase not only because it costs them more money, 

but because it is wrong. The people carrying out these actions are quite simply not acting 

as people should act. They are being irresponsible members of the moral community of 

humanity. Here I present a bit more evidence to flesh this out.

Chinese interviewees simply seem less concerned, for both Question #3 and 

Question #5, with questions of right and wrong. We have already seen that they do 

believe that the “bad guys” in these questions are in fact acting wrongly, but once this is 

said the question of right and wrong is dropped. This is true even for Question #5, which 

explicitly asks if the government is “right” to raise taxes: there is agreement that no, the 

government isn’t right, but no more is said on the matter.

But the Americans are once again overtly concerned with morality, for both 

Question #3 and #5. E-19 says the citizen should hire lawyers, because “it’s not right.” 

E-23 says “I don't think you can just let something like this happen,” which is a set 

phrase generally used in redressing wrongs simply because they’re wrong. E-9, in 

response to Question #4, offers the following, slightly different take on the matter:
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120.
E-9 I think the person should be completely obedient, and go along exactly 

with what they say, in action, but tell them at every moment that, you 
know if the person understands that this is wrong, they should say, “What 
you’re doing is wrong,” and repeatedly tell them that.

E-9 never argues that this would in any way solve the problem. He seems to be

suggesting this form of moral instruction for its own sake.

The Americans’ moral outrage also takes a more subtle form. Throughout their

answers, Americans frequently speak as if the Well-Being model and American laws are

in alignment: there is an expectation that American rights-protecting laws should, and

generally do, act to protect citizens’ well-being. So sometimes the moral outrage takes

the form of dismay at the failure of the system to function properly:

121.

E-16 The entire problem came from a complete breakdown in our system, so if 
it's somebody living in the U.S. it's obviously wrong.

E-25 sums it up as follows:

122.

E-25 You can't just randomly and arbitrarily like take away someone's rights 
like that.

This moral outrage is a common theme in responses to Question #5 as well. The 

government is seen as acting in a morally reprehensible manner. A relatively oblique 

reference comes from E-21, who says in (27) that the tax increase would mean the U.S. 

doesn’t have “wise government,” and that the government is “acting foolishly.” The
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now-familiar emphasis here is on the kind o f people who would make this sort of

“unwise” decision. More explicit references are quoted below:

123.
E-18 No, but it says.. .it doesn't say "have the right," it says "Is the government 

right to do this?"
E-17 Right.
E-18 So, I don't think they're right do it.

124.
E-14 Yeah they should...here they should not do that. It's not right for them to 

do that.
E-13 Okay I agree. And I think like anywhere, not just in the U.S., but you

know anywhere in the.. .anywhere in the world the government should not 
be allowed to impose laws on their citizens without their consent, right? I 
mean that's my view. Because I think that's.. .that's totally.. .that's...

E-13 is then cut off, so we never get to hear what she was about to say, but the overall

tenor here, that the government’s action is wrong, is clear, along with the universalizing

tendency we have seen so frequently in American discussions. Below are two more

examples:

125.
E-22 But do they have a moral right to do something without... without...

without the uh people that they govern, uh, opinion, or operating with uh, 
without the approval of the government...uh...uh the people, I mean?

126.
E-9 But I mean it depends on what you uphold as more important, like your 

own morals, or what like is the basis of our society and of our country, 
sort of the basis of our country is democracy, and so in that sense they 
definitely should not be raising taxes and that’s wrong because it’s not 
what people want.
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This chapter has taken us through a number of questions on quite diverse topics, 

but all point to the same conclusion: there are two strongly contrasting models of 

personhood in China and the U.S. In fact, given the diversity of evidence presented here, 

I believe it is safe to accord these differing models the status of Shore’s foundational 

schema: they pervade meaning-making at a great many different levels and in a great 

many different types of situations. All that is left is to name them. We will call the 

American schema the Moral Individual schema, and the Chinese schema the Problem 

Management schema.

As we have seen, part of the Moral Individual schema is a highly abstract notion 

of what an individual is. But there is a religious notion as well. The Declaration of 

Independence provides evidence for the religious aspects, with reference to humans 

being “created equal” and being “endowed by their creator.” Sociologist Robert Bellah 

(1967; 1975) has a term for this: civil religion. The basic idea is that, even for self

identified agnostic, or even atheist, Americans, there is a strongly religious aspect to 

American beliefs about the individual and morality.

As for abstraction versus practicality generally, I am not the first to suspect this 

particular aspect of cultural difference between the U.S. and China. Alfred Bloom’s 

(1981) book The Linguistic Shaping of Thought, has been the topic of much controversy 

both in the world of Chinese linguistics and in more general debates about Whorfian
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principles. In one of Bloom’s experiments, he asked Chinese and American subjects to

answer the following question:

Everyone has his or her own method for teaching children to respect 
morality. Some punish the child for immoral behavior, thereby leading 
him to fear the consequences of such behavior. Others reward the child 
for moral behavior, thereby leading him to want to behave morally. Even 
though both of these methods lead the child to respect morality, the first 
method can lead to some negative psychological consequences — it may 
lower the child’s self-esteem.

According to the above paragraph, what do the two methods have in 
common? Please select only one answer.

A. Both methods are useless.
B. They have nothing in common, because the first leads to negative 

psychological consequences.
C Both can reach the goal of leading the child to respect morality.
D. It is better to used the second.
E. None of the above answers makes sense. (If you choose this answer, 

please explain.) (Bloom 1981: 53-54)

97% of the Americans chose C, while only 55% of the Taiwanese and 65% of the Hong

Kong subjects chose C. There is much debate about the methodology of Bloom’s

experiments and about his results, but I will not address the debate here.78 Instead, I

wish to argue that Bloom is on to something when he offers a partially cultural

explanation for the difference American and Chinese responses:

Most of the remaining Chinese-speaking subjects chose D or E and then 
went on to explain, based on their own experience and often at great

781 refer interested readers to David Moser’s excellent (1988) essay on Bloom ’s research.
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length and evidently after much reflection, why, for instance, the second 
method might be better, or why neither method works, or why both 
methods have to be used in conjunction with each other, or perhaps, why 
some other specified means is preferable. For the majority of these 
subjects, as was evident from later interviewing, it was not that they did 
not see the paragraph as stating that both methods lead the child to respect 
morality, but they felt that choosing that alternative and leaving it at that 
would be misleading since in their experience that response was untrue.
As they saw it, what was expected, desired, must be at a minimum an 
answer reflecting their personal considered opinion, if not a more 
elaborated explanation of their own experiences relevant to the matter at 
hand. Why else would anyone ask the question? American subjects, by 
contrast, readily accepted the question as a purely “theoretical” exercise to 
be responded to according to the assumptions of the world it creates rather 
than in terms of their own experiences with the actual world. (Bloom 
1981: 54)

Whatever problems may exist with Bloom’s research, my own research supports this

culturally-based claim. A similar claim is made by Pat Cheng in her (1985) analysis of

Bloom’s work. She refers to another of the questions Bloom posed: “If all circles were

large, and this small triangle [picture of triangle] were a circle, would it be large?” 83%

of the American subjects answered “yes,” while only 25% of the Taiwanese subjects

answered “yes.” (Bloom, 1981: 31) Cheng offers the following explanation:

...Chinese culture tends to be more practical than Western culture, as 
Bloom himself points out. This practical orientation may at least in part 
account for Chinese subjects’ unwillingness to answer such questions as 
“If all circles were large and this small triangle were a circle, would it be 
large?” (Cheng, 1985)

Cheng’s statement is too totalizing and essentializing, but it gets at something for which

my research has presented specific empirical evidence. We now have a more clearly
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problematized notion of Cheng’s intuitive sense that Chinese culture is “more practical” 

than Western, or in our case at least American, culture: there is a foundational schema, 

Problem Management, which orients Chinese people’s thinking towards finding ways to 

solve specific problems within specific contexts, and away from context-free, theoretical 

questions.

Returning to the question of human rights, what conclusions may we draw? It 

depends on the specific question being asked. If the question is: Is it generally expected 

in China that people should be treated well, and that if they are not treated well there 

should be a good reason and people should be told this good reason? Framing the 

question this way makes is look like a “basic human rights” question: should people’s 

well-being and right to information be protected? And the answer is a resounding “Yes” 

we have seen ample evidence of the robustness of the Well-Being, Good Reason, and 

Disclosure models in China.

However, if the question is “Are human rights universal?” then the answer may 

look a little bit different. It should be clear by now that to employ the English term 

human rights is to evoke cultural models about what a human is and should be, and that 

these models don’t always map perfectly onto Chinese models. Therefore, a “native” 

Chinese understanding of renquan as an entire, interlocking complex of models is going 

to differ from a “native” American understanding of “the same” word.
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We conclude with another quote from C-3, responding to “Do you think the 

concept of human rights is equally appropriate for all countries in the world?” He says:

127.
C-3 Dangran mei ge guojia d5u ylnggai jiang renquan, dan renquan, ta you 

hen jut! de neirong, jiushi daodi baokuo nei xie quanli suan shi renquan, 
ylnwei shei dou zhldao renquan zhei ge gainian ta bu shi yT ge chouxiang 
de gainian, ta shi ge lishi de gainian.

C-3 Of course every country should respect human rights, but human rights, 
it has specific content, that is, ultimately, human rights should ultimately 
be considered to include what rights? Because everyone knows that this 
concept of human rights is not an abstract concept, it is a historical 
concept.

The historian frames it in terms of history; this culturally-inclined linguist frames it in 

terms of language and culture.
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Chapter5: Model Systems

Chapters 3 and 4 revealed a complex set of cultural models used by interviewees 

to reason about various scenarios involving family and society. As it is, the list of models 

looks a bit haphazard and arbitrary. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how 

the models fit together in a system. We will see that, while each of the models discussed 

has a “life of its own” in that it can appear independently of the other models, many 

models can be and often are interdependent and together form ways of thinking about and 

acting in the world. Of course we are dealing here with only a tiny subset of the models 

that make up Chinese and American culture, but it is these systems taken as a whole that 

give the feeling of “Chinese” and “American” ways of conceptualizing the world.

This chapter has two main sections. First is a general discussion of how the 

models relate to one another. Much of what is said here has been addressed briefly in 

Chapters 3 and 4, but here is it fleshed out and systematized more fully. The second 

specifically addresses metaphor and the question of what it means for a metaphor to be 

“in a language” or “in a culture.”

Before discussing the differences between the American and Chinese systems, it 

needs to be pointed out that the foundational schemas, mentioned briefly at the end of 

Chapter 4, that differentiate the Chinese and American systems, are subordinate to a 

shared, higher-level super-schema: Well-Being. For purposes of exposition it made
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more sense last chapter to treat Well-Being as a model along with all the others, but in 

this chapter I pose it as a super-schema because in some sense every model, including the 

Moral Individual and Problem Management foundational schemas, is about looking after 

people’s well-being. George Lakoff argues convincingly in Moral Politics (1996) that it 

is well-being that underlies different conceptions of humanity and morality, and I adopt 

this view here. What we end up with in Chinese and American culture, then, are 

sometimes similar, sometimes different ways of reasoning about well-being.

The American system

The system begins with a foundational schema, Moral Individual, and the rest 

follows from this. That is, the entire system depends on the basic assumptions behind 

Moral Individual: that human beings are born (or, in some circles such as Fundamentalist 

Christianity, conceived) into a community of individuated beings who have a purpose. 

The purpose is to behave in a moral fashion, or to do what is right. Naturally, in the 

course of one’s life, morality will come into conflict with other desiderata, but our 

primary purpose in this life is to be “good people.” What exactly is considered moral 

behavior varies a great deal within American culture, as most thoroughly analyzed in 

Lakoff 1996’s study of American liberals and conservatives. But as we saw throughout 

Chapters 3 and 4, across the political spectrum Americans share the belief that morality is

a top concern, however morality may be defined.
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A key aspect of Moral Individual is emphasized by the Unique Individual model: 

the belief that no two people are identical, and that this is a good thing. Each person 

brings something special to the world. Unique Individual, in turn, is a prerequisite for 

Life Path: part of our uniqueness resides in our talents and skills, and our uniqueness is 

wasted if we don’t develop our talents and skills as thoroughly as we can. An important 

aspect of developing our uniqueness is that this development should be undertaken for its 

own sake. There are no ulterior motives; it is its own reward.

Frequently, however, development of one’s talents also makes one happy. This is 

where Pursuit Of Happiness comes in. Pursuit of Happiness has a strong identity of its 

own, in that there are many human pursuits other than self-development that are deemed 

worth undertaking solely because they make us happy. Also, there are possible scenarios 

— such as a person talented in medicine deciding to become a doctor because she feels 

she can do the most good rather than because she enjoys it — in which developing one’s 

talents doesn’t make a person happy. But there is also a strong possibility of overlap 

between Pursuit of Happiness and Life Path. This overlap is given expression in the 

Follow Your Dreams model: when we have unique talents and developing these talents 

makes us happy, we should make developing these talents our top priority. Also of 

crucial importance here is desire: humans have desires, which deserve our attention
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because fulfilling our desires can make us happy. This is part of what underlies Life Is 

Precious as well: an end to a person’s life means an end to a person’s happiness.

Another important aspect of Moral Individual is that each person is a decision

making agent: perhaps the most important aspect of being a moral individual is deciding 

how to behave morally. This brings in the Choice Is Good model: people should be 

given opportunities to make decisions for themselves, for this is ultimately what 

determines how moral a person is. Having decisions made for a person thus robs that 

person of the single most important act of self-definition. And people know and feel the 

importance of self-definition and will resist attempts to have decisions made for them; 

thus the You Can’t Change Me model. The impulse to self-definition is so strong that it 

resists outside attempts to interfere with it.

Live And Learn reveals another, related aspect of self-definition: that the best 

way to learn to make good decisions is to allow a person to decide things for herself. The 

risk is that she might make a bad decision, but she will learn this lesson well because it 

was she who made the bad decision. This gives her a deeper understanding of good 

decisionmaking because she has tried an alternative path and discovered that it wasn’t 

what she had hoped it would be. This idea of the “road not taken” is key: if instead 

someone else had made the “right” decision for her, she herself wouldn’t know that the 

decision was “right” not only because she would resist (You Can’t Change Me), but
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because she never would have had the opportunity to observe the “wrongness” of the 

other path. She would have less data on which to base future decisions.

In the course of one’s unique development, a person develops a set of Personal 

Principles: models which a person prioritizes over all others. Because uniqueness is so 

prized, and because one’s personal principles are unique aspects of each individual, these 

principles are to be respected.

Another decision-making aspect of Moral Individual is highlighted by Do The 

Right Thing: it is important not only that we make decisions that facilitate our own 

unique personal development, but that we do things that benefit others, even at the 

expense of our own convenience or material benefit. That is, we must look after the well

being of others. The Well-Being super-schema is obviously a strong presence here. Do 

The Right Thing tells us we should make decisions that positively benefit others’ well

being. At the same time, we expect others to look after our well-being. Others may not 

actively enhance our well-being, but we generally expect people not to harm our well

being. We are offended when others act in ways directly contrary to our well-being. If 

people do harm our well-being, there should be a Good Reason for it, usually if not 

always a reason that trades off my well-being for someone else’s. That is, harming 

someone’s well-being incurs a moral debt that can be repaid in part with someone else’s 

well-being. But this is not enough: Disclosure tells us that the harmed person must be
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informed of this tradeoff. In a way, this makes the harmed person a willing participant in 

the tradeoff of well-being: harming a person, if doing so is not to be immoral, requires 

the person’s consent, and the only way to secure someone’s consent is first to inform 

them of the tradeoff.

Tradeoffs of well-being also stand at the center of a difficult type of model 

conflict. Sometimes personal principles come into conflict with other desiderata. 

Whatever our personal principles may be, the are dependent on our uniqueness, and our 

ability to develop our uniqueness is contingent upon certain material and institutional 

circumstances. These circumstances are created and maintained in large part by the state. 

Since the state — in this case the United States government — has contributed to our 

well-being in this way, citizens of the U.S. owe the government a moral debt. Hence 

Duty To Country. Because we are autonomous, agentive, decision-making beings, we 

can decide not to accept this moral debt by leaving the U.S.: the Love It Or Leave It 

model. By choosing to live in the U.S., however, we choose to take on a moral debt that 

we might be called upon to repay, and whose repayment might conflict not only with our 

personal principles but with our most basic well-being, namely our lives. And because 

all individuals in the community of humanity are Created Equal, if one person is called 

upon to make a sacrifice, all people are called upon to make a sacrifice: the Duty To 

Fellow Citizens model. This combines with Life Is Precious — there is likely to be some
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degree of compulsion involved in getting people to risk their lives, no matter how noble 

the cause — to yield the conclusion that one person being granted an exception could 

lead, via the Categorical Imperative, to everyone being granted an exception, and the 

country’s needs not being fulfilled.

The model system just sketched is based on an idealized view of humanity. This 

is recognized by the American interviewees. More “reality”-based models may influence 

how people actually behave, as opposed to how people ideally behave: Success may 

supersede Follow Your Dreams; Expediency may outweigh Do The Right Thing; and 

presumably, though this doesn’t come up in the interviews, Unique Individual may come 

into conflict with pressures to conform.

The Chinese System

I enter somewhat more speculative and risky territory here. Speculative, because

I am not Chinese. As an American, I am able fill in some of the missing details in the

American model system. I don’t have this option in describing the Chinese model

system. Risky, because as a Westerner writing in sweeping generalities about Chinese

culture I am in some sense guilty of essentializing and totalizing an “other,” and in doing

so am opening myself to criticism from entire schools of Sinology that have built

themselves on the premise that such essentializing perspectives are misleading and

dangerous. All I can do here is appeal to this work in its entirety, including caveats
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offered throughout earlier chapters, and ask the reader to understand that these caveats 

are intended as background here as well.

The Problem Management foundational schema underlies the Chinese model 

system. To be a person means to be engaged in a struggle to minimize the trouble one 

has to deal with in life. Particulars of given situations are given priority over 

generalizations meant to cover all possible situations. One problem every person has to 

solve is how to go about establishing an economic foundation for oneself and one’s 

family. Privileging the Success model provides one with the tools to solve this problem: 

do what you need to do in order to make sure your economic needs are met. Yes, we 

may have desires to do certain things with our lives (Follow Your Dreams), but if these 

desires are leading us down a path that will result in not having a solid economic 

foundation, then pursuing one’s dreams is not worth the risk of not having enough money 

to pay the bills or eat. It is also possible to make a mistake and learn from it (Live And 

Learn), but why bother if it’s obvious, from generations of experience and accumulated 

wisdom, which path will most quickly lead to success and allow us to solve perhaps the 

most important problem of our entire lives?

This is not to say that the path to success is the same for everyone. Individuals do 

indeed have unique talents to contribute to society, and should pursue whatever path is 

most suited to their skills. This isn’t so much about what people want to do with their
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lives, but about how their own societal value can be maximized. While it is not exactly 

clear what sorts of “value” of this kind are most highly privileged, the main exposition of 

the Suitable Path model, from C-18, frames it in terms of “becoming a useful person,” 

and specifically mentions “practical work” and engineering. The focus is on applied (i.e. 

problem-solving) undertakings.

As in the U.S., part of the value that all people are expected to contribute to 

society is looking after one another’s well-being. Also as in the U.S., there must be a 

Good Reason for infringing upon someone’s well-being, and this reason, via Disclosure, 

should be communicated to the person whose well-being has been violated. If a 

problematic situation is created for someone due to an unreasonable — that is, good- 

reason-lacking and/or disclosure-lacking — violation of her well-being, this is wrong. 

However, how violated the person feels, and the strength of active response to the 

situation, will vary according to how tractable the problem is. If the immediate negative 

impact on the person is significant, and if perpetrator is clearly identifiable, and the 

means of redress are relatively direct (as in responses to Question #3), then deep anger 

will be felt and the problem will definitely be dealt with vigorously. But if there is 

minimal immediate negative impact on the person, and if the perpetrators are distant and 

amorphous, and the means of redress are relatively indirect (as in Question #5), then the 

emotional reaction will be minimal and the problem may not be responded to with much
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vigor at all. In other words: if the personal impact is big and the problem is solvable, 

resolute attempts will be made to solve it; if the personal impact is small and problem is 

difficult to solve, there may be no attempt at all to solve the problem. It doesn’t really 

matter how abstractly “wrong” an act is; the key questions again are “How big is the 

impact?” and “Can I solve the problem?”

Likewise, if a situation presents itself, as in Question #7, whereby the 

convenience of many is adversely affected and an act by one person could alleviate this 

inconvenience, this one person will tend to think of the situation not in terms of abstract 

right and wrong, but in terms of Expediency: if we can all still get where we want to go 

by taking another route, then we’ll take another route; if we can’t, then I might as well 

help myself while I help others, and move the tree. Money is viewed in similar terms: as 

a tool to solve problems. Therefore, investment is the wisest way to use one’s money, 

because the more money the better, and the more problems can be solved.

Problems are encountered on a country-wide level as well. War is an extreme 

example. When the country faces a problem like this, Duty To Country dictates that 

individual well-being must be sacrificed for the well-being of the country as a whole. 

Every citizen has the same duty and so, via the Categorical Imperative, if one person is 

allowed not to fight, then all people are allowed not to fight, and the very existence of the 

country is threatened. It doesn’t matter what our Personal Principles might be; the
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country has a problem here, and everyone needs to do what they can to help solve it.79 

There is Nothing To Be Done if a person’s principles are at odds with the needs of the 

country: the only choice is to fight.

A personal note on the Nothing To Be Done model: the terminology here stems 

from my translation of the Chinese phrase mei banfa. Mei means “not have,” and banfa 

means “method,” but a particular kind of method: a method for solving a problem.

When I first lived in China, I was surprised, indeed annoyed, at how often I heard this 

turn of phrase in response to my impatient inquiries about such diverse matters as why 

the water wasn’t running, why the buses stopped running at 7:00 p.m., why my room was 

so cold in the winter, etc. Even now, eleven years after my first trip to China, I 

occasionally feel outrage at what my American mind feels are unjustified inconveniences 

of living in China. The term unjustified is not accidental: the outrage feels like moral 

outrage. It’s just plain wrong, the obtuse part of my American mind tells me, that any 

person should suffer such indignity. My Chinese hosts, however, shrug off such 

inconveniences as minor, and not worth making a big fuss over.80

791 don’t mean here to reduce Duty To Country to the Problem Management schema. There are almost 

certainly other cultural models, such as loyalty, involved. But since there is little direct evidence in the data 

about the reasoning underlying Duty To Country, for now I must stick to whatever aspects o f Duty To 
Country for which there is data, and it does indeed seem that problem-solving is an important, if not the 

only, aspect o f Duty To Country.

80 A fair counter to my culture-based argument would be: anyone who is used to an inconvenience 
tends to shrug it off; Chinese people have simply grown accustomed to a lot o f different sorts of
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Thus, according to the Problem Management schema, there are only certain types 

of problems that warrant our problem-solving energies: problems that (a) directly and 

significantly harm our well-being and/or (b) can realistically be solved. The most 

important thing to understand about Problem Management is that is doesn’t mean every 

problem must be solved. Instead, there is a deep-seated practicality and economizing of 

energy inherent in the schema: solve the problems that are worthy of one’s energy to try 

and solve.

Again, there is much missing from this account, but the data that we do have 

provide a sketch of a system of cultural models that is quite different from the 

corresponding American system. (By “corresponding” I mean the set of models invoked 

to address corresponding scenarios.) Much ink could be spilled over the origins of these 

differences. Here I offer a glimpse of a common Chinese explanation, framed in terms of 

why the U.S. is so much more developed than China. C-16 and C-17, in response to 

Question #12, discuss the role of material conditions in forming the identities of different 

ethnicities and nationalities:

1.

C-17 You hen da de zuoyong. Ni xiang Zhongguo shi yi ge zhei yang yl ge .. .di 
guang, danshi wo bing bit juede ta zlyuan hen fengfu. Erqie Zhongguo ren 
you nenme duo. Zaocheng zhei yang y! ge huanjing m jiu shenme

inconveniences, as a result of political and economic constraints; culture has nothing to do with it. For my 

reply, please refer to my discussion below about how culture relates to economic and political 

circumstances.
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shiqing, zanmen shenme shiqing dou hui zheng. Yingxiang dehua cong 
xiao dao da. Birushuo xiaoxue dao chuzhong, chuzhong dao gaozhong, 
gaozhong shang daxue, shenme shiqing ni yao zheng. Ni cai neng guo 
shang bijiao hao de shenghuo. Danshi ni kan Xlfang de guojia.. .ni kan 
Jianada hudzhe xiang Meiguo ta yao di da wu bo, wo zong juede ta zlyuan 
hen fengfu. Ni kan Zhongguo xlbei nei ge difang ta hao duo shi huangmo. 
Ta zhei bian jiu shenme, ni zhi yao.. .bu shuo ta bit fu chu nuli, ren zhuyao 
jiushi.. .key! shuo bi Zhongguo ren fu chu shao hen duo daijia ni jiu neng 
guo shang bijiao shushi de shenghuo. Danshi Zhongguo bu yiyang, 
Zhongguo nenme duo ren, huanjing bu yiyang, guoqing bu yiyang, ni jiu 
dei zheng, ni cai neng guo shang bijiao hao de shenghuo. Suoyi jiu 
zaocheng le Zhongguo ren you zhei yang yixie xlnli jiegou. Meiguo ren 
zhei yang ye zuo cheng yi ge xlnli jiegou, suoyi wangwang shi youyu yl 
ge ta d e .. .shi hen keguan de dongxi, zhe hen wuzhi de dongxi zaocheng 
de.

C-17 [Material environment] plays a big role. Look at China, it’s this type 
o f.. .the land is vast, but I don’t at all think it is rich in resources. Also, 
there are so many Chinese people. This has created this sort of 
environment where everything you do, everything we do you have to 
struggle. This influences us from a young age. For example from 
elementary school to middle school, middle school to high school, high 
school to college, in everything we have to struggle. Only after this can 
you live a relatively good life. But if you look at Western countries.. .look 
at Canada or America, they have vast territory and abundant resources, 
and so overall I think they are rich in resources. Look at China’s 
northwest, a great deal of it is desert. Over here [in America] it’s more, 
you only.. .1 can’t say they’re not diligent, but mostly people.. .you could 
say that they pay a much smaller price than Chinese people in order to live 
a comparatively comfortable life. But China is different, there are so 
many people in China, the environment is different, the national 
conditions are different, you have to struggle if you want to live a 
comparatively good life. So this has created a certain psychological 
structure in Chinese people. And this has also created a psychological 
structure for Americans, so it’s always a result of their.. .of very objective 
factors, this is created by material factors.

I include this not as any sort of final word on what has created these cultural differences

between the U.S. and China, but rather as an interesting side note of a meta-model which,

in my own experience, I have observed many Chinese to hold of why the U.S. is more

developed than China, and why the U.S. shouldn’t try to preach to China about how it
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should change. In conjunction with a metaphor involving a linear conception of history,

according to which the U.S. is further along the development path than China is, the 

conclusion is drawn that time, and time alone, will bring China up to America’s level of 

development, and along with this will bring more human rights to China’s people. 

Referring back to C-3 — from whom we heard briefly at the end of Chapter 4 — right 

after his proposal of the historicity of the concept of human rights, he adds:

2.

C-3 Jiushi, women fazhan dao zhe yl bu, ranhou women yrnggai you neixie 
quanli. Women yrnggai zhei yang kan, jiu shuo ben ren jiu meiyou yT ge 
chouxiang de, lixiang de renquan, b M  Meiguo zai liang bai nian qian ta 
de renquan gainian wanquan bu yiyang, gen xianzai. Ta ye bu keneng zuo 
dao xianzai zhei yang renquan de gainian.

C-3 That is, once we have developed to this stage, we should have these rights. 
We should look at it this way. That is, people don’t have abstract, ideal 
human rights. For example two hundred years ago America’s human 
rights concept was completely different from now. It would have been 
impossible to have a present-day sort of human rights concept.

Regardless of the causes of the cultural differences that underlie differences in human 

rights thinking, it is important not only that human rights advocates understand these 

differences, but that they understand this Chinese meta-model and, when discussing 

human rights with Chinese citizens, understand that they are likely viewing human rights 

through the lens of this meta-model and might be skeptical of what they see as 

inappropriate and intrusive Western prescriptions.

As different as the Chinese and American model systems are, however, we

mustn’t lose sight of the significant ways in which they are similar. Most importantly,
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from the perspective of human rights, the Well-Being super-schema is strongly in force 

for both cultures. Granted, what is considered “well-being” can vary greatly from culture 

to culture, but the sort of well-being involved here is arguably universal: allowing people 

basic control over their own movement, and looking after their economic needs. As we 

saw in Chapter 4, it is expected both in China and in the U.S. that people should be 

treated well, both by fellow citizens and by the government. Violations of well-being are 

marked cases. Even in the relatively unenthusiastic Chinese responses to Question #5, 

recall that (a) Chinese interviewees still say explicitly that the tax increase is wrong, and 

(b) complaining is given as a likely reaction, meaning that people would be dissatisfied 

with such an action by the government. To the extent that human rights involve the 

safeguard of humanity’s well-being and happiness, concepts of human rights as an ideal 

are equally applicable not only the China and to the U.S., but to all societies worldwide. 

In that sense, the data in this dissertation support a limited universalist claim for human 

rights.

At the same time, however, as an ideal is an important, culturally-laden hedge. 

One other key cultural difference revealed by the data is that Americans tend to think and 

reason in terms of ideals, while Chinese tend to de-emphasize ideals in favor of actual, or 

at least likely-to-encounter, circumstances. And so any universalist angle on human 

rights must be tempered with an understanding that the very act of thinking in terms of
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abstract ideals is a culturally-conditioned way of thinking that is liable to meet resistance 

not only with government officials who have a vested interest in impeding political 

reform, but with the “common people,” who themselves are accustomed to thinking not 

in terms of lofty ideals, but in terms of how to navigate the very real material constraints 

they encounter in their lives.

Let me emphasize again that I am not claiming that Americans are in any way 

“more moral” than Chinese, or anything remotely along these lines. The above 

paragraph, in fact, is meant to emphasize the highly idealized nature of American 

moralistic thinking. What an American person or a Chinese person would actually do 

when confronted with any of the scenarios asked about is anybody’s guess. This question 

could be investigated empirically, but is obviously far beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. Do recall, however, that the Americans are quite aware of the lack of fit 

between the ideal and the actual, and do not claim that they themselves necessarily would 

act in a moral fashion, only that they should. There is simply no evidence whatsoever 

about whether actual behavior on the part of Chinese or Americans is “more moral,” 

whatever that would even mean. This dissertation is about ways o f conceptualizing 

hypothetical scenarios, not about actual behavior.

In a related vein, it must be pointed out that the two model systems discussed 

above may in some important ways not be equivalent. We all have many different sorts
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of models at our disposal. For our purposes here, we at least have models of the way the 

world is and of the way people are, along with models of how the world should be and of 

how people should be. In other words, we have models of the actual and of the ideal. 

Some might argue that the ideal and the actual are closer in the U.S. than they are in 

China, and that therefore the American interviewees are freer to emphasize the ideal more 

than are the Chinese interviewees: Chinese interviewees are too busy thinking about how 

to flex their models of the ideal to fit a non-ideal situation; they have no psychological 

room to think or talk much about how things should be. This argument could then 

continue: it may be the case the the “cultural principles” behind Chinese and American 

culture are quite similar or quite different, but the methodology used in this research is 

unable to get at them. In the meantime, we have merely compared apples and oranges, 

missing the more “essential” underlying similarities and differences between American 

and Chinese culture.

Here is my reply: the validity of this criticism depends crucially on the purposes 

to which one is putting, and the claims one is making about, one’s research. If the 

purpose is to find abstract truths about “essential” differences and/or similarities between 

cultures, then my research has little to offer. If, however, the purpose is to find 

similarities and differences in how members of different cultural and linguistic 

communities reason their ways through the world, then my research is of value. I am
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concerned primarily with similarities and differences in how Chinese and American 

people reason about human rights. Human rights exist within specific political and 

economic contexts. At present, China is a more politically repressed society, and a less 

prosperous society, than is the United States. These realities cannot help but inform 

people’s thinking in a deep way, and it would be foolish to wish these differences away 

in order to focus on discovering something “essential” about Chinese and American 

cultural difference. These differences may indeed exist, and may indeed be discoverable, 

but that is a different project for a different time. For my research purposes, the fact that 

Chinese interviewees tend to invoke their models of the actual, while Americans tend to 

invoke their models of the ideal, is itself an important discovery.

This relates to the still-larger question, addressed early in Chapter 4, of where we 

draw the line between what we call “culture” and what we consider to be temporary 

adaptations to a particular political and economic context. There is a common folk model 

according to which “culture” is considered to involve something essential and long- 

lasting about a given society and its people: culture is that which endures the vicissitudes 

of history, that which remains static through changing political and economic 

circumstances. If we adopt this view of culture, then it could be fairly argued that my 

dissertation is not about Chinese and American culture. However, what I have tried, 

hopefully with some success, to argue for, is a more complexified and nuanced notion of
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culture that allows us to take into account specific economic and political circumstances, 

fleeting as they might ultimately turn out to be.

We now shift gears and turn our attention to metaphor and how it fits into the 

model systems under discussion.

Metaphor: relating family and society

One of George Lakoff’s (1996) most important discoveries in Moral Politics was 

the Nation-as-Family metaphor. Lakoff argues convincingly that, in the U.S., people’s 

understanding of certain aspects of family life — in particular child-rearing practices — 

structure their reasoning about politics. One of my goals in this research was to probe for 

evidence of this metaphor both in the U.S. and in China. To this end, I posed Question 

#2:

2. How would you explain to a five-year-old what a government is and its 
relationship to the people?

I hoped that interviewees, when forced to reduce government to its simplest terms, would 

use a family metaphor in their descriptions. In broad strokes, I got what I wanted from 

the Americans, but not from the Chinese. A possible conclusion to draw would be that 

the Americans “have a Nation-as-Family metaphor” and the Chinese don’t. But such a 

conclusion would be simplistic. To the point, we need to be precise about what we mean
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by a metaphor “being in a language” or culture. This, in the context of the data, is the

topic of the following discussion.

In none of the six Chinese interviews was a family metaphor offered at any point 

in response to Question #2. I had hoped people would propose explaining government as 

“parents,” but no such luck. Since at the time I envisioned metaphor as a central topic of 

the dissertation, I made persistent efforts during follow-up questioning to elicit the 

metaphor. It usually went something like this: “Your explanation of government was 

quite abstract. What if the five-year-old hears your explanation and says, ‘I don’t 

understand.’ Can you give a simpler explanation?” Even then, in only one interview is a 

family metaphor offered, and is then explicitly rejected as inaccurate.81 C-13 proposes 

viewing the government as parents. C-12 says that, yes, maybe our parents were 

educated that the government is our parents, but things are different now:

3.
C-12 Danshi xianzai shuo m de zhengfu shi ni de jiazhang kending dajia bu hui 

tongyi. Ni ping shenme shuo ta shi jiazhang? Dui bu dui? Erqie wo 
juede keneng jiushi shuo yaoshi gei ta juxian dao Zhongguo lai jiang 
dehua, ruguo ni yao wen zai nianqlng yl dian de ren dehua, ta keneng hui 
jiushi, ylnwei you.. .dou kaishi jiao shui ne.
[...]
Danshi wo jiao le shui, ni ping shenme shuo shi jiazhang shi wo zai 
yanghu ni a? Ni ylnggai lai wei wo zuo shiqing, dui bu dui? Suoyi 
xianzai hui you hen duo laobaixing nei yang, ta yao hui ma zhengfu,

81 In both the body of the interviews and in follow-up, there is a frequent metaphor offered: 

government is construed in terms of kindergarten, either as the teacher or as the head of the class. A  

detailed look at this metaphor, however, while surely interesting in its own right, is beyond our present 
purposes.
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queshf shi zhei yang ne, ni meiyou wei wo lai zuo hao shiqing, meiyou 
fuwu ha.

C-12 But now if you say the government is your parents, definitely no one will 
agree with you. What’s your basis for saying it’s your parents? Right? 
Also I think maybe if you limit this to China, if you ask a somewhat 
younger person, maybe he will, because...they’ve all started paying taxes.
[ • • • I

But I have paid taxes, what is your basis for saying it’s the parents, and 
that I ’m taking care of you? You should be doing things for me, right? So 
nowadays there are many common people like that, they’ll curse the 
government, it’s truly this way. You haven’t done good things for me, 
haven’t served me.

C-13 ends up convinced that the parent metaphor is not apt, and that ends the discussion.

The Americans, on the other hand, are quite willing to offer up a parent metaphor. 

Recall here that this question was asked to only seven of the American interview pairs.

In four of the seven interviews, a parent metaphor is offered in the body of the interview. 

In a fifth, it is given as part of follow-up, and once it is discovered, the interviewees are 

happy with it. In the five cases of this metaphor, several different aspects of parenthood 

are offered: caretaking, looking out for the child’s interests and safety, dispute 

resolution, rule enforcement, and generalized “authority.” I include the following 

because it offers the most varied ideas about the “parental” roles of government:

4.
E-23 Well, you have to be really general, but the government is the...a system, a 

group of people that are kind of in charge of a larger group of people.
E-24 Kinda like parents.
E-23 Mm hm. That's good. And they make rules, and they have a way to 

enforce those rules, if you break the rules, then...
E-24 You get in trouble.
E-23 Right, you get in trouble. They take care of you.
E-24 Mm hm.
E-23 The government provides for you, and, um, protects you.
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Given how freely the Americans offer up this metaphor, and how it doesn’t even 

seem to occur to the Chinese, we might be tempted to conclude that the Nation-as-Family 

metaphor exists in the U.S., but not in China. But this conclusion would be premature, as 

we have already seen an example of Nation-as-Family in response to Question #6. Recall 

C-19’s long-winded criticism of Zhang San for avoiding the draft, in which she says:

5.
C-19 Danshi birushuo zhei ge qfta.. .qfta de guojia yao ruqin de, yijlng dadao jia 

menkou le, na wo weile jiushi baohu wo de zhei ge jia, wo ye bu keneng 
shuo wo xiushou pangguan, bu qu guan.

C-19 But for example if another.. .another country wants to invade, and is
already at the door, then in order to protect my home, it’s not possible for 
me to stand by and watch and not do something about it.

This is a fairly obvious example of Nation-as-Family. No family members are 

mentioned, but in the frame semantics of the family, the home is the most sacred location. 

This is the only occurrence of the metaphor, but that doesn’t matter. Clearly this 

reasoning pattern is readily available.

In this chapter there are ultimately three points I wish to make about metaphor. 

The first, somewhat obvious, point is that we need to be precise about exactly what is 

mapping to what. The parent metaphor, of which there is only the one, ultimately 

rejected example in the Chinese data, but of which there are several examples in the 

American data, maps a subset of family relations onto a subset of government-citizen 

relations. This is the Nation-as-Family metaphor about which George Lakoff writes at
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such length in Moral Politics. The key entailments involve family-internal matters such 

as child-rearing, dispute resolution, degree of independence of the children, moral 

education, etc. In particular, Lakoff argues, this metaphor focuses on the parents in that it 

is ultimately about determining the appropriate roles of the government as metaphorical 

parents.

The metaphor in (5), however, is different. Unfortunately there is very little data 

given, so it is difficult to know just how elaborate the structures of the source and target 

domains82 can conventionally be, but at least this much seems clear: the metaphor is 

mostly about family-external threats, rather than family-internal relations. The chief 

entailment here is based on the fear inherent in imagining my home, my ultimate place of 

safety, being forcibly entered and me being harmed. C-19’s rhetorical purpose is to 

criticize Zhang San’s decision not to fight in the war, so she uses this metaphor in order 

to conjure up fear and urgency. Now, it is quite possible that the structure of the 

metaphor could be elaborated with family-internal relations, according to which the 

government is the parents defending the citizen-children, but there is no data for this.

And even if there were, the entire metaphor is still dependent on the family-external 

threat.

82 Recall that in metaphor analysis the source domain provides the conceptual structure and language 
for reasoning and talking about the target domain.
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Thus there are two quite different metaphors here, both of which could be fairly 

called Nation-as-Family. There exist at least two others as well, neither of which occurs 

in the data, but both of which I have come across in conversations and casual reading. 

One is used in referring to ethnic minorities: the “great family of the Chinese nation,” or 

zhonghua mmzu dajiatmg. Zhonghua mmzu, we have already looked at; da means “big, 

great”; and jiatmg means “family.” This metaphorical expression appears in rhetorical 

contexts in which the unity of the Chinese ethnicities is being emphasized, such as high- 

school textbooks on ethnicity. I once heard a similar expression used in a movie I 

happened to stumble across on television, about the “history” of Tibet, in which British 

forces arrive in Lhasa trying to persuade Tibet to break away from China. The Tibetan 

leader — presumably the Dalai Lama — rebuffs them, saying something along the lines 

of, “Tibetans, Mongolians, Uighurs, and Han, we’re all one big family.” In other words, 

we are unified, leave us alone, go back to India. Additionally, non-Han ethnicities are 

sometimes referred to as “brother ethnicities” (xiong-dl mmzu). The aspect of family 

structure emphasized by this metaphor is unity, or indivisibility.

Another family, or at least home,83 metaphor appears on billboards in some 

Chinese cities. The relevant expression is:

83 One problem in distinguishing these in Chinese is that jia  can translate both as “home” and as 

“family.”
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6.
zhengzhi huanjing, mei hua jia yuan
repair environment, beautiful -ize home garden
“Fix the environment, beautify your home garden.”

The key aspect of home life here is caretaking: we should care about our country’s 

environment in the same way we naturally and deeply care about our homes. No family 

members are mapped here, but again it is quite possible to imagine family members being 

included in the mapping, with the government once again as parents, heading up the 

cleanup, and the citizens as children, helping out. But even so, this metaphor should be 

seen as a different metaphor from the others, because it is in some sense fundamentally 

about something different.

Ultimately, the point here is that what may look like a single Nation-as-Family 

metaphor is better viewed as a number of separate metaphors. These metaphors each 

emphasize different aspects of source-domain family structure, and are thus intended to 

cause listeners to do different sorts of reasoning about the target domain. So one answer 

to the question “Does the Nation-as-Family metaphor exist in China?” is that there are in 

fact several Nation-as-Family metaphors.

Another possible answer to this question raises the second point I wish to make 

about metaphors being “in a language” or culture: we need to bear in mind degree of
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conventionality. This is where the distinction between on-the-fly analogy84 and deeply- 

conventional metaphor becomes useful. There is of course no absolute distinction in kind 

between these two phenomena, as they exist at opposite ends of a cline, but if two 

examples are far enough apart on this cline they can look like examples of different 

phenomena. For example, when C-12 and C-13 are discussing the possibility of viewing 

the government as parents, they are trying out, and ultimately rejecting, an analogy.

There is no unconscious, highly conventionalized language, and no correspondingly 

conventionalized reasoning pattern, according to which the government is the parents and 

the citizens are the children; instead, C-12 and C-13 are engaged in the highly conscious 

process of trying to match up the source and target domain structures — specifically the 

caretaking role of parents — and finding enough mismatch to reject the analogy. On the 

other hand, C-19’s example seems more metaphorical: there is no conscious reasoning- 

out here; she doesn’t miss a beat in referring to the country as a home, and obviously 

expects her listeners to understand. This indicates the much higher degree of 

conventionality of what we have come to call “metaphor” instead of “analogy.”

The American cases seem to lie somewhat more towards the middle of the 

analogy-metaphor cline. As we saw, five of the seven interview pairs suggest viewing

“ The sense of analogy intended here is precisely its “on-the-fly” nature, rather than what Gentner and 

Gentner (1983) define as the central aspect o f analogy, namely its mapping of the interrelations among
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the government as parents, indicating that they see a good fit between source and target 

domain. However, the fact that conscious construction of this view of government is 

necessary indicates a lack of the unconscious conventionality that is the hallmark of 

metaphor. In other words, on this last point I am confessing to a flaw in my 

methodology: in posing Question #2, ultimately the most I could hope would be revealed 

are conceptual structures that look more like analogy than metaphor. Given its 

unconscious status, metaphor really just needs to “pop up” on its own; an ideal 

methodology would create scenarios that maximize the likelihood of metaphors being 

used. Unfortunately my methodology didn’t facilitate this process, and so there just isn’t 

much metaphorical data to analyze.

Regardless of this methodological snafu, however, we do have some useful 

metrics for trying to determine whether a given metaphor is “in” a language or culture.

We need to investigate two matters: Is there highly conventionalized language and 

reasoning indicating a metaphor? And if not, do the reasoning patterns relevant to the 

would-be metaphor make sense to speakers of the language (i.e., members of the 

culture)? A sound methodology and analytical strategy that pays attention to both aspects 

should yield useful answers to this question.

entities instead of the entities themselves.
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Another aspect of the “presence” of metaphors in a conceptual system is worthy 

of our attention, and that is the rhetorical uses to which a metaphor might be put. Some 

metaphors, especially primary metaphors, pervade language and conceptualization at so 

many levels that they are “in” a conceptual system in the deepest way. However, Nation- 

as-Family does not appear to be this sort of metaphor, either for the Chinese or the 

American interviewees. Instead, we should view metaphors such as this as (if you’ll 

pardon the metaphor) tools to be used at various times for various rhetorical purposes.

Do you want to persuade someone to fight in a war? Call the nation “home” and say the 

enemy is “at the door.” Do you want to convince someone that China is not about to 

disintegrate into inter-ethnic warfare? Call the ethnic groups “brothers.” For these latter 

metaphors, the aspects of source domain structure that get mapped to the target domain 

are somewhat arbitrary and sparse and depend, as I’ve said, on specific rhetorical 

purposes in specific contexts. We don’t need to say who the parents or children are when 

the enemy is at the door; we just need to fight.

The final point to discuss about metaphor is the longest and most complex. It has 

to do both with what metaphor is, in some deep sense, and with the current question of 

the sorts of evidence we can turn to for the presence of a metaphor in a given conceptual 

system. We begin this discussion with a brief look at what we might call the Family-as-
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Nation metaphor, of which we saw examples in Chapter 3. The most thorough of these

examples is repeated here:

7.
C-12 .. .zai women jia sulran wo zheng qian hen duo, danshi wo conglai dou shi 

yao shangliang zhe lai.
C-13 Na m mama nei dai ne? Ni baba he m mama? Shei shuo le suan?
C-12 Meiyou shei shuo le suan. Ye shi jiushi ylnwei wo juede haoxiang tamen 

jiu ting mmzhu de. Baokuo jiu dui haizi, tamen zhljian shenme shiqing 
dou shi yiding shangliang zhe lai. Ranhou ruguo zhende da shiqing de hua 
dou yao haizi lai yiqi lai shuo, lai plnplnmingming de ti yijian huo 
zenmeyang.

C-13 O, na nimen jia hen mmzhu.
C-12 Dui a.

C-12 .. .In my family, even though I earn a lot of money I still always discuss 
things.

C-13 What about your mom’s generation? You dad and your mom? Who has 
the final say?

C-12 No one has the final say. This is because, I think, it seems, they’re very 
democratic. This includes how they are with their children. AH of their 
matters are discussed. And on top of this, for really big things all the 
children come and discuss things together with the family, and offer their 
opinions and such with all their heart.

C-13 Oh, your family is really democratic.
C-12 Yes.

We also saw other examples of use of the term mmzhu in referring either to the Majority 

Rules or to the Discussion submodels of the Democracy model. We also had the 

following, referring to how the family considering buying a car in Question #10 might

resolve the dispute:

8 .

C -17 Z u .. .zu neige, zhaokai jiatrng huiyi le.

C-17 They would organize.. .call a family meeting.
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C-17’s language here is clearly metaphorical: the verb-object structure zhaokai huiyi, 

“call a meeting,” is from the domain of public institutions.

What these examples show is that the family can be conceived of in terms of the 

public, just as the public can be conceived of in terms of the family. As with the 

examples of Nation-as-Family, these Family-as-Nation examples offer little in the way of 

structure. They also seem, in ways similar to the Nation-as-Family examples, actually to 

be different metaphors. C-12 emphasizes the participatory aspect of democracy in order 

to highlight the voice of young people in her family; C-17 merely wishes to call attention 

to the fact that a meeting would be called to make a decision, without specific reference 

to the amount of power carried by the various family members.

Again, giving proper attention to the details of what maps to what is an important 

part of metaphor analysis. At the same time, however, enough micro-level attention to 

detail could yield a macro-level phenomenon worth our attention. In the current case, 

given the presence, limited as it is, of both a set of Nation-as-Family metaphors and of 

Family-as-Nation metaphors, it is beginning to appear as if there may be two domains, 

broadly construed, the structure of one of which may occasionally be used to reason 

about the other. Which aspects of these structures get mapped will vary from context to
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context, but it may be the case that the cultural models of the family and societal domains 

indeed share enough structure that one can be occasionally viewed in terms of the other.85

In a moment, we will discuss in more detail how to investigate this similarity, but 

it is necessary first to delve into a thorny theoretical issue in metaphor studies: what role, 

if any, similarity plays in metaphor. In George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s landmark 

(1980) work, Metaphors We Live By, they rightly criticize the Aristotelian view, carried 

down to the present day by various philosophers and linguists, that metaphor primarily 

expresses similarity between two phenomena. Most importantly, metaphor maps 

inferences asymmetrically from source domain to target domain. Similarity is a 

symmetric relationship, so clearly metaphor is not based on similarity. Eventually, the 

basis for a great deal of this asymmetry was discovered by Joseph Grady (1997b) in his 

dissertation on primary metaphor. Grady’s account goes roughly like this: primary 

metaphor is based on experiential correlations that take place in early childhood and that 

get “wired” into our brain’s neural circuitry. For instance, the primary metaphor 

ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS REACHING A DESTINATION arises out of an 

experiential correlation between, on the one hand, the sensorimotor (source-concept) 

experience of arriving at a destination and, on the other hand, the subjective (target-

85 For a thorough analysis o f a number of domains — all related to competition — that can be either 
source or target domains for each other, see Pamela Morgan (1998).
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concept) feeling of accomplishment that the child experiences upon reaching the 

destination. There is no similarity between achieving a purpose and reaching a 

destination; they are merely correlated in experience. Plus, one is a sensorimotor 

experience while the other is some subjective operation over this sensorimotor 

experience; again there is no similarity.

However, this does not mean an end to the role of similarity in discussions of 

metaphor. First, what of non-primary metaphor? It has been speculated that all 

metaphors may ultimately derive from primary metaphors, but this is as yet a completely 

unsupported claim. Arguments have been made by Grady for the presence of complex 

metaphors, such as THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS (see Grady (1997a)), which are 

formed by combining primary metaphors, but complex and primary metaphors hardly 

account for all the metaphors in existence. Quite simply, the claim that all metaphors 

derive from primary metaphors requires much further evidence before it can be taken 

seriously. And until it is, we must leave open the possibility that there is a large body of 

metaphors that do not derive from primary metaphors.

Second, even for primary metaphors, similarity may play an important role. 

While it is obviously true that there is no similarity between, say, achieving a purpose 

and reaching a destination, this doesn’t matter. Framing things in these terms is 

misleading in that it obfuscates the crucial distinction between the (metonymic)
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experiential correlation that gives rise to the metaphor and the post-“differentiation” 

(Johnson (1999)) metaphor. The underlying question here is: How does the child get 

from (frame-internal) correlation to (cross-frame) metaphor? Presumably, this can be 

answered with reference to Grady’s research: over time, as a given experiential 

correlation gets more and more firmly established in a child’s neural architecture, the 

child, when achieving purposes other than reaching destinations, will experience a sense 

of accomplishment that is subjectively similar to her sense of accomplishment in reaching 

a destination. The child will notice the similarity. (Note also the shared aspectual 

structure between, on the one hand, traveling toward, and ultimately reaching, a 

destination and, on the other hand, exerting effort — in this case especially non-physical 

effort — over a prolonged period of time and ultimately achieving one’s purpose.) The 

fact that this similar sense of accomplishment is experienced in a frame other than that of 

physical travel towards and arrival at a destination is what turns the original frame- 

internal correlation into a cross-frame metaphor. Thus even primary metaphors, while 

based in experiential correlations that involve no similarity, still require similarity in their 

evolution from frame-internal metonymic correlations to cross-frame metaphorical 

mappings.

Therefore, while there are good reasons to discard similarity as a be-all-end-all 

explanation of metaphor, the role of similarity cannot be completely elided. For our
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present purposes, this is good news, for it allows us another avenue of investigation in 

searching for metaphors in a conceptual system: cross-domain similarity of reasoning 

patterns. This type of evidence is more indirect than overt linguistic evidence, but, given 

the above justification, is still of some use to us.

So we may ask, now that we have seen in great detail how Chinese and American 

people reason about certain aspects of the family and society, how similar these reasoning 

patterns are. Recall that, for the Chinese interviewees, the dominant model for family 

economic decisionmaking is Final Say, and for deciding what career to pursue is Success. 

For reasoning about various society-based conflicts and dilemmas, Chinese speakers 

consistently prefer to think in terms of the Problem Management foundational schema. 

While the reasoning behind Final Say is not completely clear, it does facilitate the swift 

resolution of conflicts, and therefore the solving of problems. The Success model, which 

often conflicts with Follow Your Dreams, privileges practicality — the management of 

basic economic problems — over individual desires that may threaten economic stability 

and social prestige. So Problem Management indeed seems to run through Chinese 

reasoning about both the family and society.

Americans, in responses to questions about society, consistently reason according 

to the Moral Individual foundational schema. In family matters, they privilege 

Democracy — specifically, Discussion — and Follow Your Dreams. Both models draw
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on aspects of Unique Individual, which is a crucial part of Moral Individual: Discussion 

(along with its close relative, Everyone’s Opinion Matters) values every individual’s 

unique opinion, and Follow Your Dreams is all about a unique individual pursuing what 

he loves doing. The role of the American privileging of Money Is Power is a bit less 

clear, but is certainly compatible with models that privilege individual desires — via the 

connection between money and desire-satisfaction, as argued briefly in Chapter 3 — as 

well as with (primarily conservative but still generally American) models that connect 

work with moral character. That is, Money Is Power could be privileged in America in 

part because of the understanding that people who earn more money (a) have more of a 

right to satisfy their desires, and (b) should be listened to because of the moral authority 

inherent in their earning more money.

Conflict is another theme running through the family and societal reasoning of the 

Americans. Recall the Americans’ emphasis on “winning” and “losing” in family 

conflict, and on direct, conflict-intensive redress of the scenarios presented by both 

Questions #3 and #5.

Overall, while Americans don’t seem to view the family questions in the same 

explicitly moral terms as the societal questions, still, as far as privileging individual 

viewpoints and desires, there is strong commonality in how Americans reason about the 

family and about society.
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It is important, however, to point out that there are points of mismatch as well.

For instance, the strength of Money Is Power as a family model doesn’t necessarily carry 

over in all ways to social institutions. Even conservatives, who might indeed argue that 

those who earn more money deserve to have more say in societal affairs, would 

presumably not argue that wealthy people should get more than one vote in elections.

And contrariwise, while Majority Rules forms the political basis of American democracy, 

we have seen that it is a relatively weak model among Americans in the family context. 

The key, though, is that the family and societal reasoning patterns are broadly similar, if 

not identical.

At this point, whether we call this similarity in reasoning patterns “metaphorical” 

or “analogical” is essentially moot. We know there are Nation-as-Family metaphors in 

both China and the U.S., and Family-as-Nation metaphors at least in China, and almost 

certainly in the U.S. as well. It is thus possible to reason about either in terms of the 

other. One’s ideas about society are informed by one’s ideas about family, and vice 

versa. It is possible to imagine a person expecting better treatment from the government 

if her parents have treated her well; it is also possible to imagine someone demanding 

better treatment from her parents once they become aware of democratic institutions such 

as the vote.
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Still, given the basicness of family versus public experience, we should take 

seriously Lakoff’s (1996) claim that Nation-as-Family enjoys a certain primary status as 

a metaphorical reasoning pattern, and that family structure crucially underlies public, 

political belief structures. In this case, we might wish to view Family-as-Nation as a 

secondary, derivative metaphorical reasoning pattern. Delaney and Emanatian (1997) 

investigated one possibly-similar metaphorical phenomenon, in which laws in the U.S. in 

the 1930s and 1940s restricting the movements of Blacks into predominantly white 

neighborhoods were based on an ecology metaphor, according to which Black migration 

was construed as “invasion,” and restrictive laws preventing migration as “barriers.” The 

urban ecology domain, in turn, using terms such as “invasion,” was originally conceived 

of in terms of military concepts. In the process, there is a “filter effect,” according to 

which the structure of the target domain becomes less and less rich: the ecology domain 

only exploits some of the structure of the military domain, and the legal domain only 

exploits some of the structure of the ecology domain.

Something similar may have happened with Nation-as-Family and Family-as- 

Nation. I have already argued that the various Nation-as-Family metaphors only employ 

certain aspects of family structure. And Family-as-Nation only employs an extremely 

small subset of the structure of public institutions: family members are reduced to 

decisionmaking agents based solely on their voting power (Majority Rules) or, slightly
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more complexly, their political voice (Discussion and Everyone’s Opinion Matters). 

There is no separation of powers, no Constitution, etc.

This is of course highly speculative, absent (a) a detailed diachronic look at the 

development of these metaphors, and (b) a careful analysis of exactly how public 

institutions and political beliefs have or haven’t been formed based on family structure. 

This brief section should be considered more a thought experiment than a serious 

presentation of data.

Ultimately, for the purposes of this dissertation, it doesn’t matter. The most 

important point is that, to understand people’s reasoning patterns about the family, we 

have to understand their reasoning patterns about society, and vice versa. These two 

domains are related via a complex system of cultural models, and for this dissertation 

what is most important is identifying the system, regardless of exactly how these two 

domains are and have been mutually constitutive.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

In Chapter 1 a theory of culture was sketched, and a methodology was presented 

for exploring culture through language. In Chapter 2 I established the need for an 

empirical investigation into the cultural models underlying beliefs about human rights. 

Chapters 3-5 presented the empirical findings. In this concluding chapter I tie these 

findings back into the human rights discourse and show what has been learned in the 

process.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the findings of the human rights researchers that are 

closest to mine come from those whose methodologies most closely approximate mine. 

First is Ming Wan, who, as discussed in Chapter 2, used surveys to paint a picture of 

Chinese people’s beliefs about human rights. His findings support the presence of the 

Problem Management foundational schema and the concomitance absence, or at least 

weakness, of the Moral Individual schema. His findings indicate that only one to three 

percent of Chinese people believe that people are born with the rights to “personal safety, 

election and dismissal of cadres, and not being abused in confinement.” (Wan 1999: 108) 

Instead, 35-50 percent believe these rights are bestowed by the government. In other 

words, these rights are not abstract, or, in the terms of Western rights thinkers, “natural.” 

Instead, they only exist to the extent that they are granted by a governing body.

Wan’s findings also stress the practical nature of rights:
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.. .the focus for most Chinese is not the inherent value of democracy and 
human rights but what these concepts can do for their living standards and 
for the country. People are not convinced that human rights and 
democracy will necessarily improve daily life, given China’s unique 
conditions. Such views are reinforced by general satisfaction among 
Chinese with their rising living standards, the country’s rising power, and 
their wish to see a powerful and prosperous China....Such prevailing 
views among ordinary Chinese explain why human rights and democracy 
continue to be perceived as foreign concepts removed from daily life.
(108)

Wan then cites a quote from a Washington Post article by a barber from Beijing. The 

barber, in expressing his opposition to U.S. pressure on China to improve human rights, 

says: “I live better, I eat better. The rest doesn’t matter.” (Mufson 1997)

This notion — that human rights are to be supported only to the extent that they can 

improve people’s practical living conditions — is exactly in line with the Problem 

Management schema and its associated models.

Wan ascribes these views mostly to China’s current economic and political 

environment and how this environment has led to opposition to U.S. pressure. My 

research indicates that there are also deeper, possibly more stable cultural reasons behind 

these views, as the questions posed in my research do not directly involve human rights 

or U.S. pressure on China, and thus are less likely than the surveys cited by Wan to 

arouse possibly knee-jerk, nationalistic responses. Another way of putting this is to say 

that lukewarm ideas about human rights are perhaps more likely to be expressed in 

response to questions specifically about human rights, as the term renqudn conjures up

negative associations of Western imperialism (whether cultural, economic or political).
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Given his methodology, then, Wan is right to focus on economic and political causes for

the views expressed; my research provides culture as an added explanation.

The other scholar whose results resonate with mine is Andrew Nathan. Recall 

from Chapter 2 than Nathan’s research uses Chinese constitutions as an ethnographic 

window into Chinese conceptions of human rights. At least one of his findings closely 

mirrors those of Wan:

Despite their differences, the series of constitutions established a powerful 
tradition of continuity with respect to the basic nature of rights. First, in 
none of the constitutions were rights considered to be derived from human 
personhood; they were derived from citizenship in the state or, in the case 
of political rights in the Communist period, from membership in the 
progressive classes known collectively as “the people.” Second, the very 
variability of rights from constitution to constitution was an important 
point of continuity. Chinese constitution writers felt able to add and 
withdraw rights fairly freely because they held that rights are granted by 
the state and can be changed by the state. (Nathan 1986a: 121)

Once again, human rights are not considered a birthright. And once again, rights are

viewed not as abstract and eternal but as concrete and contingent. How else would it be

possible for each constitution to offer its own unique list of rights? As we saw above

with Wan’s research, there are clearly political factors involved: from the standpoint of

the state, there is obvious political advantage to considering rights to be defined and

granted by the state. However, my research suggests that there are cultural reasons as

well for this tendency in Chinese constitutions.

In another essay, Nathan expresses support for a partially culture-based view.

This essay, which immediately follows his essay on Chinese constitutions, aims at
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finding philosophical roots for the ideas institutionalized in the constitutions. In his

conclusion, Nathan summarizes:

The common demands of critics and reformers throughout the century 
centered on two points: an end to arbitrary repression of individuals by 
the police and political cadres, and an expanded scope of free speech so 
that the people could contribute more creatively to the common goal of 
modernization. One is hard-pressed to find in the voluminous writings of 
modern dissenters any argument for self-centered individualism, for 
natural rights as ends in themselves, or for the right of the people to rule 
without the guidance of an elite party that supposedly knows their interests 
better than they do. The gap between American and Chinese democratic 
values thus is wide, not only at the level of official orthodoxies, but at the 
deeper level of the philosophical assumptions and cultural values that are 
shared within each country even by contending ideological factions. In 
short, although both countries value the ideas of democracy and rights, 
they do so in ways that lead to very different results. (Nathan 1986b: 162)

These findings resonate with mine in several ways. First, the focus on police abuse is 

reminiscent of the main narrative line of Chapter 4: Chinese interviewees were just as 

outraged as Americans about abusive police behavior. Second, free speech has been 

advocated as a means to modernization, not as an end in itself. And third, rights 

generally are seen not as abstract birthrights, but as concrete, context-specific, problem

solving tools.

What my research adds to Nathan’s is twofold. First, we now have a wealth of 

data from Chinese people who, if “unordinary” in that they are highly educated, are 

certainly not philosophers or dissidents, and thus provide support from a wider range of 

the population for Nathan’s conclusions. Second, we are now able to problematize more 

precisely just what the cultural values are that make up these views about human rights.
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While Wan’s and Nathan’s findings are nicely compatible with mine, the work of 

many others is not. What I will do next is to use my findings as a lens through which to 

view the discourse produced by some other people who have written about human rights. 

In particular, we will look at this discourse in terms of universalism, and how Chapters 3- 

5 have shown certain aspects of universalism to be problematic. Before looking at these 

texts, however, there is one last finding from the data that needs presenting, for it rounds 

out the picture to be presented below: the often prescriptive nature of Americans’ 

universalist beliefs.

Question #1 asked:

1. Suppose you could create a new society. What would it be like?

11 of the 18 American interviewees say this hypothetical society should be like the

United States. Of the seven who do not explicitly pose the U.S. as a model, two say the

society should be democratic and capitalist, and two others emphasize the importance of

freedom and rights. That means that 15 of the 18 interviewees recommend either the

U.S. in its entirety or some (still quite general) important perceived aspect of U.S. society

as a model for other societies.86 Thus, not only do Americans tend to believe in certain

86 Interestingly, four of the Chinese interviewees also mention the U.S. as a model. But they raise it 
differently from the Americans. No one suggests that the American model be applied in toto. Rather, they 
mention one or two quite specific aspects of the American system — separation of powers, direct elections 

— and suggest that an ideal society might incorporate these elements. These characteristics o f American 

society are much more specific than “capitalism” or “respect for rights.”
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universal aspects of humanity and morality, they also tend to view American society and

institutions as universally desirable. We will see this prescriptive aspect of American 

universalism in some of the writings below.

Paralleling the order of Chapter 2, we first examine the words of a human rights 

advocate, and then follow it up with texts produced by academics.

We hear first from James D. Seymour, who, in his introduction to a compilation 

entitled Tibet through Dissident Chinese Eyes (Cao and Seymour 1998), contemplates the 

possibility of China being ruled by more “democratic” powers:

Things would be different then, for China would have a free press and the 
public would not be kept in captive ignorance. The costs of empire, both 
financial and moral, would become increasingly obvious and 
unacceptable. This situation would be like France in the mid-1950s during 
the final effort to retain Algeria as “an integral part of metropolitan 
France.” Whatever the context it will not be pleasant, but there is a chance 
that the end result will be just. And, as Cao notes, justice is essential if 
genuine democracy is to come to China. This means, first and foremost, a 
just resolution of China’s various ethnic problems. (Seymour 1998: xxv- 
xxvi)

I surely do not wish to argue here in favor of China’s policy towards Tibet, but rather to

point out some problems with this sort of discourse. This passage involves two now-

familiar tendencies. First, the invocation of a universalist notion of right and wrong, as

indicated by his use of the words moral and just. And second, Seymour sees himself as

allied with “the public” against a regime that keeps them in “captive ignorance.” I am

not certain whether Seymour is American, but at least the moral aspects of the Moral

Individual schema are clearly present here. Seymour is presupposing a universalist
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notion of what is right. His concern here is exclusively with right and wrong. Not only 

that, but Seymour is prescribing a particular vision of right and wrong.

Once again for emphasis: I am not arguing in favor of China’s policies towards 

Tibet. In fact, from a personal standpoint I find the policies repugnant. Which, in a 

sense, is why I find Seymour’s rhetorical approach so counterproductive. Surely part of 

the project of improving the conditions of humans in the world must involve persuading 

those with whom we disagree. However, discourse of the sort just cited is not likely to 

find a sympathetic audience outside of those who already agree. “Ordinary” Chinese 

people tend, not surprisingly, to view Chinese policies towards Tibet in terms of Problem 

Management.87 And since the Chinese government’s policies have resulted in improved 

infrastructure and a higher standard of living in Tibet, it is also not surprising that most 

Chinese citizens are supportive of the policies. The tightly controlled Chinese press of 

course plays a large role here — most Chinese citizens are not aware of the government’s 

excesses in Tibet, and so their judgments are often based on one-sided reporting and 

outright deception — but the cultural side of the question still needs to be addressed.

What I mean by this is that attempts to persuade others of the problematic nature 

of China’s policies in Tibet might enjoy more success if they focused less on 

universalizing moralistic generalizations and more on concrete problems faced by
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Tibetans as a result of Chinese policies. For instance, while it may be the case that living 

standards are higher now in Tibet than they were in 1950, and that transportation is more 

convenient, many ordinary Tibetans have suffered tremendously since the P.R.C. 

decisively took control of Tibet. We have already seen how strongly Chinese 

interviewees react to the “surprise arrest” scenario in Question #3: we know that Well- 

Being, Good Reason and Disclosure are all strong models for the Chinese. So, instead of 

speaking in terms of what is “moral” and “just,” perhaps it would be more effective to 

describe specific scenarios of abuse of the Tibetan citizenry at the hands of the police. 

This would not solve the larger problem of information control by the P.R.C. government 

— that is, not many ordinary Chinese citizens would have access to such texts — but this 

is true of texts like Seymour’s as well. What such reframings would accomplish is 

improving the odds that Chinese people, whoever and wherever they are, will be 

persuaded of the problematic nature of Chinese policies in Tibet.

Revisiting the words of some of the academics from whom we heard in Chapter 2, 

we can now be more precise about how universalism is problematic for them as well. 

Recall the following from Margaret Ng’s piece about culture and human rights:

Once it is accepted that political and civil rights are the only rights 
proper, as distinct from welfare rights which are aspirations, the fallacy of 
rights being culture-bound cannot be maintained. The negative nature of

87 For a fascinating exposition of these issues, see Hessler (Hessler 1999).
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rights, and their universal validity, removes the excuse against their 
immediate and complete implementation. The true question is not 
whether each state may justifiably postpone the implementation of rights 
until certain economic conditions have been achieved. It is, rather, 
whether the State may legitimately violate the rights of the individual in 
order to attain such collective goals as economic development, or simply 
to safeguard the continued power of a particular government. There can 
be no doubt what the answer is. (Ng 1995: 70. Emphasis added.)

Ng’s passage is full of words and phrases — which I have boldfaced — that presuppose a 

“God’s-eye” view of morality and rights. Ng herself has no objection to using the term 

universal. Plus her discourse is explicitly prescriptivist. Once again, this sort of 

persuasion is likely to fall on deaf ears.

While Ng lies to the extreme end of the universalist cline, more subtle 

universalism can be found even in the language of the most careful, balanced scholars. 

Svensson, for instance, is concerned that the reductio ad absurdum of cultural relativism 

might undermine efforts to study human rights, including her own:

In my view it is impossible to be an advocate of human rights while at the 
same time adhering to cultural relativism in its more extreme form, 
because this is the same as value nihilism. Since human rights are rights 
which we have simply as human beings, they should apply to all people 
regardless of cultural or national identity. (Svensson 1996: 28)

This is the standard universalist definition of human rights as “natural rights” that 

humans have simply by dint of being human. Svensson is also aware of the prescriptivist 

nature of such a conception of rights:

One could also say that the idea of human rights is more prescriptive than 
descriptive in character. The fact that human rights have their origin in the 
West does not undermine their universal applicability, and nor [sic] do the
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obvious violations of human rights worldwide, including the West, render 
impossible their future realization. (Svensson 1996: 29)

So while Svensson is aware of the prescriptive nature of the Western conception of 

human rights, she is not critical of this. She is a rights prescriptivist. Unfortunately for 

her and others who share her views, however, she seems unaware that this prescriptivism, 

if not appropriately reframed, might itself impede the production of more effectively 

persuasive discourse, and therefore the ultimate improvement of people’s lives the world 

over.

There are other ways, too, in which Western human rights scholars are bound by

their own cultural presuppositions. Staying for the moment with Svensson, in her

Introduction she sets up a dichotomy between “cultural relativism” and “cultural

imperialism,” and argues that the latter is “the lesser of two evils.” (14) Why? Because:

“It is important to stand up for the values you believe in.” (14) Svensson is Swedish, not

American, but in this clear prioritizing of the Personal Principles model she sounds

exactly like the American interviewees. Andrew Nathan, another consummately

articulate and balanced human rights scholar, expresses something similar in arguing

against extreme cultural relativism. After laying out four arguments against an extreme

relativist position, he asks rhetorically: “And even if the above points were lacking, do

we not finally have the obligation to give voice to the values we believe in, as other have

to express theirs?” (Nathan 1986b: 163) His statement is even slightly stronger than
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Svensson’s: not only should we give voice to our Personal Principles, but there is in fact 

a moral imperative that we do so.

Interestingly, both Svensson (27) and Nathan (163) use a relativist argument to 

undermine relativism, claiming that relativism itself is a product of Western values.

What they are unaware of, however, is the culturally-specific nature not of relativism, but 

of their own universalism. In this connection it is important to make explicit something 

that until now in this chapter, aside from a hint from Svensson, has remained implicit: 

the very universalism inherent in the American Moral Individual schema requires 

prescriptivism. If we are morally bound to do the right thing for others by moving trees 

for them or donating to worthy causes, then surely we are equally bound to work for the 

ultimate, birth-endowed guarantors of their well-being: human rights. The cultural 

models that make up the Moral Individual schema require us to see to it that not only we 

ourselves, but humans the world over are able to have their rights protected. As 

Svensson says: “To claim for yourself rights which you deny others smacks of hypocrisy 

and double standards.” (14) “Hypocrisy and double standards” must be avoided, as they 

run counter to the moral consistency, or absolutism, of the Moral Individual schema. So 

we see the self-perpetuating nature of the universalism of the Moral Individual Schema.

Similarly, the emphasis that the Problem Management schema places on specific 

contexts and conditions leads to an aversion to universalizing statements and
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prescriptions about human rights. Just as a would-be tree-mover’s specific situation

needs to be taken into consideration before discussing whether he “should” move the tree, 

every society’s specific situation needs to be taken into consideration before discussing 

what that society “should” do about human rights.

The fact that even the most balanced scholars at times come across like my 

interviewees tells us that perhaps we are on to something significant: the scholarship of 

human rights is itself rife with certain cultural presuppositions. And these 

presuppositions, in going unrecognized, instead of clarifying an already muddy picture, 

actually run the risk of contributing further to cross-cultural misunderstanding. To make 

this point just a bit more forcefully, I will quote one last human rights scholar, Jack 

Donnelly, also cited in Chapter 2 for his strongly universalist definition of human rights.

Near the beginning of his book, International Human Rights (Donnelly 1998), 

Donnelly addresses the question of where human rights come from and how they might 

be justified:

The human nature that is the source of human rights rests on a 
moral account of human possibility. It indicates what human beings might 
become, not what they have been historically or “are” in some 
scientifically determinable sense. Human rights rest on an account of a 
life of dignity to which human beings are “by nature” suited. If the rights 
specified by the underlying theory of human nature are implemented and 
enforced, they should help to bring into being the envisioned type of 
person, one who is worthy of such a life. The effective implementation of 
human rights thus resembles a self-fulfilling moral prophecy.

Unfortunately, no philosophical theory of human nature has 
widespread acceptance. Although consensus is no measure of truth, 
without consensus any particular theory — and any action based on it —
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is vulnerable to attack. The problem is even more severe when we 
recognize that many moral theories, and their underlying theories of 
human nature deny human rights. (Donnelly 1998: 21)

While Donnelly hedges his philosophical statement at times — putting quotation marks 

around “are” and “by nature” — it is clear that he believes this account. He refers at the 

beginning to “the human nature that is the source of human rights”; he begins his second 

paragraph with unfortunately, indicating his preference for a clear philosophical 

justification of his universalist perspective; and the lack of such a clear justification is a 

problem made more severe by moral theories that contradict the universality of human 

rights. Donnelly may feel some ambivalence about making a moral statement about 

human rights and their universality, but in the final analysis he is a universalist.

With his meta-awareness of the moral nature of the view of humanity that he is 

advocating, Donnelly would not be mistaken for one of the American interviewees. 

However, the vision he articulates is precisely the vision articulated — if less explicitly 

— by one after another of the American interviewees. The problem, as with Svensson 

and Nathan, is a lack of ethnographic introspection on the part of human rights scholars, 

and the potential damage that this lack of introspection can do both to the goals of cross- 

cultural understanding and to the very cause so many human rights advocates and 

scholars hold so dearly: improving the well-being of the people of the world. My 

intention here, as in Chapter 2, is not to criticize. Rather, my hope is that this
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dissertation, in offering a new window through which to view American and Chinese 

culture, might also provide new ways for scholars and advocates to think about and frame 

questions of human rights so as to be more effective in bringing about change. Because, 

after all, I too am an American. I believe in human rights and I want to see them 

protected and enforced. And I believe that being as self-aware as possible about how 

one’s own cultural assumptions influence one’s thinking, speaking and writing can only 

help in this cause.

Specifically, how might this self-awareness help us in changing actual policies 

and practices? One difficulty in addressing any issues related to human rights is that, as 

we have seen, the term human rights, along with its Chinese counterpart renquan, is an 

insufficiently problematized notion: it needs to be unpacked into its component cultural 

models in order to be understood in the most meaningful ways. What this means is that 

whenever the term and its “equivalents” are invoked, members of different 

cultural/linguistic communities are immediately talking past one another, and end up 

disagreeing about issues where there may actually be more agreement than is 

immediately apparent. Thus framing issues in terms of “human rights” or “renquan” can 

obscure common goals, instead emphasizing differences, and lead to ever greater 

animosity and misunderstanding.
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But it doesn’t have to be this way. We have seen that some quite basic cultural 

agreement exists between Chinese and American interviewees, for example, on the level 

of the Good Reason and Disclosure models. But we were only able to see this after 

carefully problematizing human rights/renquan. It is a well-known truism of 

policymaking that things get done when parties can find common ground and shared 

goals. To the extent, then, that framing issues not in terms of human rights/renquan, but

in terms of the underlying cultural models, can unearth shared goals, efforts should be 

made to find specific policies and to make specific policy recommendations based on the 

cultural models, not on the disagreement-inducing, insufficiently problematized 

terminology. In this way I hope that this study has begun to point the way toward more 

fruitful cross-cultural communication, and ultimately toward policies that result in the 

better treatment of human beings worldwide.
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Appendix A: Pinyin transcription guide88

The Hanyu Pinyin romanization system, abbreviated simply as ‘pinyin,’ is the 

official system used in the P.R.C. for romanization of Mandarin Chinese. It is also the 

system most commonly used outside of China for the study of Chinese.

Each Mandarin syllable consists of three phonological units: an initial (either a 

consonant or “zero”), a final (the rest of the syllable) and a tone. The guide below is 

intended to help those with a background in linguistics to approximate Mandarin 

pronunciations. Nearest IPA equivalents are given for reference.

Initials

Pinvin IPA Description/notes
b- /p/ voiceless unaspirated bilabial stop

P- /ph/ voiceless aspirated bilabial stop
m- Iml voiced bilabial nasal
f- m voiceless labio-dental fricative
d- N voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop
t- /th/ voiceless aspirated alveolar stop
n- /n/ voiced alveolar nasal
1- N voiced alveolar lateral
z- /ts/ voiceless unaspirated dental affricate
c- /tsh/ voiceless aspirated dental affricate
s- /s/ voiceless dental fricative

j- /tp/ voiceless unaspirated alveolo-palatal affricate

q- /tqh/ voiceless aspirated alveolo-palatal affricate
X- /p/ voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative
zh- /fe/ voiceless unaspirated retroflex affricate
ch- /feh/ voiceless aspirated retroflex affricate

88 A nod to Zev Handel (personal communication) for his indispensible assistance with this Appendix.
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sh- ¥ voiceless retroflex fricative
r- hJ voiced retroflex approximant (sometimes fricative); retroflexion is 

more pronounced than in English 111

g- Ikl voiceless unaspirated velar stop
k- /kh/ voiceless aspirated velar stop
h- /x/ voiceless velar fricative (usually with an uvular articulation)

To this list some add a “zero initial,” which affects transcription of finals. See the table

below for details.

Finals

Pinvin IPA Notes
-i /i / This vowel’s allophones vary greatly depending on which initial 

the vowel follows. After dentals (z-, c-, s-) is pronounced |z], bu 
with little frication; after retroflexes (zh-, ch-, sh-, r-), it is 
pronounced [zj, also with little frication. Elsewhere it is 
pronounced [i]. With zero initial, this final is written ‘yi.’

-u /u/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wu.’ After j-, q-, and x-, ‘u 
is used to represent lyl instead of /u/ (see below).

-ii/-u/yu ¥ The /u/ and lyl phonemes only contrast after Ini and III, so the 
umlaut is conventionally left off if the initial is not n- or 1-, i.e. if 
is j-, q- or x-. With zero initial, this final is written ‘yu.’

-a /a/ Nothing special to note for this final.
-ia/ya /ja/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘ya.’
-ua/wa /wa/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wa.’
-uo/-o/wo /wo/ After b-, p-, m- and f—  i.e., initials with a labial component — 

is written ‘o.’ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wo.’
-e h i Nothing special to note for this final.
-ie/ye /je/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘ye.’
-tie/ue/yue /qe/ As with -ti, the umlaut is omitted unless the initial is ‘n’ or ‘1.’ 

With zero initial, this final is written ‘yue.’
-ai /aj/ Nothing special to note for this final.
-uai/wai /waj/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wai.’
-ei /ej/ Nothing special to note for this final.
-u(e)i/wei /wej/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wei.’ Some analyses of
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-ao
-iao/yao
-ou
-i(o)u/you

-an
-ian/yan

-uan/wan

-uan/uan/yuan

-en
-in/yin
-u(e)n/wen

-iin/-un/yun

-ang
-iang/yang

-uang/wang

-eng
-ing/ying
-ueng/weng

-ong
-iong/yong

pinyin list this final as -uei, to show that it is the equivalent of /w/ 
+ /ej/, but it is never written this way in actual transcriptions.

/aw/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/jaw/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘yao.’
/ow/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/jow/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘you.’ Some analyses of

pinyin list this final as -iou, to show that it is the equivalent of /j/ + 
/ow/, but it is never written this way in actual transcriptions.

/an/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/jan/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘yan.’ The /a/ is raised to

close to [e].
/wan/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wan.’ After j-, q- and x-, 

‘uan’ is used to represent /qan / instead of /wan/ (see below).

/qan/ With zero initial, this final is w ritten‘yuan.’ Except for zero
initial, this final only appears after j-, q- and x-. It never appears 
after ‘n ’ or ‘1,’ so the umlaut is never actually transcribed. The /a/ 
is raised to close to [e],

/on/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/in/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘yin.’
/won/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wen.’ With other initials, it

is written ‘un,’ and the phonetic realization is close to [un]. After 

j-, q- and x-, ‘un’ is used to represent /yn/ instead of /wen/ (see 
below).

/yn/ Except for zero initial, this final only appears after j-, q- and x-. It
never appears after ‘n’ or ‘1,’ so the umlaut is never actually 
transcribed. With zero initial it is written ‘yun.’

/ag/ The /a/ is backed to near [a].

/jag/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘yang.’ The /a/ is slightly
backed.

/wag/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘wang.” The la/ is backed to
near [a],

/og/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/ig/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘ying.’
/wog/ This final only appears with zero initial, and is thus always written 

as ‘weng.’
/og/ Nothing special to note for this final.
/jog/ With zero initial, this final is written ‘yong.’
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-er /  Despite the VC pinyin transcription, phonologically this is a single
(vowel) segment, similar to /  >/ in American English, but with a 
more open articulation. Sounds close to American English “are,” 
but with more severe retroflexion. This final always appears with 
zero initial.

Sometimes a pinyin syllable will be encountered with ‘-r’ added to an otherwise 

complete syllable. This is used to represent what is called erhuayin, or rhotacization, an 

interesting phonological phenomenon in certain (mostly northern) Mandarin dialects. 

Rhotacized syllables result from the fusion of ordinary syllables with the sub-syllabic 

suffix -r (which is derived from er). The resulting forms are realized with rhotacization 

of the vowel, accompanied by various other vowel deformations. The original endings of 

the syllables (i.e. off-glides and nasal endings) are generally elided, but the velar nasal 

ending leaves its trace in nasalization of the vowel. Rhotacization serves certain 

derivational-morphophonemic functions, such as diminution and colloquiality.

Tones

There are four tones in Mandarin, plus a fifth “neutral tone,” which involves 

shortening and reduction of the vowel, along with contextual determination of the voice 

pitch. The pinyin symbols for the four tones are intended to be iconic for voice pitch. 

(Neutral tone has no diacritic.) The table below explains in more detail.

Tone Example Notes
1 & High-steady, equivalent to 55 on the Y.R. Chao scale.
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/

2 a Rising, equivalent to 35.
3 a In most contexts, low, equivalent to 11. However, before a pause it is

pronounced roughly 213, and before another third tone it is
pronounced like a second tone, i.e. 35.

4 a Falling, equivalent to 51.

Mandarin, unlike many other Chinese languages (or “dialects”) has relatively few 

sandhi rules. There are some lexically-specified sandhi rules for certain syllables, most 

notably the negator bu and the number ‘one,’ yL Before a fourth-tone syllable, bu and yi 

both change to second tone. Before a syllable of any other tone, y l changes to fourth 

tone. Ff is pronounced in the first tone only when counting or when representing the digit 

‘ 1’ .

Transcription conventions in this dissertation

I have given generally broad transcriptions. I mean this in two ways. First, in 

cases of tone sandhi, I have transcribed the lexically-specified tone rather than the sandhi 

tone. Thus, for example, for ‘not right,’ I have transcribed bu dul, even though the 

phonetic realization is bu dul.

Second, some of the interviewees are from South China, where the retroflex series 

of initials has merged into the dental series. There is no distinction, for instance, between 

‘long,’ chang, and ‘to store,’ cang. Both are pronounced /tshaq1/. In my transcriptions, 

however, I have maintained the standard-Mandarin transcriptions, in the interests of 

consistency and clarity.
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Appendix B: Interlinear gloss abbreviations

ADV adverbializer
ATT attributivizer
CHG change of situation
CLAS classifier
COMP comparative
COND conditional marker
CONT continuous aspect
CRS currnently relevant state particle (akin to English present perfect)
DEG degree marker
EMPH emphasis
EXP experiential marker
FILL conversational space-filler
INC inceptive
LOC locative
MOOD mood particle
NOM nominalizer
NOM nominalizer
ORD ordinal marker
PART partitive
PASS passivizer
PERF perfect (completive) particle
PROG progressive aspect market
POS possessive
QU question particle
REL relativizer
SUG Suggestion particle
TOP topicalizer
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Appendix C: Interlinear glosses of Chinese data

Chapter 3 

3-1:
Mama xiang mai,
Mom want buy,

mama zenme gen
Mom how with

Liyou hen jiandan,
Reason very simple,

kai xln che
open new vehicle

ganjue hao a.
feeling good MOOD.

kending... zheige shiqing
definitely.. . this matter

shuo le suan.
say PERF drop.

Wo xiangxin. Women
1-sg believe. 1-pl

shi mama shuo
be Mom say

women jia xianzai
1-pl family now

zhong qmgkuang. Women
type situation. 1-pl

ting po de.
very broken NOM.

ye bit hao,
also not good,

baba bu tongyi,
Dad not agree,

ta zhengbian ne?
3-sg argue MOOD

wo jiu
1-sg then

de qipai a,
ATT license plate MOOD

[laughter] Women jia
1-pl family

kending shi baba
definitely be Dad

jia
family

kending
definitely

le
PERF

suan.
drop.

A,
Hey,

you
have

zheme
this

yi
one

jia
family

dianshijl 
TV set

yijing
already

Ranhou
Afterward

xianzai
now

tuxiang
picture

shengyln
sound

ye
also

bu
not
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hao. Wo jiu
good. 1-sg then

ge xin de,
CLAS new NOM,

qianglie yaoqiu mai
strongly demand buy

wo ma bu
1-sg mom not

tai hua qian
too spend money

ge hai yao
CLAS still will

nian na wo
year, so 1-sg

le jiu suan
PERF then drop

shuo women bu
say 1-pl not

mai. Na, nimen
buy. Well, 2-pl

ni ba shuo
2-sg dad say

Zhei ge wo
This CLAS 1-sg

fumu de jingji

parents POSS economic

de shouru qmgkuang
POSS income situation

da de guanxi.

360

qianglie yaoqiu mai
strongly demand buy

wo ba ye
1-sg dad also

ge xin de,
CLAS new NOM,

tongyi, ye shuo
agree, also say

le, shuo zhei
MOOD, say this

zai kan ji
still watch several

ma zuihou shuo
mom in the end say

le. Wo ma
PERF. 1-sg mom

mai jiu bu
buy then not

jia kending jiushi
family definitely just

mai jiu mai.
buy then buy.

juede haoxiang he
think seemingly with

qmgkuang ziji geren

situation... self individual

meiyou shenme hen
not have any very
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big ATT relationship.

3-2:
Zuihou jueding zenme zuo? Zhei ge...
In the end decide how do? This CLAS...

zhei ge lizi li ha, gei
this CLAS example inside MOOD, give

chulai le baba mama liang ge
come out PERF Dad Mom two CLAS

ren gongzuo sishf ge xiaoshf, ling
person work forty CLAS hour, earn

yiyang de gongzl, wo juede zhei
same ATT salary, 1-sg think this

ge ling... zai Zhongguo zhei ge
CLAS earn... LOC China this CLAS

jiatrng litou, ling duoshao qian huozhe
family inside, earn how much money or

shuo lmg gongzl de gao-dl, jiu
say earn salary ATT amount, then

shuo zai zhei ge jiatrng zhong
say LOC this CLAS family middle

zhei ge juece de quxiang shi
this CLAS final

decision
ATT tendency be

bu cheng zhengbi de. Wo de
not form ratio NOM. 1-sg POSS

yisi jiu shuo youde jia litou
meaning then say some family inside

jiushi nfl fang zuo, jiu shuo
just women party be, then say

yixie... zai yixie zhongda jueding dangzhong
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some... LOC some important decision among

lai shuo, zhuyao you nU fang
come say, mostly by woman party

lai jueding. Zai yixie jiatrng zhong
come decide. LOC some family middle

zhuyao you nan fang lai jueding.
mostly by male party come decide.

Zhei ge shi gen ta zhei
This CLAS be with 3-sg this

ge jiatrng li shei zheng qian
CLAS family inaide who earn money

duoshao shi meiyou renhe guanxi de.
how much be not have any relationship NOM.

Ylnwei zai Zhongguo jiatrng wo juede
Because LOC China family 1-sg think

zhei shi feichang pubian de yf
this be extremely common ATT one

jian shiqing. Shei shuo, zhe shi
CLAS matter. Who say, this be

qujueyu pmgshi zhei ge jiatrng dangzhong
depend normally this CLAS family among,

shei...
who...

Shuo le suan.
Say PERF drop.

Shei shuo le suan, huozhe shuo
Who say PERF drop, or say

yong
use

jiu

bijiao zhengshi
comparatively formal 

shuo shei de...
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shuo
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then say who

zheixie zhongda juece
these important final

decision

zhuyao jueding. Ruguo
important decision. If

zuo yixie da
make some big

shuo zhei ge
say this CLAS

da de kaixiao
big ATT expenditure

yixie neige jueding
some FILL decision

dou you ta
all by 3-sg

chu dehua, wo
out if, 1-sg

kending bu hui
definitely not will

che. Dan ruguo
car. But if

mama zuo zhuyao
mom make important

jiu hui mai
then will buy

che.
car.

POSS... who LOC

shang zhuyao zuo
on mostly make

ta baba jlngchang
3-sg dad often

de jueding, jiaru
ATT decision, for example

jia de yixie
family POSS some

a, da de
MOOD, big ATT

de zheige juece
ATT FILL final

decision

baba lai zuo
dad come make

juede tamen jia
think 3-pi family

mai zhei liang
buy this CLAS

xiangfan shi ta
opposite be 3-sg

juece dehua tamen
final if 3-pl
decision

yi bang xin
one CLAS new
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Jiushi shuo, zheige jiushi Zhong-Mei zhijian
That is say, FILL FILL China-U.S. between

de yj zhong chayi, wo juede
ATT one type difference, I think

keneng. Zai Meiguo keneng jiu shuo
maybe. LOC U.S. maybe FILL FILL

dajia zhei ge jiatrng IT... nT
everyone this CLAS family inside... 2-sg

yao shuo rmnzhu ye hao, zhei
want say democracy also good, this

ge juece ba, keneng jiu jianli
CLAS final SUG, maybe just build

decision

zai yi zhong jiu shuo duoshu...
LOC one type FILL FILL majority...

shaoshu fucong duoshu zhei zhong jlchu
minority follow majority this type foundation

shang. Wo keneng dui Meiguo shehui
on. 1-sg maybe toward U.S. society

bu tai liaojie. Dan zai Zhongguo
not too understand. But LOC China

shehui, jiu shuo, yi ge nanren
society, FILL FILL, one CLAS man

he yi ge nilren jfehun yihou,
and one CLAS woman marry after,

jiu zai zhei ge...
then LOC this CLAS...

Jiu ziran'erran de xmgcheng de.
Just natural ADV form NOM.

Zai jiatrng yi zhong ziran'erran xmgcheng
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LOC family one type natural form

le zhei zhong... jiu shuo zhei

C-19

PERF

zhong...
type...

Moshi.
Pattern.

this type... FILL FILL this

C-18 Moshi, dui. Daodi shi zhei ge
Pattern, right. Ultimately be this CLAS

nanren zai zhei ge jiatrng li
man LOC this CLAS family inside

zuozhu, haishi nhren zai zhei ge
rule,

jiatrng
family

or

li
inside

woman

zuozhu.
rule.

LOC this CLAS

Me o . Xianzai Zhongguo shehui ne, daduoshu.
Oh. Now China society MOOD, majority..

C-18 Wo juede baifenzhl liushi de jiatrng
I think percent sixty ATT family

keneng hai shi zhei yang de.
maybe still be this type NOM.

C-19 Dui. Hui you yj ge ren
Right

zuozhu.
rule.

Will have one CLAS person

C-18 Hui you yi ge ren zuozhu.
Will have one CLAS person rule.

3-5:
C-21 Zai Zhongguo, zhei mama hen lihai.

LOC China, this mom very lihai.
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Me Shi ma?
Be QU?

C-21 Mai dongxi...
Buy thing...

Me Shi mama bi baba lihai ma?
Be mom than dad lihai QU?

C-21 Wo juede.
1-sg think.

C-20 Shi. Mm. Zai Zhongguo...
Right. Hm. LOC China...

C-21 Wo jia, wo lihai 0.

1-sg family, 1-sg lihai MOOD

Me Shi ma? [laughter]
Be QU?

C-20 Zai Zhongguo, quxiang yu muqin zuo...
LOC China, tend toward mother make...

C-21 Zuo jueding.
Make decision.

C-20 Jiushi shuo, bing bushi shuo V *v
Z ljl

Then say, at all not say oneself

bu dui, fei ye bixu tlngcong
not right, must also must follow

nh fang de, er shi shuo
woman party ATT, but be say

nan de wusuo... jiushi shuo...
male NOM not care... FILL FILL...

C-21 Jiushi rang ta.
Just yield 3-sg.

C-20 ...wusuowei jiu hen...
...not care then very...
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C-21 Rang ta.
Yield 3-sg.

C-20 ...rang zhe, rang zhe nh...
...yield CONT, yield CONT woman...

C-21 Nflde jiu fei yao jianchi yijian,
Woman just must must maintain opinion,

nande yiban bu jianchx, zai jia
man generally not maintain, LOC family

li.
inside.

C-20 Zai jia li de, ni shuo
LOC home inside ATT, 2-sg say

zenmeyang jiu keyi, keyi. Nande wusuow<
how then okay, okay. Man not care.

3-10:
C-14 Na wo juede dajia yinggai hui

Well 1-sg think everyone should will

zuoxialai yikuair taolun zhei ge shi.
sit down together discuss this CLAS matter.

Danshi zhei jian shi kanqilai jiu
But this CLAS matter appear FILL

shuo yao mai xin che de
FILL want buy new car ATT

ren shfshang zhan le shangfeng, ylnwei
person in fact stand PERF upper hand, because

mama he Li Si kending dou shi
Mom and Li Si definitely all be

yuanyi mai xin che de. Na
want buy new car NOM. Then
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wo juede ruguo
1-sg think if

dou shi shaoshu
all be minority

Keneng ydu yixie
Maybe have some

jiatrng, ta shi
family, 3-sg be

jueding shi zui
decision be most

yangzi jiu hui
way then will

suan, napa shi
drop, even if be

dou shuo yao
all say want

danshi wo juede
but 1-sg think

jiatrng dan shi
family but be

jiu shuo san
then say three

bi yi liang
compare on two

shuo yao mai,
say want buy,

m baba shuo
2-sg dad say

bu xmg, women
not work, 1-pl

shi yiban jiating
be common family

fucong duoshu ba.
follow majority SUG.

tebie chuantong de
especially traditional ATT

fuqin de neige
father POSS FILL

zhongyao de. Zhei
important NOM. This

fuqin shuo le
father say PERF

mama he Li Si
Mom and Li Si

mai yao mai,
buy want buy,

xianzai yuelaiyueduo de
now more and more ATT

shaoshu fucong duoshu,
minority follow majority,

ge ren, er
CLAS person, two

ge ren dou
CLAS person all

yi ge ren
one CLAS person

bu mai, na
not buy, then

liang ge ren
two CLAS person
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dou shuo mai, na jiu mai
all say buy, well then buy

le.
PERF.

3-11:
C-19 Youde jiatrng hai hui toupiao a...

Some

jueding.
decide.

family still will vote MOOD.

C-18 Dui. Zhei shi bijiao minzhu de

C-19

Right.

jiatrng.
family

Mm. 
Mm hm.

This be compratively democratic ATT

C-18 Danshi zhei zhong jiating wo juede
But

yixie.
somewhat.

this type family 1-sg think

C-19 Xianzai
Now

ye
also

ting
very

duo
many

de.
NOM.

3-12:
C-17 Zu... zu neige, zhaokai jiating huiyi

Organize... organize FILL, call family meeting

le. Xianzai... xianzai wo juede, qima
PERF. Now... now 1-sg think, at least

wo bijiao shouxi de nei zhong
1-sg comparatively familiar ATT that type

jiatrng goucheng yiban dou hen shao
family process generally all very few
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you fumu liang ge ren j i b -
have parents two CLAS person just...

jib zuochu jueding ranhou jib tongzhi
just make decision afterwards just notify

zhei ge haizi suan le. Yiban
this CLAS child drop PERF. Generally

wo juede hai ting zunzhong haizi
1-sg think still very respect child

jueding ne, hui jiushi you shenme
decision MOOD, will FILL have some

da shi ranhou hui dajia hui
big matter afterwards will everyone will

yikuair taolun a, shenmede.
together discuss MOOD, and such.

Dui. Wo juede ye shi.
Right. 1-sg think also be.

3-13:
C-12 Ta de baba mama he Li Si

3-sg POS dad mom and Li Si

hui shuo shenme wo juede ruguo
will say what... 1-sg think if

zheige qmgkuang yao fen hen dud...
this situation want divide very many...

ruguo yaoshi shuo ta de fumu,
if if say 3-sg POS parents,

queshi shou de jiaoyu bijiao gao
really receive ATT education comparatively high

nei cengci dehua.. yinwei ta nenggou
that level if... because
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mai liang liang qiche zhei yang,
buy two CLAS car this type,

gongzuo ye hui bijiao hao, nenme
work also will comparatively good, then

ta keneng jiating jiu hui hen
3-sg definitely family then will very

mmzhu, ta jiu hui he... jiu
democratic, 3-sg then will with... then

hui dajia gen haizi hen pmgdeng
will all with child very equal

de zhei yang lai jiang, women
ADV this type come talk, 1-pl

xianzai chuyu shenme yang de qmgkuang,
now be at what type ATT situation,

women dasuan zenmeyang lai zuo, gezi
1-pl plan how come do, each

you shenme yang de liyou, ni
have what type ATT reason, 2-sg

shi hui shenme yang de yijian,
be will what type ATT opinion,

zhe shi yi zhong. Hai you
this be one type. Still have

yi zhong, jiushi shuo chuncui shi
one type, FILL FILL pure be

xiang suowei baofahu nei yang de
resemble so-called get-rich-

quick
that type ATT

chu lai dehua, nenme keneng jiu
out come if, then maybe just

genben bu hui... yexii hui gen
at all not would... perhaps would with
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haizi jiang, yexu bu hui, jiushi
child talk, perhaps not would, just

fumu zhei yang lai ding, zenmeyang
parents this type come settle, how

lai zuo.
come do.

3-14:
Me Suiran jiushi duoshu dangzhong yi ge

Although FILL majority among one CLAS

jiushi xiaohaizi?
be child?

C-14 Danshi ta, xiaohaizi ta ye bu
But 3-sg, child 3-sg also not

shi liang san sui, ylnwei shlql
be two three years old, because seventeen

sui wo juede nanhaizi zai jia
years old 1-sg think boy LOC home

hen you diwei le.
very have position MOOD.

3-15:
C-12 ...zai women jia suiran wo zheng

...LOC 1-pl family although 1-sg earn

qian hen dud, danshi wo conglai
money very much, but 1-sg never

dou shi yao shangliang zhe lai.
all be want discuss CONT come.

C-13 Na ni mama nei dai ne?
Then 2-sg mom that generation as for?

N! baba he m mama? Shei
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2-sg dad and 2-sg mom? Who

shuo le suan?
say PERF drop?

Meiyou shei shuo le suan. Ye
Not have anyone say PERF drop. Also

shi jiushi ylnwei wo juede haoxiang
be FILL because 1-sg think apparently

tamen jiu ting mmzhu de. Baokuo
2-pl just very democratic NOM. Include

jiu dui haizi, tamen zhljian shenme
FILL for child, 3-pi among whatever

shiqing dou shi yfding shangliang zhe
matter all be definitely discuss CONT

lai. Ranhou ruguo zhende da shiqing
come. Afterward if really big matter

dehua, dou yao haizi lai yiqi
if, all want child come together

lai shuo, lai pinpinmingming de tf
come talk, come fervent ADV raise

yijian huo zenmeyang.
suggestion or how.

o , na nimen jia hen mmzhu.
Oh, so 2-pl family very democratic

Dui a.
Right MOOD.

3-19:
C-18 Ni juede ta ba gen ma

2-sg think 3-sg dad and mom

zenme xiang? Zenme jiang?
how think? How say?
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Ta ba hui jfli fandui. Hui...
3-sg dad will fervent oppose. W ill...

hui baichu ge zhong ge yang
will lay out every type every type

de liyou hui shuo wo gongzuo
ATT reason will say 1-sg work

zheme xlnkii, zheng zheme dianr qian,
this laborious, earn this little money,

ranhou you yao yang yi liang
afterward also must care for one CLAS

xin che, you yao yang yi
new car, also must care for one

liang jiu che wo hai yao
CLAS old car 1-sg also must

yang nimen niangr lia.
care for 2-pl wife two.

Buguo ta mama ye ziji you...
Still 3-sg mom also self have...

Na zhi shi yi banr a.
That only be one half MOOD.

3-20:
C-21 Danshi zhei ge... qiche keneng bijiao

But this CLAS... car maybe comparatively

da, dui Zhongguo ren lai jiang
big, for China person come say

a. Birushuo huan yi ge dianshijl,
MOOD. For example exchange one CLAS TV set,

dianshi keneng jiu ... nei ge ntide
TV maybe just... that CLAS woman
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shuo Jiu xing,
say just okay,

jia de gongzuo
family POS work...

de yiyang gongzT,
NOM same salary,

erqie ne, jiushi
also MOOD, FILL

ge che dui
CLAS car for

fudan feichang da
burden extremely big

jie qian, ruguo
borrow money, if

zai went! sheding,
LOC problem suppose,

qian dehua, keneng
money if, maybe

ren jiu zai
person then LOC

bu yao zhei
not want this

Ruguo tamen lia
If 3-pl two

jiu nfide jiu
then woman just

danshi ruguo tamen
but if 3-pl

ta liang zheng
3-sg two earn

dou yiyang duo,
all same much,

shuo mai yi
FILL buy one

ta jia jingji
3-sg family economic

dehua, keneng dei
if, maybe must

shuo m yao
say 2-sg must

ruguo xuyao jie
if must borrow

jiu liang ge
just two CLAS

shangliang, a, yao
discuss, MOOD, want

qian a shenme.
money MOOD FILL.

you qian keneng
have money maybe

hui zuo jueding.
will make decision.

3-28:
C-13 Nude shuo le suan ba?

Woman say PERF drop SUG?

C-12 Wo juede zheme da de shiqing
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1-sg think so big ATT matter

dehua yiban bu hui shuo yi
if, general not would say one

ge ren lai zuozhu zhei ge
CLAS person come rule this CLAS

jueding.
decision.

Shi ma?
Be QU?

Dui, ylnwei zhe shi hen da
Yes, because this matter very big

liang de zhichu, ni bushi mai
amount ATT expenditure, 2-sg not buy

xiao dongxi ma, ni mai qiche
small thing MOOD, 2-sg buy car

ma, na yiding hui shi liang
MOOD, so definitely would be two

ge ren lai shangliang de.
CLAS person come discuss NOM.

3-29:
C-18 Jiu xiang jia li yiban mai

Just resemble family inside general buy

ge dianshi a, huo mai ge
CLAS TV MOOD, or buy CLAS

shenme zhei yang bijiao gui de
whatever this type comparatively expensive ATT

yixie dongxi, zai Zhongguo haishi bijiao
some thing, LOC China still comparatively

gui de dongxi, dou shi liang
expensive ATT thing, all be two
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ge
CLAS

ren
person

shangliang.
discuss.

Xian
First

shi
be

shangliang.
discuss.

Dan
But

zuihou, 
in the end,

jiu
just

shuo
say

jueding,
decision,

jue...
decide...

qJ
serve

juece
final
decision

zuoyong
function

de
NOM

wangwang
always

jiushi
be

yi
one

ge
CLAS

ren.
person

C-19 Dui. 
Right.

Jiu shuo shangliang de shftiou kending
FILL FILL discuss ATT time definitely

yao liang ge ren tongshf lai
will two CLAS person same time come

shangliang, bu keneng yi ge ren
discuss, not possible one CLAS person

shuo mai le jiu kending... mashang
say buy PERF then definitely.... immediately

jiu gei mai huflai. Jiushi zai
then for buy return. FILL LOC

shangliang de guocheng zhong liang ge
discuss POS process during two CLAS

ren, jiu shuo huxiang jiehun yidian
person, FILL FILL mutual marry awhile

ta zuihou zhenzheng juece le hai
3-sg in the end real decide PERF still

yao you yi ge ren.
will have one CLAS person.
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3-36:
JlshT, jiarushuo zhei ge jiating shi
Even if, suppose this CLAS family be

zhei ge baba zuozhu dehua, jlshT
this CLAS dad rule if, even if

ta mama haishi xiang mai xrn
3-sg mom still want buy new

che, danshi ta V

ye hui hen...
car, but 3-sg also woul very...

jiushuo, bushi shuo hen qlngyuan, danshi
that is, not say very willing, but

ye bushi shuo shi jlwei fangan
also not say be extremely opposed

de qu zuncong zhei ge baba
NOM go follw this CLAS dad

de yijian. Hui zhei yang. JlshT
POS opinion. Woul this way. Even if

zhei ge... jiarushuo zhei ge jiating
this CLAS... suppose this CLAS family

IT shi zhei ge mama zuozhu
inside be this CLAS mom rule

dehua, tamen zhei ge baba ye
if, 3-pl this CLAS dad also

hui jiushi shuo... bushi hen qlngyuan,
woul FILL FILL... not very willing,

danshi ye bu hui jfli fandui
but also not would fervent oppose

de nei yang de, hui nao
EMPH that type NOM, would yell

de jia IT tianfandifu, ranhou chao
so much that family inside earthshaking, afterward argue
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qi jia, ye bu hui zhei
begin argument, also not would this

yang.
type.

Dui, dui.
Right, right.

Jiushi... jiushi hui zuncong qfzhdng yi
Just... just would follow among them one

ge ren de yijian.
CLAS person POS opinion.

3-37:
C -ll  Fumu fandui wo zenmeban? Wo kending

Parents oppose 1-sg do what? 1-sg definitely

bu hui shuo fumu qianglie fandui
not would say parents fervently disagree

de shiqing wo ylding yao qu
ATT matter 1-sg definitely must go

zuo. Wo de fumu zhende fandui
do. 1-sg POS parents really oppose

wo kending jiu hui gen wo
1-sg definitely just would with 1-sg

fumu tuoxie. Zhe shi wo ziji
parents compromise This be 1-sg self

gexing de wentf.
character ATT question.

[•••]

Buguo wo ruguo shi Wang Er de
Still 1-sg if be Wang Er POS
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r*v vfumu dehua, wo
parents if, 1-sg

ta shuo wo
3-sg say 1-sg

daxue ythou zai
university after LOC

key! qu wanr
can go play

Zhei liang ge
This two CLAS

nenme maodun.
so contradictory.

Danshi shang daxue
But attend university

zhei ge yaogun
this CLAS rock

ma? Jiushuo m
QU? That is 2-sg

ta shang daxue?
3-sg attend university?

chengwei yi ge
become one CLAS

Ylnwei wo dui
Because 1-sg toward

bit mmgliao. Wo
not clear. 1-sg

dehua qima ta
if at least 3-sg

zhao fenr xiangdui
find CLAS relatively

380

kending hui gen
definitely would with

xlwang ta kaoshang
hope 3-sg test into

xuexiao li haishi
school inside still

ta de ylnyue.
3-sg POS music.

shiqing bing bushi
matter at all not

dui ta de
for 3-sg POS

yuetuan bangzhu da
band help big

weishenme hai xuyao
why still need

Ruguo ta xiang
If 3-sg want

yaogun...
rock...

ta de qiantu
3-sg POS prospect

juede du daxue
think study university

Jiu hai keyi
then still can

lai shuo hao
come say good
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dianr gongzuo yanghu ziji ba. Ni
COMP work care for self SUG. 2-sg

yaoshi zu yi ge yaogun yuetuan
if form one CLAS rock band

ni xianzai ye bu dushu le,
2-sg now also not study CHG,

ni weilai jiu hui zenmeyang?
2-sg future then will how?

3-38:
C-12 Wo

1-sg

daxue.
university.

haishi
still

juede
think

ta
3-sg

yinggai
should

shang
attend

C-13 Shang
Attend

daxue.
university.

C-12 Dui.
Right

Ylnwei...
Because...

C-13 Gaozhong 
High school

shi
be

bu
not

gbu
enough

de.
NOM

C-12 Erqie
Also

shang
attend

daxue
university

gen
with

ta
3-sg

zu
form

yaogun
rock

yuetuan... 
band...

C-13 Bu
Not

maodun,
contradictory,

dui.
right.

C-12 Xianzai
Now

shi
be

bu
not

maodun de. 
contradictory NOM.

Ta
3-sg

wanquan
completely

keyi
can

zai
LOC

daxue
university

limian
inside

ye
also

lai zu ta
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come form 3-sg POS rock band,

erqie dang ta shangwan daxue nenggou
also when 3-sg finish university can

xuedao geng duo de... ta keneng
learn more much ATT... 3-sg maybe

hui dui ylnyue geng shen de
would toward music more deep ADV

lijie.
understand.

Dui.
Right.

Keneng zuo chu lai de ylnyue
Maybe make out come ATT music

hui yao geng shou huanymg, geng
would would more receive welcome, more

you shendu.
have depth.

3-39:
C-14 Zuihou wo xiang ta de fumu

In the end 1-sg think 3-sg POS parents

kending hui qiangpo ta qu shang
definitely would force 3-sg go attend

daxue. Danshi wo yaoshi zuowei Wang Er
university. But 1-sg if be Wang Er

de fumu wo kending hui shuo
POS parents 1 -sg definitely would say

de bijiao congming yi dian, jiushi shuo.
DEG comparatively intelligent one bit, that is,

m xuyao qu shang daxue, danshi
2-sg need go attend university, but
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ni de yaogun yuetuan zhei ge
2-sg POS rock band this CLAS

mengxiang ye bu ylding jiu hui
dream also not definitely just will

pomie ne. Ni zai daxue libianr
destroy MOOD. 2-sg LOC university inside

ni ye keyi jixu jian yaogun
2-sg also can continue form rock

yuetuan, erqie ni bu shang daxue
band, also 2-sg not attend university

dehua, ni zhei ge yaogun yuetuan
if, 2-sg this CLAS rock band

jiu bu keneng jian de hen
then not possible build DEG very

hao. Jiu bu keneng you fazhan
well. Just not possible have development

you qiantu. Ranhou, zuihou tamen jueding...
have prospect. Afterward, in the end 3-sg decide...

wo hui zhlchi na yi bian,
1-sg would support which one side,

wo shi zhlchi ta yibian shang
1-sg be support 3-sg one side attend

daxue ranhou yibian jian yaogun yuetuan.
university afterward one side build rock band.

Ylnwei zhei liang ge shi...
Because this two CLAS be...

Ni de slxiang bijiao laohua.
2-sg POS thinking comparatively old.

Na ni shuo ni jiu rang
Well 2-sg say 2-sg just allow
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ta qit jian
3-sg go build

juede shi nianqing
think be young

shang daxue, bu
attend university, not

ye bu xing.
also not work.

Ta key! jian
3-sg can build

jiu shang daxue.
then attend university.

nianlmg you ting
age have very

NI shuo jian
2-sg say build

yuetuan, ranhou zai
band, afterward then

Dui a.
Right MOOD.

Danshi ta zhei
But 3-sg this

kuai yao gaozhong
soon will high school

nianlmg ting xiao
age very young

shuo ta shi
say 3-sg be

Ta jiu wan

384

yaogun yuetuan, wo
rock band, 1-sg

ren, ta bu
person, 3-sg not

shou jiaoyu, zhe
receive education, this

le yaogun yuetuan
PERF rock band

Xianzai shang daxue
Now attend university

da de.
old NOM.

yi ge yaogun
one CLAS rock

shang daxue.
attend university.

ge qianti shi
CLAS premise be

biye le, ta
graduate INC, 3-sg

de, ta bushi
NOM, 3-sg not

xiang yanjiusheng haishi...
toward graduate o r...

student

le, ta zhei
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3-sg just complete PERF, 3-sg this

ge tiancai jiu hui le.
CLAS talent then destroy PERF.

Zhei ge tiancai yao hui le,
This CLAS talent will destroy PERF,

ni juede... wo bu zhldao, wo
2-sg think... 1-sg not know, 1-sg

juede Zhongguo de daxue... Zhongguo daxue
think China POS university.. . China univers

gongke yali bushi hen da, ni
homework pressure not very big, 2-sg

keyi yibian shang daxue yibian zuo
can one side attend university one side make

yaogun yuetuan. Meiguo hao duo daxuesl
rock band. America very many college

student,

tamen ye shi yibian shangxue
3-pl also be one side study

ye shixian le \  'VZljl... jiushi
also realize PERF self... just

zhl wai de hen dub
POS outside ATT very many

wo juede zhei liang ge
1-sg think this two CLAS

tebie chongtu de.
especially conflict NOM.

Dui, keyi. Wo ye tongyi
Right, okay. 1-sg also agree

de guandian.
POS opinion.

yibian 
one side

xueye
studies

mengxiang,
dream,

bushi
not

m
2-sg

385
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3-40:
Keneng, yexu Wang Er jiu shuo, hao
Maybe perhaps Wang Er just say, good

le, na wo jiu yibian shang
MOOD, then 1-sg just one side attend

daxue, yibian qu ban yaogun yue
university, one side go do rock music

ba.
SUG.

3-41:
Jiaru Wang Er zhende shi yao zuzhi
Suppose Wang Er really be want organize

yi ge yaogun yuetuan dehua, wo
one CLAS rock band if, 1-sg

juede wo yaoshi Wang Er de fumu
think 1-sg if-be Wang Er POS parents

wo jiu hui shuo, ni keyi
1-sg then would say, 2-sg can

qu shou zhuanye de jiaoyu, birushuo
go receive specialized ATT education, for example

shang yi ge ylnyue fangmian de
attend one CLAS music aspect ATT

zhuanye yuanxiao. Shang wan zhei yang
specialized school. Attend finish this type

de daxue zhihou ni jmgshou le...
ATT university after 2-sg receive PERF...

jlngguo... shou le yi xilie de
pass... receive PERF one series ATT

xitong jiaoyu ylhou... zhuanye jiaoyu yihou,
system education after... specialized education after,
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m zuzhi de
2-sg organize REL

m xianzai zuzhi
2-sg now organize

de cengci jm
POS level then

Zhei yang dehua
This type if

you zhuanye shang
have specialized on

shuo ni zai
say 2-sg LOC

ni de ylnyue
2-sg POS music

geng da de
more big ATT

juede ta de
think 3-sg POS

yfding feidei yao
definitely must want

de shouduan lai
ATT means come

guan zai jia
close LOC home

shenme, shenme.
whatever, whatever.

3-47:
C-18 Wo juede zai

1-sg think LOC

387

yaogun yuetuan he
rock band and

de yaogun yuetuan
REL rock band

bu hui yiyang.
not will same.

ni jib hui
2-sg then will

de zaojiu, huozhe
ATT achievement , or

zhuanye shang, zai
specialty on, LOC

shang hui you
on will have

fazhan. Erqie wo
development. Also 1-sg

fumu key! bu
parents can not

yi feichang qiangying
use extremely forceful

jiushi ba ta
FILL take 3-sg

IT huozhe shi
inside or be

xianjin Zhongguo shehui,
nowadays China society,
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baifenzhi jiushi wu de J?\ Vfumu shi bu
percent 95 ATT parents be not

hui tongyi ta zhei yang zuo
would agree 3-sg this type do

ne. Ylnwei da... jiushi... zai Zhongguo
MOOD. Because big FILL LOC China

de fumu de pubianxing 11 jiushi
POS parents POS universality inside be

xlwang ziji de haizi kaoshang yi
hope own POS child get into one

ge mmgpai daxue, ranhou jianglai you
CLAS famous university, afterward future have

yi ge feichang timian de gongzuo.
one CLAS extremely honorable ATT work.

3-48:
C-20 Ymwei

Because
yaogun
rock

yue
music

zai
LOC

Zhongguo
China

hai...
still...

C-21 Meiyou 
Has not

V  • /

PUJI
popular

ma.
SUG.

C-20 Bushi
Not

nenme
so

tebie
especially

de...
ADV...

tebie
especially

de
ADV

pujf,
popular,

nenme...
so...

jiu ...
FILL...

lingwai
additionally

gei
give

ren
person

de
REL

yinxiang
impression

jiushi
be

youdianr... 
a bit...

C-21 Bu
Not

tai
too

zhengjing.
proper

C-20 ...youdianr 
...a  bit

bu
not

zheng... bu
not

ru
enter

zhengye 
proper job

de yixie ren
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ATT some person LOC do these,

huozhe shi bu zuowei yi ge
or be not be one CLAS

zhengshi de yi ge zhfye. Zuowei
formal ATT one CLAS profession. Be

fumu... zuowei fumu lai jiang ta
parents... be parents come say 3-sg

hui haishi yaoqiu... zinii ne, nenggou
would still demand... children MOOD, can

shang daxue, erqie nenggou...
attend university, also can...

C-20 Jiu zhei ge wentf lai shuo
Take this CLAS question come say

wo juede kenengxing haishi jiazhang ducu
1-sg think possibility still parents urge

Wang Er haohaor de xuexi, jixu shang
Wang Er diligent ADV study, continue attend

daxue shenzao. Zhei ge...
university excel. This CLAS...

C-21 Zhei ge kenengxing da.
This CLAS possibility big.

C-20 Zhei ge kenengxing geng da yixie.
This CLAS possibility more big somewhat.

Zhei ge...
This CLAS...

C-21 Women hui zhlchi na yi bian?
1-pl would support which one side?

C-20 Cong wo benren lai jiang ylnggai
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From 1-sg self come say

shi shuo, jiushi... haishi rang
be say, FILL... after all make

jixu shenzao, jixu shang daxue.
continue excel, continue attend university

C-21 Dui, wo ye shi. Wo
Yes, 1-sg also be. 1-sg

yaogiin yuetuan mei... mei tai
rock band, not have... not have too

qiantu. NT bixu dei...
prospect. 2-sg must m ust...

C-20 Ye you keneng nenggou zheng
Also have possibility can earn

tian, ye you keneng, danshi
heaven, also have possibility, but

shuo cong yinxiang lai jiang,
FILL from impression come say,

C-21 Wo bu xlwang... dui. Wo
1-sg not hope... yes. 1-sg

zhichf ta fumu.
support 3-sg parents.

C-20 ...yinggai gao yi ge geng
...should do one CLAS more

geng...
m ore...

C-21 Dui, wo bu xlwang ta
Yes, 1-sg not hope 3-sg

ban yaogiin yue.
do rock music

C-20 ...geng shenme de gongzuo.
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should

ta
3-sg

xiang...
think...

da
big

da
big

jiushi
FILL

haishi...
still...

hui
would

anding,
stable,

qu
go
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.more whatever ATT work.

3-49:
Wo juede wo hai hui zhichf
1-sg think 1-sg still would support

ta de fumu. Ylnwei... qishi ta
3-sg POS parents. Because... in fact 3-sg

du le daxue yihou ye tongyang
study PERF university after also same

hui you ge yang de xingqu
will have ever type ATT interest

he aihao keyi dedao ge zhong
and hobby can receive every type

ge yang de fazhan. Dan wo
every type ATT development. But 1-sg

juede zhei ge zhishi shuipmg shi
think this CLAS knowledge level be

jueding ta zhei ge renlei yi
decide 3-sg this CLAS humanity one

ge suzhi de yi ge zhongyao
CLAS quality REL one CLAS important

de yi ge fangmian. Suoyi ta
ATT one CLAS aspect. Therefore 3-sg

wanquan... ta zu zhei ge yaogun
completely 3-sg form this CLAS rock

yuetuan wanquan keyi zai ta du
band completely can LOC 3-sg study

le daxue ylhou, ta you V * v
Z1J1

PERF university after, 3-sg have own

yfding de fenxl
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definite ATT analyze problems, solve problem

yiding nengli yihou, ranhou zai... zai
definite ability after, afterward then... then

chongxln kaoltt ta zhei zhong xiangfa.
anew consider 3-sg this type idea.

3-50:
C-19 Zai Zhongguo ruguo ren xiang chenggong

LOC China if person want succeed

dehua, ta suTran you hen duo
if 3-sg although have very many

de tujing, danshi ta shang daxue,
ATT path, but 3-sg attend university,

zou shang chenggong zhl lu shi
go up success POS road be

yi tiao xiangdui lai shuo geng
one CLAS relative come say more

shi yi zhong jiejing. Xiangdui qfta
be one type shortcut. Relative other

lu lai jiang yexu hui... ta
road come say perhaps will... 3-sg

de qidian jiu hui gen bie
POS starting then will with other

point

ren bu yfyang.
person not same.

3-51:
C-12 “Wang Er hui zenmeyang he ta de

“Wang Er will how with 3-sg POS

fumu shuo?” Ta keneng hui hen
parents say?” 3-sg maybe will very
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zhfjie lai shuo a, ta xiangyao
direct comee say MOOD, 3-sg want ■

zuo shenme yang de shiqing.
do what type ATT matter.

Ta de fumu keneng jiu gen
3-sg POS parents maybe just with

m yiyang de fanying. [laughter]
2-sg same ATT reaction.

Dui, wo juede hai neng hui
Yes, 1-sg think still can will

shi zhei yang! [laughter]
be this type!

3-52:
C-14 “W angEr hui zenmeyang he ta de

“Wang Er will how with 3-sg POS

fumu shuo?” Na Wang Er ta zuo
parents say?” Well Wang Er 3-sg be

yi ge xiao qlngnian ta kending
one CLAS young youth

s
3-sg definitely

shuo ta xiang shfxian ta de
say 3-sg want realized 3-sg POS

lixiang jiu xiang jian yi ge
ideal then wang build one CLAS

yaogun yuetuan, zhei ge shang daxue
rock band, this CLAS attend university

ta juede bu zhongyao, zhei bu
3-sg think not important, this not

shi ta de rensheng mengxiang a,
be 3-sg POS
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ta hui shitu tongyi... ta de
3-sg would try agree... 3-sg POS

fumu tongyi ta bu shang daxue,
parents agree 3-sg not attend university.

ranhou qu jian yaogun yuetuan.
afterward go build rock band.

3-53:
C-14 Wo juede zhei ge jiushi shuo

1-sg think this CLAS FILL FILL

lixiang he xianshi youshihou shi hui
ideal and reality sometimes be will

you chayi de.
have difference NOM

3-54:
Juedui bu xiang m shuo hua
Absolutely not resemble 2-sg say word

shuo de nenme qlngsong.
say DEG so relaxed.

Na keyi rang ta qu ge
Then can allow 3-sg pick up CLAS

jiaoxun ma. Chi yi qian, zhang
lesson SUG. Eat one pit, grow

yi zhi ma.
one wisdom SUG.

3-74:
C-18 Chengcai de tujing you hen duo

Become ATT path have very many
useful

zhong. Bing bu yiding shuo shang
type. At all not definite say attend
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daxue ranhou shang yanjiusheng du shuoshi
university afterward attend graduate

student
study M.A.

du boshi. Zhe yang dangran shi
study Ph.D. This type of course be

yi zhong bijiao shuo, jiushi dajia
one kind comparatively say, that is everyone

dou pubian zou le yi zhong
all universal go PERF one type

chengcai zhl lu. Danshi wo juede
become
useful

ATT road. But 1-sg think

ylnggai yin ren er yi- Ruguo
should according to person and different. If

yi ge ren dlque shihe zuo
one CLAS person really suited do

xuewen, huozhe shuo dlque zai zhei
academia, or say really LOC this

ge xueshu shang nenggou you suo
CLAS academia on can have REL

jianshu dehua, huozhe shuo zhenzheng yihou
contribution if, or say really afterward

zai... mm... zijT... zuo yanjiu a,
LOC... hm... oneself... do research MOOD,

zuo yixie, zheixie er shiji de
do some these also practical ATT

gongzuo, zuo gongcheng gongcheng shang de

work, do engineering engineering on ATT

gongzuo, nenggou dedao bijiao da de
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work, can receive

fazhan dehua, wo
development if, 1-sg

qu shang daxue.
go attend university.

yi ge ren
one CLAS person

bu tai shihe
not too suited

benshen ziji you
at root self have

qita de yixie...
other ATT some...

erqie zai zhei
also LOC this

de hen hao
DEG very good

ta meiyou biyao...
3-sg not have need...

zou gaokao nei
go high tests that

qiao. Qishi mei
bridge. In fact every

shuo zhe yi
FILL this one

you hen duo...
have very many...

xuanze. Ta keyi
choice. 3-sg can

shihe ziji fazhan

396

comparatively big ATT

juede ta yinggai
think 3-sg should

Danshi ruguo dui
But if for

lai shuo ta
come say 3-sg

xuexi dan ta
study but 3-sg

hen... ziji you
very... self have

aihao he... xingqu,
hobby and... interest,

fangmian nenggou fazhan
aspect can develop

dehua, wo juede
if, 1-sg think

jiushi... zou... feidei
FILL... go... must

ge du mil
CLAS sole wood

ge ren jiu
CLAS person FILL

sheng de fazhan
life ATT development

hen duo zhong
very many type

wanquan shi... xuandao
completely be... choose

de daolu. Jiushuo
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suited self develop REL road. That is

ta rensheng jiazhf tixian bing bushi
3-sg life value manifest at all not

tixian zai ta you duo gao
manifest LOC 3-sg have how high

de xueshf, you duo gao de
ATT erudition, have how high ATT

diwei, you duo duo de caifu.
position, have how much ATT wealth.

Wo juede xiang zhei zhong fazhan
1-sg think resemble this type development

qmgkuang ta ye keyi shfxian ta
situation 3-sg also can realize 3-sg

de... jiushuo... nenggou zhenzheng tixian chu
POS... FILL can really manifest out

ziji de jiazhf lai.
own POS value come.

3-75:
C-19 Wo juede ruguo shi yi ge

1-sg think if be one CLAS

hao haizi dehua, shi yi ge
good child if, be one CLAS

hen dong daoli, hen dong... jiushi.
very understand reason, very understand FILL..

hen you ziji de xiangfa de
very have own POS opinion REL

yi ge haizi dehua, ta hui
one CLAS child if, 3-sg would

ting ta fumu de
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listen 3-sg parents POS opinion. That is

nenggou... ye shi weile ziji yihou
can... also be for own afterward

zai yinyue shang nenggou geng you...
LOC music on can more have...

you geng da de fazhan, er
have more big ATT development, and

bu jinjin juxian yu shi zhi
not only limited to be only

shi... shi yi zhong yule, shi
be... be one type entertainment, be

yi zhong aihao, er shi xiang
one type hobby, and be want

you gongda de fazhan dehua, ta
have grand ATT development if, 3-sg

hui tingcong ta fumu de yijian,
would follow 3-sg parents POS opinion,

er qu xuanze shang yi ge
and go choose attend one CLAS

ylnyue fangmian de zhuanye de yuanxiao,
music aspect ATT specialized ATT school,

yi ge zhuanye daxue.
one CLAS specialized university.

Chapter 4:

4-1:
C-21 Na dangran feichang qifen le.

Then of course extremely angry CHG.

[...]
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C-20 Wo
1-sg

juede
think

zhei
this

ge,
CLAS,

yaoshi
if

wo
1-sg

yudao
meet

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

shiqing,
matter,

wo
1-sg

ye
also

shi
be

feichang... 
extremely..

hui 
. would

feichang
extremely

qifen
angry

de,
EMPH,

ylnwei
because

V 'V
ZIJI...

oneself...
meiyou... 
not have...

C-21 Meiyou 
Not have

renhe
any

cuowu...
mistake...

C-20 Ziji
Oneself

juede
think

meiyou 
not have

renhe
any

cuowu,
mistake,

fanzui
crime

de
REL

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

kenengxing,
possibility,

nenme
so

turan
suddenly

bei
PASS

guanqilai, 
lock up,

na
then

kending
definitely

ziji... 
oneself...

feichang
extremely

qifen.
angry.

4-2:
C-17 Jingcha

Police
meiyou 
not have

gaosu
tell

ta
3-sg

gan
do

sha,
what,

jiu
then

baibai 
in vain

daibu
arrest

ta
3-sg

san
three

tian
day

ranhou
afterward

gei
let

fang
release

le?
PERF?

Zhei
This

ge
CLAS

shiqing
matter

bu
not

keneng
possible

fasheng
happen

ba.
SUG.

Fanzheng
Regardless

hui
would

juede
feel

hen
very

mommgqfmiao, zenme 
confused, how

gao
do

399
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de. Wo kending yao gao qingchu
NOM. 1-sg definitely would get clear

ni weishenme nei yang zhua wo.
2-sg why that way arrest 1-sg.

4-3:
Wo juede ruguo wo shi zhei
1-sg think if 1-sg be this

yang de ren dehua, wo hui
type ATT person if, 1-sg would

juede feichang bukeslyi, wo jiran mei
think extremely inconceivable, 1-sg since not have

fan renhe de cuowu, weishenme yao
commit any ATT mistake, why want

ba wo guan qilai? Weishenme ba
take 1-sg close up? Why take

wo suo zai jianyu li?
1-sg lock LOC jail inside?

Erqie meiyou renhe jieshi.
Also not have any explanation.

Dui.
Right.

4-11:
C -ll YI fangmian wo ziji kending, wo

One aspect 1-sg oneself definitely, 1-sg

kending hui wen weishenme ba wo
definitely would ask why take 1-sg

zhua qilai le? Ling yf ge...
arrest INC PERF? Additional one CLAS

C-10 Bu hui lai?
Not return come?
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Ta bu hui lai wo ye
3-sg not return come 1-sg also

haishi hui qu wen ta. Ling
still would go ask 3-sg. Additional

yi fangmian shi jiu shuo women
one aspect be FILL FILL 1-pl

jia limian ye hui caiqu ge
family inside also would adopt every

zhong ge yang de qudao lai
type every type ATT pathway come

tantlng wo de xiaoxi, lai zhldao
ask about 1-sg POS news, come know

weishenme wo hui bei dai qilai.
why 1-sg would PASS arrest INC.

Nenme ruguo san tian yihou wo
So if three day after 1-sg

shenme shi dou meiyou, ta ba
any matter all not have, 3-sg take

wo gei wo fangzou le dehua,
1-sg for 1-sg release PERF if,

na wo kending, wo bu hui
then 1-sg definitely 1-sg not would

jiushi baxiu de, wo kending hui
FILL let go EMPH, 1-sg definitely would

yao nong qrngchu ta weishenme yao
want get clear 3-sg why want

zhei yang zuo. Ruguo ta meiyou
this type do. If 3-sg not have

renhe daoli dehua, ta yinggai caiqu...
any reason if, 3-sg should adopt...
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ta yinggai dui
3-sg should to

shenme yangzi de
some type ATT

4-31:
C-14 Na wo juede

Then 1-sg think

dedao renmin de
obtain people POS

ba suodeshui 1U
take income tax rate

kending shi bu
definitely be not

zhengfu de suoyou
government POS all

dou shi daibiao
all be represent

fanying renmin de
reflect people POS

ruguo ta shi
if 3-sg be

jiushi renwei ta
that is think 3-sg

gao yu renmin
high then people

ge teshu de
CLAS special ATT

ta keyi ziji
3-sg can self

wo caiqu yixie
1-sg adopt some

buchang, daoqian.
compensation, apology.

ruguo zhengfu meiyou
if government not have

tongyi jiu zixing
consent then on their own

tigao zhei yang
raise this way

dui de, ylnwei
right NOM, because

de xingdong yinggai
ATT actions should

renmin de yiyuan,
people POS will,

shenyi de, suoyi
proposal NOM, therefore

zhengfu ba ziji,
government take self,

shi duli huozhe
be independent or

zhl shang nei
POS above that

qunti, ta juede
collective, 3-sg think

jiu zuo chu
just make out
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juece zhei yang kending shi bu
final
decision

this way definitely be not

dui de. Danshi renmin you shenme
right NOM. But people have what

fanying... renmm dangran jiu hui... jiu
reaction... people of course just would.. just

hui bijiao human le, jift hui
would comparatively dissatisfied PERF, just would

kan... keneng zai Meiguo dehua dajia
look... definitely LOC America if everyone

renmm de fanying ye hui bijiao
person POS reaction also would comparatively

jllie yixie, keneng hui shang jie
intense somewhat, definitely would goto street

youxmg a, huozhe xie chu yixie...
march MOOD, or write out some...

4-32:
Jinjin shi yinwei suode shui zengjia
Only be because income tax increase

yi bei dehua bu hui V Vyinqi
one multiple if not would cause

hen da de qifen. Danshi jiushi
very big ATT anger. But FILL

shuo yiban de zhei ge zheng
FILL general ATT this CLAS entire

ge shehui dajia dou hui fandui
CLAS society everyone all would oppose

zhei jian shiqing, na keneng shi,
this CLAS matter, then definitely be,
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ta you hen duo hen duo
3-sg have very many very many

wentf, dajia feichang bit manyi, ranhou
problem, everyone extremely not satisfied, afterward

keneng hui jiji qilai fandui. Ruguo...
definitely would intense rise up oppose. If...

dan biede dou hen hao, zhi
but other all very good, only

shi jiu tf chu zengjia yi
be just raise out increase one

bei bu hui you hen da
multiple not would have very big

de nei ge fanying.
ATT that CLAS reaction.

4-33:
C-10 Wo juede guonei de fanying... ruguo

1-sg think domestic ATT reaction... if

shi zhei yang dehua, dangran yijian
be this way if, of course opinion

kending shi you, danshi ye keneng
definitely be have, but also maybe

jiu buliaoliaozhi. Dan yao fafa laosao le.
just drop it. But want complain PERF.

C -ll Dui, wo juede shi zhei yang.
Yes, 1-sg think be this way.

Bu hui you tai da de
Not would have too big ATT

fanying, dui zhei ge wentf, ylnwei
reaction, toward this CLAS problem, because

wo juede muqian
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1-sg think now one aspect come

jiang, geren suode shui benshen ta
say, individual income tax at root 3-sg

de qmgkuang jiu bu shi hen
POS situation just not be very

mingliao. Hen duo danwei dui zhei
clear. Very many work unit toward this

ge dongxi de... dou shi caiqu
CLAS thing POS... all be adopt

ge zhong fangfa lai taobi de,
every type method come avoid NOM,

wo juede. Suoyl... danshi fanying kending
1-sg think. Therefore.. . But reaction definitely

haishi hui you. Xingdong, wo guji
still would have. Response, 1-sg estimate

mei shenme xmgdong keyi caiqu de.
not have any response can adopt EMPH.

Ni juede renmin yinggai ruhe huiying
2-sg think peopl should how respond

zhei zhong zhuangkuang?
this type situation?

Meiyou banfa. Zhei ge... ruguo shi
Not have method. This CLAS... if be

xlnwen ziyou yixie le keneng hai
news free somewhat PERF maybe still

keyi faxie yi sheng.
can vent one sound.

Zai wang shang ni hui kandao
LOC internet on 2-sg would see

de, kending hui kandao. Kending hui
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EMPH, definitely would see. Definitely would

kandao...
see...

you
have

laosao
complaint

zai
LOC

wang
internet

shang
on

keyi
can

kandao.
see.

Danshi
But

zhengshi
formal

shumian
written

de
ATT

dongxi
thing

kending
definitely

meiyou. 
not have.

4-34:
C-12 Wo juede zhe zhen shi jiushi

1-sg think this really be FILL

shuo hui bu tong guojia bit
FILL would not same country not

yiyang. Ni xiang zai Zhongguo dehua,
same. 2-sg resemble LOC China if,

ta hen jiu hui bit zhengde
3-sg very just would not obtain

m de tongyi jiu hui gei
2-sg POS consent then would for

ni zengjia...
2-sg increase...

C-13 Na renmin zenme ban ne?
Then people how do MOOD?

C-12 Hui caiqu ge zhong ge yang
Would adopt every type every type

de fangfa lai tao shui.
ATT method come avoid tax.

4-35:
C-18 Mm, zhei yang kending shi bit

Hm, this way definitely be noi
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dui le. Yinwei meiyou renhe llyou
right MOOD. Because not have any reason

jiu bu neng ba suode shui
just not can take income tax

zengjia yi bei. Mm... "Renmin hui
increase one multiple. Hm... People would

you shenme yang de fanying?" Wo
have what type ATT reaction?" 1-sg

juede zai Zhongguo bu hui you
think LOC China not would have

ren qilai... jiu shuo shi... kangyi
person rise up... FILL FILL be... resist

nei yang-
that way...

Renmin hui baoyuan.
People would complain.

Hui baoyuan, zhi shi hui shixia
Would complain, only be would momentary

de baoyuan, dan bu hui you
ATT complain, but not would have

ren zou shang jietou huo kangyi
person go on street or resist

a, huozhe shuo youxing shiwei a.
MOOD, or say march demonstrate MOOD.

[•••]

Jiushuo zhi yao nenggou zai yi
That is only want can LOC one

ge xiangdui bijiao shushi wending de
CLAS relatively comparatively comfortable stable ATT
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huanjing neng 
environment can

huo
live

xiaqu dehua, meiyou
continue if, not have

ren yuanyi zou shang jietou ju
person want go on street raise

ge paizi shiwei youxing shenme yang
CLAS sign demonstrate march whatever way

de. "Caiqu shenme yang de xfngdong?'
NOM. "Adopt what type ATT response?"

Wo juede hui you ren jiu
1-sg think would have person FILL

shuo zai meiti shang huozhe shuo
FILL LOC media on or say

zai yixie gongkai changhe keneng hui
LOC some public setting maybe would

jiu shuo fabiao ge zhong ge
FILL FILL publish every type every

yang de yanlun, juede zhei yang
type ATT opinion, think this type

de zuofa, ba suode shui zengjia
ATT method, take income tax increase

yi bei zhei yang de zuofa
one multiple this type ATT method

feichang bu dui. Juti caiqu shenme...
extremely not right. Specific adopt what...

wo juede bu hui you ren
1-sg think not would have person

caiqu tebie jfduan de xfngdong. Zhishao
adopt especially extreme ATT response. At least

baifenzhl bashf ren bu hui caiqu
percent 80 person not would adopt
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jfduan
extreme

de
ATT

xfngdong.
response.

4-36:
Dangran ruguo shi zai yi ge,
Of course if be LOC one CLAS,

jiushi shuo, renmm you quanli jueding
FILL FILL, people have right decide

zhengfu xfngwei de difang li, dangran
government behavior ATT place inside, of course

qu caiyong de zhei ge toupiao

go use REL this CLAS vote

de quanli. Ruguo shi yi ge
ATT right. If be one CLAS

jiushi shuo ni meiyou yi ge
FILL FILL 2-sg not have one CLAS

xfngshi zhei yang quanli de difang...
format this type right ATT place...

Ni jiu shuo ye mei shenme
2-sg just say also not have any

yong, dui ba? Ni xiang, ni
use, right SUG? 2-sg think, 2-sg

xiang ba zhei ge jueding... genggai
think take this CLAS decision... change

zhei ge jueding ye meiyou tujing,
this CLAS decision also not have path,

meiyou lutu, meiyou daolu.
not have route, not have road.

Keshi bifangshuo zai Zhongguo women you,
But for example LOC China 1-pl have,

nei ge... Renmm... Renmm Daibiao Da
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that CLAS... People... People Represent Big

Hui he Zhengzhi Xieshang Hui...
Meeting and Government Consult Meeting...

Ni hui zhao Ren Da Daibiao
2-sg would find Person Big Represent

qu tan ma?
go discuss QU?

Jiushi shuo zheli suowei caiqu jiu shuo,
That is here so-called adop FILL FILL,

cong yi ge falti jiaodu lai
from one CLAS legal angle come

shuo, muqian Zhongguo jiushi ni xiangdui
say, now China be 2-sg relatively

lai shuo shi weiyl key! tongguo
come say be only can pass

fazhi xingshi de yi ge daolu,
legal format ATT one CLAS road,

ylnwei ni... shouxian zhengfu bit shi
because 2-sg... first government not be

min xuan ne, suoyl dangran bu
people choose MOOD, therefore of course not

keneng jiushi shuo, you xiang Meiguo
possible FILL FILL, have resemble America

zhei yang de yi ge jiushi
this type ATT one CLAS FILL

xuanmfn zhidu. Danshi lilun shang Zhongguo
electoral system. But theory on China

zhengfu de yisi jiushi shuo renmm
government POS meaning FILL FILL people

keyi tongguo tijiao neixie yi'an lai...
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can pass submit those proposal come...

lift ya, huozhe gaibian yixie zhengce.
legislation MOOD, or change some policy.

NT keyi xiang nimen qu de
2-sg can to 2-pl district POS

Ren Da Daibiao fanying, danshi wo
Person Big Represent react, but 1-sg

bu juede wo... wo bu hui
not think 1-sg... 1-sg not would

zhei yang xfngdong. Wo juede mei
this way respond. 1-sg think not have

shenme ydng.
any use.

Jiushi shuo wuxiao de yi zhong... yi
That is ineffective ATT one type... one

zhong mfnzhu zhidu, dui bu dui?
type democratic system right not right?

4-37:
Na ni shuo
Then 2-sg say

jiushi ying ge
be apply every

shui zhei yang-
tax this way...

yi ge... ta
one CLAS... 3-sg

de yi zhong
POS one type

bu shi yi
not be one

de zhei ge
REL this CLAS

zhong xingshi tao
type format avoid

ta bu shi
3-sg not be

zhi shi geren
only be individual

xfngdong a, ta
response MOOD, 3-sg

ge... birushuo tongguo
CLAS... for example pass
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yi ge shenme zuzhi, tongguo yi
one CLAS whatever organization pass

5

one

ge shenme, wo bu zhidao shi,
CLAS whatever, 1-sg not know be,

xiang Riben guohui huozhe shi shenme
resemble Japan congress or be what

difang zhengfu huozhe shi...
place government or be...

Na ni zhei hua shuo lai
Then 2-sg this word say come

jiushi yao shuo kan ni de
be want say look 2-sg PASS

guohui, na ni shuo Zhongguo ta
congress, then 2-sg say China 3-sg

ye shi, ta hui shi, nei
also be, 3-sg will be, that

ge, Renmin Daibiao Da Hui, yiding
CLAS, People Represent Big Meeting, definitely

shi ta lai tongguo. Na ni
be 3-sg come pass. Then 2-sg

shuo ta nenggou you duoshao daibiao
say 3-sg can have how much represent

renmm de chengdu? Dui ba?
people ATT degree? Right SUG?

4-38:
C-21 Keneng dajia yexu hui qu youxing

Maybe everyone perhaps would go march.

Danshi xianzai Zhongguo Tian'anmen shijian yihou
But now China Tiananmen affair after
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keneng bu hui nenme... nenme jiandan
maybe not would so... so simple

jiu hui qu youxing le.
just would go march MOOD.

Canjia de renshu keneng...
Participate REL number maybe...

Bu hui hen duo le.
Not would very many MOOD.

...bu shi tebie de... duoshu ren
not be especially ADV... majority person

keneng jiushi guanwang, jiu kan zhei
maybe just watch, just watch this

ge... you... gebie de, bijiao shaoshu
CLAS... by... a few ATT, comparatively minority

de ren keneng bijiao jijiu de
ATT person maybe comparatively radical ATT

ren chu qu... keneng youxing, you
person out go... maybe march, have

keneng.
possibility.

4-39:
C-14 Wo jiushi... lixiang zhuangtai he xianshi

1-sg just... ideal situation and practical

zhuangtai, wo juede fanying shi yiyang
situation, 1-sg think reaction be same

de, jiushi xinwen meiti he zhengfu
NOM, just news media and government

jlguan dui ni de fanying, ta
organ toward 2-sg REL reaction, 3-sg
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de fanying shi
POS reaction be

xianshi he lixiang
practical and ideal

yfyang.

shenme? Keneng zai
what? Maybe LOC

dangzhong you bu
among also not

4-40:
Ni dei dedao ren... jue da
2-sg must obtain person... absolute big

duoshu ren tongyi. Yexu wo bu
majority person consent. Perhaps 1-sg not

tongyi, danshi ruguo... birushuo wo bu
agree, but if... for example 1-sg not

tongyi dan baifenzhl bashi ren tongyi,
agree but percent 80 person agree,

wo ye meiyou yijian. Wo jiu
1-sg also not have opinion. 1-sg just

hui fucong da duoshu ren de
would follow big majority person POS

yijian. Danshi xianzai shei zhldao ni
opinion. But now who know 2-sg

zhei ge zheng shui ni yuanlai
this CLAS levy tax 2-sg original

mudi shi gan shenme.
goal be do what.

4-57:
C-13 Ta zhi neng qu. Ylnwei zuowei

be

ta
3-sg

Ta zhi neng qu. Ymwei
3-sg only can go- Because

junren ta zhi neng... buguan
soldier 3-sg only can... regardless
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geren yizhi ruhe, ta ye yao
individual will how, 3-sg also must

qu, dui bu dui?
go, right not right?

Dui.
Right.

4-58:
C-21 Fucong mingling shi tianzhf ma. Yinwei

Obey order be bound duty SUG. Because

ta yijing bei riiwu. Birushuo women
3-sg already PASS enter ranks. For example 1-pl

laobaixing bu shi junren, women keyi
common
people

not be soldier, 1-pl can

nei ge... fandui... shuo, fandui zhanzheng
that CLAS... oppose... say, oppose war

shenmede, danshi junren ne, ta jiu
whatever, but soldier as for, 3-sg just

keneng... ta xln IT renwei bu
maybe... 3-sg heart inside believe not

dui ta ye meiyou banfa.
right 3-sg also not have method.

4-59:
Me Nimen renwei ne, jiushi yi ge

2-pl believe MOOD, FILL one CLAS

ren yTnwei zongjiao yuanyln ylnggai bu
person because religious reason should not

ylnggai you quanli jiushi bu dang
should have right FILL not serve as

blng?
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soldier?

C-12 Ymggai.
Should.

Ymggai.
Should.

Me Ylnggai?
Should?

C-12 Ylnggai.
Should.

C-13 Ylnwei
Because

zongjiao
religious

yuanym?
reason?

Me Dui.
Right.

yuanyln.
reason.

Huozhe
Or

shi
be

xinyang
belief

yuanyin. 
reason.

Xinyang
Belief

C-13 Zhe
This

cong
from

ta
3-sg

geren
individual

jiang
say

ylnggai
should

bu
not

ylnggai
should

haishi
or

shuo
say

shangmian
above

zhei
this

ge...
CLAS...

Me Cong
From

kanfa.
view.

ta
3-sg

geren
individual

de
POS

nei
that

ge
CLAS

C-13 Ta
3-sg

ylnggai
should

you
have

quanli
right

jueding
decide

ta
3-sg

ruwu haishi bu ruwu, wo juede.
enter ranks or not enter ranks, 1-sg think.

Ylnwei
Because

ruwu
enter ranks

bijing 
after all

yao
must

you
have

shengming.
life.

Yao you siwang zuo daijia.
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Must have death be price.

Zong'eryanzhi wo feichang zenghen zhanzheng. Wo
All in all 1-sg extremely hat war. 1-sg

juede hen duo zhanzheng chuncui jiushi
think very many war purely be

zhengke zhljian... weile tamen de liyi
politican among... for 3-pi POS interest

lai faqi, ranhou da zhe yj
come start, afterward put forth this one

ge hen hao de yi ge
CLAS very good ATT one CLAS

huangzi hui zenme zenmeyang.
pretense will however however.

4-61:
C-16 Wo juede ta ymggai... ymggai... fucong

1-sg think 3-sg should... should... follow

ta de xinyang.
3-sg POS belief.

[...]

Weishenme? Yinwei... jiu xiang wo shuo
Why? Because... just resemble 1-sg say

de qfshf... guojia yao huozhe zhanzheng
REL in fact... country want or war

yao qfshf meiyou yf ge... qfshf
want in fact not have one CLAS in fact

zhengyi hao duo dongxi jiushi shuo
justice very many thing FILL FILL
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meiyou dui-cuo zhi fen huozhe meiyou
not have right-wrong POS division or not have

hao-huai. Qfshf wo dui mei ge
good-bad. In fact 1-sg toward every CLAS

ren... suoyi zuihou mei ge ren
person... therefore in the end every CLAS person

jianli de jlchu shi ni V * v
Z1J1

build REL foundation be 2-sg own

de... m ziji de xinyang. Na...
POS... 2-sg own POS belief. So...

wo zhi shi cong geren jiaodu
1-sg only be from individual angle

lai shuo le. Dui.
come say PERF. Right.

4-62:
C-14 Jiushi shuo kending bu hui shi yi

That is definitely not would be one

ge hao zhanshi.
CLAS good soldier.

C-15 Bu bu bu.
No No No.

C-14 Ta hui yi bian qu sha
3-sg would one side go kill

ren, yJ bian juede zhei yang
person, one side think this type

de sha ren shi bu dui
ATT kill person be not right

de.
NOM.

C-15 Zhei ge wentf dui ni lai
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This CLAS question

tai kunnan le.
too difficult MOOD.

bu yiding jiang
not definitely say

zhei ge bu
this CLAS not

Zhei ge hen
This CLAS very

ylnggai zenme ban?
should how do?

Zhei shi kan
This be look

fang zai zui
put LOC most

qianmian ta you
forward 3-sg have

chuantong de shi
traditional ATT be

zai \  'V

Z1J1 de
LOC oneself POS

wo xiangxin Meiguo
1-sg believe America

yang de, suoyi
way NOM, therefore

jiu hui qu
just would go

ta hui zuo
3-sg would be

hao de zhanshi

for 2-sg come

Suoyi... wo ye
Therefore.. . 1-sg also

de hao, ylnwei...
DEG well, because.

zhldao zenme huida.
know how answer.

nan, zhei... ta
difficult, this... 3-sg

ni ba shenme
2-sg take what

qianmian de, ta
forward NOM, 3-sg

shunxu de. Zhongguo
order EMPH. China

guojia shi fang
country be put

qianmian de, dan
forward NOM, but

ye shi zhei
also be this

teichang jiandan. Ta
extremely simple. 3-sg

da zhang, ranhou
fight war, afterward

yf ge hen
one CLAS very

qu da zhang.
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4-63:
Me

C -ll

good ATT solider

Jiaru ta you
Suppose 3-sg have

bu key! da
not can fight

zongjiao bu rang
religion not allow

Danshi zhengfu yao
But government want

Na ta zenme
Then 3-sg how

Na wo juede
Then 1-sg think

qmgkuang zhengfu bu
situation government not

da zhang ne,
fight war MOOD,

zhong shaoshu mrnzu
type minority ethnicity

jiushuo zongjiao xinyang
that is religious belief

shi women you
be 1-pl have

ylnggai zunzhong tamen
should respect 3-pi

Ruguo shuo ni
If say 2-sg

zongjiao benshen bu
religion at root not

go fight war.

zongjiao yuanyln, jiushi
religious reason, that is

zhang. Ta de
war. 3-sg POS

ta da zhang.
3-sg fight war.

ta da zhang.
3-sg fight war.

ban ne?
do MOOD?

zhei yang de
this type ATT

rang ta qu
make 3-sg go

Zhongguo dui zhei
China toward this

ta meiyou, huozhe
3-sg not have, hor

ye xuyao, qima
also need, at least

guiding shuo shi
rule say be

de zongjiao xinyang
POS religious belief.

shi zhei ge
be this CLAS

tongyi dehua... danshi
agree if... but
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qima qiantf shi zhei ge zongjiao
at least premise be this CLAS religion

shi yao bei zhengfu suo chengren
be

de
REL

must

zongjiao.
religion.

PASS government NOM recognize

4-64:
C-20 Buguo cong Zhongguo xianfa lai jiang

Still from China constitution come say

shi zunjing... jiushuo zunzhong zhei ge

C-21

be

geren
individual

Xinyang
Belief

respect...

de...
POS...

ha.
MOOD.

that is respect this CLAS

C-20 Xinyang ziyou. Cong zhei ge jiaodu
Belief freedom. From this CLAS angle

lai shuo, na, ni yaoshi zunzhong
come say, well, 2-sg if respect

renjia de xinyang ziyou, na bu
person POS belief freedom, then not

sha sheng... na, key! bu sha
kill

sheng.
life.

life... then, can not kill

C-21 Na jiu keneng jiu bu qu
Then just maybe just not go

le.
CHG.
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C-20 A.
Mm hm.

Keneng... yexu jiu bu qu le.
Maybe... perhaps just not go CHG

4-65:
C-17 Ta xm li shi, jiushi shuo dui

3-sg heart inside be, that is toward

zhanzheng shi yanwu de. Bu yuan...
war be detest NOM. Not -

ta renwei zhanzheng shi bu dui
3-sg believe war be not right

de, dan ta meiyou shuo ta
NOM, but 3-sg not have say 3-sg

bu yuanyi... bu yuanyi qu wei
not willing... not willing go for

guojia xiaoli qu canjia zhanzheng, shi
country serve go participate war, be

bu shi? Ta yuan wen shi
not be? 3-sg original text be

zenme jiang de? Ta haoxiang renwei
how say NOM? 3-sg apparently believe

zhanzheng shi bu dui de, dan
war be not right NOM, but

ta meiyou zhei yang shuo wo
3-sg not have this way say 1-sg

bu xiang baowei zuguo huozhe shenmede.
not want protect motherland or whatever.

4-66:
C-14 "Zai zhei zhong qmgkuang xia Zhang San

"LOC this type situation under Zhang San
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hui zenme ban?" Na wo juede
would how do?" Well 1-sg think

ta sulran juede bu dui, danshi
3-sg although think not right, but

zhengfu jiao ta qu ruwu ta
government make 3-sg go enter ranks 3-sg

bu yuanyi ye bu xmg. Suoyi
not willing also not okay. Therefore

ta hai dei qu da zhang.
3-sg still must go fight war.

"Ta ylnggai zenme ban? Wo juede
"3-sg should how do?" 1-sg think

zhei ge ren shi bijiao tongku
this CLAS person be comparatively in pain

de, ta ylnggai zenme ban, ylnwei
NOM, 3-sg should how do, because

zai zhanzheng zhei zhong qingkuang xia
LOC war this type situation under

geren de yijian, geren de shengyln
individual POS opinion, individual POS voice

haoxiang xian de tebie weiruo.
apparently manifest ADV especially weak.

Dui.
Yes.

Ta kending hai dei qu da
3-sg definitely still must go fight

zhang, danshi ta ylnggai zenme ban?
war, but 3-sg should how do?

Bu zhldao.
Not know.
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Wo juede ta zhi neng ziji
1-sg think 3-sg only can oneself

haishi dei qu da zhang, danshi
still must go fight war, but

ta hui ba ta de xln
3-sg would take 3-sg POS hear

1! de kanfa gei ta de
inside REL view give 3-sg POS

qih you huozhe gei xlnwen meiti
relative friend or give news media

shuo yi xia, danshi zhei yang
say one bit, but this type

de zhei ge ren keneng hui
ATT this CLAS person maybe would

dang pantu, suoyi ye bu xing.
be traitor, therefore also not okay.

Ta ye bu hui dang pantu.
3-sg also not would be traitor.

4-67:
Wo juede... ruguo zhei shi yi
1-sg think... if this be one

zhong qiangzhi de xmgwei ta jiushi.
type force ATT behavior 3-sg be...

ta jiu renwei zhanzheng bu dui
3-sg just believe war not right

ta ye bixu fucong. Wo xiang
3-sg also must obey. 1-sg think

zhei ge keneng xuanze de yudi
this CLAS maybe choose ATT room
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bu shi hen duo.
not be very much.

Jiushi shuo, zhengfu rang ni qu, zheng
That is, government make 2-sg go, levy

ni... rang ni fu bingyi le,
2-sg... make 2-sg serve military PERF,

duty

ni ye mei shenme ke fankang
2-sg also not have any can resist

de jlhui.
REL opportunity.

4-68:
C-17 You keneng ta shi xin mou

Have possibility 3-sg be believe some

zhong zongjiao ta bu xiang canjia
type religion 3-sg not want participate

zhei chang zhanzheng. Dan ta guojia
this CLAS war. But 3-sg country

rang ta canjia wo juede ta
make 3-sg participate 1-sg think 3-sg

shi ymggai canjia. Wo juede shi
be

zhei
this

should

yang.
way.

participate. 1-sg think be

4-69:
C-18 Suiran ta ziji juede zhei jian

Although 3-sg oneself think this CLAS

shiqing keneng hui bu dui, danshi
matter maybe will not right, but

wo juede ta
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1-sg think 3-sg not would

chu lai. Ta ye hui
out come. 3-sg also would

dajia yiqi qu da zhang.
everyone together go fight war.

C-19 Zhang San sulran juede zhei ge
Zhang San although think this CLAS

zhang bu dui, danshi ta
war not right, but 3-sg

hui... hui jin ziji de
would... would maximize own POS

qu renzhen de wancheng zhei
go conscientious ADV complete this

renwu.
task.

C-18 Dui. "Ta ymggai zenme ban?"
Yes. "3-sg should how do?"

juede... ruguo yao huan shi
think... if want exchange be

dehua, wo bei yingzhengru le,
wu

if, 1-sg PASS draft PERF,

juede meiyou qita de banfa.
think not have other ATT method.

C-19 Zhi ydu qu zuo...
Only have go do...

C-18 Zhi you qu zuo...
Only have go do...

C-19 Ziji ylnggai zuo de shiqing.
Oneself should do REL matter.
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display

suizhe
follow

da
fight

yiyang
same

null
diligence

xiang
CLAS

Wo
1-sg

wo
1-sg

wo

1-sg
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C-18 Ziji ymggai zuo de shiqing.
Oneself should do REL matter.

4-70:
C-21 Ta jiu dei qu.

3-sg just must go-

C-20 Ta bixu dei qu.
3-sg must must go.

C-21 Mm.
Mm hm.

C-20 Ta jibian shi fandui, nenme ta
3-sg even if be oppose, then 3-sg

ylnwei shi junren...
because be soldier...

C-21 Jiu dei fucong...
Just must obey...

C-20 ...zai budui li haishi bixu dei
...LOC troops inside still must must

fucong mingling. Suoyi ta zai zhei
obey order. Therefore 3-sg LOC this

zhong qmgkuang hai dei, bixu dei
type situation still must, must must

qu da zhang.
go fight war.

C-21 Dui. Erqie zai Zhongguo wo juede
Yes. Also LOC China 1-sg think

you zheme yi ge qingkuang. Biru
have this one CLAS situation. For ex

zhanzheng, buguan zenmeyang, ta yao qu,
war, regardless how, 3-sg must go,

jiushuo ni pao le... zhei ge
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4-71:
C-21

C-20

C-21

4-72:
Me

that is 2-sg escape PERF... this CLAS

taoblng shi tebie kechi.
desert be especially shameful.

Wo conglai meiyou... wo juede hen
1-sg ever not have... 1-sg think very

youyisi, Jiu conglai meiyou xiang guo...
interesting, just ever not have think EXP...

keneng, wo juede zhei zhong qmgkuang
maybe, 1-sg think this type situation

bijiao shao. 
comparatively few.

Zongjiao... budui he zhei ge zongjiao
Religion... army and this CLAS religion

zhei ge guanxi mei zenme zhuyi
this CLAS relationship not have how pay

guo.
EXP.

Conglai meiyou ren shuo guo.

attention

Ever not have person say EXP.

Jiaru Zhang San zhisuoyi renwei da zhang
Suppose Zhang San why believe fight war

shi bu dui de shi ylnwei
be not right NOM be because

ta... shi ylnwei zongjiao de yuanyln.
3-sg... be because religious ATT reason.

Na ta ylnggai zenme ban ne?
Then 3-sg should how do MOOD?
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C-18 Jiushi shuo, ta zhei ge
FILL FILL, 3-sg this CLAS

jueding ta bu ylnggai qu
decide 3-sg not should go

zhei chang zhanzheng?
this CLAS war?

Me Dui. 
Yes.

C-18 Jiarushuo, jiu shuo, ruguo Zhonggu
Suppose, FILL FILL, if China

Ylsllanjiao de mou yi ge
Islam ATT some one CLAS

fasheng jiaozhan le, ta benshen
happen

Ylsllanjiao?
Islam?

war PERF, 3-sg at root

Me Ta ziji renwei, ylnwei zongjiao
3-sg oneself believe, because religious

renwei sha ren shi bu
believe

de.
NOM.

kill person be not

C-19 Birushuo ta xin fd, danshi
For example 3-sg believe Buddhism, but

yao qu da zhang, ta
must go fight war, 3-sg

C-18 Dan wo juede ta meiyou
But

de
ATT

1-sg

qfta
other

think

de
ATT

3-sg

xuanze.
choice.

not have
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zongjiao
religion

canjia
participate

he
and

guojia
country

xin
believe

yuanym
reason

dui
right

ta
3-sg

renwei...
believe...

renhe
any
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4-73:
Wo juede kan zhei chang zhanzheng
1-sg think look this CLAS war

shi shenme, jiu birushuo queshi zhei
be what, just for example truly this

ge ren xin fo, birushuo xin
CLAS person believe Buddhism, for example believe

f<5, ta juede ta bu ymggai
Buddhism, 3-sg think 3-sg not should

qu mouhai shengming, jiushi qu jinxing
go harm life, that is go carry out

zhei zhong canren de huodong, danshi
this type ruthless ATT activity, but

birushuo zhei ge qfta... qita de
for example this CLAS other... other ATT

guojia yao ruqln de, yijing dadao
country about to invade EMPH, already arrive

jia menkou le, na wo weile
home door PERF, then 1-sg for

jiushi baohu wo de zhei ge
FILL protect 1-sg POS this CLAS

jia, wo ye bu keneng shuo
home, 1-sg also not possible say

wo xiushou pangguan, bu qu guan.
1-sg fold hands watch, not go address.

Weile wo de zongjiao, weile wo
For 1-sg POS religion, for 1-sg

bu nenggou qu sha ren, weile
not can go kill person, for
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wo bu nenggou
1-sg not can

zhei yao kan
this must look

liyou, jiushi shuo zhei
reason, that is this

ta benshen zhei
3-sg at root this

you duo zhong?
have how important?

juede zhei ge
think this CLAS

bu ylnggai qu
not should go

wo de yiyi
1-sg POS meaning

dehua, dan wo
if, but 1-sg

hui qu canjia,
will go participate,

ye ylnggai jiushi...
also should FILL...

bu neng shuo
not can say

jiushi zhfxmg ta
just carry out 3-sg

zhong quanli, rang
type right, make

yingzheng
ruwu

qu canjia

draft go participate
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qu... wo juede
go... 1-sg think

jiushi jut! de
FILL specific ATT

ge zhanzheng duiyu
CLAS war for

ge yiyi daodi
CLAS meaning ultimately

Jiushi shuo ta ruguo
That is 3-sg if

zhanzheng sulran shi
war although be

da, danshi duiyu
fight, but for

you hen zhongyao
have very important

juede ta jiu
think 3-sg just

erqie zhengfu jiushi
also government FILL

jiushi qiangpo... ye
FILL force... also

shi qiangpo ba,
be force SUG,

ziji de zhei
own ATT this

zhei ge ren
this CLAS person

da zhang. Danshi

fight war. But
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ruguo shuo ta
if say 3-sg

zhanzheng de yiyi...
war POS meaning..

zhanzheng de yiyi
war POS meaning

Zhang San zhei ge
Zhang San this CLAS

yiyi bu shi
meaning not be

da he bu
fight and not

lai shuo meiyou
come say not have

guojia zhiding de
country formulate REL

jiushi dui wo
FILL for 1-sg

bing meiyou shenme
at all not have

shenme hen zhongyao
any very important

wo fan'er shi
1-sg on the 

contrary
be

beidong de qiangpo
passive ATT force

de qu dehua,
ATT go if,
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dui zhei ge
toward this CLAS

jiu zhei ge
just this CLAS

dui zhei ge
for this CLAS

ren lai jiang
person come say

hen zhongda, jiushi shuo
very important, that is

da gen wo
fight with 1-sg

shenme guanxi, shi
any connection, be

yj zhong celue,
one type tactic,

benren lai shuo
oneself come say

da'an, bing meiyou
big deal, at all not have

de yiyi dehua,
ATT meaning if,

yi zhong feichang
one type extremely

de bu qmgyuan
ATT not willing

nenme wo dao
then 1-sg on the 

contrary
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juede jiushi... hui you yixie bu
think FILL... would have some not

hell de difang cunzai. Danshi duiyu
reasonable ATT place exist. But for

renhe yi ge shehui lai jiang,
any one CLAS society come say,

jiushi ta bu keneng shi an...
FILL 3-sg not possible be according

to...

jiushi ta suo caiqu de shiqing,
that is 3-sg NOM adopt REL matter,

bu keneng shi an suoyou ren
not possible be according to all person

de yiyuan qu ban. Ta bu
POS wish go do. 3-sg not

keneng manzu suoyou ren de yiyuan,
possible satisfy all person POS wish,

ylnwei mei ge ren de geren
because every CLAS person POS individual

de yiyuan dou shi bu tong
POS wish all be not same

de. Ge you gezi de xiangfa.
NOM. Every have every POS opinion.

Danshi ta bixu yao you yi
But 3-sg must must have one

ge hexln de liyi zai limian.
CLAS core ATT interest LOC inside.

Jiushi shuo wo shi weile da duoshu
That is 1-sg be for big majority

ren de liyi, wo weile yi
person POS interest, 1-sg for one
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4-75:

ge zhuyao de liyi qu caiqu
CLAS more

important
ATT interest go adopt

de zhei ge zhengce, zhei ge
REL this CLAS policy, this CLAS

cuoshT. Dan wo bu keneng ylnwei
measure. But 1-sg not possible because

m yi ge ren de bu
2-sg one CLAS person POS not

yuanyi er qu gaibian zhei ge
willing then go change this CLAS

weile da duoshu de ren de
for big majority ATT person POS

liyi de zhei ge cuoshT lai
interest REL this CLAS measure come

zhei yang de nei ge xingdong.
this way ADV that CLAS act.

Wo juede shi zhei yang de.
1-sg think be this way EMPH.

Zhe shi di yi ge qingkuanj
This be ORD one CLAS situation.

Di er ge qmgkuang shi jiaru
ORD two CLAS situation be suppose

hai you dehua, y ln w e i zhe shi
still have if, because this be

you liang zhong qmgkuang, ni zong
have two type situation, 2-sg always

jiushi tamen... jiushi women jiang shi
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FILL 3-pl... FILL 1-pl say be

Zhonghua mmzu de yi zhong slxiang,
Chinese ethnicity POS one type thought,

Zhonghua mmzu de yi zhong slxiang
Chinese ethnicity POS one type thought

ta shi guojia shi zhishang de,
3-sg be country be topmost NOM,

jiushi... suoyi dehua, suoyi... jiushi Zhongguo
that is... therefore if, therefore... that is China

you yi ju gu hua jiao
have one CLAS ancient word called

jin zhong bao guo le. Suoyi
maximize loyalty report country MOOD. Therefore

guo nei ge dongxi buguan ta
country that CLAS thing regardless 3-sg

xinyang zenmeyang ta dou hui fang
belief how 3-sg all would put

zai di er wei de.
LOC ORD two position EMPH.

NT shuo buguan shi dui Han
2-sg say regardless be for Han

zu lai shuo haishi dui Menggu,
ethnicity come say or for Mongolian.

Xinjiang... 
Xinjiang...

Dui, tamen shaoshu mmzu ta dou
Yes, 3-pl minority ethnicity 3-sg all

hui you zhei yang de. Suoyi
would have this type EMPH. Therefore

jiu shuo guojia rang ta qu
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FILL FILL country make 3-sg go

da zhang, ta you xinyang de
fight war, 3-sg have belief ATT

yuanyln ta jiu hui qu da
reason 3-sg just would go fight

de. Ta bu hui qu xiang
EMPH. 3-sg not would go think

hen duo dongxi. Jiushi ta hui
very many thing. Just 3-sg would

gen ta guojia ta jiu hui
follow 3-sg country 3-sg just would

qu da zhang. Zhei ge zai
go fight war. This CLAS LOC

lishi shang huozhe zai... yizhf dou
history

shi
be

Dui.
Yes.

on

zenme 
this way

or

fasheng.
happen.

LOC... always all

4-76:
C-18 Zhei ge duiyu Zhongguo ren lai

This CLAS FOR China person come

shuo... ta nei zhong... zenme shuo
say... 3-sg that type... how say

ne, jiu shuo ta fandui zhei
MOOD, FILL FILL 3-sg oppose this

zhong zhengfu... keneng gen women xiao
type government maybe with 1-pl young

shfhou jieshou de jiaoyu you guan.
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time receive REL education have connection,

Wo juede xiao shihou jieshou de
1-sg think young time receive REL

jiaoyu da bufen dou shi juede...
education big part all be think...

zhengfu, huozhe shuo dang, jueding yixie
government, or say party, decide some

shenme shiqing ta jiushi you daoli
whatever matter 3-sg be have reasonableness

de.
A

Erqie nei ge meitl de
NOM. Also that CLAS media POS

daoxiang dou shi qlngxiang yu shuo
orientation all be tend toward say

zhei ge dang zhiding de zhengce
this CLAS party formulate REL policy

shi zhengque de, shi heli de.
be correct NOM, be reasonable NOM.

4-77:
C-14 Dui, ta jib hui wen shenme

Yes, 3-sg just would ask what

jiao "wei renmin fuwu?" Na wo
be called "for people serve?" Then 1-sg

jib shuo nimen yi qun xiao
just say 2-pl one group small

haizi zuo youxi le, keneng zhei
child do game PERF, maybe this

ge Zhang San, ta ming mmg shi
CLAS Zhang San, 3-sg clear clear be

ta shuo le, ta fei yao
3-sg say PERF, 3-sg must must
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shuo ta yrng
say 3-sg win

yang de ta
type ATT 3-sg

yi ge huai
one CLAS bad

ge huai xiaohair
CLAS bad child

you yi ge
have one CLAS

ta bu yao
3-sg not will

huai de xrngwei,
bad ATT behavior,

hao shi. Huozhe
good matter. Or

zuo huai shi,
do bad matter,

banfa ba ta
method take 3-sg

qilai huozhe chengfa
INC or punish

rang ta canjia
let 3-sg participate

shuo zhei yang
FILL this type

de youtuan, yi
ATT group, one

tuanti dangzhong xuyao
group among need

438

le, na zhei
PERF, then this

zhei ge jiushi
this CLAS be

xiaohair, na zhei
child, then this

ne, jiu xuyao
MOOD, just need

tuanti lai rang
group come make

zhei yang zuo
this type do

rang ta zuo
make 3-sg do

ruguo ta jianchf
if 3-sg continue

women jiu xiang
1-pl just think

gei huozhe guan
make or close

ta huozhe bu
3-sg or not

youxi le, jiu
game CHG, FILL

nimen zuo youxi
2-pl do game

ge da de
CLAS large ATT

yi ge xiao
one CLAS small
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de tuanti lai ba dajia de
ATT group come take all POS

yijian gei jizhong qilai.
opinion make concentrate INC.

4-78:
Weishenme yao you zhengfu? Jiushi yinwei
Why must have government

?
Be because

wuzhengfu zhuangkuang shi hen kongbu de.
anarchy situation be very terrifying NOM.

Suoyi women yao you zhengfu, wuzhengfu
Therefore 1-pl must have government, anarchy

de zhuangkuang dajia dou xiang gan
ATT situation everyone all want do

shenme jiu gan shenme, wo xiang
whatever then do whatever, 1-sg want

sha ren jiu sha ren.
kill person just kill person.

[ - ]

Suoyi women yao you zhengfu... lai
Therefore 1-pl must have government come

kong... lai shi yixie... neixie ren
control... come cause some... those person

de... po zheixie hen xie'e de
POS... destroy these very evil ATT

yuwang nei zhong... shanghai bie ren
desire that type... harm other person

de yuwang dedao kongzhi.
REL desire receive control.
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4-79:
Bit
Not

yao
want

luan.
chaos.

Xiang
Toward

yi
one

ge
CLAS

fangxiang.
direction.

Dui.

Yes.

Jiushi

Be

Zhongguo
hua
Chinese
language

suo

NOM

shuo

say

de,

NOM,

wuzhengfu
anarchy

zhuangtai
situation

jiushi...
be...

Bu
Not

hao.
good.

4-80:
C-5 Erqie wo juede yao you yi

Also 1-sg think must have one

zhong... gei zhei ge guojia de
type... give this CLAS country POS

gongmm you yi zhong hen zihao
citizen have one type very proud

de nei zhong mrnzu gan. Ylnwei
ATT that type ethnic feeling. Because

wo yi wo shi zhei ge
1-sg take 1-sg be this CLAS

guojia de gongmin wei rong. Wo
country POS citizen be glorious. 1-sg

juede zhei yang keneng zhei shi
think this way maybe this be

yi ge guojia ylnggai gei de
one CLAS country should give REL
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yiwu.
duty.

4-81:
Weile guojia ni keyi fu chu
For country 2-sg can pay out

yi'qie, weile jiatrng ni ye keyi
everything, for family 2-sg also can

fu chu yfqie. Dang nei liang
pay out everything. At those two

ge gainian chongtu de shihou, ni
CLAS concept conflict REL time, 2-sg

xuanze dui guojia de yiwu, ni
choose to country REL duty, 2-sg

ye shi zhengque de, ni xuanze
also be correct NOM, 2-sg choose

dui jiatrng de yiwu, ni ye
to family REL duty, 2-sg also

shi zhengque de. Dangran yiban lai
be correct NOM. Of course general come

shuo, dui guojia de yiwu haoxiang
say, to country REL duty it seems

geng bei ren kanzhong yi dian.
more PASS person prioritize one bit.

Ranhou ne, xiandai lai shuo, guojia
Afterward MOOD, modem come say, country

gen minzu zuowei liang ge gainian
with ethnicity be two CLAS concept

yijing bei fenkai lai le, danshi
already PASS separate come PERF, but
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zai Zhongguo ren
LOC China person

jiushi zai da
be LOC big

ren naozi limian
person mind in

ni ruguo bit
2-sg if not

de, bit shi
NOM, not be

ba liang ge
take two CLAS

feichang qlngchu, fen
extremely clear, separate

- putong Zhongguo
- common China

mmzu wangwang shi
ethnicity always be

de. Guojia jiushi
NOM. Country be

guojia.
country.

de naozi limian,
POS mind in,

bufen putong Zhongguo
part common China

- jiushi shuo
" FILL FILL

shi xue falU
be study law

xue zhengzhi de,
study politics NOM,

gainian gao de
concept make DEG

de hen kai
DEG very distinct

ren guojia he
person country and

hunxiao zai S Vyiqi
mix LOC together

minzu, mfnzu jiushi
ethnicity, ethnicity be

4-86:
Nengli he tianxing dou yiyang? Nengli
Ability and basic nature all same? Ability

dangran shi geren bu tong a.
of course be individual not same MOOD.

Lishi a, baokuo ta de dill
History MOOD, include 3-sg POS geographic

huanjing a, yu jingji zheixie qmgkuang
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environment MOOD, and economic these situation

a.
MOOD.

Wo
1-sg

zhi
only

shi
be

shuo
say

mei
every

ge
CLAS

mrnzu
ethnicity

nengli
ability

he
and

tianxing, jiushi 
basic nature, FILL

ta
3-sg

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

went!...
question...

qujueyu 
depend on

ta
3-sg

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

nengli
ability

he
and

tianxing 
basic nature

shi
be

zenmeyang
how

dingxing
define

de.
NOM.

Jiushi 
That is

ruguo
if

shi
be

ta
3-sg

nengli
ability

he
and

tianxing 
basic nature

baokuo
include

shenme
whatever

tineng
physical
ability

a,
MOOD,

xingge
character

a
MOOD

shenme,
whatever,

wo
1-sg

juede
think

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

bu
not

yao
want

shuo
say

mei
every

ge
CLAS

mrnzu
ethnicity

na
then

ta
3-sg

shi...
be...

tong
same

ge
CLAS

mrnzu
ethnicity

mei
every

ge
CLAS

ren
person

lai
come

shuo
say

ta
3-sg

ye
also

hui
will

you
have

yixie
some

chayi.
difference.

Danshi
But

zhei
this

ge
CLAS

chayi
difference

wo
1-sg

juede bu ymgxiang jiu shuo dajia...
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think not influence FILL FILL everyone

gongtong heprng shenghuo... zai yi ge
together peaceful live... LOC one CLAS

guojia heprng xiangchu.
country peaceful live

together.

4-88:
Wo bu tongyi m de kanfa.
1-sg not agree 2-sg POS opinion.

Wo you hao duo, jiu shuo
1-sg have very many, FILL FILL

zheixie tongxue ma, ylnwei zai daxue
these classmates SUG, because LOC university

li you nei zhong shaoshu mrnzu
inside have that type minority ethnicity

de yuke banr. Zhei ge cong
POS preparatory class. This CLAS from

nei zhong banji shang lai de
that type class up come REL

xuesheng ta dfque zhei zhong nengli
student 3-sg truly this type ability

he shuipfng jiu he Han zu
and level just with Han ethnicity

zheixie putong xuesheng lai bl, ta
these common student come compare, 3-sg

jiu cha yi ge dangci. Wo
just lack one CLAS level. 1-sg

juede zhei gen ta de... jiu
think this with 3-sg POS... FILL

shuo... houtian de jiaoyu yinggai shuo
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FILL... acquired ATT education should say

guanxi bu shi hen da. Zai
relationship not be very big. LOC

wo lai shuo wo chengren nei
1-sg come say 1-sg acknowledg that 

e

zhong zhishang zhljian nei zhong chabie.
type I.Q. among that type difference.

Jiushuo ni nei zhong zhishang you
That is 2-sg that type I.Q. have

hen da de chengfen shi you
very big ATT part be from

m zhei ge xiantian yichuan er
2-sg

lai
come

this

de.
NOM.

CLAS innate pass down thus

Shi a. Wo shuo de jiushi
Yes MOOD. 1-sg say REL just

yi dai yi dai yan... jiushi
one generation one generation - be

yanxu xia lai jiu zaocheng ta
continue

de...
POS

down come then create 3-sg

Danshi Jiu shuo... hao duo zhei
But FILL FILL... very many this

zhong ren, ta ye shi jieshou
type person, 3-sg also be receive

le jiu shuo Han zu de
PERF FILL FILL Han
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jiaoyu, jiu shuo, yinwei xianzai kaifang...
education, FILL FILL, because now open...

shaoshu mrnzu ye bing bu yfding
minority ethnicity also at all not definitely

jiu shuo... jiu shuo bise chengdu
FILL FILL... FILL FILL close off degree

feichang da. Ta ye jieshou le,
extremely big. 3-sg also receive PERF,

jiu shuo, cong xiao kaishi gen
FILL FILL, from young begin with

Han zu xuesheng yfyang jieshou tong
Han ethnicity student same receive same

deng de jiaoyu. Zhei yang tong
level ATT education. This type same

deng de jiaoyu shang lai yihou...
level ATT education up come after...

dao le daxue yihou ta nei
arrive PERF university after 3-sg that

zhong geti zhljian de chayi haishi
type individual among REL difference still

bijiao mmgxian de. Danshi wo chengren
comparatively obvious NOM. But 1-sg acknowledg

jiushi shuo... Han zu ye you
FILL FILL... Han ethnicity also have

feichang congming de ren, ye you
extremely intelligent ATT person, also have

jiu shuo zhengger shuiping zhei zhong
FILL FILL entire level this type

chayi bijiao da yixie. Danshi danchun
difference comparatively big somewhat. But purely
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cong zhei ge get! lai kan,
from this CLAS individual come look,

wo juede zhei ge Hui, Zang,
1-sg think this CLAS Hui, Tibetan,

he zhei ge Meng zhishao zai
and this CLAS Mongolian at least LOC

zhei ge getl shuipmg lai shuo
this CLAS individual level come say

he tong deng cengci de Han
with same level level REL Han

zu de ren lai bi, ta
ethnicity ATT person come compare, 3-sg

zhei ge zhishang shuipmg xiangdui lai
this CLAS I.Q. level relative come

shuo zhengti yao di yi ge
say entirety will low on CLAS

dangci. Danshi ni yao shuo shenti
level. But 2-sg want say body

suzhi keneng zhei ge Meng zu
quality maybe this CLAS Mongolian ethnicity

he Zang zu ren yao bi
and Tibetan ethnicity person will than

Han zu ren yao shaowei hao
Han ethnicity person will a bit good

yixie. Ta zhei ge shenti suzhi
somewhat. 3-sg this CLAS body quality

zhljian nei ge chayi haishi bijiao
among that CLAS difference still comparative]

da yixie de. Zhei yang bijiao
big somewhat NOM. This type comparative]
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mmgxian, jiushi zai yundong hui shang.
obvious, that is LOC sports meet on.

Zai women xuexiao de yundong hui
LOC 1-pl school REL sports meet

shang ye shi. Yiban shaoshu minzu
on also be. General minority ethnicity

lai de xuesheng, ta shenti suzhi
come REL student, 3-sg body quality

bijiao hao. Ranhou jlngchang nenggou na
comparatively good. Afterward often can take

yixie guanjun shenmede. Danshi ruguo zhenzheng
some champion whatever. But if truly

zai jingsai dangzhong huozhe shuo zhenzheng
LOC competition among or say truly

shuo, zai keyan dangzhong, zhenzheng zuo
say, LOC scientific

research
among, truly do

de bijiao youxiu de wo juede
DEG comparatively outstanding NOM 1-sg think

haishi Han zu de xuesheng.
still be Han ethnicity ATT student.

4-101:
C-12 You keneng ta yi kaishi shi

Have possibility 3-sg as soon as start be

zhao hen xiao de huo, ni
catch very small ATT fire, 2-sg

yixiazi gei ta miediao le, danshi
immediately for 3-sg put out PERF, but

bu XU jiu, jiu zai nar
not very long, then LOC there
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dengzhe dengzhe lai, yinwei dengzhe ta
wait wait come, because wait 3-sg

lai yfding you yi duan de
come definitely have one stretch ATT

shfjian ba, keneng jiu hui bian
time SUG, maybe just would change

cheng yi ge bijiao da de.
become one CLAS comparatively big ATT.

4-102:
C-18 Wo juede ymggai shi tamen shi

1-sg think should be 3-pl be

hui ba zhei ge shu lai
would take this CLAS tree come

nuo zou le. Yinwei bijing zaocheng
move go PERF. Because ultimately create

tamen xing che de kunnan. Wo
3-pl move car REL difficulty. 1-sg

juede tamen ylng... tamen hui zhei
think 3-pl - 3-pl would this

yang zuo de. "Tamen ylnggai bu
way do EMPH. "3-pl should not

ylnggai zhei yang zuo?" Wo juede
should this way do?" 1-sg think

zhe jiushi yi ge guannian de
this just be one CLAS concept ATT

wenti.
question.

4-106:
C-18 Zhei yang dehua wo juede, jiu

449
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This way if 1-sg think, FILL

shuo, yi fangmian ta ziji geren
FILL, one aspect 3-sg oneself individual

de jiazhl shlxian le, ling yi
POS value manifest PERF, additional one

fangmian tongshl you dui zhei ge
aspect same time also for this CLAS

shehui you zhaofu le, jiu shuo ta
society also look after PERF, that is 3-sg

liang fangmian dou nenggou dedao yixie
two aspect all can obtain some

renke. Wo juede zhei yang dehua
approval. 1-sg think this way if

ta zhei ge qian, jiu shuo
3-sg this CLAS money, FILL FILL

zhenzheng de tixian dao zhei ge qian
true ADV manifest this CLAS money

de jiazhl le.
POS value PERF.

4-107:
Shuo yi ge ren hen you
Say one class person very have

qian, ta ylnggai zenme yong ta
money, 3-sg should how use 3-sg

de qian, na shi rang ni
POS money, that be make 2-sg

qu... jiushi wanquan nei zhong generalized
go... FILL completely that type generalized

nei zhong ganjue. Jiushi haoxiang gen
that type feeling. FILL seem with
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m...
2-sg...

Ta ymggai you hen duo fangshi
3-sg should have very many method

qu ydng ta de qian, erqie
go use 3-sg POS money, also

ta ylnggai xuanze yi zhong ta
3-sg should choose one type 3-sg

de... ta xlhuan de fangshi qu
POS... 3-sg like REL method go

ydng. Ruguo nei ge qian shi
use. If that CLAS money be

tongguo yj zhong zhengdang de heshi
pass-through one type proper ATT suitable

shouduan.
means.

Haoxiang zhei yang ni shuo yixie
Seem this type 2-sg say some

daode shuojiao shi... ni ylnggai zenmeyang
moral preach be... 2-sg should how

yong ni de qian, na shi
use 2-sg POS money, that be

bijiao hao de, bijiao hao de
comparatively good ATT, comparatively good ATT

fangshi.
method

Dui.
Yes.

Danshi wo zhi neng huida wo
But 1-sg only can answer 1-sg
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xiang zenmeyan yong wo de qian.
g

want how use 1-sg POS money

Qiantf shi women hui you qian.
Premise be 1-pl be-likely have money.

[laughter] Wo de qian bu gou
[laughter] 1-sg POS money not enough

fu fangzu de.
pay rent EMPH.

Erqie wo dui ta jiushi shuo,
Also 1-sg toward 3-sg FILL FILL,

"ymggai

should

"ymggai"
"should"

zenmeyan yong 
g
how use

zhei
this

liang
two

ta

3-sg

ge
CLAS

de qian,"

POS money,"

zi wo
characte 1-sg 
r

keneng you yi dian... bu
perhaps have one bit... not

C-16 Bieniu, shi ba?
Awkward, right SUG?

C-17 Dui. "Ymggai" hai you yi
Yes. "Should" still have one

daode, shuojiao de ganjue.
moral, preach ATT feeling.

C-16 Women ymggai rang mei ge
1-pl should let every CLAS

ziji xuanze... ymggai qu zenme
oneself choose... should go how

bu shi ylnggai... rang mei
not be should... let every

shufu.
comfortable.

dian
bit

ren

use...

ge

452
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ren ziji xuanze qu yong ta
person oneself choose go use 3-sg

de qian. Women zhi neng shuo
POS money. 1-pl only can say

ruguo wo you qian dehua wo
if 1-sg have money if 1-sg

hui zenme ban.
would how do.

Dui.
Yes.

4-108:
C-18 Zhei ge wo juede... zhei ge

This CLAS 1-sg think... this CLAS

wenti jiushi yin ren er yi
question be because person then different

de. Jiushi ni zhei ge qian
NOM. FILL 2-sg this CLAS money

de sheng hua ha, qujue yu
POS save buy MOOD, depend on

ni zhei ge ren de yi
2-sg this CLAS person POS one

zhong shijieguan a, jiazhl yishi de
type

zhixiang.
orientation.

worldview MOOD, value mentality POS

C-19 Wo juede zhei ge wenti ylnggai
1-sg think this CLAS question should

wen, "Ruguo ni hen you qian,
ask, "If 2-sg
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ni ymggai zenmeyang yong ni de
2-sg should how use 2-sg POS

qian?"
money?"

Dui. Shiji shang ni jiushi biaoda
Yes. Fact on 2-sg FILL express

ni ziji de kanfa ma, ylnggai
2-sg self POS view MOOD, should

zenmeyang qu shiyong zhei bi qian.
how go use this sum money.

Zhei yang wen.
This way ask.

4-117:
Ymggai bu ymggai? Haishi... ymggai bu
Should not should? After all... should not

ymggai? Haishi jiushi jiaoyu... ymggai ba.
should? After all be education.. . should SUG.

Dangran, you zhishi de, you wenhua
Of course, have knowledge REL, have culture

de zhei xie ren, ta, dangran
REL this PART person, 3-sg, of course

ta yao zuo chu xiangying de
3-sg want do out relevant ATT

fanying, danshi yiban de laobaixing, keneng
reaction, but general ATT commonfolk, maybe

ta jiu zuo yixie juti de,
3-sg just do some concrete ATT,

jiu birushuo... xingdong. Ymggai ba.
FILL for actions. Should SUG.

example...
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4-118:
"Ruguo yingxiang dehua,
If influence if,

meiyou daoli? Ylnggai
not have reasonableness

?
Should

dui zhei ge
to this CLAS

Wo juede, ruguo
1-sg think, if

dehua zhei yang
if this type

de. Yinwei ta
NOM. Because 3-sg

ge fazhi shehui
CLAS law society

de jiaoyu chengdu
POS educational degree

dehua, ta bu
if, 3-sg not

yi ge ren
one CLAS person

ta buguan ta
3-sg no matter 3-sg

guo jiaoyu, ta
EXP education, 3-sg

xiang shi tian
resemble be heaven

jiu zhldao fanzheng
just know regardless

ymggai dui ta

ni juede you
2-sg think have

bu ylnggai?" Wo
not should?" 1-sg

wenti...
question...

zhei ge yingxiang
this CLAS influence

shi meiyou daoli
be not have reasonableness

shi zai yi
be at one

dehua, buguan ta
if, no matter 3-sg

de gao dT
POS high low

hui... zhe shi
would... this be

de jlben quanli,
POS basic right,

shou mei shou
receive not receive

you yi dian
have one bit

xia lai ta
down come 3-sg

jiu meiyou ren
just not have person

de... ta suo
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should to 3-sg POS... 3-sg NOM

yongyou de quanli jinxing qlnhai de.
possess REL right carry out harm EMPH.

Zhe ymggai gen jiaoyu chengdu meiyou
This should with education degree not have

guanxi de. Suoyi, ruguo shuo zhei
connection NOM. Therefore, if say this

yang shi... zhei yang you yingxiang
type be... this type have influence

dehua wo juede shi bu ylnggai
if

de.
NOM.

3-sg think be not should

4-119:
C-19 "Ruguo you yingxiang dehua m juede

If have influence if, 2-sg think

you meiyou daoli?" Wo juede ruguo
have not have reasonableness?” 1-sg think if

er shi... ylnggai shi... ruguo ta
and be... should be... if 3-sg

shi zuo le weifa de shiqing
be do PERF illegal ATT matter

na jiushi meiyou daoli de. Wo
then be not have reasonableness N O M . 1-sg

dui zhei ge went! bu shi...
to this CLAS question not be...

bu shi hen...
not be very...

C-18 Wo juede zhei ge went! ymggai
1-sg think this CLAS question should
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zenme lijie. Ruguo
this way understand. If

shuo zhei ge
FILL this CLAS

ta zhei ge
3-sg this CLAS

yingxiang he bu
influence accord not

jian shiqing. Wo
CLAS matter. 1-sg

zhei jiushi heli
this be reasonable

jiushi...
be...

Hehu daoli.
Accord reason.

Hehu daoli de
Accord reason REL

Zhongguo fazhi guannian
China legal concept

ren xTnmu dangzhong
person idea among

shi yiyang de.
be same NOM.

de jiaoyu shuipmg
REL education level

shuo ni jieshou
say 2-sg receive

ge cengci de
CLAS level ATT
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yingxiang dehua, jiushi
influence if, FILL

jiaoyu shuipmg dui
educational level to

fanying zhei ge
reaction this CLAS

he daoli, zhei
accord reasonableness, this

juede zai Zhongguo
think LOC China

hefa de, zhei
legal NOM, this

shiqing. Yinwei zai
matter. Because LOC

zai mei ge
LOC every CLAS

bing bu dou
at all not all

Jiushi ni jieshou
Be 2-sg receive

yue gao, huozhe
the more high, or

le mou yi
PERF some one

jiaoyu shuipmg yihou,
educational level after,
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ni cai jianli
2-sg only then build

fazhi guannian, yinwei
legal concept, because

you hen duo
have very many

fazhi guannian bijiao
legal concept comparatively

shfxian yixie ta
realize some 3-sg

huo liyou, tongguo
or reason, go through

tujing lai shixian
path come realize

Ta bing meiyou...
3-sg at all not have...

zhei zhong gainian,
this type concept,

zhong yishi, ta
type mentality, 3-sg

lQshl qu shixing
lawyer go exercise

de quanli. Ta...
ATT right. 3-sg...

jiaoyu cengci bijiao
educational level comparatively

ta meiyou zhei
3-sg not have this

zhong... jib meiyou
type... that is not have
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yixie ylding de
some definite ATT

zai Zhongguo haoxiang
LOC China it seems

ren zhei ge
person this CLAS

danbo. Jiushi gai
dim. FILL should

zhengchang de daoli
normal ATT reasonableness

yixie zhengchang de
some normal ATT

zheixie quanli dehua.
these right if.

ta bing meiyou...
3-sg at all not have...

bing meiyou zhei
at all not this

ylnggai qu zhao
should go seek

yi zhong hefa
one type legal

jiu shuo, shou
FILL FILL, receive

dl de ren,
low REL person,

zhong... meiyou zhei
type... not have this

zhei zhong yishi.
this type mentality.
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Suoyi wo juede ta de jiaoyu
Therefore 1-sg think 3-sg POS educational

shuipmg yingxiang ta de fanying zhuangkuang.

level influence 3-sg POS reaction situation.

Zhei ge shi bijiao you daoli
This CLAS be comparatively have reasonableness

de.
NOM.

Danshi bu ylnggai...
But not should...

Ying bu ymggai WO juede shi
Should not should 1-sg think be

bu ymggai de. Zai yi ge
not should NOM. LOC one CLAS

bijiao fada de shehui litou wo
comparatively developed ATT society in 1-sg

juede mei ge ren de fazhi
think every CLAS person POS legal

guannian bu ymggai yin ta zhei
concept not should because of 3-sg this

ge jiaoyu zhuangkuang er yi- Jiu shu5
CLAS educational situation and different. That is

zhei ge fazhi yaoshi yi ge
this CLAS legal if one CLAS

xiangdang jianquan de shehui, ta zhei
very comprehensive R E L society, 3-sgq this

ge pufa de yi ge, zhei
CLAS popularize ATT one CLAS, this

ge shouduan ymggai bijiao de jianquan.
CLAS means should comparatively ADV comprehensive
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Jiu shuo mei ge ren de xmmu
That is every CLAS person POS idea

dangzhong dou you yi ge zhei
among all have one CLAS this

ge... falu de gainian. Huiying yi
CLAS... law ATT concept. Respond one

zhong... jiushi yingji zhuangkuang xia, ta
type... FILL deal with situation under, 3-sg

zhei ge fanying ylnggai shi tongguo
this CLAS reacton should be go through

heli hefa de shouduan lai shixing
reasonable legal ATT means come exercise

ta zhengdang de quanli. Wo juede
3-sg proper ATT right. 1-sg think

zhei ge mei ge ren dou
this CLAS every CLAS person all

ylnggai yiyang de. Ni juede ne?
should same NOM. 2-sg think MOOD?

Jiandan de shuo jiushi zai zhei
Simple ADV say be LOC this

ge, yi ge fada de shehui
CLAS, one CLAS developed ATT society

limian, wulun yu dao shenme shiqing
in, no matter meet arrive what matter

huozhe shi chull shenme shiqing, dou
or be deal with what matter, all

ylnggai zunxun yiding de gulze. Shei
should follow definite ATT rule. Who

weifan le zhei ge guize jih
violate PERF this CLAS rule just
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xiangdang yu shi fan le fa
equal to be violate PERF law

yiyang, suoyi zhe ge shi bu
same, therefore this CLAS be not

ymggai de.
should NOM.

4-127:
C-3 Dangran 

Of course

jiang
heed

hen
very

baokuo
include

renquan,
human
rights,

zhei
this

yi
one

shi
be

mei
every

renquan,
human
rights,

jutl
specific

nei
which

yinwei
because

ge
CLAS

ge
CLAS

ge
CLAS

ge
CLAS

dan
but

de
ATT

xie
PART

shei
whoever

gainian
concept

chouxiang
abstract

lishi
history

guojia
country

renquan,
human
rights,

neirong,
content,

quanli
rights

dou
all

ta
3-sg

de
ATT

de
ATT

dou
all

ta
3-sg

jiushi
be

suan 
count as

zhidao
know

bu
not

gainian,
concept,

gainian.
concept.

ymggai
should

you
have

daodi
ultimately

shi
be

renquan
human
rights

shi
be

ta
3-sg

Chapter 5:

5-1:
C-17 You hen da de zuoyong. Ni

Have very big ATT function. 2-sg

461
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xiang Zhongguo shi
resemble China be

yang yi ge...
type one CLAS...

wo bing bu
1-sg at all not

hen fengfu. Erqie
very rich. Also

nenme duo. Zaocheng
so many. Create

ge huanjing ni
CLAS environment 2-sg

zanmen shenme shiqing
1-pl whatever matter

Yingxiang dehua cong
Influence if from

Birushuo xiaoxue dao
For example elementary 

school
to

gaozhong, gaozhong shang
high school, high school attend

ni yao zheng.
2-sg must struggle.

guo shang bijiao
live up comparative'

Danshi ni kan
But 2-sg look at

ni kan Jianada
2-sg look at Canada

ta yao di

4f

yi ge zhei
one CLAS this

di guang, danshi
land broad, but

juede ta zlyuan
think 3-sg resource

Zhongguo ren you
China person also

zhei yang yi
this type one

jiu shenme shiqing,
just whatever matter,

dou hui zheng.
all will struggle.

xiao dao da.
young until old.

chuzhong, chuzhong dao
middle middle to
school, school

daxue, shenme shiqing
university, whatever matter

Ni cai neng
2-sg finally can

hao de shenghuo.
good ATT life.

Xlfang de guojia...
Western ATT country...

huozhe xiang Meiguo
or resemble U.S.

da wii bo,
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3-sg be land

wo zong juede
1-sg always think

fengfu. Ni kan
rich. 2-sg look at

ge difang ta
CLAS plas 3-sg

huangmo. Ta zhei
wasteland. 3-sg this

ni zhi yao...
2-sg only want...

bu fu chu
not pay out

jiushi... keyi shuo
just... can say

fu chu shao
pay out less

ni jiu neng
2-sg just can

shushi de shenghuo.
comfortable ATT life.

yiyang, Zhongguo nenme
same, China so

bu yiyang, guoqing
not same, conditions

j™ dei zheng,
just must struggle,

guo shang bijiao
live up comparatively

Suoyi jiu zaocheng
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big thing broad,

ta zlyuan hen
3-sg resource very

Zhongguo xlbei nei
China northwest that

hao duo shi
very many be

bian jiu shenme,
side just whatever,

bit shuo ta
not say 3-sg

null, ren zhuyao
diligent, person mostly

bi Zhongguo ren
COMP China person

hen dud daijia
very much price

guo shang bijiao
live up comparatively

Danshi Zhongguo bu
But China not

dud ren, huanjing
many people, environment

bit yiyang, ni
not same, 2-sg

ni cai neng
2-sg finally can

hao de shenghuo.
good ATT life.

le Zhongguo ren
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Therefore just create PERF China person

you zhei yang yixie xinli jiegou.
have this type some psychological structure.

Meiguo ren zhei yang Vye zuo
U .S . person this type also do

cheng yj ge xinli jiegou, suoyi
create one C L A S psychological structure, therefore

wangwang shi youyu yi ge ta
always be because of one C L A S 3-sg

de... shi hen keguan de dongxi,
P O S ... be very objective A T T thing,

zhe hen wuzhi de dongxi zaocheng
this very material A T T thing create

de.
REL.

Jiushi, women fazhan dao zhe yi
Just, 1-pl develop to this one

bu, ranhou women ylnggai you neixie
step, afterward 1-pl should have those

quanli. Women ylnggai zhei yang kan,
rights. 1-pl should this way look,

jiushuo ben ren jiu meiyou yi
FILL root person just not have one

ge chouxiang de, llxiang de renquan,
CLAS abstract ATT, ideal ATT human

rights,

biru Meiguo zai liang bai nian
for instance U.S. at two hundred year

qian ta de renquan gainian wanquan
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before 3-sg POS human concept completely
rights

bu yfyang, gen xianzai. Ta ye
not same, with now. 3-sg also

bu keneng zuo dao xianzai zhei
not possible do arrive now this

yang renquan de gainian.
type human ATT concept.

rights

5-3:
C-12 Danshi xianzai shuo ni de zhengfu

But now say 2-sg POS government

shi m de jiazhang kending dajia
be 2-sg POS parents definitely everyone

bu hui tongyi. NI Ping shenme
not would agree. 2-sg based on what

shuo ta shi jiazhang? Dui bu
say 3-sg be parents? Right not

dui? Erqie wo juede keneng jiushi
right? Also 1-sg think maybe FILL

shuo yaoshi gei ta juxian dao
FILL if for 3-sg limit arrive

Zhongguo lai jiang dehua, ruguo m
China come say if, if 2-sg

yao wen zai nianqlng yidian de
want ask at young COMP ATT

ren dehua, ta keneng hui jiushi,
person if, 3-sg maybe would just,

yinwei you... dou kaishi jiao shui
because have... all begin pay tax
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ne.
MOOD.

Danshi wo jiao
But 1-sg pay

ping shenme shuo
based on what say

wo zai yanghu
1-sg PROG nurture

ylnggai lai wei
should come for

dui bu dui?
right not right?

you hen duo
have very many

ta yao hui
3-sg want would

shi zhei yang
be this way

wei wo lai
for 1-sg come

meiyou fuwu ha.
not have serve MOOD.

le shui, ni
PERF tax, 2-sg

shi jiazhang shi
be parents be

ni a? Ni
2-sg MOOD? 2-sg

wo zuo shiqing,
1-sg do matter,

Suoyi xianzai hui
Therefore now would

laobaixing nei yang,
common that way,
people

ma zhengfu, queshi
curse government, actually

ne, ni meiyou
MOOD, 2-sg not have

zuo hao shiqing,
do good matter,
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Appendix D: Chinese data in characters

In te rv iew  Q u estio n s :

^7 fh  ^  J[3R JL, — i ^ l j  A  A  ̂  ̂  ^  A

? £ J M f  £  -ff ̂  ?

4 0 A  ;̂ M&:

• i i ^ A
• dh» ■"ft tft r£  ,$ t f , ^  S . #  i i S  ?2& iJC ̂  ̂  rjr ?

5 . A & t^j |5] I) $,*# i v —
2$? A  J A i \  'A iLM- ? ? ■ /j& ̂  #  AA2aLrj[Jto'f5! ® JsL i £ #

•frH bf, m & m  A r t ^ A r t i i # # i ?

8 .

A #  W+ ^ ' J' Bt ,4̂  -  #  ̂  A f  - 0 SL £  •$ ̂  & £  -  #5 &r -a £ , It l B -a 4- tb 
# e ? A .  A f c f i L  if>
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tf) i t  j ]  fa  '1-4 # —# ^  ? 

1 2 . t

C hapter 3:

C - l l  &■!%&%,
C -1 0  &$L3f-4)r^-tf]X$f-',iH, ^ £ ^ f ’1fero [laughter]

ItA 'IH IH & T  # ?
c - i i  ^  4M n£& >M r& & - # + * & .

m W  W  #  W  W #  ift 17 T R i /JL... £)

c - 1 8 W. . . i £ yH W J . ’̂ ,

i& M s.ittfJ& lfc , A -Z -kb tf0 & ¥ j
t #  A

f i t
ijMfc, W ,  t£...

C -1 9  - & T # .
C -1 8  & % itfflkb& S E .£ l$ i& t'-v lili& i$ tf]...i$& it& !i3^ }k% -J^ jL -% :

# ”17, 4 ^  # # 4 ] ^
l7lt.^^:P?32.4S-^-0 fe&^fyJsi?L'&MJt2i'!$i£J!^/3i%L$i£', #71’] # , ^ ^ —4s
W o

C -1 8  sfe&ifc, W ^ W - J M u s ]  W # W ,  W S I T M - & A
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i .  k r  f t .
$Li&, — 'M ?  A ^ p  — 'M t r A ^ H f‘VAJs , Mj&it- .̂..

C -1 9  s ^ l l ^ i f i j ^ A f e . ^ ^ .
c - 18 ^  #  £j $  f i 7 4  T i t # . . . M i l # . . .
C -1 9  & £ ,.
C -1 8  A £ i i > h g £ j | . J J t £ . ,

i .
M e  4 .  4 ^ 4 . . .
C -18  
C -1 9  t f .
C -1 8  > h A # L £ .

3 -5 :

C -21  4 t 3 ] ,
M e  4 P3 ?
C -21  % & % ...
M e
C -21  4 £ # .
C -2 0  A . Sfc.
C -21  4 & ,  4 ^ 4 .
M e 4"-%? [laughter]
C -2 0  £ t § ,  & ft- f# iS H 8 L .
C -21  #.& & .„
C -2 0  $LAvL, -fr'fAit'fa 

-& .. .

C -21  # C 4 i t l 4
c - 2 0  . . . i t m t m i . . .
C -21  ih & .
C -2 0  ...it^f-, i t4 |" 4 .. .
c - 2 1  4 f u : 0
C -2 0  £ £ . £ # ,  { m & Z f t i t y ' M ,  T & .

3 -1 0 :

i £ # « ^ S C « T J 4
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f c ^ A ,  ^ i b $ t* 4 r ,  4U]i*§^  
A # « ,  ^ « 7 „

3 - 1 1 :

C -1 9  ttf}% .£3& & $L & 'n ...'& $L ‘>
C - 1 8 * h  5&&.lk&.&£.tf}%.M..
C -1 9  sfc.
C -18
C -1 9

3 - 1 2 :

C - 1 7  gJf-g.£&~BL7. t

A  "  $kM-#-'}' ̂ F 3C# $j7~ A#C. iii /& %.$* Js  1&--f'M ?4b '1$

T,
C -1 6  xfr.

3 - 1 3 :

C - 1 2  ...fr %.-&&■&
5C.#,

# ,  ' tb i l^ T '^ ,  -tfc9L

3 - 1 4 :

M e  t - ^ « ' M t 7 - ?
C -1 4  « L * b ,  % %-lr * : $ & & &

1 .

3 - 1 5 :

C -1 2  ...4&4H & & & # < & % J L - & $ f : £ & .
C -13  * M £ T £ ?
C -1 2  > W i « 7 # 0
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C-13 «£,
C-12 t f ’fT.

3-19:
C-18 & & # ?
c -1 9  # -!£

c -18 I) 6 # . . .
c -1 9  f JL ’fT.

3-20:
C-21 H A jMM'T. &

$ L T i3-&&%.'l&in%.tf]JLip...4k,flj&tf]--$-JL?ft

3-28:
C-13 - k ¥ , J i t j ^ ?
C-12
C-13 & v%?
c -12 t f ,  i f * & g ' b & & f t ,  i f r g f t ^ f t ,  *?—%.£■&&

3-29:
c -18

i b ^ j H ^ & 'S c  M l i „  'f.s.lLis, $Li&)k&, '&...M.

C - I 9 * h
C-18

_ h t b ^ ^ s i ^ 0 Mi&2Lf%££M‘-~A4&3kJfe-fr
st'&^L 7 « ^ T - ^ a „

3-36:
C-19 Ppte, * p & # r $ :$ i£ £ & £ # r 4 - ,  ^
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ifc, 4&jN&̂ &&-&-Tt'$L7Li}L...'fi7L:{fk-‘}ti'M, $J,

C-18 xfr, *h 
C-19

3-37:
C -11

c - 1 0  I-iT 0  #  # i ; t p-3; ?
^r? —yh # ; |L . .

I) 6 ^ 0  0 4 & & £ h M ;# ^  T ,

^  ̂  ^ ^  ?

3-38:
C-12 4^1£9LI£#l&i£i?t_fc.;t;fC 
C-13 _L^ # 0 
C-12 xfr. 03?...
C-13
C-12
C-13 #o
C-12 I. rf&JLiS#.

i & M  £ £  #1 ...‘f f c T ^ x t - f  & M l « # F ?
C -1 3 * h
C-12 M T t t .

3-39:
C-14

-$L $L 4!-& 3i% . if*& * . #  JL& JU fr-k^  «  & £ & & $ .  fc 0 ,

r?6 JL4fc* 0 « 0 l b * # « \  I T T M M
^ " tlto  f&Js, i i ,  i&_L:fc#
,^7ff — 0 o 0  37 A...
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C-15
0 1 4  & £ # 4 . - f £ A ,  ^ ^ T f ,  i t

C -1 4  4faM L-“ >H&$./f;|13, $>£-fi-Ji;fc.=£.
C -1 5  t f ’fr.
C -1 4  ^ 4 k T ,  * M M H fe 'J 'tf ,  & *& ■ & & & & % ■ & £.

€ 1 ...
C -1 5  teS fc& T , l t k i t ^ A « f £ T .
C -1 4  i* y N c ? j - ^ S £ T ,  4 ^ £ # t

I. *M n-k

C -1 5  *t, 4 ^ 0 i i W 2 S L A .

3 - 4 0 :

C -21  T & ,  # T ,  - i & ^ j & - & & £ ' ie..

3 -4 1 :

■iiL, >b4t»t£JL— Jkl &M. .  i ^ j i t
# #  T ...&&...& T -  & ?'i & &&1T «  £...-#-J k & f  &
4ft l lL&tfjMtfLJf; 0  3] i i # ( ^ i £

I f t^ ^ ^ t ' ik -L f rv I i t - t f c ,  i ^ i t l f t ^ - ^ i k j i ,  TMfti^li'/T; J i ^ ^ i L ; ^ . ^  J t

&, 4 t £ 0

3 -4 7 :

3 - 4 8 :

C -2 0  0 ^ # i f l , f > £ t 0 i £ . . .
C -21  & # - £ & * £ .
C -2 0  * £ ^ & # J 5 ' ]  # . . . # # ] # - £ & ,  ^ ^ . . . ^ . . . ^ ^ ^ A ^ ^ p ^ A ^ i J L . . .
C -21  * * . . 1 . ^ .
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C - 2 0

JpUk. ifoiL
*&#...

C-21 , *t.
C-20 St. , & ->K .il& ...& -& tf x # .

[...]

li- 'K ..
c - 2 1  j t^ T ^ '1 4 * . .
c - 2 0  0 i*7K.
c - 2 1

C-20 $iA...QAH1&M ££>%.]£.,
C-21 sj-, #>i*M#...
C-20
C-21
C-20 „JaL#$—> h£-£;t, £ ...
C-21 xfr,
C-20 . . .£ /f f -& # X # ?

3-49:
C - 1 8 & % & & & & & .# & # ]5C#„ 0  3 * 7 T A # J 5 t 0

f# ij J C ^ 0 \v$K K-f - £ .# .
11^  A #  — >Mb/jli;#j — —

7 A ^ A l s ,  % xL—fcMfrlfftlftM., $-'&fflM.—$L%i 
i iv x fc ,  $ ; £ # . . . # i ^ # , t & ' f f e j & * j ,&;&?

3-50:
C - 1 9 4M. t e. - h A # ,

^>%?#] A ^ —# ?

3-51:
c - 1 2 " i —

f r W t .
C-13 [laughter]
C-12 *t, [laughter]
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C - 1 4  5 C « ? "

3-53:
C-14

3-54:
C - 11 'A
C -1 2  ^ j a i h t e ^ N * L - f l i | J f r .  ' £ — g ,

3-74:
C -1 8  # „  4f ̂  —

,&-&® A if i j# .
8 6..JU?f&'fT, $ t - # ,  l i t M

£ R f # x # ,  # i ^ I . . . i ^ l J i ^ x 4 t ,
^ ■ ^ • i- J i^ L # , ,  ll cb^T#-
...ii &

J M r # . £  . . .# .£  # & # .  £ £ & # &

3-75:
c -19

&4J&#...-&4:;$ T II ?SII&S

Chapter 4:
4-1:
C-21 ^ & # t ^ ' ! t 7 „

[...]
C-20 0 #  tj 6...
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C - 2 1
C - 2 0  I)

4-2:

# $ M l .

4-3:
C-18 & & & * * % . & & & # ■ # ] & . & . £ % . & & & % )

C-19 i?&JL5S:^rW)Sf#.
C-18 *h

4-11:
C - l l  - ^ ® 4 U & t z , % - ^ . . .
C-10

4 - f  €4& iW + & - £ & # # : .  fo M ik
% .% t...'& jkiz^& % .% t'-& 'lJr £ # - ? - i $ # 4 # ,  l i f t .

4-31:
c -1 4  *F& W  #£>] A  & 15] *  & tl 4f ^

6 ,  $LA.i'k%‘tA % kSL £*<■%■ i ^ - f  
# 4 4 s  I] 4 a A A & # 4 i - £

T ) & ^ _ U W 4 f ’fT, i U ^ i b —^

4-32:...

# t * « ,
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& i f  f a — ^  9c  0

4-33:
c - io

T T t .
c - l l  *}-, & £ # 9 U t# .  ^ ^ 9 c 9 c ^ ,£ j £ ,  S ^ & j f c # ^ —

3T&4UHS
& £ # .  f%VA...fc&B^jkJk & & A 4 ?  

t .  -ff^?, 4^#"^ ̂ L f h ^ ^ # > C R , y! .̂- îa^]-lHj .̂ii 
# 4 U l ?

c -10  & # & & . ii'K Jo^U J'rP f] i] 

f c A s t  K  % f t  tfj & & f  % M \ .

4-34:
C-12 1?] I ] # 0 'ffcH-'ii’f1' m^J?£,

C-13 #FA&&&&!&?
C-12

4-35:
C-18 5fc, %%%.%&&&&&*&&>%&%L%fa--&1.

W -
C-19
C-18 <£&&, 

i l ’fT.
[. . . ]
n li i? s  £:%>%&.—A-fa* t S f '& fefc  T - k t f j # ,  & t  k  A

^ ^ ' 5r £

4  £ # *  ̂  A ^JM H 'J & $  . J . ! ) ' 1 H A t A I ^ » «
-ff^o

4-36:
C-16 « c & ,  ^&%&L$}Jk$LSSifttrMltf}&&3.,
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c -1 7  i^itvL^L'^f & ffl, -̂"G? if>M,

C-16 ^ . . .A & . . .A & f t & ; f c ^ j § b ' 6 f a l^ . . .
C-17

■S'

c -17  &
1L W M t & $ .

C-16 # . . .—

4-37:
C-13 # 4 f

%j*H, i t i ± - ^ 4 t &,
|L 0

C-12 13̂ % IS'S'tLTiL, izAA,

pG?

4-38:
C-21 &...*?

& ĵ  #- T ?
C - 2 0 ^ ^ A 4 8 t T ^ I . . .
C-21 T.
C-20

4-39:
c - 1 4  &tnj5LM.&-#tfj,

% > £ .# & # }& & , 'S t f jA M A 'l iZ ?  * r$ ,& 8 L & fr& M g  t * - * —# .

4-40:
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4 - 5 7 :

C-13 * M L ^ r ,
# : f  # ?

C-12 *h

4-58:
C-21 B % & & £ & .* .& .

\k%  & & ?

4-59:
Me
C-12 M.&. &iZ,
Me Jki&l 
C-12 M.i£,
C-13 0 ^ £ « 0 ?
Me *h # # 4 ® ,
C-13
Me
C-13 A M .

-Jc^T

4-60:
C-12 & ^ l T ^ 4 # t ' f i M , 4 c

#7 '̂J & &  >£ 4r 4§— # # - # # —# t s ,  & &  & # .

4 - 6 1 :

C-16 4 ^  . • ■>& ̂ .. . JJfUMfe #  I f # .
[...]

: O f £  ^  ® f t i f t „ £ £ 4 l # # # A . . . # r ? ^
- f  I) M . . . #  t) M 4 # # „  ^ . . 4 x m A | i
& ■ & !.  t f .
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4-62:
C-14
C-15 A A A .  
c - 1 4  $b& —
C-15 & T o

& & E J & ?

c-15 Ifcit fir /?*&•;,, ^
i i 4 i ]
£r$L, ^ ^ t t ^ - ^ T l ' s t .

4-63:
Me M .A A A ^ ^ ' iA  'fS.As&Jt

c - l l  t  Bltf 3i#:>*lfcR;&<£ & # ,
A iA i& ^ M tV y ls L t-£-, ^ A & i n t M JAi)LA&iM4i/l&intf)*&/!i1(P'

A &&■&#&$
? J fA iX tfA & ?

4-64:
C -20  ^ i ± ^ t  S  & & & # & ■ . . .
C-21 4 t # ^ „
C-20 I t f p i j * .  A L itA M A A vt ,  *1, r f t t ,  ^ a a a ...

*F,
C-21 *prftT1t& s£^7.
C-20 *R.
C-21

4-6  5:
C - 1 7 f o ^ R A ,  $ L A ilA & A A J A ,& #}. A M - . M i k ^ ^ A A ^ ,  & & & . 

#i&AjAMM...AMM-XAM%^ziJ7-£:4~fo$lA, AAA? AjJfcAA&Aifr

#}.

4-66:
C-14 " £ i£ # 'fr & T 5 M .^ &  &*&•?"

X r ^ f a & A M l k & A j f ,  &-¥•?"
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^  p #&&%.#} #M  # 4 4  „

C-15 *h
C-14 fcAfoM iZ& 'Afr?
C-15 ^  £*i£.
C-14 ^ f^ -r fe X lb l]  61iA#-^-4Tl3t,

P)-%a"$Tm^/$-ijL~~~F, yi%-?Li3L%f- =?$£.$!,
C-15

4-67:

C-17 :&&■&, iEL#iM£^, ^£#...ih#» 4£JM£T,

4-68:

4-69:
C-18 &&4fet| 4&4l

c - i 8 * j - .  "&&&&&>&?' &&&...&&&&&&#}&, &&Mfaster ,  &
Pr$L¥l fo'dk„

C-19 * # £ $ : . . .
C-18 
C-19 II 
C-18 ll

4-70:
C-21 tt.sfc#^-.
C-20
C-21
C-20
C-21 afc#J!ML..
C-20 ffrMfc&i&lftit'JL&ft,
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'fco

C-21 *j\ A 3 L l b « -
A , m m & J  . . .& A $ L & A & M A & ,>

4 -7 1

c - 2 0  S f r & . . . - $ p £ & &  £ & £ i± ?
C -21  / k k f lL t

4-72:

i z A & f r A ?
C-18 HAvL, ItIlA A ^ ^ ^ A ^ A M A A ^ A ^ t̂ A ?  
Me  *t .

Me toil 6 i U f ,
C-19 &A*&%;A:ks%~,
C-18

4-73:
C-19 * b £ #

^ S J ^ n o T ,
A A f ,  % 1 % 7 A A M ^ A A ^ ,

% 7 M A i t i t A ^ A ^ A ^  
AAAH'A&]M<^f J> t ?  AuA’A ' I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A . A ^ i A ^  M AA jS.iM-ir4T, 
f e A t f T & t f J l & A A f l i - i g - t f l A ,  j s j & j f c f t i & M A A 4 - f o ,  A A A J ^ ttA ^ L  
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\3-A-kv'A7L%jAi
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AfrAAift ,
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&&&&&% 7  £ 2  & A tf  *<]&, 4^7 T i l ' N t t ,

4-75:
C-15 i i4 .$ -> M fr & . #:

& itA M ..M A & M & t  ̂ - # & & ,  t  # & &  ■ - # & A

#r & ® ^  & & *  f  &  ^  £  ^ f £  .
C-14 « . . .
C-15 *t, 'f&̂ H&fp
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C - 2 1  i£j —
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C-21 * * f .

4 -80:
C-5 £ # * ? # & ; & & .  0
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#> 'tL ^ l iE -^ ^ ,  4j;-&
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C-14 I , ®

-f -^£h .
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C-19 A ’fT. f t —-
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C-18 T ihvLvLzktf&'f, %li)L, fflMjffl.fe-Tf-zi
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15] ^  J r  &  tfl J 5 L & #  A £  f t , W  # - - f ^ ' H i
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4-102:
C-18 itiU iM n-fr-£#®

1'W .
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C-16 *j\
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c - 1 7
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